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Figure 1: Excerpt from the entry on chaos in one of the first definitive compendia
of Western scientific knowledge, Chambers’ Cyclopaedia of 1728 (Chambers, 1728).
As this extract from Chambers (1728) illustrates, the chaotic turbulent
dynamics of the world we inhabit have fascinated us throughout the ages,
from the great thinkers of the classical era, to Leonardo da Vinci, into the
Renaissance period and the dawning of the modern scientific age and right
up to the present day. Even now we are far from a complete understanding
of turbulence and many fundamental challenges remain for the future.
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Abstract
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and affordable computing power have
advanced considerably in recent years, bringing full 3D simulation of complex
high Reynolds number flows within reach of industry. However, providing
accurate and trustworthy results in diverse flows with constraints on compu-
tational resources is still a considerable challenge. Owing to the complexity
of commonly-encountered turbulent flows, robust turbulence models are re-
quired which do not have to be manually tuned to specific flow conditions to
ensure their accuracy.
In this regard, a highly effective approach is unstructured mesh adaptivity
which automatically refines or coarsens the mesh locally in order to achieve
a desired accuracy with minimum computational effort. However, the use
of such adaptive meshes with turbulence models raises questions about the
origins and interactions of various errors. This thesis describes the develop-
ment, verification and validation of robust turbulence models suited to high
Reynolds number single-phase turbulent flow using unstructured adaptive
meshes.
The main focus of this thesis is a new tensorial dynamic large eddy sim-
ulation (LES) model. The novel combination of the dynamic LES method
with a tensorial definition of filter width is ideal for capturing the anisotropy
and inhomogeneity of turbulence. This model is designed for use with un-
structured mesh adaptivity, which enables the simulation of turbulent flow
with high efficiency in terms of mesh resolution. Furthermore, the model is
robust since both the resolution and the sub-filter-scale (SFS) stresses adapt
to local flow conditions so that little a priori knowledge of the flow is re-
quired. Verification tests of the filtering method and validation of the new
LES model in the 3D backward-facing step are presented.
To provide context for the research, the contribution made by CFD simu-
lations to the analysis of nuclear reactor safety and performance is discussed.
The practicalities of performing simulations on high performance computing
(HPC) facilities are also discussed. Background theory necessary to un-
derstand the research is presented, including a mathematical description of
turbulent flow and the classes of CFD methods used to approximate it. A
v
review of turbulence models, discretisation methods, boundary conditions
and adaptive meshing methods is included.
The construction and testing of a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) k−ε turbulence model and a scale-adaptive very large eddy simula-
tion (VLES) model in the open-source CFD code Fluidity are also described.
The development of a law-of-the-wall boundary condition for turbulent flow
in variational (weak) form is also presented. Verification tests are performed
to establish that the k − ε model has been coded correctly. Validation of
the RANS model and the wall function using fixed and adaptive meshes is
carried out in the 2D backward-facing step.
Finally, results of simulations of a vortex diode device using various tur-
bulence models are presented and compared to results from the commercial
CFD code CFX and experimental results. This study was carried out during
the industrial component of the Engineering Doctorate, which was intended
to further the development and understanding of CFD at Rolls-Royce Nu-
clear. The device presents a challenging test case for CFD but some useful
conclusions are reached about how to model it. The thesis concludes with a
summary of findings and proposals for further research.
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1 Introduction
This brief introductory chapter explains the motivation for the research. Cur-
rent challenges in computational fluid dynamics for nuclear reactor safety and
design are reviewed. The aims and original contribution to science of this research
are stated and the plan of the thesis is presented.
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1.1 Introduction
Nuclear power has been providing clean, plentiful electricity for over 50 years.
In almost 15,000 cumulative reactor-years of operation, only three major ac-
cidents have occurred: Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima (WNA,
2012a). While these accidents have fuelled public doubts over the safety of
nuclear energy, they have also fostered a worldwide culture of safety in the
nuclear industry. Several countries have operated nuclear-powered navies
for a similar period of time. In the United Kingdom, Rolls-Royce plc has
been designing, building and servicing submarine nuclear propulsion systems
for the Royal Navy since the 1950s with an impeccable safety record (Rolls-
Royce, 2012). Stringent national and international safety regulations coupled
with a comprehensive set of guiding principles governing nuclear reactor de-
sign and operation ensure that modern civil and naval nuclear power plants
are safer than ever before (WNA, 2012a).
A central tenet of the engineering principles is the provision of defence in
depth: the design of the reactor system ensures that reasonably foreseeable
“abnormal operation and failures” have an extremely small probability of
occurring, but if they do, additional safety features are in place to control,
contain and mitigate the consequences in order to protect the public (HSE,
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2006). The potential consequences of a fault must be analysed, from the ini-
tiating fault through the ensuing sequence of events to its safe (or otherwise)
conclusion. Therefore, we require a physical or computational model.
Building life-sized realistic physical models for severe accident analyses in
the laboratory, such as core meltdown in the Chernobyl disaster, is very dif-
ficult and expensive (Sehgal, 2006). Furthermore, scaled-down or simplified
physical models may not recreate the exact conditions of the accident. Com-
putational or numerical models have been used in a wide variety of nuclear
accident analyses for over 30 years. Initially, they were coupled systems of
one-dimensional (1D) approximations of individual components, incorporat-
ing complex parameterisations derived from a huge database of isolated-effect
experiments (NEA, 2008).
However, many physical phenomena, in particular fluid flows, simply can-
not be represented as 1D numerical models with an acceptable level of ac-
curacy. Prime examples are turbulent coolant flow in the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) (Ho¨hne et al., 2006), buoyancy-driven flow in the containment
(Scheuerer et al., 2005b), boiling and multiphase flow (Yadigaroglu, 2005),
core reflooding after dryout (Smith, 2010) and thermal fatigue in pipe junc-
tions (NEA, 2008). In these situations and many more, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) methods based on 3D and transient numerical models is
invaluable (NEA, 2008).
A limiting factor on the adoption of CFD for nuclear reactor safety (NRS)
analysis is the relative scarcity of good quality 3D data from realistic exper-
iments, particularly of transient multiphase flows, for code validation pur-
poses. In comparison, the large amount of amassed knowledge from single-
effect tests makes the 1D codes quite reliable in these cases, as long as they
are only used within the range of validity of the correlations (Smith, 2010).
Major coordinated international efforts are under way to remedy this situa-
tion, detailed in NEA (2008) and Smith (2010).
Whilst CFD may be in the early stages of use for such complex cases, it is
quite well established for simulating single-phase flow in the nuclear industry
(Bestion et al., 2004). Examples of accidents where single-phase CFD can
be successfully applied include boron dilution transients, mixing of hot and
cold coolant at a pipe junction and hydrogen combustion in the containment
(Bestion et al., 2004). Nevertheless, there are some fundamental questions to
be answered on the trustworthiness of CFD methods. These pertain to the
range of applicability of numerical turbulence models, the requirement for
massive computing power and the quantification of uncertainty in numerical
models (NEA, 2008).
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Reactor Safety Analysis
1.2.1 Computing Power Limitations
The computational demands for simulations of typical NRS cases can be
daunting for two reasons. Firstly, quantifying uncertainty in the solution
dictates that a large number of separate simulations are run (NEA, 2007a).
Secondly, the computational demands of an individual simulation can be
large owing to geometrical complexity and the length of time for accident
scenarios to evolve (Smith, 2010). For example, LES of an 800-second tran-
sient in a whole RPV required 40 days on a 2.5 million node mesh split over
32 processors (Bieder et al., 2007). The cost of computational power is con-
stantly coming down but as more computation resources become available,
more demanding simulations are run to fill it: the demand for more power is
never-ending (Smith, 2010). Therefore, it is vital to maximise the efficiency
with which the simulation is run , e.g. only to use the resolution necessary
to achieve sufficient accuracy in the solution.
1.2.2 Range of Validity of Turbulence Models
Because of the complexity of NRS cases, usually the only practical CFD ap-
proach is steady-state Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) modelling,
but the simpler models are not applicable to a range of commonly occurring
flows, being unable to account for phenomena such as buoyancy, swirling
flows and transience. RANS models tend to be numerically stable on sub-
optimal meshes, giving a rough estimate of the correct answer in most flow
conditions. More complex RANS models such as Reynolds stress models may
be able to account for the aforementioned phenomena, but are generally less
numerically stable.
Models that account for limited large-scale transience such as unsteady
RANS (U-RANS) or very large eddy simulation (VLES) may be more ap-
propriate, but there is not yet a consensus on how to define the separation
between resolved and modelled dynamics in a physically meaningful way
(Travin et al., 2004). Similar problems face the many attempts to blend
RANS and LES, such as detached eddy simulation (DES), because the two
models are fundamentally different (Friess and Manceau, 2012).
In NRS cases where turbulence has to be well-resolved, such as mixing
in a pipe junction, LES is the best option, e.g. Kuczaj et al. (2010). The
commonly-used Smagorinsky model has several shortcomings, for example
its inability to account for anisotropy of the sub-filter scales (SFS) (Pope,
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2000). In this model, the assumption is made that the SFS are isotropic by
citing the Kolmogorov local isotropy hypothesis, allowing for a very simple
form based on a scalar eddy viscosity. The mesh resolution requirements to
satisfy this assumption can be prohibitively fine (Pope, 2000). It is also not
trivial to determine whether the solution has been sufficiently well-resolved
(Meyers et al., 2003). There is evidence to suggest that the SFS in real flows
are actually anisotropic (Fureby and Grinstein, 2002) and that an ‘anisotropy
cascade’ from large to small scales exists (Sagaut, 2006). To improve model
accuracy and practicality, we need a way to account for this in the LES
model.
The range of different NRS cases means that there is not one ideal model
for all of them:
“Don’t use a pair of scissors to cut the grass on a football field.
On the other hand, don’t cut your hair with a lawn mower” (NEA,
2007a).
Different levels of accuracy are required for different purposes: for design op-
timisation, a relatively simple, computationally undemanding model might
be sufficient, while quantitative prediction of a safety-critical parameter de-
mands the best affordable model (Rolls-Royce, 2010). A hierarchy of increas-
ingly detailed but equally valid approximations to the true flow are needed.
1.2.3 Appropriate Resolution in CFD Solutions
Best-practice guidance on uncertainty quantification recommends the use of
mesh-refinement studies to demonstrate mesh-independence of a CFD so-
lution , i.e. that further refinement does not lead to significant accuracy
improvements (NEA, 2007a). However, in typical NRS cases the mesh resolu-
tion is so demanding that mesh-independent solutions cannot be obtained or
cannot be demonstrated (Menter and Hemstrom, 2002). Methods for demon-
strating convergence of CFD solutions without resorting to mesh-refinement
studies are required.
Furthermore, LES is sensitive to the mesh and does not converge to a
mesh-independent instantaneous solution in the way that RANS does (Klein,
2005). The interaction of modelling and discretisation errors in LES results in
unpredictable convergence behaviour (Meyers et al., 2003). Functions of the
solution such as time averages or surface integrals may be better metrics of
solution accuracy. Selection of appropriate functions of the solution by which
to measure the accuracy of an LES is a subject of considerable importance for
NRS. A related area is the determination of whether sufficient resolution has
been provided to satisfy modelling assumptions, hence deem the LES well
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resolved and provide confidence that the result is accurate. Both of these
topics need to be investigated if LES is to become a trusted tool for NRS.
1.3 Research Objectives
In this thesis, steps toward the development of a hierarchy of robust turbu-
lence models with mesh adaptivity suitable for nuclear reactor safety analysis
are described. The objectives of the research are now presented.
1.3.1 Application of Mesh Adaptivity to Industrial
CFD Problems
In order to resolve the important flow features without wasting resolution
on regions of the flow where nothing is happening, the mesh can be refined
or coarsened locally. The question is, where are the regions of interest? In
general, we do not know in advance and the more complex the flow is, the
harder it is to find out (Fro¨hlich et al., 1998). Indeed, it may vary in time.
This is where unstructured mesh adaptivity is invaluable: the mesh is au-
tomatically refined or coarsened independently in all directions to meet a
specified solution error criterion with a minimal number of mesh nodes (Pain
et al., 2001). Use of adaptive meshing algorithms for NRS was suggested by
Scheuerer et al. (2005a) in order to bring the most computationally demand-
ing cases within reach. Unstructured mesh adaptivity has been implemented
in Fluidity (Pain et al., 2001) and its potential for optimising mesh resolution
and reducing computational work in turbulent flows is investigated in this
project.
1.3.2 Development of a Range of Turbulence Models
A hierarchy of robust turbulence models at various levels of approximation
to real turbulence is needed to suit different problem types. Near-wall mod-
elling methods need to be developed for arbitrary surface geometry and mesh
topology, which allow for coarse near-wall resolution in order to reduce com-
putational effort. The open-source finite element code Fluidity, developed by
the Applied Modelling and Computation Group (AMCG) at Imperial College
London, is to be used as a test bed for the models developed.
Unstructured mesh adaptivity can be used to provide optimal resolution
with any turbulence model. Strategies for combining mesh adaptivity with
RANS, U-RANS/VLES and LES models need to be developed and tested. A
RANS model is not mesh-sensitive, so the aim is simply to provide sufficient
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resolution to control a discretisation error in the solution. However, the most
suitable definition of that error may be problem-dependent and needs to be
investigated. With mesh-sensitive models such as VLES and LES, the mesh
should resolve the major flow structures while the turbulence model tailors
the dissipation to an appropriate level for the local resolution.
LES on anisotropic inhomogeneous unstructured meshes poses particular
challenges. Differing amounts of dissipation should be applied in different
directions to take mesh anisotropy into account (Gallerano et al., 2005).
One way to do this is with a tensorial eddy viscosity (Carati and Cabot,
1996). Filter width can also be defined as a tensor which is more appropriate
than the usual scalar quantity on highly stretched elements; Bentham (2003)
developed a tensorial definition of filter width for anisotropic tetrahedral
meshes. However, inhomogeneous filter width causes commutation errors
which may pollute the solution (Reynolds, 1990). These errors need to be
quantified and, if possible, reduced. Inhomogeneity of the SFS on an adaptive
mesh can be accounted for by applying the dynamic method of Germano
et al. (1991) to a particular LES model. The resulting dynamic LES model
is more robust as it can be used in a wide range of flows without tuning or
modification. As yet, no attempts have been made to combine all of these
aspects into a single LES model.
The last piece of this puzzle is to determine sufficient resolution for LES.
Strategies and techniques for ensuring that the important flow dynamics are
resolved are needed. Errors have to be quantified and controlled in order to
provide confidence in the solution. Advanced techniques such as goal-based
adaptivity will be considered.
1.3.3 Model Validation in Industrial CFD Problems
Validation of turbulence models in standard academic test cases is necessary
to test their robustness and accuracy. It is important to show that equivalent
results can be achieved at lower computational cost by using turbulence mod-
els in combination with mesh adaptivity. Models should also be validated
against benchmark data in a flow of relevance to nuclear engineering. Addi-
tionally, code-to-code benchmarking is recommended to give extra confidence
in the results and understand model behaviours. To this end, comparisons
of Fluidity against the commercial code CFX (ANSYS, 2011) are performed
in the vortex diode test case.
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Chapter 2 examines the role of CFD in nuclear engineering to provide context
for the rest of the work. The thermal-hydraulic characteristics of flow in an
RPV are described. A brief history of the uses of CFD in nuclear design and
safety analysis is presented with industry guidelines on CFD best-practice.
Current trends towards best-estimate modelling are explained, giving further
motivation to this research into high-fidelity CFD methods. The chapter
finishes with a breakdown of cost estimates and practicalities of running a
high-performance computing facility for very large parallelised CFD studies.
In order to appreciate the development of the models in this thesis, some
fundamental concepts require explanation. Chapter 3 presents an intro-
duction to the physics of turbulence and the relevance of turbulent flow in
engineering applications. The Reynolds and filtered decompositions of the
Navier-Stokes equations and associated modelling strategies are explained.
Boundary conditions for turbulent flow are presented next including the syn-
thetic eddy method (SEM) of Jarrin et al. (2006) for inflow turbulence gen-
eration which proves crucial to correct simulation of the 3D backward-facing
step. Next, the spatial/temporal discretisation methods used in this the-
sis are described, plus alternative numerical stabilisation methods which are
compared to the physically-derived turbulence models developed. Finally,
unstructured mesh adaptivity is described, both interpolation error-based
and goal-based. The metric tensor used in the tensorial LES model is ex-
plained.
Chapter 4 moves on to develop adaptive RANS modelling methods for
use in industrial CFD. The standard k−ε model is discretised by the control
volume-based finite-element (CV-FE) method. In addition, a log-law wall
function in variational form is developed and a VLES model is implemented.
Verification of the k − ε model by the Method of Manufactured Solutions
(MMS) is performed, confirming that the model has been correctly coded.
Validation of the model against experimental data is performed using the 2D
backward-facing step at Re = 132, 000 with fixed and adaptive meshes.
In Chapter 5, the development of a robust new tensorial dynamic LES
model, designed for use on adaptive meshes, is described. Deficiencies in the
most popular LES model in industry, the Smagorinsky model, are laid out
and improvements are discussed. These lead to the proposition of the new
model. The implementation of this model follows, including a new tenso-
rial inverse Helmholtz filter operator. Numerical properties of the filter are
verified by MMS. Possible strategies for using the LES model with adaptiv-
ity are described, including a new combination of interpolation error-based
and goal-based adaptivity designed to ensure that the LES is well resolved.
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Future research directions in goal-based adaptivity for industrial CFD are
signposted.
Chapter 6 presents results of the new tensorial dynamic LES model on
fixed and adaptive meshes in the 3D backward-facing step at Re = 5100. The
effect of several dynamic LES model settings and mesh adaptivity parameters
on the accuracy of multiple dependent variables is investigated. Results are
compared to the DNS data of Le et al. (1997) and a comparable dynamic
LES simulation of Panjwani et al. (2009). VLES and CFX dynamic LES
results are also presented.
In Chapter 7 a challenging industrial CFD problem at Rolls-Royce Nu-
clear, the vortex diode, is simulated using a variety of turbulence models in
Fluidity and CFX. The device generates markedly different pressure drops
depending on which way water flows through it, with a vortex being gener-
ated in one direction only. Pressure drops across the device are known from
experimental data.
Finally, Chapter 8 sums up the findings of the research, draws conclusions
from the findings and presents some promising future research directions in
LES on adaptive meshes and goal-based adaptivity.
1.5 Statement of Original Contribution
The novel combination of the RANS k−ε turbulence model discretised by the
control volume-based finite element (CV-FE) method with law-of-the-wall
boundary conditions in variational form and unstructured mesh adaptivity
is developed. The model performs well in simulations of the 2D backward-
facing step on fixed meshes. Using the model with mesh adaptivity reduces
the number of nodes in the mesh by 50-80% compared to a fixed mesh with
comparable reattachment length predictions. Mesh independence is demon-
strated by reaching identical solutions using five different error measures to
generate adaptive meshes. A modified scale-adaptive form of the k−ε model,
the VLES model of Han and Krajnovic` (2012) is implemented and initial re-
sults are promising.
The second significant contribution of this thesis is the novel combination
of a the the dynamic method with the tensorial eddy-viscosity LES model
based on the tensorial filter width of Bentham (2003) suitable for unstruc-
tured meshes. The method is ideally suited for use with unstructured mesh
adaptivity, dynamically adjusting the amount of dissipation to suit the local
resolution in each direction independently. This combination of the tenso-
rial dynamic LES model with unstructured mesh adaptivity is proposed as
a highly efficient and robust CFD model for diverse industrial flows. In
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most flows encountered in industry, turbulence departs significantly from the
isotropy and homogeneity assumptions which form the basis of commonly
used LES models. A model which can capture both the anisotropy and in-
homogeneity of real turbulence is expected to have a distinct advantage in
these situations.
Test filtering in the dynamic method is achieved by an explicit tensorial
inverse Helmholtz filter operator. Commutation error properties of the filter
are verified and shown to be reduced by controlling the spatial variation
of filter width via the mesh adaptivity settings. By using a tensorial eddy
viscosity and filter width, the SFS are anisotropic by construction and the
mesh requirements may be relaxed compared to isotropic models. Tensorial
eddy viscosity also addresses a well-known problem with the eddy-viscosity
hypothesis, namely that it incorrectly assumes that SFS stress and resolved
strain are aligned (Meneveau and Katz, 2000). Stress-strain alignment in the
new method is determined by anisotropy of the filter width and hence by the
mesh anisotropy.
Validation in the 3D backward-facing step on coarse meshes by LES stan-
dards shows that it is indeed an efficient method for resolving the important
scales of motion, equalling the predictive accuracy but using 60% fewer nodes
than the same model on a fixed mesh. Reattachment length predictions are
excellent, the best result falling within 4% of the DNS benchmark. Higher-
order statistics are captured with satisfactory accuracy and show an improve-
ment over the standard Smagorinsky model.
Finally, a mixed error-based/goal-based adaptivity method is proposed.
Goal-based adaptivity adapts the mesh to minimise the error in a goal func-
tional. Here the functional is an LES ‘resolution sensor’ defined as the pro-
portion of resolved to total kinetic energy and the goal is to resolve 80% of
the total energy. In this mixed method, the unstructured anisotropic mesh
generated by conventional interpolation error-based adaptivity is rescaled to
meet the resolution goal as well as satisfy the interpolation error bound.
Provided that the measures of actual and desired resolution are appropriate,
this method could be used to ensure that modelling assumptions have been
satisfied without resorting to the conventional laborious trial-and-error ap-
proach to mesh design. Implementation and testing of the method, as well
as investigation of alternative resolution sensors, are the subject of future
research.
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and Design
This chapter describes the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of a single-phase
pressurised water nuclear reactor (PWR) and the safety principles governing its
design. A brief history of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in nuclear reactor
safety and performance analysis is presented, along with current trends towards
best-estimate modelling and best practice guidelines, pointing towards the methods
described in later chapters. The chapter closes with a breakdown of the costs of
high-performance computing (HPC) for running very large parallelised CFD mod-
els.
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2.1 Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics play an increasingly important role in the
engineering design process, particularly in the early stages where basic design
parameters are being established. Experimental testing is very expensive and
engineers wish to avoid it during these early design iterations. Use of CFD on
supercomputers is relatively commonplace now and it is typical to simulate
flows with tens or hundreds of millions of degrees of freedom using tens of
thousands of processors (Fischer et al., 2008; Chabard and Laurence, 2009;
Sahni et al., 2009). CFD is now being applied to the very complex turbulent
flows found in nuclear reactors for the purposes of safety analysis and design
optimisation. Very high levels of confidence are required in the results if they
are to be used to make safety-related decisions.
2.2 Pressurised Water Nuclear Reactors
The type of nuclear reactor to which this research is relevant is the single-
phase pressurised water reactor (PWR). Currently, there are 325 civil PWR
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nuclear power stations worldwide which are operational or under construction
(WNA, 2012b), and PWRs have been used for decades to provide propulsion
for Royal Navy submarines (Rolls-Royce, 2012) as well as the surface and
submarine fleets of several other countries.
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the main components of a land-based
nuclear power plant and the primary and secondary coolant flows (indicated
by arrows). Figure 2.2 shows representative core barrel and coolant flow path
in more detail. Fissile material (uranium) is contained in arrays of fuel rods
inside the core barrel, itself inside a thick steel reactor pressure vessel (RPV).
Neutrons released by the decay of an atom of the fissile material knock neu-
trons out of other atoms, causing a chain reaction, or fission reaction. In
the process the atoms split into pieces, releasing a large amount of energy as
heat. Control rods of neutron-absorbing material are inserted into the core
barrel to maintain the reaction at a constant energy output.
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Figure 2.1: PWR nuclear power plant schematic showing flow path and primary
components including pressure vessel, core barrel, hot and cold legs, steam gener-
ator, pump and pressuriser (Hewitt, 2010).
Liquid water at around 275◦C and 150 bar pressure is pumped into the
RPV via the ‘cold leg’, down the annular passage or downcomer between
the RPV and core barrel and into the lower plenum. The lower plenum acts
to homogenise the coolant flow into the core, reducing large-scale turbulent
18
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Figure 2.2: Detailed schematic of RPV internals featuring core barrel, annular
downcomer, bottom plenum and cold/hot nozzles in a Korean PWR RPV (KAERI,
2000). Coolant flow path is also shown including a bypass flow which cools the
RPV upper dome.
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fluctuations. Obtaining approximately uniform flow across all channels is
essential to ensure removal of heat and prevent local hot spots which could
lead to an accident. The coolant then flows up through channels in the core
barrel to cool the fuel assemblies by forced convective heat transfer as shown
in Figure 2.2. A secondary ‘bypass flow’ is also shown. It does not cool the
fuel but instead circulates around the upper parts of the RPV to provide
cooling there.
Above the core the coolant, now close to saturation conditions at around
315◦C, continues out of the RPV in the ‘hot leg’ and onwards to a heat ex-
changer where the energy of the fission reaction is transferred to a secondary
loop. The secondary loop contains water at lower pressure which boils inside
the steam generator, the steam being used to drive a turbine and generate
electricity. The cycle is closed by condensing and cooling the primary and
secondary loop coolants and pumping them back around the circuits.
Additional components shown in Figure 2.1 are the pressuriser, which
maintains primary loop pressure, and the emergency core cooling system,
which floods the core in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
‘Large break’ and ‘small break’ LOCA events are caused by ruptures in the
main coolant loop or subsidiary pipework respectively. The entire apparatus
is housed within a large building-cum-pressure vessel called the containment.
In the event of radioactive material escaping the core and RPV, the contain-
ment is designed as the next major barrier. These major accidents are prime
subjects for CFD analysis.
2.2.1 Thermal Hydraulic Characteristics
Table 2.1 categorises the operational states of a PWR. Under normal operat-
ing conditions the reactor is designed to have a negative feedback coefficient :
it automatically suppresses any intensification of the fission reaction by var-
ious feedback mechanisms, such as thermal expansion (Todreas and Kazimi,
1990). Other more exotic quantum effects are also involved in the coefficient,
such as the reduction of a uranium atom’s absorption cross-section (the prob-
ability of absorbing a neutron in a collision) at higher temperatures (Hewitt,
2010). The overall effect is to maintain the fission reaction, and therefore
power output, at a stable state.
An event which can disrupt this stability is boiling of the primary coolant
inside the core1. If the coolant begins to boil and surpasses a ‘point of no
return’ called departure from nucleate boiling (DNB), its convective heat
1Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) allow the coolant to boil in the core, but this discus-
sion pertains only to singe-phase PWRs.
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Operational Examples Frequency
state (per reactor-year)
Normal operation operation at full power continuous
Operational transients startup and shutdown 1× 101
Upset conditions unexpected faults 1× 100
Emergency conditions break in small pipe 1× 10−2
Design basis accidents loss of coolant accident (LOCA) 1× 10−4
Beyond design basis earthquake/tsunami 1× 10−6
Table 2.1: Operational states of a land-based civil nuclear reactor and their fre-
quency of occurrence in reactor-years (Todreas and Kazimi, 1990).
transfer coefficient drops, causing an abrupt rise in the fuel surface tempera-
ture. This is one way in which the critical heat flux (CHF) condition in the
fuel channel can be reached. The engineer’s task is to prevent the system
reaching CHF under all possible operating conditions, collectively called the
design basis conditions, incorporating rows one to five in Table 2.1. The con-
ditions in which CHF can occur are supposed to be ‘beyond design basis’:
the likelihood of their occurrence is negligibly small.
In normal operation, the CHF limit is never reached because the steady-
state coolant conditions are sufficiently far from the limit. However, under
abnormal operating conditions the coolant may be closer to the limiting
conditions. Safety margins are added to prevent the CHF limit from being
reached under all design basis conditions.
Figure 2.3 gives an idea of the applied safety margins and their sources.
It is a conservative picture, assuming that all the worst conditions happen
at the same time and place. For example, the highest heat flux is assumed
to occur in the channel with the smallest flow diameter that manufacturing
tolerances allow. Under normal conditions, the average state of the coolant
is called the nominal steady-state average condition (bottom line in Figure
2.3). Variations across the width and height of the core are added, giving
the nominal steady-state hot-spot condition. Analysis of engineering uncer-
tainties, for example coolant channel width variations due to manufacturing
tolerances, are added on top of this to arrive at the maximum steady-state
hot-spot condition. An ‘overpower’ factor, taking into account any allowable
transient events, e.g. during reactor shutdown, is added on top to arrive
at the limit for allowable transient conditions. Finally, any uncertainties in
measurements of flow conditions are added on top to arrive at the CHF limit.
Turbulence is a prime example of a variation about the mean flow condi-
tions. We need to understand turbulence in order to calculate the overpower
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factor in Figure 2.3. Turbulent fluctuations arise from a variety of sources
affecting the initial and boundary conditions of the coolant flow. For exam-
ple, the flow from the main coolant pump is highly swirling due to the pump
characteristics and twists in the pipework, generating turbulence which is
transported into the RPV and must be quelled to acceptable levels before
entering the core.
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Figure 2.3: Stacking of safety margins in the determination of allowable plant con-
ditions to prevent critical heat flux (CHF). The conservative assumption is made
that worst-case values can occur simultaneously, hence the total safety margin is
the sum of individual maximum uncertainty values.
2.3 CFD in Nuclear Engineering
There are many existing and potential areas of application of CFD in nu-
clear reactor safety and performance analysis. The types of physics present
include single- and two-phase flows, solid-fluid interactions and fluid-neutron
interactions. Problems range from the whole-system level, to individual com-
ponents, right down to the micro-scale (for example, boiling at microscopic
nucleation sites). Strict regulations and checks on the safety of nuclear plant
demand close attention to the accuracy of computational predictions and un-
certainties therein. CFD usage and best practice are comprehensively covered
by technical reports produced by the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) (NEA,
2007a,b, 2008) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) (IAEA,
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2003, 2009). These and similar guidelines produced by Rolls-Royce Sub-
marines (Pierce and Stevens, 1975; Rolls-Royce, 2010; Kiltie, 2011) have been
frequently cited in this chapter. In the following discussion, current trends
towards best-estimate computational modelling are outlined, before present-
ing a brief history of CFD modelling of various nuclear thermal-hydraulic
test cases.
2.3.1 Model Accuracy and Uncertainty
The concepts of conservative and best-estimate methods are applied to both
computational models and any assumptions made about input data to those
models. A conservative computational model is one which simplifies the
physics of the problem to such an extent that its predictions are unavoidably
conservative. An example is the assumption of laminar flow in a coolant
channel, which would lead to under-prediction of heat transfer by a signifi-
cant margin, and therefore a conservative estimate of DNB. ‘Best-estimate’
computational models such as CFD codes provide a semi-realistic model of
the true physics, for example by resolving 3D flows.
A best-estimate assumption about input data would be that there is a
95% confidence level in a parameter value being in a certain range. Con-
fidence levels can also be derived for combinations of values by sophisti-
cated methods of combining uncertainties. Uncertainties come from many
sources, either due to inherent randomness such as variations in component
dimensions due to manufacturing tolerances (aleatory uncertainty), or due
to imperfect knowledge, estimation or modelling of the physics (epistemic
uncertainty) (Todreas and Kazimi, 1990).
Conservative assumptions about model input data would be that the
worst possible parameter values occur simultaneously. There is a negligibly
small chance of a worse situation arising than this. Therefore, it is not
necessary to apply confidence levels to the data. Uncertainties still have to
be calculated in order to determine what the worst case is, but they are
combined in a conservative way. An illustrative example of conservative
‘stacking’ of uncertainties and safety margins was given above.
These concepts are compared in Figure 2.4. It illustrates best-estimate
and conservative calculations of a transient condition where the value of a
parameter changes from its normal operating point. The conservative accep-
tance criterion is arrived at by stacking safety margins, while the conservative
model incorporates worst-case input data. The best-estimate model aims for
a realistic prediction, hence confidence bands have to be applied. Even the
upper limit of the band may be lower than the conservative prediction, giving
a bigger safety margin or allowing the normal operating point to be raised.
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Use of a more accurate model may give us a better idea of what happens
than a simplistic model.
Technische Universität München
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Figure 2.4: Schematic showing normal operating value of a parameter, simulated
transient condition with uncertainty bands, acceptance criterion and actual failure
point (Macian, 2010). With a best-estimate calculation the margin between the
upper uncertainty band on the simulated value and the acceptance criterion is
larger than with the conservative margin.
2.3.2 Towards Best-Estimate Modelling
There are three accepted computational methods for analysing design basis
accidents which can be used to demonstrate safety for licensing purposes
(IAEA, 2009):
1. Use of conservative computational models with conservative initial and
boundary conditions (conservative analysis);
2. Use of best-estimate computational models combined with conservative
initial and boundary conditions (combined analysis);
3. Use of best-estimate computational models with conservative and/or
realistic input data but coupled with an evaluation of the uncertainties
in the calculation results, with account taken of both the uncertainties
in the input data and the uncertainties associated with the models in
the best-estimate computer code (best-estimate analysis).
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The first method is the traditional approach to nuclear reactor safety
(NRS) analysis. Inherently conservative ‘systems codes’ are used: sim-
plified 0D or 1D models of whole component interactions using lumped-
parameter physical models such as RELAP-5 (Smith, 2010). Systems codes
are based upon a very large database of correlations from many simple
isolated-parameter experiments; the trustworthiness of their predictions rests
on the large body of experimental data.
However, the use of results is necessarily conservative to compensate for
the lack of physical realism in the models. For example, the power required
to cause Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) in reality could be 1.5 times
the design basis power (Kiltie, 2011). Large safety margins have a deleteri-
ous effect on system performance and operational flexibility (IAEA, 2009).
Furthermore, conservative assumptions may lead to incorrect prediction of
accident progression or miss out relevant physical phenomena (IAEA, 2009).
For example, it is not possible to represent complex 3D flows, including nat-
ural circulation and in the RPV, by 1D approximations (Smith, 2010).
The second method is an improvement on the first but does not take full
advantage of the predictive power of best-estimate computational models.
The third method is the most realistic approach, combining parameters and
margins statistically and expressing the overall safety margin as a function
of a chosen confidence level. While systems codes are conservative, CFD can
be a best-estimate tool. Best-estimate 2D and 3D CFD methods have begun
to be used for NRS analysis to address the inadequacy of system codes in
many applications where the flow is strongly three-dimensional, providing
physicals insights and leading both to better designs at reduced cost and to
more precise quantification of safety margins (IAEA, 2003).
Increasingly the best-estimate approach to safety is being adopted, com-
bined with uncertainty evaluation. Many accident scenarios in civil reactors,
including LOCAs, are now commonly investigated in this way (IAEA, 2009).
Some examples of CFD studies of key nuclear engineering validation cases
are given in the following section.
2.3.3 A Brief History of Nuclear CFD
Single-phase CFD has been used in nuclear engineering for at least 30 years
(NEA, 2007a). Initially, the meshes employed were very coarse by modern
CFD standards and codes relied on correlations rather than resolving bound-
ary layers and underlying physics (NEA, 2007a). There are many examples
of CFD use for safety cases, some of which are summarised here. Smith
(2010) provides a comprehensive list of applications. For definitions of all
the CFD terminology used here, see Chapter 3.
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The development of a cold coolant plume in the inlet and downcomer of
a VVER-440 RPV, replicating emergency core cooling in an accident, was
simulated using the FLUTAN code (Macek et al., 1997). In the same RPV,
the consequences of a large break LOCA were simulated using the commercial
code CFX with a RANS model to provide a steady-state 3D flow field, which
was supplied as initial conditions to the 1D systems code ATHLET (Kliem
et al., 1999). While CFX results agreed well with experiments in normal
operating conditions, the results in accident conditions (loss of one coolant
pump) did not agree well with experiments because the simulations were
steady-state and did not account for transient effects. Density-driven flow in
the downcomer and lower plenum of an RPV in case of a large pipe break
LOCA was simulated using a Reynolds stress model (RSM) in CFX and an
LES model in the code TRIO U (Ho¨hne et al., 2006). Both calculations
agreed qualitatively with experimental data. It was recommended to use a
hybrid RANS-LES or detached eddy simulation (DES) approach to achieve
greater accuracy with higher computational efficiency.
Most studies have used steady-state RANS turbulence models but there
are exceptions, albeit predominantly as demonstrations. Flow across a tube
bundle, representing an array of fuel rods submerged in coolant, was simu-
lated using an RSM model and an LES model on coarse and fine unstructured
grids by Benhamadouche and Laurence (2003). They found that LES com-
pared well with experiments and DNS on the fine grid, and still reasonably
well on the coarse grid. Rolfo et al. (2010) conducted similar tests of LES
and hybrid RANS/LES in flow over tube bundles, finding that the hybrid
method was inaccurate near the wall because of the formation of the blending
function. Veber and Andersson (2004) applied DES to the flow and thermal
mixing in a T-junction. It was found that DES generated more realistic fluc-
tuations than U-RANS with the k − ε model, but that the results were still
quantitatively different to experimental data.
A lot of CFD for NRS studies have been conducted using commercial
codes, the aforementioned CFX being one. FLUENT has been used by
many research teams since the late 1990’s, beginning with the Nuclear En-
ergy Agency (NEA) International Standard Problem 43, “Rapid Boron Di-
lution Transient Tests For Code Verification” (Gavrilas and Kiger, 2001).
Simulations of the Swiss PANDA containment test facility (Scheuerer et al.,
2005b), and the RPV and primary circuit of a VVER-1000 reactor (com-
paring turbulence models and numerical methods) (Rohde et al., 2007) were
also performed using FLUENT.
Simulations of tracer mixing in the VVER-1000 RPV were done with
the k − ω SST turbulence model in CFX (Moretti et al., 2009). This work
concentrated on the effect of improved estimates of boundary conditions. A
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mesh of 6.5M elements was generated with hexahedral elements in the down-
comer annulus and tetrahedral elements in the lower plenum because of its
geometric complexity. Quantitative agreement of the distribution of a tracer
with experiments was limited but quite satisfactory qualitative agreement
was obtained.
The developers and vendors of commercial CFD codes have a major role
to play in NRS analyses. The main industrial CFD vendors operate in a
very competitive market and have traditionally been resistant to participat-
ing in validation exercises which could lead to embarrassing code-to-code
comparisons. Validation has in some cases been performed at the behest of
a customer but the results may have been restricted or not (yet) published.
More recently, awareness among the users of the importance of quality and
trust in CFD has increased and the vendors have become more active in open
benchmarking activities (Smith, 2010).
2.3.4 Current Challenges
Comparatively little relevant and detailed 3D experimental data is currently
available for validation of CFD (NEA, 2008). Typical CFD problems in
nuclear engineering are also very demanding in terms of complexity, requiring
massive computational resources. A lot of effort is needed both to provide
benchmark data and to validate physical models before attempting practical
applications in nuclear safety. This is particularly the case for two-phase
flow which is at a rudimentary stage of development, although some aspects
are fairly well predicted by advanced models. Simulation of more complex
physics such as combustion is also in its infancy (IAEA, 2003).
Nor is incompressible single-phase CFD completely adequate. According
to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA, 2003),
“...single-phase [CFD] applications, in which the geometric com-
plexity is the only challenging issue, are dealt with quite success-
fully these days using commercial CFD software, although further
improvements need to be made in the turbulence modelling area.”
Extensive code-to-experiment and code-to-code benchmarking is recom-
mended by the IAEA to address these shortfalls. Furthermore, since most
CFD practitioners’ knowledge comes from personal experience, advice from
co-workers and code manuals, development of best-practice guidelines is es-
sential to the nuclear industry (NEA, 2007a).
The computational overhead of transient CFD simulations in comparison
with system codes is a serious limitation on the use of CFD for safety demon-
strations, even for single-phase flows. Part of the reason is that uncertainty
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analysis must be done with a high level of rigour. The uncertainty quantifica-
tion methodology for system codes requires a large number of computations
(NEA, 2008). A Monte Carlo approach to uncertainty quantification is gen-
erally prescribed by regulatory authorities. This involves selecting a random
set of parameter values from within the range of likely values as inputs to
a particular simulation. A large number of simulations have to be run to
establish uncertainties in the outcome. The advice given by the Nuclear En-
ergy Agency (NEA) to those who wish to conduct CFD for NRS is therefore
to buy a large high-performance computing (HPC) facility (NEA, 2007a).
From a regulatory point of view it is useful to have open access to the
CFD source code; this is a point of contention with commercial code vendors
such as ANSYS (Smith, 2010). Open-source software such as Fluidity offers a
viable alternative. Turbulence modelling is at a more advanced, albeit exper-
imental, stage in open-source CFD codes. Geometrical complexity is dealt
with in a superior way in unstructured mesh codes with adaptive capabil-
ity, e.g. Sampaio et al. (2004). Adaptive meshing techniques are promising
because they tackle numerical errors which in any case must be dealt with
before improving the accuracy of physical models (IAEA, 2003).
2.3.5 Best Practice
This section discusses the practical details of the best-practice use of CFD
for NRS applications. Simply put, best-practice CFD usage follows these
three steps:
1. Validate model vs. benchmark data in system state X;
2. Quantify uncertainty in results and sensitivity of model to changes in
input data around state X;
3. Make prediction of dependent variable in new state Y .
The level of accuracy required, resources available and impact of the
results are considered. Verification of code, validation of models, trustwor-
thiness or usefulness of experimental data and interpretation of results are
also discussed. To round off the section, methods for quantifying uncertain-
ties and sensitivity to changes in input data are described. The discussion
is illustrated with examples from Rolls-Royce Submarines and elsewhere in
the nuclear industry.
For definitions of particular CFD methods, refer to the glossary and to
Chapters 3, 4 and 5. For a full report on best practice for CFD of NRS, see
NEA (2007a).
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2.3.5.1 Scope of CFD Study
The complexity required of a CFD model (or level of approximation, to use
the terminology from Chapter 3) depends on the details of the flow under
consideration, the impact of the result and the accuracy required in the
result (Rolls-Royce, 2010). However, a compromise is often made between
the accuracy desired and what is computationally affordable. In general,
RANS turbulence models have been used thus far for NRS cases, partly
because they are simple and quick to solve compared to LES or DNS, but
also because they exhibit convergence with mesh refinement (NEA, 2008).
LES is much slower and more resource-intensive than RANS (a single LES
run might take days) for a gain of accuracy that might not be needed.
Steady-state phenomena such as pressure drop across a component can be
investigated with RANS simulations using a simple turbulence model which
are often ‘good enough’ in terms of accuracy (NEA, 2008). The level of
effort and expense required to make further improvements in accuracy by
moving to a more detailed CFD model may be unjustified (NEA, 2007a).
However, if the RANS model is unable to recreate a fundamental physical
phenomenon, the extra effort may be worthwhile. The simulation of a large
break LOCA with a RANS model by Kliem et al. (1999), detailed above, is
a prime example.
In very large and complex simulations, such as an entire RPV, even mod-
erately fine meshes contain many millions of elements. Demonstrating that
a simulated result is mesh-independent by refining the mesh further is in-
feasible (Moretti et al., 2009). In that case it is necessary to demonstrate
that best-practice has been followed in mesh design, for example in terms of
near-wall resolution.
Industry timescales can be severely limited: a CFD study may be ex-
pected to be finished in a matter of a few weeks to a few months. A single
RANS run may converge in an hour or less depending on the number of pro-
cessors used. This means that a batch of runs, covering a space of several
parameters in rudimentary detail, can be run overnight or over a weekend.
With the resources typically available in a private company (small HPC clus-
ter, limited commercial software licenses, several users; cf. §2.4) there is often
no choice but to use RANS.
A slight gain in accuracy can be had with U-RANS (cf. §3.3.5.4), which
resolves some large-scale transient dynamics. For example, U-RANS of tur-
bulent mixing inside RPVs was performed by Rohde et al. (2007). In terms
of specific turbulence models, they found that the k−ε and k−ω SST models
(cf. §4.2) were suitable for momentum-driven mixing, whereas more sophis-
ticated models were needed for buoyancy-driven mixing. However, U-RANS
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was found to be unsatisfactory because it was only capable of represent-
ing large slow-moving transient structures, while the turbulent eddies in the
RPV downcomer (responsible for mixing) were smaller and more rapid. They
therefore recommended using LES or another scale-resolving method such as
DES for this problem (NEA, 2007a).
If rapidly evolving transient phenomena are present in the real flow, they
will not be resolved by RANS/U-RANS study and LES is required. LES
is then justified if RANS has been shown to be inadequate, for example to
investigate thermal fatigue due to oscillating temperatures in a pipe (Westin
et al., 2006). Nevertheless, RANS is not made obsolete by LES since it
provides a good first approximation and the solution can be used as initial
conditions for LES. RANS can also provide an initial sweep of parameter
space, reducing the scope of the LES study.
Certain turbulent phenomena are present in the Rolls-Royce RPV, which
could only be simulated using LES. Rolls-Royce Submarines could save large
amounts of money and time spent on laboratory experiments if they were
able to investigate these with CFD in a sensible amount of time. One reason
why LES is seldom used in Rolls-Royce Submarines is the large amount of
validation effort needed, even though similar efforts may be spent on cali-
brating a hydraulic test rig. Indeed, having built a rig, the justification for
performing expensive CFD studies is somewhat lessened. The key question
is which technology offers the best value for money (Kiltie, 2011).
Although potentially more accurate for transient flows and flows with
3D characteristics, LES does not converge to a solution in the same way
that RANS does. Rather, the instantaneous solution depends on the mesh
spacing, so any attempt to demonstrate convergence in an instantaneous
variable will be confounded (Meyers et al., 2003). Convergence for LES can
be demonstrated by selecting a dependent variable that represents averaged
flow behaviour (e.g. mean flow velocity, turbulence spectrum) and that is still
important to the goals of the analysis (NEA, 2007a). State of the art LES
error estimation methods will be considered in §5.4 with a view to applying
them to NRS.
Use of LES makes greater demands on mesh resolution than RANS, par-
ticularly at the wall (cf. Chapter 5). LES use is limited by affordable compu-
tation to moderate Reynolds number flows in complex geometries (see, e.g.
Ho¨hne et al. (2006), Bieder et al. (2007)) or high Reynolds number flows in
simple geometry. Hybrid methods combining RANS or wall functions near
the wall with LES elsewhere, such as DES (Spalart, 2009), are expanding the
range of wall-bounded flows which can be simulated by relaxing the resolu-
tion requirements at the wall. However, best-practice recommendations for
these models have not yet been agreed on (NEA, 2007a).
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2.3.5.2 Impact and Confidence
The impact of a CFD study relates to the safety consequences of getting the
answer wrong, and so to some extent it determines the analytical methods
used. According to Rolls-Royce Submarines best-practice guidelines, the
impact of a computational study is split into 3 categories: high, medium and
low impact (Rolls-Royce, 2010). An example of a high-impact study is one
which makes quantitative predictions in an accident scenario that is included
in the design basis. A medium-impact study, on the other hand, would be
a best-estimate prediction in an accident scenario that is outside the design
basis. A low-impact study includes qualitative ‘scoping’ calculations, for
example to understand model behaviour.
The required accuracy and confidence level in the analytical method in-
crease with the impact level. Confidence should be demonstrated in seven
separate aspects:
1. Geometrical model: adequate detail, manufacturing tolerances taken
into account.
2. Satisfaction of mathematical assumptions, e.g. homogeneity, eddy-
viscosity.
3. Equations: sound scientific theory, attention to novel methods.
4. Numerical solution procedure: accuracy, convergence, predictability,
suitability for situation.
5. Empirical data: appropriateness, veracity of tables, curve fits and cor-
relations.
6. Appropriateness of safety margins.
7. Previous related validation evidence.
The overall confidence in the method is only as good as the lowest con-
fidence in any of the above. If the confidence level is not high enough for
the level of impact, validation work has to be undertaken in order to in-
crease confidence. This might be through comparison with experimental data
(which brings its own set of problems regarding accuracy and confidence) or
other simulated results, analytical results or a sensitivity study. If validating
against another code, that code must be validated against experimental data
in a similar situation (Rolls-Royce, 2010).
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2.3.5.3 Experimental Data
Benchmark data for nuclear applications are scarce (NEA, 2008). Monitor-
ing in-service plant is difficult, not to mention hazardous. Building identical
life-sized ‘safe’ versions (without radioactive materials) purely for testing is
very expensive, but simplified test rigs may not recreate all of the physical
effects present in the real plant. For example, full-scale experiments to inves-
tigate fuel melt scenarios such as the Chernobyl disaster are very expensive
and difficult to perform, but scale models may not faithfully recreate the
true conditions of a melt (Sehgal, 2006). A scale model of a large complex
component like the RPV may cost on the order of £100,000 – £1 million
(Kiltie, 2011). Rolls-Royce Submarines understandably wish to reduce the
cost of rig testing by using CFD to reduce the cost of design development.
Even if a realistic model is built, it may suffer the same limitations as
the real plant: a scale-model RPV for high-pressure hydraulic testing has
to be made from steel, so the flow patterns cannot be observed directly
without using sophisticated imaging methods such as neutron radiography
(Takenaka et al., 1990). In this case a good compromise is to build an
ambient-temperature, low-pressure transparent Acrylic or Plexiglas RPV
(Figure 2.5) which permits the use of high-fidelity imaging techniques such
as laser-doppler anemometry (Ho¨hne, 2007). With limited data, the CFD
modeller has the challenging job of determining where the important physics
occurs as well as how accurate the simulated result is. Evaluation of uncer-
tainties and sensitivity becomes crucial in this situation.
If building a scale model, it is important to ensure that the flow, as well
as the geometry, is scaled correctly. Using the dimensionless variables of
time (t∗ = t/t0), space (x∗ = x/l0), velocity (u∗ = u/u0) and pressure
(p∗ = p/ρu20), where the subscript 0 denotes a reference value and ρ is the
density, the non-dimensionalised Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible
flow in the absence of external forces (cf. §3.2.1) are written:
Str
∂u∗i
∂t∗
+
∂u∗iu
∗
j
∂x∗j
= −∂p
∗
∂x∗j
+ Re−1
∂2u∗i
∂x∗i∂x
∗
j
, (2.1)
where two dimensionless groups have appeared (Ferziger et al., 1999).
These are the Reynolds number Re = l0u0/ν (ratio of inertial to viscous
forces) and Strouhal number Str = l0f/u (describing oscillating flow sys-
tems). ν is the molecular viscosity, l0 is a characteristic size of the flow
geometry, e.g. hydraulic diameter and f is a characteristic vortex frequency.
If scale-model testing is to bear any resemblance to the real plant, the di-
mensionless numbers Re, Str and Eu should be as close as possible to real
plant conditions (Pierce and Stevens, 1975).
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using experimental data. This is especially important in case of
safety-critical coolant mixing phenomena.
There are several test facilities to study mixing of cold ECC
water injected into the cold leg of a PWR, see Hassan and
Randorf (1997), Woods (2001), HDR (1990) and Umminger
et al. (1999). In order to examine coolant mixing in the RPV of
a German-type PWR, the ROssendorf COolant Mixing Model
(ROCOM) test facility was used in the current work. ROCOM is
a 1:5 scaled Konvoi-type PWR (1300 MWel). Data obtained for
an experiment with a constant flow rate in one loop (magnitude
of natural circulation) and 10% density difference between the
ECC and loop water were compared with predictions obtained
from the CFD software CFX-5 and Trio U.
2. ROCOM test facility
The ROCOM test facility (Prasser et al., 2003) consists of a
RPV model (Fig. 1) with four inlet and four outlet nozzles. The
facility is equipped with four fully operating loops (Fig. 2), i.e.
it has four circulation pumps, which are driven by motors with
computer-controlled frequency transformers. As a result, a wide
variety of operating regimes, such as four-loop operation, oper-
ation with pumps off, simulated natural circulation modes and
flow rate ramps can be realized. For natural circulation investi-
gations, the pumps are operated at low speed by means of the
frequency transformer system.
Geometric similarity between the original reactor and
ROCOM is maintained from the inlet nozzles to the core inlet.
The core itself is excluded from the similarity; rather, a core sim-
ulator with the same Euler number (pressure drop versus flow
head) as in the original reactor is used. The ROCOM reactor
model is manufactured from perspex (Fig. 1).
An overall view of the ROCOM test facility is provided in
Fig. 2. The reactor model describes the geometry of the original
PWR with respect to the design of the nozzles (diameter, curva-
ture radii, and diffuser parts), the characteristic extension of the
downcomer cross section below the nozzle zone, the perforated
drum in the lower plenum and the design of the core support
plate with the orifices for the coolant. The flow rate in the loops
is scaled according to the transit time of the coolant through the
Fig. 1. Reactor model of the ROCOM test facility.
reactor model. Since the geometrical scale of the facility is 1:5,
the transit time of the coolant becomes identical to the original
reactor when the coolant flow rate is also scaled by 1:5.
From these scaling laws, the nominal flow rate in ROCOM
follows as 185 m3/h per loop. The Reynolds numbers in ROCOM
are approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than in the
original. A factor of 25 results from the down-scaling of the
geometry and the mass flow rates (velocities). The remaining
difference comes from operation at room temperature and ambi-
ent pressure. At room temperature, the viscosity of water is
approximately by a factor of 8 higher than under original reactor
conditions.
Since coolant mixing is mainly caused by turbulent disper-
sion (which is independent on the exact fluid properties) it is
Fig. 2. ROCOM test facility with four loops and individual frequency controlled circulation pumps.
Figure 2.5: Plexiglas model of ROCOM RPV used to obtain detailed flow data
(Ho¨hne et al., 2006).
For practical reasons it is difficul to achieve equality of Re: the velocity
cannot be high enough. However, at very high Re there is usually very little
variation in flow dyn mics, so a lower Re can be u ed. The Strouhal number
easures the relationship between the dominant turbulent motions and the
geometry. Strouhal number equality is satisfied if the geometry is a true scale
model and the velocity is corre ly scaled (Pierce and Stevens, 1975).
2.3.5.4 Verification and Validation
Verification and Validation (V & V) is an essential part of using CFD for
NRS. Verification is the process of checking that the encoded equations and
physical models actually are implemented correctly. This is often achieved
using the Method of Manufactured Solutions (MMS) (Roache, 2002). MMS
is a method by which an analytical solution is constructed (possibly bearing
little resemblance to a real physical solution) and a series of simple tests on a
set of increasingly fine meshes is performed, the objective being to check that
the rate of convergence is that which is expected of the discretisation method.
If there is an error in the model, it will show up in a reduced convergence
rate as long as it doesn’t also contaminate the analytical solution.
Commercial codes are claimed to be verified by the vendors but it is hard
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to find published sources giving details. If user-defined ‘plug-ins’ are added to
the commercial software, these will need to be verified independently (Rolls-
Royce, 2010). In-house software requires its own set of verification tests.
These are ideally set up as part of a code version-control system so that all
the tests are run every time the code is updated (Rolls-Royce, 2010). For
example, the open-source code Fluidity uses a fully-automated V & V method
for quality assurance and to aid collaborative code development (Farrell et al.,
2010, 2011).
Validation is a test of whether the CFD model is a good approxima-
tion of the real phenomenon: that is, how realistic the numerical model is.
It is achieved by comparison of simulated results to benchmark data. A
hierarchical approach is recommended, starting by testing each element of
the physics on its own, then comparing against data from benchmark cases
(semi-realistic, highly instrumented experiments designed to showcase par-
ticular combinations of physical effects), and building up to simulating the
complete system (e.g. a whole containment building) (Oberkampf and Tru-
cano, 2002). There may only be limited validation data for the whole-system
case, but because of the validation efforts that have built up to it, greater
confidence can be placed in the whole-system simulation results (Oberkampf
and Trucano, 2002).
Acceptance or rejection of the simulated result is not necessarily a clear-
cut decision (NEA, 2007a). It is for a group of experienced engineers to
decide, on balance, whether the result is acceptably accurate for the purposes
it will be used for. The balance depends on a weighing-up of the uncertainties,
the behaviour of the model, the interdependence of errors and the impact of
the decision (NEA, 2007a; Rolls-Royce, 2010).
In coming to a conclusion about the validity of a result, engineers must be
wary of ‘model builder’s risk’, i.e. rejection of a valid computational model
because of modelling and experimental errors, and ‘model user’s risk’, i.e.
acceptance of an invalid model due to cancellation of errors from different
sources (NEA, 2007a). The latter has the more disastrous consequences
and is common in practice (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002). For example,
modelling and discretisation errors in LES can and do cancel each other out
in an unpredictable fashion (Klein, 2005). A CFD result might agree with
flawed experimental data, giving false confidence (NEA, 2007a).
2.3.5.5 Interpretation of Results
Several levels of comparisons can be made between the computed solution
and benchmark data which vary in their veracity and difficulty of calculation
(Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002). The most basic is an ‘eyeball norm’: does
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the flow field (velocity, temperature etc.) look like the data? This is purely
qualitative but is a useful first check of whether the simulation has succeeded,
for example by checking maxima and minima.
The next level is a quantitative comparison of the dependent variable,
which may be an integral or a time average. Selection of the right metric
is crucial; it is too easy to think that the solution is correct by measuring
something which is insensitive to the input variables. This is discussed in the
context of LES by Pope (2004) and in relation to adaptive modelling in Chap-
ter 5 of this thesis. In making the comparison, uncertainties should be taken
into account: do the error bars on the computed variable and comparison
data overlap, and to what extent?
The toughest comparison is between an ensemble result of several simu-
lations and the data. The dependent variable can be represented as a prob-
ability distribution in this case, which is more useful from an NRS point
of view. A distribution is easily incorporated into the probabilistic method
of combining uncertainties for calculating safety margins (Oberkampf and
Trucano, 2002).
2.3.5.6 Uncertainty
According to the NEA (NEA, 2007a),
“The field of experimental uncertainty analysis has a very long
history, although the history of use within nuclear reactor safety
is not nearly as long as it should be.”
Uncertainties come from a variety of sources, both aleatory and epistemic,
affecting both the simulated result and the benchmark data. Physical models,
initial conditions, boundary conditions and material properties, as well as
iteration, interpolation and discretisation schemes all contain uncertainties.
The predicted total uncertainty in a simulated result should be calculated by
a statistical combination of all contributory uncertainties. Various methods
are described in the literature, e.g. the framework of Oberkampf and Roy
(2010) outlined below. It is advised to run a large number of simulations
exploring the parameter space so that the variation of the outcome can be
measured directly and compared to the predicted total uncertainty. If the
predicted and measured uncertainties agree, then the statistical combination
method is reliable (NEA, 2007a).
Oberkampf and Roy (2010) described a comprehensive method of un-
certainty quantification for scientific computing. In their method, aleatory
and epistemic uncertainties are treated differently in terms of how they are
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propagated through the model. Aleatory numerical errors (such as discretisa-
tion errors) are estimated by verification techniques such as MMS. Epistemic
modelling errors (such as simplifying assumptions) are validated against ex-
perimental data. Uncertainties are then extrapolated to areas where exper-
imental data is not available. Their method may be suitably rigorous for
application to CFD in nuclear safety cases.
2.3.5.7 Robustness and Sensitivity
Robustness is not a rigorously defined concept but is nonetheless important
when designing and using a CFD model. A system described by a differential
equation with initial and boundary conditions and containing some defining
parameters (such as material properties) is said to be robust if its response
to a small change in initial or boundary conditions or material properties is
proportionate, i.e. a small change does not cause a sudden jump in output
(Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1997).
A more general concept of robustness is that a CFD model can be applied
in a wide range of different flows with comparable accuracy and without
‘fudging’ or tuning of input parameters to the flow. A non-robust model
in this sense is the RANS k − ε model because it is not accurate in all the
situations listed in §4.2.3.1. It contains five model constants which were tuned
to fit certain simple turbulent flows. The dynamic LES model, containing
only one independent parameter, is more robust because it self-tunes to the
flow conditions and mesh resolution (cf. §5.2.2). The hypothetical ideal CFD
model would be universally applicable with no tuneable parameters.
However, there is no such thing as a universally applicable CFD model
because all models contain simplifying assumptions which reduce their range
of applicability. Thus, a model validated for one situation cannot necessarily
be reliably applied to another. The response of the model to changes in
input data must be measured to check whether it is robust to variations in
the data. A method that is validated at state X but exhibits sensitivity (non-
robustness) to a small change δX cannot be trusted at state Y = X + δX in
the absence of benchmark data at Y to validate the results.
Using the optimal CFD model found from the validation exercise, the
sensitivity of the output variable to various input parameters can be system-
atically explored using the Monte Carlo approach, or more efficiently with the
Design of Experiments (DoE) methodology (Chabard and Laurence, 2009).
DoE is a structured way of investigating the sensitivity of some output vari-
able from a system to the space of input parameters by independently testing
the input parameters; an example is Latin Hypercube testing (Park et al.,
2006). The results of a sensitivity study can be mapped as a response surface,
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showing where the output varies most rapidly in response to small changes
in input factors. In areas where it changes slowly, the system is said to be
robust in relation to those factors (Eriksson et al., 2008).
At the most basic level of DoE, each input parameter (factor) has two
possible levels (two numbers if a continuous variable or two categories if
categorical). A more sophisticated study might involve > 2 values of some
factors. If all the n factors are interdependent, then every permutation of
the factors should be tested and DoE calls for levelsn individual experiments.
For four factors and two levels, this is already 24 = 16: the number grows
rapidly out of practicality.
In reality, combinations of large numbers of factors are assumed to be
insignificant compared to varying individual factors, so the number can be
reduced. If groups of factors are independent from each other, the number
can be reduced even more. For example, in a space of seven factors {A, B, C,
D, E, F, G}, if {A, B, C} are independent of {D, E, F, G} then the number
of experiments needed is ideally 23 + 24 = 24, much less than 27 = 128. The
number can be further reduced by other statistical sampling tricks (Eriksson
et al., 2008).
The number of experiments required to get a good spread of results may
still be large, however. In a CFD study this means that each run has to
be quick, restricting us to RANS as the only suitable model and therefore
limiting the kinds of variables that can be investigated. Even RANS may
be too computationally intensive, in which case a ‘surrogate model’ of the
actual geometry/setup can be used. This is a simplified model used only to
show those factors to which the model is sensitive and those to which it is
not (Queipo et al., 2005). A more detailed study can then probe the reduced
space of parameters.
2.4 High Performance Computing
The demands of CFD for NRS are severe, even for moderately complex prob-
lems. Larger and more complex studies, such as mixing in an RPV and
multiphase flows, need levels of computing power that are currently inac-
cessible to commercial enterprises. CFD simulations of any appreciable size
have to be run across very large numbers of parallel processors if they are
to be completed within a practical length of time. The current state of
high-performance computing (HPC) and the practicalities of running a HPC
facility or cluster are outlined in this section.
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2.4.1 Hardware
The current trends in computational hardware development are encapsulated
by the following system parameters:
• Transistor density : Increasing density of transistors on a microproces-
sor is governed by Moore’s Law, an observation that the density doubles
approximately every two years. Moore’s Law has held true since the
1970s and is expected to do so for at least the next decade (Dongarra
and Beckman, 2011). The trend is evidenced by the gradient of Figure
2.6.
• Reliability : as transistors get smaller, the relative amplitudes of random
noise and signals get closer together, so building reliable components
becomes ever more challenging (Dongarra and Beckman, 2011).
• Power consumption: current state-of-the-art HPC systems consume
around 10MW of power which brings with it logistical challenges: most
sites are not set up to supply such large amounts of power (Dongarra
and Beckman, 2011).
• Communication: the overhead of moving data between processors in-
creases with system size.
• I/O : ever-increasing amounts of data are passed in and out of the
cluster, both input conditions for simulations and results, which causes
a bottleneck in data input/output (I/O) and memory (Dongarra and
Beckman, 2011).
• Concurrency : due to fundamental hardware limits, computing power
is growing by increasing the number of cores, rather than the processor
speeds (Dongarra and Beckman, 2011).
These trends relate mainly to cutting-edge systems, which are mainly
bought by government laboratories and are beyond the reach of industrial
users. However, the benefits and technology filter down at a consistent rate
to second-class systems and beyond. Figure 2.6 overleaf shows the rate of
increase of power in the top 500 supercomputers and demonstrates that the
500th fastest system keeps pace with the fastest.
According to Figure 2.6, the fastest HPC system in the world in 2018
is predicted to pass the one exaflops (1 × 1018 floating-point operations per
second) mark2. In 2012 the fastest system has recorded a peak rate of 16.32
2A floating-point operation is the most basic operation in a computation, e.g. changing
a binary digit.
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Figure 2.6: Exponential increase in supercomputing power in the Top500 list of
the most powerful HPC systems in the world, measured by the Linpack benchmark
test, 1993-2011 with projection to 2020 (Top500, 2012). Numbers one and 500 each
year and the total power of all 500 are plotted. The trendlines show that the fastest
HPC system in the world is predicted to pass one exaflops (1× 1018 floating-point
operations per second) by around 2018.
petaflops (1.632 × 1016), while the 500th fastest system managed 60.82 ter-
aflops (6.082× 1013), approximately 270 times slower (Top500, 2012).
Central processing units (CPUs) from ordinary PCs have traditionally
been used in clusters. To get around hardware limits in CPUs, new types
of HPC system are being developed. Graphical processing units (GPUs)
developed for games consoles are gaining popularity because of their excellent
performance in solving medium-sized matrix equations (WTEC, 2009). Some
scientific codes, e.g. Fluidity are being translated for use on massively parallel
arrays of GPUs and heterogeneous arrays of CPUs/GPUs (Markall et al.,
2010).
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2.4.2 Software
Due to the concurrency trend, simulations must be amenable to being spread
across large numbers of concurrent processes if they are to be scaled up to
large HPC systems successfully. The performance of parallelised software
in relation to the number of processors is measured by its scalability. Two
definitions of scalability are used: weak scalability, defined as the relationship
of solution time to number of processors for a set problem size per processor,
and strong scalability, defined as the relationship of solution time to number
of processors for a set total problem size (Howes, 2010). The speed and
efficiency of individual operations is measured by latency, defined as time
required to send an 8-byte message from one node to another, and bandwidth,
defined as message size divided by the time it takes to transmit a message
(HPCAC, 2009).
Industrial CFD users demand quick turn-around times for results and
consequently large numbers of processors for large computational meshes.
As job size grows and domains are partitioned into ever larger numbers of
subdomains, the overhead of passing data around during the solution proce-
dure grows and can severely degrade the scalability of the problem (Gropp
et al., 2001). Since CFD solvers use sparse data structures, they demand low
latency and high memory bandwidth, so a large amount of communication
between processors is inevitable. I/O needs to be handled in such a way that
it does not add significant overhead (SGI, 2009). Examples of demanding
jobs (in 2009) are a 100-million-cell steady state model on > 64 cores, or a
moderate-sized, moderately-parallel transient model that requires many so-
lution writes to collect time history data for post-processing (Posey et al.,
2009).
Most companies running CFD simulations use commercial codes. Most
commercial CFD codes rely on the distributed memory paradigm and use
the message-passing interface (MPI) in order to make the code portable over
many different computer architectures. MPI is commonly used in open-
source CFD codes as well, e.g. Fluidity (Guo et al., 2010). Such portability
is beneficial but it has a drawback: code scalability depends heavily on the
topology and connectivity of the cluster (SGI, 2009). For example, strong
scaling of an adaptive finite-element CFD code up to 32,768 cores was demon-
strated by Sahni et al. (2009) on one architecture (IBM BlueGene), but it
did not scale as effectively on other architectures.
Scaling tests of the commercial code FLUENT demonstrated weak scal-
ing up to 256 processors for a model with heavy I/O data demands (Posey
et al., 2009). The key to success was not the CFD solver, but the domain
partitioning algorithm and a parallel file system which allowed parallelisation
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of I/O tasks. The scalability was severely reduced on a conventional serial
file system.
Increasingly, CFD software is being adapted to suit massively parallel
architecture. Go¨ddeke et al. (2009) modified a CFD solver to run on GPU
clusters. Fischer et al. (2008) developed CFD solvers specifically for simula-
tions at the petaflops (1× 1015 flops) scale. They carried out strong scaling
tests of the solver and presented results of a massively parallel LES of flow
past wire-wrapped fuel pins.
2.4.3 Efficiency of Cluster Use
Any high-value industrial asset, such as an HPC cluster, should be care-
fully managed to maximise its efficiency or value for money. If demand for
space is high, the system administrators should maintain high availability :
in other words, minimise downtime for maintenance and maximise available
time for computations. High utilisation, meaning maximal use of the avail-
able resources, requires that as many processors are used for as much of the
available time as possible.
Simulations are scheduled by a queuing management system based on a
queuing policy intended to maximise utilisation and fairness. The best policy
in terms of utilisation and fairness depends on the spread of job sizes, the
number and importance of jobs, the behaviour of users and the resources
available (Burbidge, 2011). In industry, where time is strictly limited, users
typically run large jobs overnight to have results on their desk the next
morning. In academia, researchers are somewhat more flexible with their
time so the workload may be more evenly spread.
The cluster is like a jigsaw into which jobs can be fitted: as the space fills
up, smaller jobs fit into the remaining holes. As jobs finish, new jobs can
replace them. A ‘one in, one out’ policy would replace a large job with a large
job and small job with a small job. In a ‘fair share’ policy, jobs are given
different priority and a user’s priority is reduced as they submit more jobs.
This gives new users a boost: they get their jobs started faster (Burbidge,
2011).
Better use of resources requires that users are educated in how to choose
the optimum number of processors for the job size. Each code and problem is
associated with an optimal partitioning in which the sum of the communica-
tion overhead and the solution effort on each processor is minimised. Finding
it may be a matter of trial-and-error and experience. HPC ‘tuning’ consul-
tants may be a cost-effective solution to parallel optimisation of open-source
codes (Bischof et al., 2011).
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2.4.4 Costs
In tandem with the exponential increase in computing power, the cost of
performance drops so that one can buy a system twice as powerful in two
years’ time for roughly the same money. With that in mind, any financial
decision is out of date within two years (Burbidge, 2011). Computing is a
large overhead for a modern engineering company so the size of the cluster
must be considered carefully: do the benefits outweigh the costs? Future
expansion of the facility can spread the cost, but a larger building to house
the future facility is required. A common strategy taken in industry to reduce
costs is to outsource running of the cluster. However, if the HPC function is
business-critical, for example to run CFD studies for nuclear reactor safety, it
might be advisable to keep it in-house to preserve control over its operation.
A sensible way to keep up with the pace of technological progress and
spread costs is to replace a proportion of the processors every year or two.
Older equipment can be kept for much longer than two years and used to run
lower-priority jobs while the newest equipment is reserved for high-priority
jobs. Added advantages of this strategy are that cluster downtime is re-
duced and backward compatibility with software is maintained on the older
equipment (Burbidge, 2011).
Aside from the large initial capital cost and the cost of continually replac-
ing worn-out equipment, clusters have high running costs. A cluster converts
large amounts of electricity into heat, requiring a powerful cooling system.
For example, the 2.5 petaflops Tianhe-1A facility uses 4MW of electrical
power, costing about $3.5 million per year (NVIDIA, 2012). 50% of the run-
ning costs of the CX1 cluster at Imperial College London are electricity and
cooling (Burbidge, 2011). It is possible to recover some of the cost of cool-
ing by using the heat for building space heating, e.g. NREL (2012), though
this is much easier in a purpose-built HPC building. Other major running
costs include commercial software licences, floor space, staffing, support and
training, insurance and asset depreciation.
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3 CFD Methods and
Turbulence
This chapter introduces fundamental concepts necessary to provide background
to the rest of the thesis. These include the Kolmogorov isotropy hypothesis and en-
ergy cascade, and develops the Reynolds-stress and sub-filter-stress turbulence mod-
elling frameworks from basic principles. Other methods used in this research, in-
cluding boundary conditions for turbulent flow, discretisation techniques and mesh
adaptivity are also introduced.
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3.1 Introduction
3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the fundamentals of turbulence and the basic con-
cepts involved in simulating it. Turbulence is a characteristic of many fluid
flows encountered in engineering systems. Moreover, it is not simply a con-
founding characteristic which causes variation of the mean flow and bulk
system properties, but often the most important phenomenon. Without tur-
bulence, applications which rely on mixing or heat transfer, for example,
would be vastly less efficient. Therefore, the study of turbulence is vital to
the effective design of a vast array of systems.
However, it is not always necessary to know the dynamics of turbulent
flow down to the last detail. Although system properties depend on all
scales of motion to some extent, they may only depend on the finest details
indirectly or statistically. The range of scales in turbulent flow can be very
large indeed and computation of the entire range demands vast resources.
The field of turbulence simulation is concerned with judiciously selecting the
details that matter whilst minimising the effort required and errors incurred:
in other words, striking a balance between accuracy and cost.
In the design of a hydraulic system, the pertinent physical phenomena and
range of conditions may be a small subset of all the causes and effects present.
Simulating every detail of the flow would be a waste of effort. We may
simply want to know the effect of initial and boundary conditions (operating
conditions) on a quantity of interest. This quantity is often related to the
performance, efficiency or safety of equipment. Mean value predictions are
usually related to system performance in the normal operating regime, and
extreme values to the system’s safety in extreme operating conditions. Best-
estimate simulations of nuclear applications may be concerned with both of
these cases.
This chapter begins by describing the nature of turbulent flow. Kol-
mogorov’s description of fully-developed homogeneous isotropic turbulence
is outlined, followed by extensions to the more general case of evolving inho-
mogeneous anisotropic turbulence. Next we come to a conceptual description
of the hierarchy of CFD modelling approaches which form successive levels of
approximation to the exact equations of fluid motion. Models for near-wall
effects are also introduced. Implementation of these CFD models follows,
including discretisation and solution methods. Adaptive meshing techniques
are discussed in the last section.
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3.2 Turbulent Flow
3.2.1 Equations of Motion
A complete description of turbulence is contained in the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations for a Newtonian fluid:
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u−∇p−∇ · τ = F in (0, T )× Ω, (3.1a)
∇ · u = 0 in (0, T )× Ω, (3.1b)
u(x, 0) = u0(x) in Ω, (3.1c)
u = uD on (0, T )× ΓD, (3.1d)
n · ν∇u = gN on (0, T )× ΓN , (3.1e)
where x is position, t is time, Ω is the computational domain, Γ is the
domain boundary divided into Dirichlet (ΓD) and Neumann (ΓN) parts, gN
is a specified Neumann boundary condition and F is the vector of external
forces. (0, T ) is the extent of the problem in time, where the notation ()
indicates an open interval (one that does not include its end points). The
isotropic stress tensor ∇p is due to hydrostatic (pressure) forces and τ is
the deviatoric stress tensor due to viscous effects, defined by the constitutive
equation for a Newtonian fluid:
τ = 2ν
(
S − 1
3
(∇ · u)I
)
, (3.2)
where ν is the kinematic molecular viscosity. The rate-of-strain tensor S is
S =
1
2
(∇u+ (∇u)T ) . (3.3)
The equation for conservation of a scalar quantity (such as temperature)
is
∂ϕ
∂t
+ u · ∇ϕ+∇ ·
( ν
Pr
∇ϕ
)
= qϕ in (0, T )× Ω, (3.4a)
ϕ = ϕ0 in Ω, (3.4b)
ϕ = ϕD on (0, T )× ΓD, (3.4c)
n · ν
Pr
∇ϕ = gN on (0, T )× ΓN , (3.4d)
where qϕ is a source or sink term for scalar ϕ and Pr is the Prandtl number.
The equations (3.1a) and (3.1b) are highly nonlinear, meaning that a
minuscule change in initial or boundary conditions can cause vast differences
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in the solution. They have yet to be shown to have a unique general solution.
Even if a unique solution was proved to exist, it does not mean that finding
it would be easy. Simplifications are sought in order to construct models of
the equations and hence make finding solutions considerably easier.
When constructing models of the Navier-Stokes equations and producing
meaningful solution data for engineering purposes, it is helpful to operate
in physical (Cartesian) space and consider velocity and pressure1. However,
the underlying physics of turbulent flow are best introduced in spectral space
as a kinetic energy spectrum Ek(κ) in terms of wavenumber κ. In the next
section, hypotheses concerning the energy spectrum of turbulence are in-
troduced and the spectrum is broken down into contiguous ranges in which
different physical effects are dominant.
3.2.2 Spatial and Temporal Scales
What follows applies to fully-developed homogeneous isotropic turbulence at
very high Reynolds number. Homogeneity of a velocity field u(x, t) means
that it is statistically invariant under translation in x. Isotropy means that
a homogeneous field is also invariant under reflections and rotations in x.
Fully-developed means that it is invariant under translation in t. What
constitutes a very high Reynolds number is not exactly specified.
Consider a velocity-measuring probe placed at a fixed point in a high-
Reynolds number turbulent flow. It would display a complex time series
composed of a spectrum of many superimposed frequency modes as shown
in Figure 3.1. In physical space, turbulence is composed of a range of scales
of motion with a range of turbulence lengthscales l. The largest scale in this
figure is visible as a wave with period ≈ 0.7 seconds and a peak at t ≈ 0.3
seconds. The smallest is only just resolvable by your printer or computer
screen.
The lowest frequencies of the spectrum comprise the largest coherent
structures (production range). They contain most of the kinetic energy and
are hence also known as the energy-containing scales. These arise due to
external forces such as pressure heads in pipes or from geometrical effects
on the mean flow such as separation over sharp edges. They are usually the
subject of interest in engineering simulations as they tend to have a significant
effect on system performance. External forcing is responsible for significant
anisotropy in the large scales, which generates turbulence: non-equilibrium
1Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in spectral space is a popular strategy in
academia but due to limitations on mesh design it is not considered as a useful method
for industrial problems at the moment and is not discussed here.
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Figure 3.1: Velocity signal demonstrating superposition of scales.
of inertial forces leads to their dynamic break-up into smaller scales (Pope,
2000).
The largest scales are characterised by a lengthscale l0, the integral length-
scale. It measures the ‘domain of influence’ of a coherent turbulent structure,
or its statistical decorrelation length. There is an associated decorrelation
time interval t0 since a vortex passing the probe takes a certain time to do so
(Mathieu and Scott, 2000). Molecular viscosity has a negligible effect on the
largest scales in comparison to the inertial effect of their large characteristic
velocity u0 = l0/t0 so they are inherently unstable and break up.
As observed by Richardson (1922), the break-up of the largest coherent
scales into smaller ones initiates a sequence of energy transfers, or cascade,
to smaller and smaller scales in the so-called inertial range. Energy is mostly
transferred by nonlinear interactions between scales. The rate of energy
dissipation ε is related to the energy of the largest scales: ε = O(u30/l0).
Kolmogorov (1941) argued that directional information in the largest scales
is gradually lost as the chaotic motions of the cascade isotropise the scales.
Hence, the local isotropy hypothesis is postulated:
“At sufficiently high Reynolds number, and sufficiently far from
boundaries, the small scales of turbulence (l << l0) are statisti-
cally isotropic” (Kolmogorov, 1941).
Dissipative effects become relatively more important and inertial effects
less important to energy transfer as l decreases. At the Kolmogorov scale
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η = (ν3/ε)1/4, viscous and inertial forces are of equal magnitude (i.e. the
turbulent Reynolds number Re(l) = ηuη/ν = 1). In the dissipation range
(l < η) transfer of kinetic energy from the flow is mostly by molecular diffu-
sion and is a random, isotropic process.
Derived from the local isotropy hypothesis, the cascade of energy in the
inertial subrange is described by the power law:
Ek(κ) = Cε
2/3κ−5/3, κ ∈ [0,∞], (3.5)
where κ is the wavenumber, Ek is the total kinetic energy in the flow as
a function of κ, C ≈ 1.5 is the Kolmogorov constant (Pope, 2000) and ε
is the kinetic energy dissipation rate. The three-way categorisation of the
scales of motion (energy-containing, inertial and dissipative) and the inertial
range power law are shown in Figure 3.2. The resolved (large) and modelled
(sub-grid, or sub-filter) scales of large eddy simulation are also shown.
13
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Figure 1.3: Sketch of theKolmogorov energy spectrum. E(k) is the energy contained
in scales of size inversely proportional to k.
rise to an accumulation of energy in the smallest resolved scales.
Modeling the dissipative mechanism of the smallest scales is based on their univer-
sality as well as the universality of the mid-range small scales. This mid-range is often
referred to as the inertial range. A sketch of the so-called called Kolmogorov energy spec-
trum, depicting the universality of the scales in the inertial range in terms of the energy
contained in them is seen in Figure 1.3. The sole purpose of the scales in the inertial range
is to transfer energy from the energy containing scales down to the dissipative (smallest)
scales. Most turbulent flows possess an inertial range where the energy contained in the
scales in this range decreases as the size of the scales decreases following a −5/3 power
law behavior. This was originally hypothesized by Kolmogorov and proved experimen-
tally a number of times. For example, see Reference [61]. The size of the inertial range
increases with increasing Reynolds number. The sketch in Figure 1.3 also provides the
reader an idea of the nominal range of the resolved (large) scales and the modeled subgrid
(small) scales in an LES. Ideally, the smallest of the resolved scales should fall within the
inertial range as dictated by one of the modeling assumptions to be discussed in Chapter
2.
Not necessarily in order of importance, it is the opinion of the author that the fun-
damental issues in LES are:
Figure 3.2: Kolmogorov’s energy spectrum showing energy-containing, inertial
and dissipative scales. Universal scales are independent of boundary conditions
according to the first hypothesis. Also shown is the division between resolved
(large) and sub-grid (small) scales in LES (cf. §3.3.3).
According to the local isotropy hypothesis, the small scales have no time
memory, i.e. they are in energetic equilibrium with the large scales by imme-
diate re-adjustment. Thus rendered independent of the large scales, universal
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small-scale models can be developed. Theoretical analysis is only straightfor-
ward on statistically steady, homogeneous isotropic flows. Most turbulence
models are based on theoretical arguments derived from fully-developed ho-
mogeneous isotropic turbulence. Real flows do not obey this pattern, being
statistically unsteady, inhomogeneous or anisotropic (because of complex flow
geometry and boundary conditions), or all three at once. Questions about
the validity of these assumptions will be raised in the next section.
3.2.3 Departures from Isotropy
The Kolmogorov isotropy hypothesis has its shortcomings despite its un-
doubted value for understanding turbulence. For example, just what is a
high enough Reynolds number for the local isotropy hypothesis to be true?
At moderate Reynolds number (Re ≈ 10000), anisotropy has been observed
in the dissipative subrange (George and Hussein, 1991). Experiments in a
shear layer (Mestayer, 1982) have shown that the isotropy assumption is in-
valid in the inertial subrange but holds close to η. Nevertheless, the −5/3
power law in the inertial subrange is approached in experiments as Re is
increased (Mydlarski and Warhaft, 1998).
The assumption that energy is transferred solely in one direction and only
between adjacent scales is a simplification. In reality, energy is transferred
by triadic interactions between wavenumber triplets which may not be close
together in spectral space (Pope, 2000). Furthermore, it has been shown
that anisotropy in the large scales is transferred to the small scales, and that
anisotropy transfer can occur without energy transfer (Sagaut and Me´neveau,
2006).
Intermittency is another complicating factor. Direct numerical simula-
tion (e.g. Meneveau and Katz (2000)) has shown that the equilibrium as-
sumption may break down when the flow is subjected to unsteady forcing.
Instantaneous values of dissipation ε were found by Sreenivasan (1991) to
vary erratically.
In general, however, the discrepancies in the Kolmogorov isotropy hypoth-
esis have an insignificant effect on the quantities of interest to the engineer.
The effect of departures from the hypothesis on mean fields and Reynolds
stresses is negligibly small. Large-scale flow evolution is well predicted by
the theory (Pope, 2000). A few examples are now given to illustrate the
importance of large-scale turbulent structures in engineering.
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3.2.4 Turbulence in Engineering
The presence of turbulence in a flow can greatly influence the performance
characteristics of hydraulic machinery; for example, heat transfer rates from
heated walls are far greater if the flow is turbulent as opposed to laminar.
Turbulence may increase wall shear stress in a plane channel or pipe but
counterintuitively it reduces drag around a dimpled golf ball (Moin and Kim,
1997). Where fluids of different temperatures mix together near a surface,
temperature fluctuations may enhance material fatigue (Kuczaj et al., 2010).
The geometry of a system influences the specific form and characteristic
frequencies of the largest coherent structures in the flow. Large energy-
containing structures affect pressure and temperature which are often the
quantities an engineer is ultimately interested in. The von Ka´rma´n vortex
street shed behind a cylinder in cross-flow (Figure 3.3) has a particular fre-
quency determined by the cylinder radius, bulk velocity and fluid viscosity.
In turn, large coherent structures in the flow affect flow conditions far down-
stream.
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Figure 3.3: von Ka´rma´n vortex ‘street’ (flowing L to R) in the wake of a cylinder
(Hoffman and Johnson, 2006).
A mixing layer with harmonic forcing demonstrates excitation of certain
modes in response to the forcing which affect the growth of the layer (Os-
ter and Wygnanski, 1982). Turbulence models based on the eddy-visosity
hypothesis (cf. §3.3.4) are notably deficient in this scenario, being unable
to account for the excitation (Pope, 2000). Stability theory has some suc-
cess in explaining the effect of geometry on the large coherent structures; see
Oberleithner et al. (2011) for a full explanation.
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3.3.1 The Multiscale Problem
The smallest dynamically significant scale of motion in a turbulent flow is
the Kolmogorov scale η, since scales smaller than η are dominated by viscous
rather than inertial forces. The largest scale is the integral scale l0, measuring
the size of the largest energy-containing scales (cf. §3.2.2). In a homogeneous
isotropic turbulent flow, the smallest and largest scales are related to the
Reynolds number by Wilcox (1998):
l0
η
= O(Re3/4). (3.6)
Therefore, O(Re9/4) degrees of freedom are required to represent all the
scales of motion in a cube of edge length l0. Furthermore, the temporal
resolution required to resolve the most short-lived motions of timescale t is
related to the Reynolds number by
t ∝ O(Re3). (3.7)
At typical Reynolds numbers in industrial flows (Re > 106), it is clear that it
is impossible to simulate everything, even using the most powerful computers
that exist today, and will be for the foreseeable future.
If we wish to reduce the number of degrees of freedom in space and time
to practical levels, two questions arise. Firstly, how can the Navier-Stokes
equations (3.1) be approximated or decomposed to reduce the number of
degrees of freedom? Two different decompositions are introduced below, one
statistical and the other deterministic. Secondly, how can we model the effect
of the discarded information on the remaining (or resolved) scales? This is
the subject of §3.3.5.
3.3.2 Reynolds Decomposition
Statistical tools can be used to reduce the complexity of the multiscale mod-
elling task. According to Frisch (1995),
“For the moment the partial understanding of chaos in determin-
istic systems gives us the confidence that a probabilistic descrip-
tion of turbulence is justified.”
Since turbulence is a random phenomenon, a statistical description is
natural. Note that ‘random’ does not mean that the velocity is unpredictable,
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only that it has a different value every time the experiment is performed.
Randomness in the solution to a deterministic set of equations (3.1) might
seem counter-intuitive. Its cause is the acute sensitivity of the Navier-Stokes
equations to initial and boundary conditions at very high Reynolds numbers.
Describing the solution variables in terms of statistical moments –
the mean (first moment), variance (second), skewness (third) and kurto-
sis (fourth) – of a Probability Density Function (PDF) greatly reduces the
volume of information that must be processed. By definition the PDF is an
ensemble of many separate realisations of the flow. In practice, the ergodic-
ity principle is invoked, which states that a system evolving for a long time
‘forgets’ its initial state, allowing the PDF is written as a time average in a
single realisation (Germano, 2001).
A statistical decomposition of the Navier-Stokes equations is now given,
following the presentation of Pope (2000). The velocity u can be treated as
a random variable if the flow is turbulent. Then its mean is given by a time
average over a suitable interval:
〈u(x, t)〉 ≈ lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
u(x, t)dt. (3.8)
The time-averaging interval T should be in the range t1 >> T >> t2, where
t1 is the length of time for the evolution of the mean flow and t2 is the char-
acteristic time scale of the fluctuations u′, rendering the solution 〈u(x, t)〉
statistically independent of time. If T is smaller, then some low-frequency
modes are retained in the solution (cf. U-RANS, §3.3.5.4).
The Reynolds decomposition of u is the sum of mean and fluctuating
velocity components 〈u〉 and u′:
u(x, t) = 〈u(x, t)〉+ u′(x, t), (3.9)
and likewise for pressure, temperature and any transported scalar quantity.
Now (3.1) can be written (in the absence of external forces, i.e. F = 0) in
terms of the mean variables 〈u(x, t)〉 and 〈p(x, t)〉:
∂〈ui〉
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
〈uiuj〉+ 1
ρ
∂〈p〉
∂xj
− ν ∂
2〈ui〉
∂xi∂xj
= 0, (3.10a)
∂〈ui〉
∂xi
= 0. (3.10b)
This form is known as the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equa-
tions. The unknown nonlinear term 〈uiuj〉 has appeared and is written in
terms of 〈u〉 and u′:
〈uiuj〉 = 〈ui〉〈uj〉+ 〈u′iu′j〉. (3.11)
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The second term on the right-hand side representing the coupling between
the mean and fluctuating velocity is called the Reynolds stress tensor :
τij = −〈u′iu′j〉, (3.12)
where the negative sign is a convention adopted to signify that the Reynolds
stress tensor dissipates energy from the flow in the same manner as the
viscosity term (fourth term on the left-hand side of (3.10a)).
The anisotropic or deviatoric part of the Reynolds stresses, which con-
tributes to momentum transport, is
τRij = −〈u′iu′j〉+
1
3
〈uiui〉δij, (3.13)
where δij is the Kronecker delta with the property δij = 0 when i 6= j and
δij = 1 when i = j. The isotropic or spherical part does not contribute
to momentum transport, behaving instead like an additional pressure term.
Therefore, it is included in a modified pressure p˜:
p˜ = p+
1
3
δijτii = p+
2
3
δijk, (3.14)
where k = 1
2
u′iu
′
i is the turbulent kinetic energy. The significance of this
is that we cannot calculate the true value of pressure in a simulation with
an eddy-viscosity model, which may be a serious disadvantage in industrial
CFD unless the true pressure can be reliably recovered from (3.14). A full
discussion of the pressure modification is given in §5.1.6.5 in the context of
LES models. An example of the problem of unknown pressure is found in
Chapter 7.
With the spherical/deviatoric stress decomposition, the Reynolds-
averaged momentum equation can now be written
∂〈ui〉
∂t
+ 〈uj〉∂〈ui〉
∂xj
+
1
ρ
∂〈p˜〉
∂xj
− ν ∂
2〈ui〉
∂x2j
− ∂τ
R
ij
∂xj
= 0. (3.15)
In writing the equations for 〈u〉 we require additional information in the
form of a closure or turbulence model to account for the unknown deviatoric
Reynolds stress τRij . Chapter 4 describes the class of RANS models for the
Reynolds stress.
3.3.3 Filtered Decomposition
The statistical picture of turbulence is somewhat limited in its ability to
describe small-scale dynamics. Most of the dynamics are consigned to the
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Reynolds stresses, with the resolved fields representing only mean quantities.
An alternative decomposition to (3.9) is to separate low frequencies and
high frequencies, or equivalently large scales and small scales. The model
equations thus derived are deterministic rather than statistical.
The filtered decomposition is obtained by applying a low-pass filter oper-
ator G to the velocity:
u(x, t) = G(u(x, t)), (3.16)
where the overbar (. . .) denotes a filtered variable. In effect, the filter per-
forms the integration
u(x, t) =
∫
Ω
G (r,x)u(x− r, t)dr, (3.17)
where G is the filter kernel (or shape) of G and r is a radial distance associ-
ated with the filter.
The fluctuating component is then defined in an analogous manner to the
Reynolds decomposition:
u′(x, t) = u(x, t)− u(x, t). (3.18)
The salient difference to (3.8) is that u(x, t) is not a statistical mean like 〈u〉,
but contains a significant proportion of the frequency spectrum of u up to
some cutoff frequency κc (equivalently a lengthscale or filter width 4). The
filter has the effect of removing those scales of motion smaller than the filter
width 4, i.e. averaging the velocity locally in space. The two methods are
similar, since by Taylor’s frozen flow hypothesis it is reasonable to assume
that the time and space dimensions are interchangeable, at least for small
scales (Cenedese and Romano, 1991). Time averaging can then be thought
of as analogous to a low-pass filter with 4 ∝ 〈u〉/T . Indeed, (3.8) can be
rewritten as a filter operator (Pope, 2000):
f(t) =
1
T
∫ T
t−T
f(s)ds. (3.19)
As a result, the overbar notation (. . .) henceforth denotes both mean and
filtered variables to keep notation simple.
It is worth emphasising that the operations are not strictly equivalent and
the separation of scales can be quite different. Time averaging operates on
all wavenumbers in the spectrum at once (albeit to different degrees), i.e. it
is non-local in spectral space. The effect of the low-pass filter can be local in
spectral space and non-local in physical space, or vice-versa, or moderately
non-local in both depending on its exact definition. Furthermore, the filter
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is usually an implicit part of the discretised equations of motion rather than
an explicit operation, and its precise form is never known. These points are
explained fully in §5.1.
Using the filtered decomposition, the filtered Navier-Stokes equations are
written
∂ui
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(uiuj) +
1
ρ
∂p
∂xj
− ν ∂
2ui
∂x2j
= 0, (3.20a)
∂ui
∂xi
= 0. (3.20b)
Unlike the Reynolds decomposition (3.9), here the nonlinear term uiuj
does not have a unique decomposition. It can be written as a function of u
and u′ in the double decomposition:
uiuj = (ui + u′i)(uj + u
′
j)
= uiuj + uiu′j + uju
′
i + u
′
iu
′
j. (3.21)
All the terms that are dependent on u′ are grouped together into a sub-grid-
scale (SGS) or sub-filter-scale (SFS) stress tensor τij:
τij = −Cij −Rij = uiuj − uiuj = −uiu′j − uju′i − u′iu′j, (3.22)
where the cross tensor Cij includes interactions between the filtered and
fluctuating components and the Reynolds tensor (as in (3.12)) includes in-
teractions amongst the fluctuating components:
Cij = uiu′j + uju
′
j, (3.23)
Rij = u′iu
′
j. (3.24)
Analogously with the Reynolds decomposition, the deviatoric part of the
SFS tensor, τRij , is modelled while the spherical part, τii, is implicitly added
to the pressure, resulting in a modified pressure p˜ given by (3.14). Now the
filtered momentum equation is written
∂ui
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(uiuj) +
1
ρ
∂p˜
∂xj
− ν ∂
2ui
∂x2j
− ∂τ
R
ij
∂xj
= 0. (3.25)
The term uiuj cannot be calculated directly because it requires a second
filtering. As a remedy, Leonard (1974) proposed the triple decomposition:
τij = −Lij − Cij −Rij = uiuj − uiuj, (3.26)
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where the Leonard tensor Lij = uiuj − uiuj includes interactions amongst
the filtered scales2. The triple decomposition is used in this thesis.
Now the filtered Navier-Stokes equations are written (with the filtered
continuity equation (3.20b)):
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
+
1
ρ
∂p˜
∂xj
− ν ∂
2ui
∂x2j
− ∂τ
R
ij
∂xj
= 0, (3.27)
which is identical in form to the Reynolds-averaged momentum equation
(3.15), except that a filter has been used instead of a time average. Note
that the triple decomposition allows the advection term (second term on the
left-hand side of (3.27)) to be split, which allows this term to be specially
treated in the time discretisation: ui and uj can be evaluated at different
times (cf. §3.5.3).
The sub-grid tensor (3.26) has a different physical form to the Reynolds
stress tensor (3.12) and a different class of model or closure is employed,
namely the sub-grid-scale (SGS) or subfilter-scale (SFS) models (cf. §5.2)
used in large eddy simulation (LES) (cf. §3.3.5.3). The acronyms SGS and
SFS are used interchangeably, though SFS is preferred since it is the filter
and not the grid which defines the separation of scales in (3.18).
3.3.4 Boussinesq Eddy-Viscosity Hypothesis
We have now derived model equations for the resolved scales u, p containing
fewer degrees of freedom than the original Navier-Stokes equations (3.1).
The next problem is to define models for the missing information, either the
Reynolds stresses or the SFS stresses. These two strands of modelling have
much in common despite their separate origins.
The Boussinesq eddy-viscosity approximation is the basis for many com-
monly used turbulence models. It is extrapolated from the linear stress-strain
relation for Newtonian fluids:
(τij + pδij)/ρ = 2νSij, (3.28)
Sij =
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
, (3.29)
where Sij is the strain rate tensor and ν is the molecular kinematic viscosity.
The assumption made is that the deviatoric part of the Reynolds stress (3.13)
2The form of the Leonard tensor here is slightly different than that used in the dynamic
LES model cf. §5.2.2.
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or SFS stress (3.26) is related to the mean or filtered velocity strain rate by
an eddy viscosity νT :
τRij = νTSij, (3.30)
where Sij is the strain rate of filtered or mean velocity u. The analogous
gradient diffusion hypothesis for the turbulent transport of a scalar ϕ states
that the flux of ϕ is related to the mean scalar gradient by an eddy diffusivity
νT/σT :
− uiϕ = νT
σT
∂ϕ
∂xi
, (3.31)
where σT is the turbulent Prandtl number. (3.30) and (3.31) have the same
form as the relationship between viscous stress and strain in a Newtonian
fluid, (3.28). However, unlike molecular viscosity ν, the eddy viscosity (and
diffusivity) is not a fluid property but a flow-dependent quantity. A model
is required for νT which must involve some additional knowledge of the flow
(Wilcox, 1998).
The Boussinesq hypothesis assumes that the strain rate tensor Sij and
deviatoric stress tensor τRij are aligned, but as shown by DNS (cf. §3.3.5.1)
studies (Clark et al., 1979; Liu et al., 1994), in many flows they are not
aligned. Nor is the assumption of a scalar eddy viscosity borne out by ex-
periments, for example in swirling flows (Weber et al., 1990) and strongly
curved geometry (Bradshaw, 1973). However, in simple shear flows such as
a mixing layer or channel flow it is approximately valid (Pope, 2000). The
limitations of the eddy-viscosity hypothesis are examined in more detail in
§5.1.6.
In the next section, a range of models for the Navier-Stokes equations is
presented. They form a hierarchy of approximations to the full multiscale
picture of turbulence.
3.3.5 Levels of Approximation
3.3.5.1 Direct numerical simulation (DNS)
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) is the solution of the discretised Navier-
Stokes equations with all scales of motion between η and l0 resolved and
nothing modelled. The DNS solution is represented by the black line (u)
in Figure 3.4. The number of degrees of freedom is given by the Reynolds
number scaling relations above. The only approximations in DNS are those
necessary for the discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations on a mesh.
Each DNS solution is a single realisation of a turbulent flow but useful
statistical information about all realisations can be obtained if the ergodicity
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principle is invoked (cf. §3.3.2). DNS is used to examine fine structures
of particular flows of academic interest and to provide reference data for
models. It is currently too expensive to use in many problems of practical
or industrial interest (both in terms of simulation time and computational
hardware), such as those in complex geometry or at high Reynolds number,
although these constraints are continuously becoming less restrictive. For
example, Fischer et al. (2008) demonstrate that complex high-Re flows can
be simulated by DNS using current leading-edge facilities.
3.3.5.2 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) method calculates the solu-
tion of (3.15). The fluctuating component is included by way of a turbulence
model. RANS is computationally inexpensive since the degrees of freedom
are vastly reduced compared to DNS. The solution is steady-state, i.e. it
does not contain any information about transient flow effects which may be
important in many engineering problems (U-RANS improves upon RANS by
including some transience cf. §3.3.5.4). Nevertheless, RANS is the most pop-
ular modelling approach in industry and may be adequate for some purposes,
for example in estimating normal plant operating conditions or running large
numbers of ‘scoping’ calculations to assess the effect of changing variables (cf.
§2.3.5). The separation of scales in RANS is shown schematically in Figure
3.4.
RANS models were the first turbulence models to gain widespread pop-
ularity and have been used in engineering for decades, thanks to their low
computational requirements and predictable behaviour (Ferziger et al., 1999).
Mesh resolution requirements are relatively low because fine turbulent scales
do not have to be resolved: meshes are constrained purely by geometric ac-
curacy requirements and the requirement to reduce numerical discretisation
error below a given threshold (Ferziger et al., 1999).
Using the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity hypothesis the Reynolds-averaged
momentum equation (3.15) is written
uj
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂
∂xj
[
(ν + νT )
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)]
+
1
ρ
∂p˜
∂xi
= 0, (3.32)
where the time derivative has been dropped, resulting in a steady-state
model. p˜ is a modified pressure term including the normal stresses (cf.
§3.3.2). A model is required for the eddy viscosity in order to close (3.32).
Chapter 4 discusses some basic RANS models in more detail.
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Figure 3.4: RANS velocity decomposition u = 〈u〉+ u′. The resolved velocity 〈u〉
is constant, while the fluctuating velocity u′ contains most of the scales of motion.
3.3.5.3 Large eddy Simulation (LES)
Large eddy simulation (LES) is based on the filtered momentum equation
(3.27). LES is intermediate between RANS and DNS in terms of resolved
detail: scales are resolved as long as they are above a certain size, determined
by the filter width 4. In the limit 4 → η, LES becomes DNS. Scales that
fall below the filter size are parameterised by an LES model using informa-
tion from the resolved scales and theoretical or empirical arguments. An
LES model for the deviatoric SFS stress tensor τRij in terms of the resolved
scales is needed. Usually, LES models are based on the eddy-viscosity hy-
pothesis (3.30). As for RANS models, only the deviatoric stresses τRij are
modelled because they are the only components which contribute to momen-
tum transport. §5.2 goes into detail on LES models. Figure 3.2 shows the
theoretical split of LES into resolved and SFS in the energy spectrum, and
the separation of scales in physical space is shown in Figure 3.5.
Many LES models are based upon the assumption that the SFS obey
the local isotropy hypothesis. In practice this means that the filter width
should be in the inertial subrange. A practical rule of thumb is that if 80%
of the kinetic energy is in the resolved scales, the filter width is small enough
and the LES is termed ‘well resolved’ (Pope, 2000). Models that are not
based on the assumption of isotropic SFS may be able to break this rule,
but they would have to be more sophisticated to account for anisotropic
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Figure 3.5: LES velocity decomposition u = u + u′. The mean velocity u is a
reasonable representation of u and the SFS u′ are relatively uniform and high-
frequency.
or flow-dependent SFS in some way. In practice it is extremely difficult to
determine whether a particular LES simulation is sufficiently resolved to meet
the isotropy condition (cf. §5.2.2.5).
The filter size must satisfy the condition 4 > 4, where 4 is some met-
ric of the local grid size (which requires careful definition on unstructured
meshes; cf §5.1.6.3) (Berselli et al., 2006). It is common practice to link
4 directly to 4, which is why the SFS are often called the sub-grid (SGS)
scales. If 4 is spatially varying (inhomogeneous) then the filtering opera-
tion gives rise to commutation errors (Sagaut and Me´neveau, 2006). If the
mesh is anisotropic, then the SFS are anisotropic by construction and the
local isotropy hypothesis is void. §5.1 contains a full discussion of filtering
on anisotropic inhomogeneous meshes.
On a practical note, LES has an advantage over RANS in that it provides
transient flow information. However, it can be prohibitively slow to solve be-
cause of the requirement to resolve all the scales of turbulence down to a point
in the inertial range. As the financial cost of high performance computing
decreases (cf. §2.4), LES meets these criteria at ever higher Reynolds num-
bers in more complex geometries. Nevertheless, the development of robust,
accurate and fast LES models is crucial to meet the needs of industry. An in-
teresting possibility is raised by performing LES on unstructured anisotropic
inhomogeneous meshes: the SFS are anisotropic by construction, which may
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make LES valid at larger grid spacing, provided that the LES model is suit-
ably designed. Chapter 5 develops this idea further and Chapter 6 presents
results of coarsely resolved LES of a 3D backward-facing step.
It has long been predicted that LES would replace RANS as the cost of
computing power fell but RANS still holds considerable appeal to industrial
users (cf. §2.3.5). Although advantages can be gained from simulating a
problem in greater detail, there is also a need to simulate ever larger com-
ponents, or even entire systems, and include extra physical effects such as
fluid-structure interaction. The resulting increased complexity means that
RANS is the only practical method for these problems (Menter, 2011; Pope,
1999).
3.3.5.4 Hybrid RANS/LES
A general class of methods have been developed in the last ten years
which aim to smoothly bridge the gap between RANS and LES (Friess and
Manceau, 2012). RANS and LES models are fundamentally different in their
construction, being based on the statistical and filtered decompositions re-
spectively, so there is a danger of inconsistency in attempts to smoothly
transition from one to the other. For a complete review of these methods,
see Fro¨hlich and von Terzi (2008) or Friess and Manceau (2012). Here at-
tention is restricted to the generic scale-resolving characteristics of methods,
which resolve some low-frequency modes or ‘coherent dynamics’ but are far
from being true LES models. The separation of scales is shown schematically
in Figure 3.6.
If the averaging operator is a phase average (3.19) with period T equal
to the period of the largest scales, then the approximation is called un-
steady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (U-RANS). This can be achieved
by including a time derivative in the Reynolds-averaged momentum equation
(3.32). A long timestep ∆t is used (cf. §3.5.3) so that high-frequency modes
are not resolved, and the dissipation contributed by the RANS model might
be reduced to allow transient dynamics to arise. When the flow exhibits
periodicity of period 1/T due to deterministic forcing (e.g. a von Ka´rma´n
instability, Figure 3.3) then this is a useful approach (Sagaut and Me´neveau,
2006).
When the solution does not contain regular, predictable large scales,
there is little consensus on a definition of the scale separation (Sagaut and
Me´neveau, 2006). In this case, a very large eddy simulation (VLES) approach
may be appropriate. VLES adapts to the mesh resolution, becoming a DNS
in the limit of 4 = η, and RANS in the opposite limit of 4 ≈ l0, while in
between the model is intended to behave like an LES owing to the inclusion
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Figure 3.6: U-RANS or hybrid RANS/LES velocity decomposition u = 〈u〉 +
u′. The resolved velocity 〈u〉 encompasses the large coherent dynamics and the
fluctuating velocity u′ contains medium and small scales.
of the mesh size in the turbulence model (Han and Krajnovic`, 2012). This
method was called the Flow Simulation Methodology (FSM) by Fro¨hlich and
von Terzi (2008) in their comprehensive review of hybrid techniques, and was
found to be effective in a range of flows.
In one of the earliest VLES models this is achieved by scaling the Reynolds
stress tensor by a ‘filter’ or damping function based on the ratio of mesh
size to Kolmogorov scale 4/η (Speziale, 1997). Subsequent attempts have
modified the damping function to make it more physically appropriate, e.g.
Han and Krajnovic` (2012). The result is that the mean flow is damped to
a greater or lesser degree by the modelled scales, depending on the ability
of the mesh to represent a lesser or greater range of scales. It is claimed by
Han and Krajnovic` (2012) that this method is analogous to controlling the
proportion of resolved to total kinetic energy.
A very similar, but more established, strategy is detached eddy simula-
tion (DES) (Spalart, 2009). DES uses a mesh refinement sensor to determine
whether the mesh is fine enough to use LES. It is intended to reduce compu-
tational time by treating some parts of the domain with RANS, in particular
the viscous sublayer (cf. §3.4.1.1), while LES is applied to the remainder to
capture the significant transient flow structures (Spalart, 2009).
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3.4 Turbulent Flow Boundary Conditions
The preceding discussion has considered only turbulent flow away from
boundaries, where the Kolmogorov hypothesis is valid. Boundary conditions
require special treatment and a separate class of models has been developed
to do so. Broadly speaking, boundary conditions in simulations of turbulence
are used to achieve two aims:
• To provide physically realistic bounding information for the problem,
• To reduce the computational effort of solving the problem.
The physics of turbulence at solid boundaries are complex in principle
but modelling them statistically can be quite straightforward. Statistical
modelling reduces the mesh resolution requirement near walls. An overview
of near-wall physics and modelling is given in §3.4.1. Reduction of effort is
achieved by specifying quasi-turbulent inflow conditions and recycling flow
through outflow boundaries to speed up convergence to fully-developed tur-
bulence, as discussed in §3.4.2.
3.4.1 Near-Wall Turbulent Dynamics
The preceding discussion of turbulence has been limited to high Reynolds
number homogeneous isotropic turbulence. When a solid boundary is
present, the flow is no longer homogeneous or isotropic and the picture of a
one-way energy cascade from large to small structures is incomplete. Sim-
ply put, walls induce stresses in the fluid because fluid molecules stick to
them, hence turbulence is generated. Instabilities are generated near the
wall, growing into larger turbulent motions further from the wall and enter-
ing the free-stream flow by various complex anisotropic mechanisms (Pope,
2000). As a result, laminar flow over a plate at high Reynolds number will
become turbulent as boundary layer instabilities grow downstream.
A vast amount of research has gone into near-wall turbulence. Even so,
there is no equivalent of Kolmogorov’s hypotheses here3. The interactions
between the various dynamics are highly complex and a quantitative theory
may be unattainable (Pope, 2000). However, some useful and important
empirical results have emerged which are exploited as boundary conditions
in simulations. Those that apply to fully-developed turbulent flow over a flat
plate (channel flow), or flows reasonably close to that state, are described
here.
3Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) has had some success in elucidating the
important processes in near-wall turbulence: see Holmes et al. (1993).
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3.4.1.1 Turbulent Channel Flow
Consider a straight 3D channel of height 2δ, length L >> δ and span b >> δ
containing fully-developed turbulent flow, i.e. in which the mean variables
do not vary in the streamwise direction (∂u
∂x
= 0). The flow is assumed to
be statistically independent of the spanwise direction (∂u
∂z
= 0), so the only
nonzero mean gradient is normal to the wall (∂u
∂y
6= 0). The total fluid stress
is equal to the sum of the viscous and Reynolds or SFS stresses in one of the
Navier-Stokes models previously described. The no-slip condition at the wall
(u = 0 at y = 0) dictates that u′iu
′
j = 0, therefore the Reynolds stresses at
the wall are zero and the total stress at the wall, or wall shear stress, is only
due to viscous stress:
τw = ρν
(
du
dy
)
y=0
. (3.33)
From this we define characteristic near-wall quantities, the friction veloc-
ity uτ and viscous lengthscale δν :
uτ =
√
τw
ρ
, (3.34)
δν = ν
√
ρ
τw
=
ν
uτ
. (3.35)
The distance from the wall y and mean streamwise velocity u are nor-
malised by the friction velocity, defining the distance and velocity in wall
units :
y+ =
uτy
ν
, (3.36)
u+ =
u
uτ
. (3.37)
For sufficiently large Re (i.e. far from the range of laminar-turbulent transi-
tion), the near-wall velocity profile u+ = f(y+) is independent of Re and has
a universal linear-logarithmic form given in Table 3.1. The viscous sublayer,
closest to the wall, is characterised by a linear relationship between u+ and
y+. The log law region has a logarithmic relationship with empirically de-
termined coefficients Cκ (the von Ka´rma´n constant) and B (smallest value
of u+) commonly taken as 0.41 and 5.2 respectively. In the buffer layer the
relationship is not well defined, graduating from linear to logarithmic. The
log law (or law of the wall) holds in various flows with moderate pressure
(hence shear stress) gradients (Pope, 2000).
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Region Extent u+
Viscous sublayer y+ < 5 y+
Buffer layer 5 < y+ < 30 y+ → (1/Cκ) ln y+ +B
Log law region 30 < y+ < 0.3δ (1/Cκ) ln y
+ +B
Table 3.1: Variation of velocity with wall distance in wall units including ‘law of
the wall’.
3.4.1.2 Modelling Implications
Since the turbulence lengthscale l varies linearly with y, it is practically
impossible to resolve all near-wall dynamics as the mesh would have to be
extremely fine (Pope, 2000). The problem is exacerbated in high-Reynolds-
number flows because the boundary layer thickness ratio δν/δ varies inversely
with Re. The relations in Table 3.1 can be used as near-wall sub-grid models
or wall functions to specify the near-wall variation of mean velocity, allowing
mesh size to be large in terms of y+. To complicate matters, the wall shear
stress is unknown a priori, so y+ must be estimated or found iteratively
during a simulation. Various methods exist for this, see for example Bazilevs
and Hughes (2007), Bredburg (2000).
Whilst it is sufficient to model only the mean near-wall velocity in RANS
simulations, in LES the wall function must supply the instantaneous value of
velocity (Pope, 2000). The assumption may be made that the instantaneous
velocity satisfies the log law (Gro¨tzbach, 1981) or a power law (Werner and
Wengle, 1989). However, for flows featuring separation or reattachment,
these assumptions have been found lacking (Pope, 2000).
Instead of calculating the near-wall variation of velocity, the Reynolds
or SFS stress can be specified as a near-wall turbulence model. A simple
near-wall turbulence model was proposed by Prandtl (1925) which expresses
a turbulent viscosity in terms of a mixing length lm:
νT = l
2
m
∣∣∣∣∂u∂y
∣∣∣∣ . (3.38)
The mixing length in wall units l+m = lm/δν is specified by the van Driest
damping function (van Driest, 1956):
l+m = κy
+[1− exp(−y+/A+)], (3.39)
where A+ = 26 is based on the value B = 5.2 in the log law (Pope, 2000).
This is an alternative expression of the log law in Table 3.1 since at large y+
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the damping function (the term in square brackets) tends to one. Wall func-
tions for RANS and LES, parameterising the law of the wall, are developed
in §4.3.
3.4.2 Turbulent Inflow Conditions
Many industrial simulations are of a component into which flow enters from
another part of the system. In the real plant this flow will have certain
qualities imparted by the geometry and conditions upstream. In a simulation
it may be crucial to recreate these qualities in order to accurately predict the
flow in the component under scrutiny. The ‘brute force’ solution is to simulate
the entire upstream system. For example, in a nuclear reactor primary loop
(cf. §2.2) the coolant is driven through a pump which imparts the flow
with characteristic velocity and vorticity profiles and dominant turbulent
frequency modes. Pipework from the pump to the reactor has bends and
restrictions which further modify the flow, increasing swirl.
To simulate all of this as well as the downstream geometry is unfeasible
so we need an approximate model for the incoming flow. Several methods
exist for providing realistic inlet conditions for turbulent simulations. In
increasing order of sophistication (and computational effort), some of these
are:
1. Laminar (constant in time) mean profile
In order to obtain fully-developed turbulent flow in a pipe from a lam-
inar inflow, a length of approximately 110 diameters is needed. This
method is unsuitable for high-Reynolds number flows because it still
requires a large amount of upstream geometry to be included (Jarrin
et al., 2006).
2. Mean profile with superimposed random fluctuations
Adding random fluctuations spreads energy uniformly across all
wavenumbers with no spatial or temporal correlations. The turbulence
created is short-lived, decaying quickly downstream (Aider and Danet,
2006; Klein et al., 2003). An improved version of this method was de-
veloped by Lee et al. (1992) and applied to DNS of laminar-to-turbulent
transition over a flat plate.
3. Synthetic turbulence
The principle of this method is to input large coherent structures in or-
der to seed turbulence downstream. The synthetic eddy method (SEM)
(Jarrin et al., 2006) combines mean and Reynolds-stress profiles from
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DNS data with a specified turbulence lengthscale profile l(y) to recreate
a statistical sample of fluctuations. Time-varying coherent structures
are created. SEM can significantly reduce the length downstream of
the inflow required for fully-developed turbulence compared to laminar
inflow conditions (Jarrin et al., 2006). Moulinec et al. (2005) found that
the mean and Reynolds stress profiles attained equilibrium in only two
diameters (compared to 110 for laminar inflow) at Re = 57400, making
SEM very useful for industrial problems.
4. Precursor simulation
The most accurate but computationally expensive method (short of a
full upstream simulation) is to run a moderate-resolution simulation
(sufficient to resolve the large scales) beforehand and interpolate the
results onto the current mesh at every timestep (Lund et al., 1998).
3.4.2.1 Periodicity
Another way to reduce the problem size is possible if the domain has some
translational symmetry, such as a pipe or repeated structure. The flow may
exhibit periodicity induced by the periodic geometry, although care must be
taken to ensure that this is true (Ameri and Bunker, 2000). The number
of degrees of freedom can then be reduced by imposing periodic boundary
conditions (Klein et al., 2003). In the pipe this means recycling the outflow
back to the inflow. Fully-developed turbulence is generated in a relatively
short section of pipe and a few advective cycles (one advective cycle is the
time taken for a particle suspended in the mean flow to traverse the entire
domain from inlet to outlet) (Lund et al., 1998). Rotational symmetry, such
as in an array of turbine blades, can be exploited by simulating one blade
and recycling the flow from one side to the other (Ameri and Bunker, 2000).
3.5 Discretising The Fluid Equations
Having selected a decomposition of the fluid equations and a level of ap-
proximation, the model equations are discretised. Questions of accuracy,
stability, convergence and robustness of the discretised equations are con-
sidered. The continuous equations are approximated at discrete locations in
space-time. However, as a result of the propagation of information differing
in space and time4, they are generally treated separately; methods for both
4Information can propagate in only one direction in time, whereas in space it can
propagate in any direction.
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are described. In hyperbolic systems, such as advection-dominated transient
flow, space-time coupling is necessary to stabilise some discretisations (Donea
and Huerta, 2003). Stabilisation techniques, described in §3.5.6 have been
developed to address this problem. For simplicity the advection-diffusion
equations (3.4) and the Poisson equation are used to illustrate the concepts.
The Navier-Stokes equations will be returned to once the fundamental con-
cepts have been introduced.
3.5.1 Consistency, Stability and Convergence
A consistent discretisation is one for which the discrete equations become the
continuous differential equations in the limit of zero mesh size4 and timestep
∆t. Whilst consistency is satisfied for most discretisations, stability is often
conditional on some parameter (Donea and Huerta, 2003). Convergence of
the discretised equations in this context means that the solution of the dis-
crete equations converges asymptotically to some limiting solution as the
mesh spacing and timestep are reduced. Alternatively, in the context of the
RANS models which do not evolve in time (cf. §3.3.5.2), convergence applies
to an iterative solution method, where the solution is considered converged
when some error measure (the difference between successive approximations)
falls below a specified tolerance.
The Lax Equivalence Theorem states that given a well-posed5 linear
initial-value problem, and a consistent discrete approximation to it, stability
is a necessary and sufficient condition for convergence of the discrete solution
(Donea and Huerta, 2003). The theorem is very powerful, since it is much
easier to demonstrate consistency and stability than convergence directly,
though convergence is the ultimate measure of quality and trust in the solu-
tion. The theorem can only be rigorously applied to linear initial-value prob-
lems, whereas in fluid dynamics the governing equations are nonlinear and
of the boundary-value or mixed initial/boundary-value type. Thus, stability
by the theorem is not sufficient to show that a CFD model is convergent.
3.5.2 Finite Element Method
3.5.2.1 Preliminaries
The finite element method restricts the solution of the governing partial
differential equations (PDEs) to certain function spaces which satisfy the
5Well-posed means that the solution develops in a continuous manner from the initial
conditions.
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criterion:
f : Ω¯→ R, (3.40)
where Ω¯ = Ω ∪ Γ denotes the union of the domain with its boundary Γ.
If the derivatives of f up to order m exist and are continuous in Ω then
the functions are of class Cm(Ω). Sobolev function spaces Hm(Ω) include
those in which the square of every derivative up to and including the m-
th derivative is also continuous in Ω. Finite element functions belong to a
particular class of Sobolev space, the space of square-integrable functions
L2(Ω) = H0(Ω) because second-order PDEs contain second derivatives of
the prognostic variable which must be representable in discrete form6. This
space has the standard definitions of inner product (., .) and norm ||.|| of two
scalar functions u, v:
(u, v) =
∫
Ω
uvdΩ, (3.41)
‖v‖0 = (v, v)1/2. (3.42)
These definitions are extended to vector-valued functions as follows:
(u,v) =
∫
Ω
u · vdΩ, (3.43)
‖v‖0 =
(
d∑
i=1
‖vi‖20
)1/2
, (3.44)
where d is the spatial dimension. The Sobolev space H1(Ω) is defined by
H1(Ω) =
{
v ∈ L2(Ω) | ∂v
∂xi
∈ L2(Ω), i = 1, . . . , d
}
. (3.45)
The subspace H10(Ω) in which the function and its first derivatives disappear
on Γ is essential to the finite element method:
H10(Ω) =
{
v ∈ H1(Ω) | v = 0, ∂v
∂xi
= 0, i = 1, . . . , d on Γ
}
. (3.46)
We now restrict attention to finite-dimensional function spaces. First a
discretised domain composed of nele non-overlapping subdomains or elements
Ω¯e is defined:
Ω¯ =
nele⋃
e=1
Ω¯e. (3.47)
6Whilst it is possible to represent discontinuous functions (such as first derivatives
of piecewise linear functions) by discrete approximations, the same cannot be said for
undefined functions, such as the second derivative of a piecewise linear function.
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Each element has a boundary Γe and a characteristic size h (equivalent to
the 4 notation used throughout this thesis), where diam(Ωe) 6 h for each
element.
In the finite element method two sets of finite-dimensional function spaces
are required: the test (or weighting) functions Wh, where the superscript h
denotes a discrete quantity, and the trial functions (or admissible solutions)
Uh ≡ Wh + uD (where uD = uD on ΓD). The former set of functions vanish
on the Dirichlet boundary ΓD and the latter satisfy the Dirichlet boundary
conditions:
Wh = {w ∈ H1(Ω) | w|Ωe ∈ Pm(Ωe) ∀e and w = 0 on ΓD} (3.48a)
Uh = {u ∈ H1(Ω) | u|Ωe ∈ Pm(Ωe) ∀e and u = uD on ΓN} ,(3.48b)
where Pm is the finite element interpolation space which determines the con-
vergence properties of the finite element method. Homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions are uD = 0. A popular choice in two and three di-
mensions is P1, the set of polynomials of degree m 6 1 (Donea and Huerta,
2003).
3.5.2.2 Weak or Variational Form
Discretisation of the PDE by the finite element method begins by writing the
weak integral or variational form of the PDE. Taking just the diffusion and
source terms of the conservation equation (3.4a) and setting the diffusivity
constant to one to simplify analysis, we have the Poisson equation (keeping
the same Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions):
−∇2ϕ = qϕ. (3.49)
Multiplying by a test function w, integrating and applying Green’s theorem
to the left-hand side:
−
∫
Ω
w∇2ϕdΩ =
∫
Ω
∇w · ∇ϕdΩ−
∫
Γ
w(n · ∇ϕ)dΓ
=
∫
Ω
∇w · ∇ϕdΩ−
∫
Γ
wgNdΓ. (3.50)
The advantage of this procedure is that the second derivative has been
replaced by first derivatives, reducing the regularity requirements on our
test and trial function spaces: now ϕ,w ∈ H1(Ω). Furthermore, the Neu-
mann boundary condition (3.4d) has been naturally introduced. The Dirich-
let boundary conditions (3.4c) are satisfied by an appropriate choice of U .
Now the Galerkin method restricts the problem to the finite-dimensional
spaces previously defined and we arrive at the problem statement:
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Find ϕh ∈ Uh such that∫
Ω
∇wh · ∇ϕhdΩ =
∫
Ω
whqϕhdΩ +
∫
ΓN
whgNdΓN , ∀wh ∈ Wh.
(3.51)
3.5.2.3 Shape Functions
Suppose that η = {1, 2, . . . , nnodes} is the set of global node numbers where
nnodes is the number of nodes in the mesh. ηD ⊂ η is the set of nodes on the
Dirichlet portion of the boundary. The number of equations in the system
neq is therefore the size of η \ηD (total number of nodes minus the number of
nodes on the Dirichlet boundary). uh and wh are sums over these two sets:
uh =
∑
j∈η\ηD
Njuj +
∑
j∈ηD
NjuD, (3.52a)
wh = {Nj}, j ∈ η \ ηD, (3.52b)
where Nj(x) is a shape function associated with node j defining the vari-
ation of values within the element Ωe. The shape functions are defined on
a reference element in terms of the three local coordinate axes [ξ, ζ, η], for
example a line of unit length in 1D (see Figure 3.7), or an equilateral triangle
of unit side length in a 2D triangular mesh. They make up the finite element
interpolation space Pm.
Figure 3.7: Linear shape functions in 1D. j is the node number, Nj is the shape
function associated with node j and Ωe+1 is the line element spanning nodes j and
j + 1 with length h.
Linear shape functions in 1D are defined:
Nj(ξ) =
{
1
2
(1 + ξ) in Ωe,
1
2
(1− ξ) in Ωe+1
}
,
ne∑
j=1
Nj = 1, for ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (3.53)
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where ne is the number of nodes in an element. Only functions which are
continuous across element boundaries are considered for the moment; the
resulting method is called the continuous Galerkin (CG) method. Use of
linear continuous shape functions results in the P1 CG discretisation.
The Poisson equation discretised by the Galerkin method (3.51) necessi-
tated the choice of a function space for one variable, ϕ. The Navier-Stokes
equations require the specification of separate function spaces for velocity and
pressure. Many combinations are possible, for example piecewise quadratic
continuous for velocity and piecewise linear continuous for pressure (P2 CG –
P1 CG), piecewise linear discontinuous (cf. discontinuous Galerkin method,
§3.5.6.7) for velocity and piecewise quadratic continuous for pressure (P1 DG
– P2 CG), and so on. These have varying properties which render them use-
ful for different kinds of flow problem, as explained in detail in (Pain et al.,
2005).
3.5.2.4 Local Assembly
Using the definitions of test and trial functions (3.52), the terms of the weak
finite-dimensional Poisson problem (3.51) can be written as the sum of in-
tegrals over an element Ωe. The Neumann boundary condition term (3.4d)
is written as an integral over a facet ΓeN of the element Ω
e if it is a portion
of the domain boundary over which the Neumann condition applies. These
integrals are the elemental matrices and vectors constituting the elemental
matrix equation:
keijϕ
e
j = f
e
i + b
e
i , (3.54)
where j denotes the node number in an element and
keij =
∫
Ωe
∇Ni · ∇Nj dΩe (diffusion matrix), (3.55a)
f ei =
∫
Ωe
Ni qϕdΩ
e (source vector), (3.55b)
bei =
∫
ΓeN
Ni gNdΓ
e
N (boundary vector). (3.55c)
Similarly, the finite element advection-diffusion problem based on (3.4) is
(aeij + k
e
ij)ϕ
e
j = f
e
i + b
e
i , (3.56)
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where
aeij =
∫
Ωe
Niu · ∇Nj dΩe (advection matrix), (3.57a)
keij = −
∫
Ωe
∇Ni · (ν∇Nj) dΩe (diffusion matrix), (3.57b)
f ei =
∫
Ωe
Ni qϕdΩ
e (source vector), (3.57c)
bei =
∫
ΓeN
Ni gNdΓ
e
N −
ne∑
j=1
[
aeij + k
e
ij
]
ϕej (boundary vector). (3.57d)
3.5.2.5 Strong and Weak Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
The Dirichlet condition (3.4c) can be enforced strongly by specifying that
ϕej = ϕD(x
e
j) if at node number j on the Dirichlet portion of the boundary
and ϕej = 0 if not (Donea and Huerta, 2003). Thus, on the Dirichlet portion
of the boundary, the boundary vector (3.57d) has a nonzero second term and
vice versa.
Alternatively, the Dirichlet condition can be enforced weakly or in varia-
tional form by integrating the advection term by parts:
aeij =
∫
Ωe
∇Ni · uϕNjdΩe −
∫
ΓeD
Nin · uϕDNjdΓeD. (3.58)
When enforcing boundary conditions weakly, the discrete solution will not
exactly satisfy the condition; rather, the solution converges to both the in-
terior solution and the condition. The reason for this is that we consider
the full set of test functions Ni, even though some of that set do not sat-
isfy the boundary condition. Although strong imposition guarantees that
the Dirichlet boundary condition is satisfied exactly, it does not guarantee
faster convergence to the exact continuous solution than with weakly im-
posed boundary conditions. However, strongly imposed boundary conditions
are sometimes required if the boundary condition needs to be satisfied ex-
actly for physical reasons such as ensuring realistic values of temperature
(AMCG, 2012).
3.5.2.6 Matrix Form of Navier-Stokes Equations
We are now ready to return to the arch-problem, the Navier-Stokes equations
(3.1). The elemental matrix form of the momentum equation for a velocity
component u is:
meij
duej
dt
+ (aeij + k
e
ij)u
e
j + c
e
ijp
e
j = f
e
i + b
e
i , (3.59)
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where
meij =
∫
Ωe
Ni ·Nj dΩe (mass matrix), (3.60a)
aeij =
∫
Ωe
Niu · ∇Nj dΩe (advection matrix), (3.60b)
keij = −
∫
Ωe
∇Ni · (ν∇Nj) dΩe (diffusion matrix), (3.60c)
ceij =
∫
Ωe
Ni · ∇pj dΩe (pressure gradient matrix), (3.60d)
f ei =
∫
Ωe
Nif dΩ
e (source vector), (3.60e)
bei =
∫
ΓeN
Ni gNdΓ
e
N −
ne∑
j=1
[
aeij + k
e
ij
]
uej (boundary vector).(3.60f)
Weakly applied boundary conditions on the velocity can be applied to
the Navier-Stokes equations. In addition to simple Dirichlet and Neumann
conditions, a whole class of wall functions are available for under-resolved
turbulent flows which parameterise the near-wall variation of velocity in a
turbulent boundary layer based on the relations in §3.4.1.1. Also known
as ‘slip-with-friction’ boundary conditions, these can be applied weakly by
integrating the viscous term (3.60c) by parts and specifying the viscous stress
tensor on the boundary using empirical knowledge of universal properties of
turbulent flows near solid walls.
In wall-bounded high-Re flows a large amount of vorticity (all the vorticity
in a 2D flow driven purely by body force) is generated in the narrow region
close to the wall where free-stream flow sharply transitions to the no-slip
limit (Layton, 1999). This vorticity is transported into the free stream. If
the near-wall region is under-resolved and the no-slip condition is strongly
imposed, non-physical vortex structures may be generated (Layton, 1999).
Weakly enforcing the no-slip boundary condition u = 0 is equivalent to
imposing a slip-with-friction condition and improves the physical behaviour
at the wall in an under-resolved simulation (Bazilevs et al., 2007; Bazilevs
and Hughes, 2007). In §4.3.3 a wall function in variational form is developed
which improves accuracy in coarsely resolved near-wall turbulent flow.
3.5.2.7 Global Assembly
Assembly of the neq-dimensional global system of equations remains. The
global system is constructed as the summation of the elemental matrices over
the set of elements in Ω. The structure of the global matrices and vectors
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depends on the topology of the mesh, i.e. the particular connections of each
node to neighbouring nodes. The finite element method is naturally suited
to unstructured meshes since it accommodates arbitrary topology. However,
construction of the resultant system of equations is complicated by the fact
that the matrices are not diagonal in general (Ferziger et al., 1999). By
comparison, on structured meshes a node is always connected to the same
number of nodes (for example Figure 3.9, §3.5.4), resulting in a diagonal
matrix structure. The global matrix form of the steady advection-diffusion
equation is
(A + K)ϕ = F +B, (3.61)
and the momentum equation is
M
du
dt
+ (A + K)u+ Cp = F +B. (3.62)
These equations are semi-discrete since we have not yet considered time.
3.5.3 Time Discretisation
Time is also approximated discretely since the solution cannot be found as
a continuous function of time. The discretisation method for time is inde-
pendent of the spatial discretisation method so this description applies to
finite difference, finite volume and finite element methods. The time axis is
split into a finite-dimensional series t = t0, t1, . . . , tn, . . . , T , where the gap
between time ‘nodes’ is the timestep ∆t(n) = tn+1 − tn. A scalar solution,
denoted ϕn = ϕ(tn), is obtained by marching through time from some initial
condition ϕ(t = 0) = ϕ0 (and equivalently for velocity and pressure).
The solution method depends on the type of problem and level of ap-
proximation. Steady-state problems, such as steady laminar flow or fully-
developed turbulent flow approximated by RANS, are often solved using a
pseudo-time-marching method with a large timestep, using an implicit iter-
ative scheme in which the equations are linearised (Zienkiewicz and Taylor,
1997). Unsteady problems, including turbulent flow approximated by DNS
or LES, are solved using a time-marching approach with a smaller timestep
determined by numerical stability constraints (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1997).
For example, Fluidity employs a Picard iteration scheme which solves each
unknown in a segregated manner using the best available solution for each
variable (AMCG, 2012).
The size of ∆t affects the stability of the solution. It is easy to see
why this is so by considering a particle suspended in the flow. It will be
advected a distance of u∆t in time ∆t. If u∆t is bigger than the mesh size
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4 then instabilities can arise in the solution, depending on the particular
discretisations of time and space and any stabilisation methods employed.
Turbulent flow problems approximated by DNS or LES are stiff, meaning
that there are a wide range of characteristic timescales associated with the
dynamics. Thus both the timestep and mesh size are restricted if we wish to
maintain stability (and resolve all resolvable dynamics).
A general method for discretising the time derivative is a weighted average
of the values at the current and next timesteps called the theta scheme:
ϕn+1 − ϕn
∆t
= θϕn+1 + (1− θ)ϕn, 0 < θ < 1. (3.63)
If θ = 0 the method is called implicit; θ = 1 gives the explicit method and
θ = 0.5 gives the midpoint or Crank-Nicolson method (Ferziger et al., 1999).
The explicit and implicit methods are first-order accurate in time while the
Crank-Nicolson method is second-order accurate (Donea and Huerta, 2003).
Using the theta scheme, the semi-discrete form of the Navier-Stokes equations
(3.62) are written:
M
un+1 − un
∆t
+ θ(A + K)un+1 = −(1− θ)(A + K)un −Cp+F +B. (3.64)
The advection matrix A complicates time discretisation since it is nonlin-
ear, i.e. A = A(u). Treatment of this nonlinearity is particularly important
when performing LES, since it is the primary mechanism of energy transfer
from the resolved scales to the SFS and is the driver of the Kolmogorov en-
ergy cascade (Rollet-Miet et al., 1999). It cannot be treated fully implicitly
and the velocity inside the matrix is often found using a Picard iteration:
un+1 ≈ θnlu∗∗ + (1− θnl)un, (3.65)
where θnl is the nonlinear relaxation parameter and u
∗∗ is the best available
approximation to the current value, either the final value from the previous
timestep if we are at the first iteration of a new timestep, or the previous
nonlinear iteration at the current timestep.
Fluidity solves the Navier-Stokes equations in a segregated manner: in
each nonlinear iteration, first the momentum equation is solved for an initial
velocity guess u∗∗ with a pressure guess, followed by solving for a pressure
correction δp from u∗∗, and finally updating the velocity from u∗∗ to un+1
using the pressure correction. The process is repeated until the specified
number of nonlinear iterations has been performed (generally two for LES).
The reason that a pressure correction is needed is that the guess for velocity
u∗∗ generally does not satisfy the continuity equation. It is achieved by
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projecting the velocity to a space of divergence-free functions; however, then
the velocity does not necessarily satisfy the momentum equation and the
process must be repeated (Gresho and Chan, 1988).
3.5.4 Finite Volume Method
The finite volume method is equivalent to the discontinuous Galerkin method
(cf. §3.5.6.7) with piecewise constant basis functions (P0 − DG) (Wilson,
2009). A piecewise constant shape function has the values NA = 1 at node
A and NA = 0 at the element boundaries, shown in Figure 3.8. There-
fore, the shape functions are discontinuous from one element to another and
shape function gradients cannot be evaluated across element boundaries; in-
stead the gradients are written as fluxes across the element boundaries. This
couples the elements together, since the fluxes depend on the values of the
solution variables in adjacent elements.
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Figure 2.3: One-dimensional (a) and two-dimensional (b) schematics of piecewise con-
stant shape functions. The shape function has value 1 at node A and across the element,
Ωe, descending to 0 at the element boundaries. As with other discontinuous shape func-
tions, the support, s, coincides with the element, Ωe.
when the velocity is piecewise constant. Additionally, both the advection matrix and the
auxiliary gradient matrix can be simplified by removing all terms involving the derivative
of a shape function as Na,j = 0:
n =I
￿
∂Ωe￿∂Ωgi
Naρ¯˜ujnjNcds−
￿
∂Ωe
Naρ¯˜ujnjNbds
 (2.30a)
cqj =
1
2
￿
∂Ωe￿∂Ωgi
NanjNbds+
1
2
￿
∂Ωe￿∂Ωgi
NanjNcds (2.30b)
These modifications eﬀectively reduce the finite element method to an upwinded
finite volume discretisation. This derivation can be reached in a simpler manner without
considering test and trial spaces as will be shown below.
2.2.2 Finite Volume Method
The finite volume method is also a weighted residual method. As has just been shown
it is eﬀectively the lowest order discontinuous Galerkin discretisation. As with the dis-
continuous Galerkin method the domain is initially discretised into a finite number of
volumes, ∂Ωv, which may (as above) coincide with the elements used in the finite element
discretisation.
For example, the linear advection equation (2.11) may be rewritten using the product
Figure 3.8: Piecewise constant shape function on a triangular mesh (Wilson,
2009).
The finite volume method has traditionally been implemented in Carte-
sian (structured) meshes and is easier to understand using the notation of
that framework. Figure 3.9 shows a structured grid arrangement with the
faces of the grey element ΩP labelled n, s, e and w. In this context the
elements are called control volumes (CV).
Using the advection-diffusion equation example, the variable ϕP is stored
at the cell centre (black node) rather than the vertices, and surface fluxes are
calculated at th hollow nodes It is common to use a forward- r backward-
difference approximation for the gradient of ϕ in the surface fluxes, leading
to the following expression for ϕ at a surface node (for example ϕe on the
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Figure 3.9: 2D structured quadrilateral finite volume mesh showing values of ϕ
stored at cell centres and locations of fluxes on cell faces.
east face):
ϕe =
{
ϕP if (u · n) > 0,
ϕE if (u · n) < 0. (3.66)
This is known as upwinding. It is non-oscillatory but also numerically diffu-
sive owing to a truncation error of first order (Ferziger et al., 1999). Better
approximations are given by linear interpolation:
ϕe = ϕEλe + ϕP (1− λe), (3.67)
where the interpolation factor λe = (xe−xP )/(xE−xP ). When λe = 0.5 and
cell size is uniform, the scheme is a central-difference or trapezoidal approx-
imation with a second-order truncation error, but it is not unconditionally
stable (Ferziger et al., 1999).
3.5.5 Control-Volume Finite Element Method
The control-volume finite element method (CV-FE) is a hybrid of the finite
volume and finite element methods which combines their advantages. It
is applicable to unstructured meshes like the finite element method7 and
retains the robustness of the control-volume finite difference method (Lin
and Ebadian, 1999). Variation of the variables is described by linear shape
functions in the elements of an unstructured ‘parent’ mesh, but their values
7The finite volume method can also be generalised to non-Cartesian meshes cf. Edwards
(2002).
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are stored at the element vertices. Control volumes are formed by joining
the element centroids and face midpoints of the parent mesh with an element
vertex at the centre as shown in Figure 3.10. Conservation equations are
applied on these CVs with the surface fluxes and volume integrals calculated
element-wise over the sub-volumes and sub-faces of each element portion in
the CV.
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Figure 3.6: One-dimensional (a) and two-dimensional (b) schematics of piecewise constant, element
centred shape functions. The s ape function has value 1 at node A and across the el ment, e, de-
scending to 0 at the element boundaries. As with other discontinuous shape functions, the support,
s, coincides with the element, e.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between (a) a two-dimensional finite volume simplexmesh and (b) the equiv-
alent control volume dual mesh (solid lines) constructed around a piecewise linear continuous finite
element parent mesh (dashed lines). In the finite volume mesh the nodes (e.g. A) are element centred
whereas in the control volume dual mesh the nodes are vertex based. In 2D the control volumes
are constructed around A by connecting the centroids of the neighbouring triangles to the edge mid-
points. See Figure 3.8 for the equivalent three-dimensional construction.
Figure 3.10: (a) 2D finite element mesh with centroids marked; (b) Dual control
volume mesh formed from the centroids and edge midpoints of the parent mesh
(AMCG, 2012).
As with the finite volume method there is a choice of advective flux
schemes. In this case, as well as upwinding or the trapezoidal scheme, a
finite element interpolation can be used in which the value of ϕ at a point on
the CV surface is found by interpolating the shape functions of the parent
mesh. Like the trapezoidal scheme it is not unconditionally stable and may
require limiting. So-called face-value limiting can be achieved by estimating
the upwind flux and limiting it; amongst many possible schemes the Sweby
and Ultimate schemes are implemented in Fluidity (AMCG, 2012).
The diffusivity matrix is problematic when using a piecewise constant
basis because the derivatives are discontinuous across element boundaries.
An estimating scheme called the element gradient method, based on the
gradients at the intersection of the CV boundary and parent mesh, can be
used. Details of the CV-FE time discretisation and the implementation of
the k − ε turbulence model with CV-FE are given in §4.4.
3.5.6 Stabilised Finite Element Methods
Discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations by the finite element method
can encounter stability problems. Firstly, the choice of element pair for
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velocity and pressure (cf. §3.5.2.3) affects stability according to the LBB
stability condition. Secondly, the continuous Galerkin discretisation is un-
stable in advection-dominant flows. Methods for counteracting both of these
problems are described. Advective stabilisations bear particular attention as
they are viable alternatives to the LES models described in Chapter 5.
3.5.6.1 LBB Stability
According to the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi (LBB) stability criterion,
the pressure solution in the Navier-Stokes equations may contain spurious
modes if equal-order basis functions are used for velocity and pressure, such
as P1 CG – P1 CG. Stable discretisations according the LBB criterion are
only those with a higher-order function space for velocity such as P2 CG –
P1 CG (Donea and Huerta, 2003). However, P1 CG – P1 CG is a simple and
convenient function space to use from an implementation point of view. It
can be stabilised by adding a fourth-order term to the continuity equation
with the dimensions of 42 (Pain et al., 2005). Unfortunately, by doing so
the continuity equation is no longer exactly satisfied, i.e. the velocity is not
divergence-free. Pressure stabilisation is employed in Fluidity for the P1 CG
– P1 CG element pair (AMCG, 2012).
In this thesis the equal-order interpolation, P1 CG – P1 CG, is adopted
for simplicity of implementation as well as numerical considerations. This
discretisation is often criticised in finite element research because it does
not satisfy the LBB stability criterion and thus introduces spurious pressure
modes, while the P2 CG – P1 CG discretisation (amongst others) does (Donea
and Huerta, 2003). On the other hand, in a study by Rollet-Miet et al.
(1999) it was found that P1 CG – P1 CG was the better choice for LES
(compared to P2 CG – P1 CG) owing to its superior treatment of the velocity-
pressure gradient correlation, which drives energy exchanges between velocity
components. These exchanges are important in LES because they affect the
small-scale flow dynamics, while spurious pressure modes are negligible on
unstructured meshes Rollet-Miet et al. (1999).
Furthermore, in LES the pressure spectrum contains higher wavenumbers
than the kinetic energy spectrum, and thus demands a higher-order basis to
represent them. However, the LBB criterion demands a higher-order basis for
velocity. Since neither can be satisfied, but representation of high frequency
modes is essential, equal-order discretisation is the only sensible choice for
LES with finite elements (Laurence, 2013).
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3.5.6.2 Advective Stability
The second stability problem is that in advection-dominated problems the
Galerkin method is only conditionally stable. A class of advective stabilisa-
tion techniques, similar in their effect to LES models, has been developed
for this latter problem. Stabilised finite element methods and LES mod-
els can be thought of as examples of convergent evolution, having similar
characteristics despite originating from different needs.
Discretising the advection-diffusion equation or momentum equation with
the continuous Galerkin method leads to a truncation error equivalent to
diffusion of magnitude
ν = ξνPe, (3.68)
where
ξ =
1
tanh(Pe)
− 1
Pe
, (3.69)
and the grid Pe´clet number Pe, characterising the relative strengths of ad-
vection and diffusion, is
Pe =
u4
2ν
, (3.70)
where 4 is the mesh size. Note that the overline notation does not refer to
a filtered quantity as it did in §3.3.5.3. The truncation error ν is an implicit
negative diffusion term which outweighs the molecular viscosity when Pe > 1.
Then the solution can become unstable (Donea and Huerta, 2003).
Besides refining the mesh (reducing4), two different but equivalent ways
to counteract the instability are to balance the negative diffusion by adding
dissipation of magnitude ν, or to modify the advection term to shift its weight
towards the upwind direction (Donea and Huerta, 2003). A convenient way
to apply upwinding is to use modified weighting (test) functions w from a
different class to the trial functions u. Such methods are collectively called
Petrov-Galerkin methods. If the modified functions are applied to all terms in
the discretised equation, the method is termed a consistent Petrov-Galerkin
method because the solution of the original differential equation is also a
solution of the discretised equation.
3.5.6.3 Streamline Upwind Method
The streamline upwind (SU) scheme adds numerical diffusion of magnitude
(3.68) to balance the negative diffusivity of the Galerkin method. The
method is equivalent to using modified test functions w in the advection
term only and as such it is not a consistent Petrov-Galerkin method. Fig-
ure 3.11 shows the modified advective test functions which shift the weight
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towards the upstream direction. Note that they are discontinuous at the
element boundaries, having support only on the element interiors.
Figure 3.11: Piecewise linear and SU-modified weighting functions in 1D.
In multiple dimensions the weighting must be applied in the streamwise
direction. This is achieved by replacing the scalar diffusivity ν by a tensor
(Hughes et al., 1979):
νij = νuiuj‖u‖2, (3.71)
which is aligned with the flow direction and therefore does not add unwar-
ranted transverse diffusion. The equivalent modified test function is then
w = w +
ν
‖u‖2 (u · ∇w). (3.72)
The resulting finite element problem is like the Galerkin method with the
following extra advection term calculated only on the element interiors:∫
Ω
ν
‖u‖2 (u · ∇w)(u · ∇ϕ)dΩ. (3.73)
This additional integral is like an LES model such as those based on the
filtered decomposition (cf. §3.3.3). Whilst the SU method gives smooth
solutions in simple cases, it can suffer from instability in more complex cases
such as spatially varying source terms (Donea and Huerta, 2003).
3.5.6.4 Consistent Methods
Hughes and Brooks (1982) proposed using the modified test functions in all
terms to obtain the consistent streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG)
method. An asymmetric stabilisation term is derived from the residual of
the equation multiplied by an SU-like diffusive stabilisation parameter. The
SUPG method performs better than SU but determination of the optimal
value of the stabilisation parameter is complicated by its asymmetry. The
Galerkin least-squares (GLS) method remedies this with a symmetric sta-
bilisation term. In both these methods the stabilisation vanishes with mesh
size 4, leading to a consistent discretisation.
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3.5.6.5 Bubble Functions
Bubble functions are an enrichment of the space of basis functions which are
defined on the element interiors but vanish on the element boundaries. The
concept is equivalent to LES: the scales of motion are split into coarse-scale
(resolvable on the computational mesh) and fine-scale (too small to resolve on
the mesh) components: ϕ = ϕ+ϕ′. The coarse-scale solution ϕ is discretised
in a P1 space and the fine scale solution ϕ
′ in a space of higher-order bubble
functions defined only on the element interiors.
Initially, only quadratic enrichment of linear functions was considered
and found to be excessively dissipative. They were also unable to resolve
steep gradients inside elements (Candy, 2008). More general methods for
enriching the space Pm have been developed, for example the residual-free
bubble method (Brezzi et al., 1998) or using Green’s functions (Variational
Multiscale Simulation, below) (Hughes, 1995) which can be applied to general
multiscale problems.
3.5.6.6 Variational Multiscale Simulation (VMS)
In the variational multiscale simulation (VMS) the coarse scales are calcu-
lated numerically and the fine scales are analytically determined as in LES.
Unlike LES, however, the two components may overlap or be disjoint and the
fine scales can be defined locally or globally. Furthermore, instead of spatial
filtering, the separation of scales is achieved by splitting the test function
space: W = W ⊕ W ′. This provides a solid mathematical foundation for
modelling turbulence and renders the approach ideal for complex geometry
since there are no problems of filter commutativity on inhomogeneous meshes
(Ramakrishnan and Collis, 2005).
VMS has been extended to non-local fine scales which are not confined to
the element interiors by Codina and Blasco (2002). The model for the fine
scales, which was originally conceived by Hughes (1995) as a simple algebraic
model, has also been extended to turbulence modelling by Hughes et al.
(2000) and Hughes et al. (2001). The local VMS framework of Ramakrishnan
and Collis (2005) merges the Discontinuous Galerkin method (see below) with
VMS.
3.5.6.7 Discontinuous Galerkin (DG)
The Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method employs discontinuous shape func-
tions so that the computational nodes are not shared between adjacent ele-
ments. Therefore, each element is an isolated problem and adjacent elements
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are coupled via inter-element surface fluxes. Special treatment of shape func-
tion gradients on surfaces is necessary since the gradients are not defined
there (Wilson, 2009). Stabilisation in the form of flux limiting is usually
applied. DG is useful for its high-order accuracy on arbitrary grids, local
hp-refinement ability and flexibility in using different models in adjoining
elements (Arnold et al., 2002).
3.5.6.8 Implicit LES
Implicit LES (ILES) discretises the unmodified conservation laws and then
uses the truncation error as an equivalent SFS dissipation term (Hickel et al.,
2007). The problem is then to derive a physically realistic dissipation term.
Smagorinsky-like models (cf. §5.2) were derived from numerical discreti-
sations by Garnier et al. (1999), who also showed that low-order dissipative
schemes have an equivalent Smagorinsky coefficient of CS = 0.2, outweighing
the standard physical form of the LES model where generally CS 6 0.17. The
Monotonically Integrated LES (MILES) method, a type of ILES, introduces
numerical dissipation via a combination of low- and high-order advective flux
limiters (Boris et al., 1992).
3.6 Meshing and Optimisation
Two types of mesh topology have been mentioned in the preceding discus-
sion. Structured meshes are defined as having constant connectivity, i.e. the
number of edges meeting at a vertex is fixed; Cartesian structured meshes
additionally have edges orthogonal to each other. Unstructured meshes are
defined as having arbitrary connectivity and arbitrary edge lengths and di-
rections. Traditionally structured meshes have been used in CFD, but when
meshing curved surfaces or arbitrary geometry – which are the norm in in-
dustrial fluid problems – it can be exceedingly difficult to build a structured
mesh. Even when the mesh is allowed to have non-orthogonal or curved edges
or high aspect ratios, there remains the problem of variable refinement.
In order to resolve important flow details without wasting effort, it is
sensible to refine the mesh locally. However, there is no simple way to pro-
gressively refine a structured mesh from one place to another because of the
prescribed relationship of a CV to its neighbours (see Figure 3.9). A patch-
refinement method is sometimes used in which the cells in a region of the
mesh are subdivided. This leads to sudden jumps in edge length which can
cause numerical errors such as shockwave reflection or commutation errors
in LES models (Sagaut, 2006).
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Unstructured meshing is a very practical alternative as it is easy to gener-
ate a mesh to fit an arbitrarily complex domain. Furthermore, sophisticated
refinement methods are available. In the open-source CFD code Fluidity it
is possible to efficiently optimise the mesh in response to the computed so-
lution, resulting in a potentially minimal number of nodes representing the
important dynamics. With this method of unstructured mesh adaptivity one
does not need detailed knowledge of the flow and its evolution when designing
the initial mesh. A description of unstructured mesh adaptivity follows.
Various mesh generation programs and adaptivity libraries have been
used in this research: GiD (GiD, 2012) and gmsh (Geuzaine and Remacle,
2009) for mesh generation, the 3D mesh adaptivity library libadaptivity
(Pain et al., 2001) for tetrahedra and the 2D mesh adaptivity library libmba
(Vasilevskii and Lipnikov, 1999) for triangles.
3.6.1 Unstructured Mesh Adaptivity
Adaptivity is the generic term to describe adjusting the number and distri-
bution of the degrees of freedom of a numerical method in order to reduce
some solution error. Optimisation-based mesh adaptivity, implemented in
Fluidity, seeks to optimise a mesh with respect to some measure of mesh
quality or equivalently a measure of the error in the solution.
Mesh quality can be defined in different ways; here it is related to the size
and shape (anisotropy) of each element. Quality of an element 4 is assessed
by a functional QM(4) which has a maximum value when the element is a
regular unit tetrahedron in 3D (or equilateral triangle in 2D) when measured
with respect to a non-Euclidean metric M. The regular unit tetrahedron in
metric space is a reference or ‘ideal’ element in terms of the minimisation of
solution error. Use of a non-Euclidean metric means that an ideal element
in metric space is actually anisotropic in ‘real’ or physical space8.
Any deviation of element size or edge length aspect ratio from the ideal
element is penalised. The quality functional of the entire mesh is the min-
imum value over all the elements (Piggott et al., 2009). Improvements in
element quality are achieved by various geometric operations illustrated in
Figure 3.12, namely node insertion/edge splitting, node deletion/edge col-
lapse, edge swap and node movement.
8If instead a Euclidean metric were used then the quality optimisation procedure would
return uniform elements in physical space.
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Anisotropic mesh adaptivity 4593
node
insertion
(a) (b)
(d )(c)
edge
swap
node
deletion
node
movement
Figure 1. Local element operations used to optimize the mesh in two dimensions. (a) Node insertion
or edge split. (b) Node deletion or edge collapse. (c) Edge swap. (d) Node movement.
barotropic gyre-based examples are presented to demonstrate the advantages that
anisotropic variable resolution may deliver over the use of fixed uniform isotropic
resolution. The paper concludes with a summary of the findings of this work and
discussions on some of the extensions required for the use of mesh adaptivity on
more complex real-world problems.
2. Optimization-based mesh adaptivity
(a)Mesh optimization operations
Given an unstructured mesh and information regarding the ideal shape and sizes
of the elements making up the mesh, an optimization-based adaptivity algorithm
can be formulated via the use of local topological operations that seeks to improve
the quality of elements.
In the examples presented in this work, a two-dimensional mesh optimization
algorithm (Agouzal et al. 1999; Vasilevskii & Lipnikov 1999) is used that employs
the following local operations depicted in figure 1.
(i) Node insertion or edge split. Here a node is inserted on a pre-existing
edge in the mesh so that the four new elements have improved shape/size
characteristics compared with the original two; while the location of this
new node along the pre-existing edge can be optimized, it is common to
simply split it at its midpoint.
(ii) Node deletion or edge collapse. Here the inverse operation is performed
whereby an edge in the mesh is collapsed, and consequently a node is
deleted and two elements removed from the mesh.
(iii) Edge swap. Here an edge between two elements is removed and replaced
with the only other possible configuration in two dimensions; the number
of nodes and elements is preserved through the operation, but the edge
lengths and element shapes are manipulated.
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A (2009)
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Figure 3.12: Local element operations to improve element quality QM (4). (a)
node insertion or edge split, (b) node deletion or edge collapse, (c) edge swap, (d)
node movement. (Courtesy of Piggott et al. (2009).)
3.6.1.1 Metric Fo mation
The metric M is a measure of the solution error. The interpolation error of
the solution is an ideal choice for definingM as it bounds the error of finite
element solutions to elliptic problems (Brenner and Scott, 2002). Even in
non-elliptic problems it is an appropriate bound on the discretisation error
(Alauzet et al., 2006). The exact interpolation error is not known unless a
priori information is available. However, it is bou ded by the product of the
second derivatives (Hessian, or curvature) of the interpolant (solution) and
the size of the region considered (the element in this case) (Piggott et al.,
2009). An approximatio to the interpolation error is thus given by the
product of the Hessian H with the vector of element edge lengths, rendering
the error estimate a posteriori. By this method, the mesh is refined in regions
of high curvature of the interpolant (Farrell, 2009).
For a given interpolation error εu, we define the metric M such that the
element edges are of unit length with respect to M if the element has the
desired interpolation error εu, i.e.
M = 1
εu
|He|, (3.74)
whereM is symmetric positive-definite, He is an element-valued Hessian and
the user-specified εu may be a spatially and temporally varying field (also
referred to as the weight) (Piggott et al., 2009). Having calculated M, it is
decomposed into eigenvalues and eigenvectors:
M = QΛQT , (3.75)
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where Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and Q is an orthonormal matrix
of eigenvectors. Geometrically Λ is a scaling and Q is a rotation. The
eigenvalues λi represent the desired edge length hi in the directions of the
eigenvectors Qi by the relationship
hi = (λi)
−1/2. (3.76)
Once the ideal element has been formed in metric space its edge lengths
mapped back to physical space as shown in Figure 3.13.
Srotate
Figure 3.13: Mapping of an ideal element from metric space to an anisotropic
element in physical space. (Courtesy of Piggott et al. (2009).)
3.6.1.2 Adapting to Multiple Fields and Constraining the Metric
The method described above forms a metric for a chosen scalar field (the
interpolant). To form a metric for a vector field such as velocity, metrics are
formed for each component and combined following the procedure developed
in Pain et al. (2001). One metric is transformed to a sphere and the other
metrics are transformed by the same operation. The metrics are then su-
perimposed as shown in Figure 3.14. The largest ellipsoid which fits inside
defines the combined metric, thus satisfying the most stringent interpolation
error bounds on each field. Any number of fields can be combined in this
way. In the results sections of this thesis, the fields are referred to as ‘target’
fields.
In practice it is necessary to constrain the optimisation, for example by
the maximum number of mesh nodes and/or maximum and minimum edge
lengths. A gradation algorithm can be applied to ensure sufficient smoothness
in the mesh. Sudden changes in resolution could otherwise lead to undesirable
effects such as reflecting pressure waves. These constraints are applied to the
metric by modifying the eigenvalues as described in Piggott et al. (2009).
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Figure 3.14: Metric superposition technique for adapting to error in multiple
fields, showing two metrics and the combined metric. Individual metrics are solid
lines and the combined metric is the dotted line. (Courtesy of Pain et al. (2001).)
3.6.1.3 Hessian Recovery
Hessian-based a posteriori interpolation error estimates are ideal for mesh
adaptivity. However, considering a piecewise linear discretisation of the ve-
locity, the second derivatives are zero in the element interior and undefined
at the element boundaries because the first derivatives are piecewise discon-
tinuous constant functions (Farrell, 2009). We have to recover the Hessian in
some way from the information available. Pain et al. (2001) used a double-
lumped Galerkin projection, which has the lowest error in the L∞ norm of
any of the recovery methods analysed in Vallet et al. (2007):
Heij =
1
M eL
∫
Ω
ϕe
∂qi
∂xj
dV, (3.77)
where e is the element under consideration, M eL is the lumped mass matrix,
Ω is the domain and qi is a piecewise linear projection of the first derivative
given by
qi =
1
M eL
∫
Ω
ϕe
∂u
∂xi
dV. (3.78)
The resulting Hessian is made symmetric by averaging the off-diagonal en-
tries. The mass matrix is lumped to reduce computational overheads. For
other discretisations such as piecewise constant (P0 -DG) or quadratic (P2 )
the above procedure also holds.
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3.6.2 Goal-Based Adaptivity and Adjoint Methods
Often in practical applications we ask:
If this is the answer we want, what are the initial and boundary
conditions which give us this answer?
For example, what is the shape of the aerofoil which has the lowest drag?
Where should the wind turbines be placed to extract the maximum amount
of energy? This kind of ‘reversed’ questioning can be difficult to answer
thanks to nonlinear physics and interactions between different phenomena.
Turbulent flows are classic examples, e.g. the wake of one wind turbine affects
the power output of other turbines downstream.
Conventional methods of solving these problems include sensitivity stud-
ies, mentioned in Chapter 2, by which the effects of changes to the initial and
boundary conditions on the dependent variable are methodically assessed.
Statistical techniques for reducing the number of trials required such as De-
sign of Experiments (DoE) or Monte Carlo techniques are well-established.
Interpolation error-based mesh adaptivity is a form of reverse questioning,
i.e. what is the topology of the mesh which results in the lowest interpolation
error? However, in many applications, the interpolation error or energy norm
does not necessarily provide useful bounds for errors in quantities of real
physical interest (Becker and Rannacher, 2001). For example, Hill et al.
(2012) found that the accuracy of ocean biology simulations varied depending
on the choice of interpolant used for mesh adaptivity.
A major advance was made by Becker and Rannacher (2001) in the form
of goal-based error estimation, in which the user selects a goal or functional
J based on the computed solution of the form
J (u)− J (uh), (3.79)
where u is the exact solution and uh is a finite-dimensional Galerkin approx-
imation. For example, one might choose J as the integral of surface shear
stress over a wing, in which case the functional of the (unknown) exact so-
lution might be an experimentally determined value of wing drag. To solve
this problem it is expressed as a linearised adjoint problem and run forwards
and backwards in time over short periods: in effect, an iterative procedure
for the optimal mesh to calculate the functional to a given accuracy (Farrell,
2009).
The goal-based optimisation framework determines the contribution of
each element to the error in the functional. In other words, the spatial vari-
ation of the desired interpolation error εu is given to us by the method.
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Therefore, it is ideally combined with mesh adaptivity in order to meet this
error target. The method’s appeal lies in its ability to both measure the
amount of computational effort to achieve the goal and to save effort over
an interpolation-error-based method (Farrell, 2009). Meeting the goal might
not require the interpolation error to be minimised uniformly across the do-
main. Furthermore, the user might not know in advance where it should
be minimised. Perhaps only a small region upstream of the wing needs to
be resolved in order to calculate the correct drag. Fang et al. (2006) used
goal-based adaptivity to provide optimal mesh resolution in 2D ocean simu-
lations with sparse forcing data assimilated into the model. In this case the
functional was composed of solution values at a set of locations and times.
In Chapter 5 these possibilities are explored in greater depth. Strate-
gies for using interpolation error-based adaptivity with large eddy simula-
tion are developed. The possibility of combining goal-based adaptivity with
large eddy simulation is discussed. A method is outlined in which the goal
functional is phrased in terms of the resolution of turbulence. In principle,
achieving this goal demonstrates that a simulation was well-resolved and that
its results can be trusted.
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4 Weak Boundary Conditions
for Turbulent Flow
and Verification and Validation
of the RANS k − ε Model
This chapter moves on to implement a RANS turbulence model for use
in industrial CFD problems. The aim is to investigate the properties of a
standard model when combined with sophisticated discretisation, boundary
and meshing techniques. The implementation, verification and validation
of the oft-used standard k − ε model discretised by the control volume-based
finite element (CV-FE) method is described. A scale-adaptive version of the
k − ε model, the VLES model, is implemented to provide a bridge between
RANS and LES in terms of turbulence resolution. A log-law wall function in
variational form, suitable for any model on unstructured finite elements, is
developed.
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4.1 Introduction
In engineering applications the most popular models for the Reynolds stress
tensor τRij in (3.15) are known as Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
models based on the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity hypothesis (3.30) introduced
in Chapter 3. This class of turbulence model is simple in formulation but
limited in the level of detail representable in the solution. Advantages include
rapid convergence to a steady-state solution and convergence to an ‘ideal’
model solution as mesh size is refined. RANS models are still popular for
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industrial simulations as a quick way of establishing the performance of a
fluid system.
A brief history of RANS models is presented with attention focused on
two-equation closures. Several related two-equation models, all using the
evolution of two quantities to derive an eddy viscosity, are described. The
development of these models has been driven by the needs of engineers to
simulate commonly occurring phenomena. For example, the k−ω SST model
was developed to improve prediction of flow separation over an aerofoil at
high stall angles (Menter, 2003). Limitations of these models and various
attempts to fix them are also discussed.
A weakly applied velocity boundary condition for use with RANS or LES
is described. Details of the implementation of the standard k − ε model are
given, including control volume-based finite-element discretisation method
and solution algorithm. Of particular note is that Fluidity is a transient
flow solver using a time-marching algorithm, therefore this implementation
is categorised as unsteady RANS (U-RANS). Whether a simulation converges
to a steady state or not may depend on the problem characteristics and the
choice of timestep and time discretisation.
Results of verification tests using the method of manufactured solutions
are presented followed by validation using the 2D backward-facing step prob-
lem. Validation efforts concentrate on the use of the standard k−εmodel with
standard wall functions and the weak velocity boundary condition, as well as
usage of the model with adaptive meshes. Results are compared against ex-
perimental data and numerical results published in Ilinca and Pelletier (1997)
using a finite-element k − ε model with mesh adaptivity. A scale-adaptive
extension to the model which falls under the category of VLES methods is
also described. This model is sensitive to the mesh resolution and allows a
certain proportion of transient turbulent scales to be resolved, depending on
the ability of the mesh to represent them. Its behaviour on a range of fixed
meshes is assessed. Initial 3D results with the VLES model are presented in
Chapter 6.
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4.2 RANS Model Formulation
The evolution of the two-equation models most commonly used in industry
is presented here. Simplifying assumptions and limitations are explained.
4.2.1 Mixing-Length Model
The simplest model for the eddy viscosity is the mixing length model, in-
troduced by Prandtl (1925) for a 2D boundary-layer flow and modified by
Smagorinsky (1963) to fit any flow:
νT = l
2
mSij, (4.1)
where lm is the mixing length and Sij is the strain rate tensor defined for
the resolved velocity u. Since it is an algebraic expression for the Reynolds
stresses, i.e. not involving the solution of an equation, the mixing-length
model is known as a zero-equation turbulence model. Specification of lm
is flow-dependent and usually requires a priori information about the flow,
which limits its usefulness and accuracy (Pope, 2000). However, the model
has been used extensively by Cebeci and Smith (1974) and Baldwin and
Lomax (1978) in simulations of boundary layers over aerofoils for which lm
was well-known.
4.2.2 One-Equation Model
An improvement on the mixing-length method is obtained by replacing Sij in
(4.1) with the turbulent kinetic energy, as suggested by Kolmogorov (1941)
and Prandtl (1945):
νT = ck
1/2lm, (4.2)
where c ≈ 0.55 in order to yield the correct values in the log-law region. k is
found by solving an advection-diffusion-reaction equation whose exact form
is (Pope, 2000):
Dk
Dt
≡ ∂k
∂t
+ uj · ∇k = Π− ε−∇ · T , (4.3)
Π = −uiuj · ∇u, (4.4)
Ti =
[
1
2
u′iu
′
ju
′
j + u
′
ip
′/ρ− νu′j
(
∂u′i
∂xj
+
∂u′j
∂xi
)]
. (4.5)
This equation contains unknown terms – kinetic energy production Π,
kinetic energy flux T and dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy ε –
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which have to be modelled. Π is a function of the Reynolds stress tensor
τij = −uiuj and is modelled by invoking the eddy-viscosity hypothesis:
Π = (τij − 1
3
τii) · ∇u =
[
νT
(
∇u+ (∇u)T − 2
3
kI
)]
· ∇u, (4.6)
where I is the identity matrix. The dissipation rate of kinetic energy ε is
modelled as
ε = CDk
3/2/lm, (4.7)
based on the observed dissipation rate in high-Reynolds-number flows, where
CD ≈ c3. The third term on the right-hand side is the kinetic energy flux T ,
which includes transport of turbulence by itself and propagation by fluctu-
ating pressure. It is modelled using the gradient-diffusion hypothesis (3.31)
as
T = −νT
σk
∇k, (4.8)
where σk = 1. This assumption simply states that on average, k diffuses in
the direction of the gradient of k. Wilcox (1998) presents comparisons of
the one-equation model vs. the mixing-length model, demonstrating a slight
advantage of the former. The problem with the one-equation model is that
it still requires the mixing length to be specified.
4.2.3 k − ε Model
To circumvent the problem of specifying mixing length lm it is possible to
solve a second equation for the dissipation rate ε, from which a different
model lengthscale l can be derived by dimensional arguments:
l = k3/2/ε, (4.9)
which provides an estimate of the integral lengthscale of the flow. An eddy
viscosity can also be derived:
νT = Cµk
2/ε = Cµk
1/2l, (4.10)
where Cµ = c
4 = 0.09.
It is important to define exactly what is meant by dissipation. For the
purposes of turbulence modelling it is the energy flow rate in the turbulent
cascade: a function of the large scales. However, the true physical meaning of
dissipation is a sink for kinetic energy: a function of the dissipative (smallest)
scales. An exact advection-diffusion equation exists for the latter definition
but it is not an appropriate starting point for modelling the former (Pope,
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2000). Instead an analogous form to (4.3) is used, bringing two benefits.
Boundary conditions can be imposed on ε on the entire boundary and the
gradient-diffusion form of the diffusivity term permits smoothly-varying solu-
tions in inhomogeneous flows (Pope, 2000). Consequently, the two equations
are written
∂k
∂t
+ ui
∂k
∂xi
= Π− ε+ ∂
∂xi
[(
ν +
νT
σk
)
∂k
∂xi
]
, (4.11a)
∂ε
∂t
+ ui
∂ε
∂xi
= Cε1
ε
k
Π− Cε2 ε
2
k
+
∂
∂xi
[(
ν +
νT
σε
)
∂ε
∂xi
]
, (4.11b)
where Π is given by (4.6). Coefficients Cµ, Cε1, Cε2, σε and σk were empir-
ically determined from examination of unbounded turbulent flows by Laun-
der and Spalding (1974), and have the values 0.09, 1.44, 1.92, 1.3 and 1.0
respectively. These values were found by Launder and Spalding (1974) to be
appropriate for plane jets and mixing layers although not for axisymmetric
jets.
There is some disagreement over whether the diffusivity terms in (4.11)
should contain just the eddy viscosity (scaled by a Prandtl number) or the
sum of molecular and eddy viscosities. The former version is given by the
original authors of the model (Launder and Spalding, 1974) as well as Pope
(2000) and Ferziger et al. (1999) while the latter is given by Wilcox (1998),
Lacasse et al. (2004), Lew et al. (2001) and Turgeon et al. (2000) among
others. In this thesis the more common version containing both viscosities
is used, motivated by numerical considerations: if the eddy viscosity is zero
then we do not want a zero diffusivity term, otherwise the equations might
become numerically unstable. Zero diffusivity is equivalent to an infinite
Peclet number (cf. §3.5.6).
4.2.3.1 Limitations
The standard k − ε model suffers from certain drawbacks. One particular
problem is its behaviour near walls. The model does not correctly describe
the variation of turbulent stress in the viscous sublayer of the boundary
layer, so it should be used with wall functions to ensure correct scaling of
the eddy viscosity (Mathieu and Scott, 2000). These are described in §4.3.
The model often incorrectly predicts the mean flow in complex problems
containing strong flow anisotropy because of the arbitrary form of the ε
equation and the assumptions made by the eddy-viscosity hypothesis (cf.
§3.3.4) (Pope, 2000). Some examples in which the model is known to be
inaccurate are (NEA, 2007a):
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1. impinging jets;
2. flow separation under strong adverse pressure gradients;
3. reattachment regions in separated flows;
4. strongly swirling flows/high streamline curvature;
5. buoyancy-driven flows;
6. laminar and transitional flows;
7. secondary flows (development of 3D motions from 2D mean flow);
8. jets with round cross-section.
Many modifications to the standard k−ε model have been proposed over
the years, which more or less successfully cure the shortcomings above, but
none have been as widely used as the basic model (Pope, 2000). Alternative
two-equation models may be used instead for particular classes of flow where
the standard k−ε model is inaccurate. Some of these are presented below for
completeness, but in this thesis only the k − ε model has been implemented
and tested.
4.2.4 k − ω Models
The Wilcox k − ω Model simply replaces the dissipation rate ε with the
turbulence frequency ω = k/ε in (4.11b), keeping the constants the same
(Wilcox, 1998). Non-linear wall functions as used with the high-Re k − ε
model are not required because the typical near-wall resolution required is
much larger (y+ < 2 vs. y+ < 0.2), although in industrial flows this still
cannot be guaranteed, and so a wall treatment was developed (ANSYS, 2011).
It is reported to be superior in boundary-layer flow in accounting for the
viscous sublayer and adverse pressure gradients, but is sensitive to laminar
free-stream boundary and inlet conditions for ω (Wilcox, 1998). The model
also fails to predict the onset of separation from smooth surfaces because
eddy viscosity is over-predicted near surfaces (Menter, 2011).
To improve upon these deficiencies, Menter (1994) developed the Baseline
k−ω model, which blends between k−ω near surfaces and k−ε in the outer
flow using a blending function, and with an extra term in the ω equation to
account for inhomogeneity. Equations for both ε and ω have to be solved.
Despite being a combination of advantages of the two component models, the
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baseline model fails to predict flow separation from smooth surfaces (ANSYS,
2011).
A further development of the k − ω model is the Shear Stress Transport
(SST) model, which was specifically designed to predict the onset of flow
separation from smooth surfaces by including the transport of turbulent shear
stress (Menter, 1994). The eddy viscosity is limited by a different, more
complicated, empirical blending function but the model is otherwise identical
to the baseline model. Unlike the Wilcox and baseline k− ω models, it does
not over-predict eddy viscosity near walls (ANSYS, 2011). Good predictions
of flow separation under adverse pressure gradients were obtained by Bardina
et al. (1997). Results are presented in Chapter 7 using this model in the
commercial code CFX.
4.2.5 Further RANS Models
More sophisticated RANS models can be obtained by modelling the Reynolds
stress τRij directly, rather than via an eddy viscosity. Simply called Reynolds
stress models (RSM), they necessitate the solution of six or more additional
equations for the components of the Reynolds stress. They are beyond the
scope of this thesis, but are mentioned here for completeness.
4.3 Boundary Conditions for Turbulent Flow
To reduce computational requirements in wall-bounded turbulent flows, a
class of near-wall turbulence models are usually applied. This section de-
scribes several near-wall treatments, or wall functions, for simulations of tur-
bulent flow with RANS, VLES or LES. Many turbulence models have been
designed for and calibrated to free-stream turbulence, i.e. in the absence
of solid-wall effects. As a result, they do not ensure the correct variation
of modelled quantities near walls so near-wall modifications or additional
near-wall models are introduced (Wilcox, 1998). Furthermore, to resolve the
viscous sublayer in high Reynolds number flow demands an extremely fine
mesh; wall functions reduce the resolution requirements by prescribing the
variation of velocity. The universal log law of the turbulent boundary layer
in zero-pressure-gradient flow has been introduced in §3.4.1.1. This forms
the basis of all the functions described here.
The notation of a 2D channel is adopted: the wall and flow are parallel
to the x-direction and the wall normal is in the y direction. Streamwise
velocity is the u component and wall-normal velocity is the v component.
Since these wall functions only prescribe the streamwise velocity parallel to
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the wall, they are intended to be used in combination with a no-normal-flow
condition.
4.3.1 Wall Shear Stress Boundary Conditions
The idea of the wall function approach, proposed by Launder and Spalding
(1972), is to apply a boundary condition on velocity away from the wall with
its value determined by the universal log law and wall distance (cf. §3.4.1.1).
Then the model equations (RANS or LES) are not solved between the wall
and the distance yp from the wall of the node where the conditions are applied
(Pope, 2000). This discussion applies to finite-difference and finite-volume
methods where setting nodal values is appropriate. Wall functions for finite-
element methods are discussed in §4.3.3. Setting the distance in wall units
y+p > 30 ensures that the log-law wall functions are valid, but to calculate
y+p one has to know the wall shear stress τw (3.33). Wall shear stress is not
known a priori in any but the simplest of flows so the mesh may have to
be corrected following an initial estimation run, unless a scalable method is
employed (see §4.3.2).
In the log law region of a high Reynolds number zero-pressure-gradient
boundary layer (30 < y+ < 0.3δ in a channel of width 2δ (cf. §3.4.1.1)) it can
be shown that the momentum equation (3.32) neglecting viscous, pressure
and advection terms in the log-law region reduces to:
∂
∂y
(
νT
∂u
∂y
)
= 0, (4.12)
leading to the solution
u = uτ
[
1
Cκ
ln(uτy/ν) +B
]
, (4.13)
where B is a model constant, y is the distance to the wall, uτ is the friction
velocity given by (3.34), u is the velocity parallel to the wall and Cκ = 0.43
is Von Ka´rma´n’s constant (Wilcox, 1998). The expression for mean velocity
is the ‘law of the wall’ introduced in §3.4.1.1. However, the friction velocity
depends on the shear stress, which depends on the velocity gradient, creating
a circular dependency.
A simple way of implementing these wall functions is given by Pope
(2000). Rather than enforcing (4.13) as a Dirichlet condition on the velocity,
the shear stress itself can be enforced, escaping the circular dependency. A
nominal friction velocity is obtained from the kinetic energy instead of the
shear stress, which avoids having to iterate for the shear stress value:
u∗τ = C
1/4
µ k
1/2
p , (4.14)
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where the subscript p denotes evaluation at the distance yp from the wall
where the near-wall node lies. A nominal non-dimensional wall distance is
given by (y+p )
∗ = ypu∗τ/ν and the nominal mean velocity u
∗
p is then given by
(4.13) with u∗τ inserted (Pope, 2000). Now the wall shear stress is found from
(τw)p = (u
∗
τ )
2up
u∗p
. (4.15)
This is applied in the modelled equations as a near-wall turbulence model:
the Reynolds stress (cf. RANS) or subgrid stress (cf. LES) tensor is replaced
by this form at the wall-adjacent nodes.
An alternative solution to the circular dependency is to estimate wall
shear stress iteratively during a timestep, e.g. Bazilevs et al. (2007). Once a
converged value of τw is reached, it is incorporated in the mean velocity and
additional fields.
4.3.2 Improved Wall Functions
The wall function (4.13) is invalid when the near-wall resolution places the
first node at y+p 6 30 or in separated or reattaching flows (Ferziger et al.,
1999). Modified versions have been proposed to improve results in some
of these situations. For example, the scalable wall functions (Grotjans and
Menter, 1998) limit the (y+p )
∗ value to (y+p )
∗ = max((y+p )
∗, 11.06). 11.06 is the
intersection between the logarithmic and the linear near wall profile. There-
fore, scalable wall functions are only applied outside the viscous sublayer,
avoiding the fine mesh inconsistencies.
Any significant physical effects can be incorporated into modified wall
functions. Wilcox (1989) modified (4.13) to include the effect of pressure
gradients by retaining the gradient term in the simplified boundary layer mo-
mentum equation (4.12). As observed by Lacasse et al. (2004), the standard
wall functions predict zero wall shear stress at reattachment and therefore
zero heat transfer, which is incorrect: experimental observations have shown
that heat transfer is actually at a maximum at reattachment points (Ignat
et al., 1998). To correctly account for this effect, Hutton and Szczpura (1987)
proposed ‘two-velocity-scale’ wall functions. Deardorff (1970) and Schumann
(1975) proposed a slightly different model to the log law for the velocity,
modified to incorporate wall roughness:
u =
τ 1/2w
Cκ
(
log
(
∆y
2
E
)
− 1
)
, (4.16)
where τw is the time mean wall shear stress, ∆y is the wall-normal distance
of the first off-wall node and E is the dimensionless wall roughness.
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A useful approximation employed by Schumann (1975) is to relate time-
mean to instantaneous shear stresses and velocities:
τw
u
=
τw
u
. (4.17)
This allows the mean wall shear stress (4.16) to be estimated from the in-
stantaneous flow field. The approximate mean wall shear stress is applied as
a boundary condition by writing the weak form of the momentum equation
containing an integral of surface stress. More details on this method are
given in §4.3.3.
4.3.3 Weakly Enforced Boundary Conditions
A method of wall functions is proposed here, which imposes a weak boundary
condition for shear stress in the finite-element method where setting nodal
values is not appropriate. It has been implemented in Fluidity for use with
the k−ε, VLES and LES models. The benefits of weak imposition of bound-
ary conditions have been discussed in §3.5.2.5 and §3.5.2.6. The shear stress
is extracted from the above expression of the log law of the wall, (4.17), given
by Schumann (1975). Using Green’s Theorem for a computational domain
Ω with solid walls Γ, the viscous term in (3.60) becomes:∫
Ω
N∇ · τdΩ = −
∫
Ω
∇N · τdΩ +
∫
Γ
Nn · τdΓ, (4.18)
where N is the finite-element shape function, τ is the instantaneous stress
tensor and n is the unit normal to the wall. (4.18) can be rewritten using
(4.16) and (4.17) and τw = n · τ :∫
Ω
N∇ · τdΩ = −
∫
Ω
∇N · τdΩ +
∫
Γ
N
C2κu
2(
log
(
∆y
2
E
)− 1)2dΓ. (4.19)
Defining
q =
C2κ(
log
(
∆y
2
E
)− 1)2 , (4.20)
(4.19) is written∫
Ω
N∇ · τdΩ = −
∫
Ω
∇N · τdΩ +
∫
Γ
Nqu∗∗un+1dΓ, (4.21)
where u∗∗ is the most recent approximation to the streamwise velocity com-
ponent and un+1 is the streamwise velocity component at the next time step.
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Averaging over time steps in this manner linearises the term and improves
stability. It is a similar concept to the Picard iteration employed in Fluidity’s
solution algorithm (cf. §3.5.3), which iterates using the most recent value of
a variable (Ford et al., 2004).
The second term on the right-hand side of (4.21) called a penalty term
is a weakly enforced shear stress boundary condition. In practice it is com-
bined with a weak no-normal-flow boundary condition, obtained by adding
a boundary term to the discretised continuity equation:∫
Ω
M∇ · udV −
∫
Γ
Mn · udΓ = 0, (4.22)
where M is the pressure shape function.
4.3.4 Wall Functions for the k − ε Model
A description of the standard wall functions for the k − ε model has been
postponed until this point so that the wall functions for velocity could be
introduced. The k − ε model in the form above (§4.2.3) is only valid for
fully turbulent flows, i.e. high turbulence Reynolds number Ret ≡ k2/εν and
dominance of inertial forces over viscous forces. Near walls the turbulence
Reynolds number is small, viscous forces become more significant, tending to-
wards a laminar regime, and the model over-predicts eddy viscosity (Launder
and Spalding, 1974).
The following ‘standard high-Re’ wall functions are commonly used as
Dirichlet boundary conditions for the k− ε model (Ferziger et al., 1999) and
have been implemented in Fluidity. Wall shear stress is specified by (4.17),
providing a value of friction velocity uτ for use here. In the log-law layer
the k and ε equations can be simplified in the same manner as the boundary
layer momentum equation (4.12), leading to the solutions:
k =
u2τ
C
1/2
µ
, (4.23a)
ε =
u3τ
Cκy
. (4.23b)
The value of ε, (4.23), follows from the fact that production and dissipation
of kinetic energy balance in the log law region.
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4.4 Model Implementation
The standard k − ε model has been implemented in Fluidity using a CV-
FE discretisation (cf. §3.5.5) and a time-marching algorithm which permits
transient (U-RANS) solutions, both described here.
4.4.1 Discretisation
Conventionally, the RANS equations and k − ε turbulence model have usu-
ally been implemented in finite-difference and finite-volume codes, perhaps
because these methods are better-established amongst the CFD community.
The emergence of staggered-grid techniques for velocity and pressure and up-
wind differencing for advection enabled stable simulation of high-Reynolds-
number flows in finite-volume codes (Leschziner, 1989). Launder and Spald-
ing (1974) reviewed several applications of finite-difference RANS modelling
and developed their wall function technique within this framework, enabling
wall function values to be set at nodes of the mesh. Such methods remain
popular, for example Shih et al. (1995) used a conservative finite-volume pro-
cedure with the standard k−ε model and a modified model with a new form
of the ε equation to simulate a variety of flows including a 2D backward-facing
step.
In the 1980s there was a shift towards finite-element and hybrid CV-FE
simulations of turbulent flows, e.g. Patankar and Baliga (1983). Finite-
element methods are simple to apply on unstructured meshes and they some-
times avoid the dissipative characteristics of upwind finite-volume discreti-
sation (though upwind stabilisation such as SUPG is at times necessary in
finite-element methods) (Donea and Huerta, 2003). Conversely, satisfying
conservation of momentum in a finite-element method is more difficult than
in the finite-volume method, which is derived from the conservation law ex-
pressed over a control volume (Schneider and Raw, 1987).
There are certain difficulties incorporating k − ε-type models into finite-
element methods (Leschziner, 1989). The k − ε model typifies nonlinear
advection-diffusion-reaction equations with strong reaction terms that desta-
bilise the solution, leading to non-physical oscillations and negative values of
kinetic energy. These models tend to be unstable when using the continuous
Galerkin (CG) discretisation and have to be stabilised with, e.g. streamline
upwind (SU) (Ilinca and Pelletier, 1997) or Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) advec-
tive stabilisation methods (cf. §3.5.6) (Lew et al., 2001; Hachem, 2009). This
is not ideal from a modelling point of view because turbulence models are
akin to stabilisation methods and one would hope that an extra stabilisation
method is unnecessary when using a turbulence model. Various other meth-
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ods have been proposed to improve stability of the model itself (as opposed
to the discretisation in general). For example, (Lacasse et al., 2004) solved
the equations for the logarithm of k and ε ensuring positivity, although this
method has the disadvantage that exponential terms appear in the equations
(Hachem, 2009).
The control-volume-based finite-element method (CV-FE) has been
briefly explained in §3.5.5. From an unstructured finite-element mesh, a
control volume ‘dual’ mesh is constructed as shown in Figure 3.10. The
CV-FE method retains the geometric flexibility of finite-element methods
and the conservative formulation of control volume methods (Schneider and
Raw, 1987). The CV-FE discretisation was employed by Lin and Ebadian
(1999) for the k − ε model for simulations of heated helical pipes.
A locally skewed upwinding scheme for CV-FE was developed for unstruc-
tured quadrilateral elements by Schneider and Raw (1987), which chooses
the point at which upwind velocity is measured by taking element geometry
into account and therefore does not retain the ‘false’ numerical diffusion of
the conventional upwinding scheme while being second-order accurate. Flux
limiting is a process of estimating whether surface fluxes will produce non-
physical oscillations and, if so, limiting them so that the solution remains
bounded. A new high-order flux-limited advection scheme was developed
by Wilson (2009) for advection-dominated flow problems on tetrahedral ele-
ments, which retains the conservatism and stability of finite-volume method
but lacks its numerical diffusion.
Control volume surface fluxes can be estimated in various ways from
the underlying finite-element mesh; in this thesis they are found from a
finite-element interpolation at the CV surface quadrature point, which is
possible because the parent finite-element mesh and its dual CV mesh have
collocated nodes (Wilson, 2009). The values may become unbounded, so the
flux limiting method of Sweby (1984) is used, which is similar to the slope
limiters in discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods that limit inter-element
fluxes. Upwind values are found by projecting the value from a point in the
element just upwind of the current element, known as anisotropic limiting.
It is only possible on simplex meshes, i.e. linear basis functions (AMCG,
2012). Time spent searching for upwind elements and quadrature can be
saved by storing them in a matrix, although extra memory is needed for this
operation.
With this CV-FE method the advection-diffusion-reaction equations in
the k − ε model are discretised using piecewise constant shape functions Ni
on the dual control volume mesh. A CV is denoted Ωe with faces ∂Ωe. The
CV-discretised equations are defined by integrating by parts the advection
and diffusion terms, so we write for a scalar ϕ, which can be either k or ε,
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and ignoring boundary conditions for simplicity:∫
Ωe
∂ϕ
∂t
+
∫
∂Ωe
[n · uϕ]− [n ·Ke · ∇ϕ] =
∫
Ωe
P eϕ +R
e
ϕ, (4.24)
where K is the diffusion tensor, Pϕ and Rϕ are the production (source) and
reaction (dissipation) terms, n is the unit normal to a CV face and the square
brackets [. . .] denote fluxes across the CV faces. Since ϕ is discontinuous
these flux terms do not have unique values, but the requirement for ϕ to
be conserved prescribes that the fluxes between adjacent CVs are consistent
with one another. Flux schemes therefore form a crucial part of the CV-FE
method (Wilson, 2009). Note that unlike higher-order discretisations, the
test function Ni can be dropped from the equation as it is one everywhere
within the volume Ωe. Terms involving the gradient of Ni or ϕ have been
dropped because they are both constant functions, with the exception of
the diffusion term. The boundary integral for the diffusivity Ke is treated
specially because of the need to define gradients on the CV surface. Here the
element gradient method is applied, which takes advantage of the facts that
where the CV boundaries intersect the parent element the parent FE basis
functions are continuous and that the nodes are collocated. The gradients
of Ni are estimated from the parent basis function gradients, similar to the
standard finite-volume diffusion scheme (Ciarlet and Lions, 2000).
4.4.2 Solution Algorithm
Inserting the particular form of the production, dissipation and diffusion
terms we obtain the CV equation for kinetic energy k:∫
Ωe
∂k
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
evolution
+
∫
∂Ωe
[n · uk]︸ ︷︷ ︸
advection
−
[
n ·
(
∇Ni ·
(
ν +
νT
σk
)
∇Nj
)
· ∇k
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
=
∫
Ωe
νT
(
∇u+ (∇u)T − 2
3
kI
)
· ∇u︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
−
( ε
k
)
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipation
. (4.25)
Similarly the CV equation for dissipation ε is written∫
Ωe
∂ε
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
evolution
+
∫
∂Ωe
[n · uε]︸ ︷︷ ︸
advection
−
[
n ·
(
∇Ni ·
(
ν +
νT
σε
)
∇Nj
)
· ∇ε
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
=
∫
Ωe
Cε1
( ε
k
)
νT
(
∇u+ (∇u)T − 2
3
kI
)
· ∇u︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
−Cε2
( ε
k
)
ε︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipation
. (4.26)
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Note that the production and dissipation terms and the high-Reynolds-
number boundary conditions (4.23) contain some or all of k, ε and u. As a
result, the equations are nonlinear and coupled and like the advection term
the production, dissipation and boundary terms need special treatment when
it comes to time discretisation.
In the above equations an auxiliary variable ε/k has been introduced.
This allows us to decouple and linearise the equations by calculating the
auxiliary variable at the previous iteration as proposed in Gaston (1997) and
used by Hachem (2009). Time discretisation is carried out using a classical
θ scheme similar to the scheme described in §3.5.3, leading to the following
fully discrete matrix equation for k:
M
kn+1 − kn
∆t
+ A(un+θ
nl
)kn+θ + K(νnT ,u
n)kn+θ
= Pk(k
n,un) +Rk(k
n, εn)kn+θ +Bk(k
n,un), (4.27)
where Bk are boundary conditions on k and k
n+θ indicates that k is evalu-
ated at θ∆t after the time at timestep n. The advection term has a separate
subcycling scheme with its own parameter θnl in which u
n+θnl indicates eval-
uation at time θnl∆t. The fully discrete equation for ε is written
M
εn+1 − εn
∆t
+ A(un+θ
nl
)εn+θ + K(νnT ,u
n)εn+θ
= Pε(k
n, εn,un) +Rε(k
n, εn)εn+θ +Bε(ε
n,un). (4.28)
In (4.27) and (4.28) production and boundary terms are evaluated using
values from the previous timestep making these terms fully explicit, whereas
dissipation terms use a mixture of values from the previous timestep and
previous iteration:
Rk = −
(
εn
kn
)
kn+θ, (4.29a)
Rε = −Cε2
(
εn
kn
)
εn+θ. (4.29b)
Linearising the term in this way may enhance robustness in complex 3D
domains (Hachem, 2009).
(4.27) and (4.28) can be rearranged for the unknowns kn+1 or εn+1 and
solved using standard conjugate gradient methods with ‘BoomerAMG’ alge-
braic multigrid preconditioning, which offers robust convergence on meshes
with arbitrary topology (Henson and Yang, 2002). A specified number of ad-
vective subcycles is carried out within a timestep to improve convergence of
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the advection term. If a face value limiting scheme such as the Sweby finite-
element limiter (cf. §3.5.5) is used, then the allowable timestep is severely
limited. This limit can be overcome using a ‘pivot’ method (Leveque, 2002).
Numerically, the standard k− ε model can be unstable and it is usual to
limit or ‘clip’ the values of k and ε to be positive, which ensures that the eddy
viscosity is always positive. However, changing nodal values of the solution
during an iteration may cause the stability of the equation to deteriorate
(Hachem, 2009). In Fluidity the values are limited to > 1 × 10−10 prior to
calculating the eddy viscosity.
Whilst the discretisation of the k and ε equations is relatively straight-
forward, the resultant coupled system is much stiffer than the laminar mo-
mentum equation (i.e. without a turbulence model). Ferziger et al. (1999)
recommended, in the context of finite-volume codes, first performing an iter-
ation of the momentum and pressure correction equations (cf. §3.5.3) using
the value of νT from the previous iteration followed by an outer iteration for
the linearised k and ε equations (since they are highly nonlinear), and finally
recalculating νT . A similar algorithm, with each field solved separately as in
Ilinca and Pelletier (1997), is adopted in this work:
1. given initial conditions u0, k0 and ε0,
2. compute νT from k0 and ε0,
begin timestep loop
begin nonlinear iteration loop
(a) solve momentum and continuity for u and p˜,
(b) solve k equation,
(c) solve ε equation,
end nonlinear iteration loop
3. update νT ,
4. update production and dissipation terms,
end timestep loop.
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4.4.3 k − ε Model With Mesh Adaptivity
Adaptive meshing has been described in §3.6.1. Its use with the k− ε model
is investigated here, in particular the choice of fields to form an error measure
from, and model accuracy and stability compared to fixed-mesh simulations.
Hill et al. (2012) performed ocean simulations with the generic two-equation
turbulence model of Umlauf and Burchard (2003) and a biology model, find-
ing that the results were sensitive to the choice of fields from which the metric
was formed, with different choices performing better in different cases.
The model implementation described above is ready to be used with mesh
adaptivity, barring a few details. When a mesh is adapted, all the prognostic
fields have to be interpolated onto the new mesh from the old. First the
eddy viscosity is updated from the k and ε fields interpolated on the new
mesh. Then the production and dissipation terms are updated ready for
the next calculation of k and ε. An interpolation error is incurred by using
the consistent interpolation method, which is quick but dissipative and non-
conservative. Alternatively, Galerkin interpolation is conservative and non-
dissipative but a supermesh has to be constructed, which is more costly; see
Farrell et al. (2009) for details and Hiester et al. (2011) for a comparison of
the methods in a practical example. Consistent interpolation is used in the
results presented in §4.6.
Care must be taken when using a model containing gradients with adap-
tivity. If the resolution changes in a region where k or ε are rapidly varying
in space, then there may be a sudden change of gradient terms from pre-
to post-adapted meshes because discretised gradient terms are sensitive to
the location of mesh vertices. A sudden change in gradient causes a ‘kick’ in
the gradient terms, which affects the evolution of the prognostic fields (Hill
et al., 2012). This potentially destabilising effect can be reduced by reducing
the timestep immediately after an adapt. Hill et al. (2012) found that the
choice of interpolation method did not influence the magnitude of the kick.
4.4.4 Scale-Adaptive k − ε Model (VLES)
The VLES method of Han and Krajnovic` (2012) has been implemented in
Fluidity as an optional modification to make the k− ε model scale-adaptive.
The VLES model is tested in simulations of a vortex diode on a fixed mesh
in Chapter 7. Eddy viscosity computed by the k − ε model is damped by a
function given by the following expression:
F = min
[
1,
(
1− exp(−β 4 /η)
1− exp(−βl0/η)
)n]
, (4.30a)
νV LES = FνT , (4.30b)
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where the ad hoc model constants are β = 0.002 from numerical studies by
Speziale (1997) and n = 2 was calibrated by Han and Krajnovic` (2012).
This function interpolates between the largest and smallest lengthscales of
the flow, namely the integral scale l0 and the Kolmogorov scale η (cf. §3.2.2),
with the mesh resolution4 (here defined as the cube root of element volume)
falling somewhere between these limits. At the DNS limit, 4 = η, F = 0 and
at the RANS limit, 4 = l0, F = 1. Consequently, the eddy viscosity is scaled
to provide an appropriate amount of dissipation for the given resolution.
The scaling given by (4.30) is an improvement on the original form pro-
posed by Speziale (1997), which did not behave well on coarse meshes and
did not include l0 as an upper lengthscale limit. This form is similar to the
detached eddy simulation (DES) concept (Spalart, 2009). Sensitivity to the
mesh resolution makes the method akin to an LES model and potentially a
good turbulence model to use with mesh adaptivity.
4.5 Verification
To verify that the equations above have been correctly implemented in the
CFD code Fluidity, a simple test has been constructed using the method of
manufactured solutions (MMS) (Roache, 2002). In this method a forcing
term is constructed and added to the right-hand side of the equation which
we wish to force to a given solution. Implementation errors (e.g. code bugs)
are discovered by subtracting the calculated solution from the manufactured
solution. If the model equations have been correctly implemented then the
errors should converge at the rate dictated by the order of accuracy of the
numerical discretisation.
Tests were performed on a pi×pi domain with structured triangular meshes
named A-D ranging from eight to 64 nodes per side in multiples of two.
Figure 4.1 shows the manufactured solutions for u, p˜, k, ε and νT as well as
the production term Pk. The solutions are chosen to be:
u = 0.6 sin(y) + cos(x) + 2.5, (4.31a)
v = y sin(x), (4.31b)
p˜ = sin(xy/pi) + sin(x) + cos(y)− 1, (4.31c)
k = 0.6 sin(0.7y) + 0.4 cos(0.8xy/pi) + 0.9 cos(0.6x) + 0.9, (4.31d)
ε = 1.7 sin(0.6xy/pi)− 3.8 sin(0.7x) + 4.3 cos(0.8y) + 8.2, (4.31e)
νT =
[0.6 sin(0.7y) + 0.4 cos(0.8xy/pi) + 0.9 cos(0.6x) + 0.9]2
1.7 sin(0.6xy/pi)− 3.8 sin(0.7x) + 4.3 cos(0.8y) + 8.2 . (4.31f)
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These forms are similar to those used by Roy et al. (2007) to verify a RANS
model, who advised that the magnitudes of the forced fields should be roughly
the same if the MMS results are to be valid. Forcing terms for velocity, kinetic
energy and dissipation were then obtained using the symbolic mathematics
package Sage (Sage, 2011) from (4.31). For example, the momentum forcing
term F in the Reynolds-averaged momentum equation (3.32) is derived by
writing (in the x-direction)
Fi = uj
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂
∂xj
[
(ν + νT )
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
− 2
3
kδij
]
+
∂p˜
∂xi
, (4.32)
and inserting (4.31a), (4.31f) and (4.31c). The forcing terms F k and F ε
for k and ε are derived the same way by rearranging (4.11a) and (4.11b)
respectively. u, p˜, k and ε are forced to converge to the prescribed manufac-
tured solutions by adding the forcing terms to the right-hand side of their
respective equations.
Figure 4.1: Contours of the manufactured solutions in the k − ε MMS test. ‘EV’
is eddy viscosity.
The momentum equation was discretised using the continuous Galerkin
(CG) discretisation with piecewise quadratic shape functions for velocity and
piecewise linear shape functions for pressure (the Taylor-Hood element, P2
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CG – P1 CG). k, ε and νT equations used P2 CG. No stabilisation was
required on k or ε because the solution is forced. The expected order of
convergence for pressure is second order and third order for all other variables.
By this we mean that the L2 norm of the difference between the exact solution
(4.31) and the simulated solution is expected to vary as the square (second
order) or cube (third order) of the mesh size. Halving the mesh size from
mesh A to mesh B is predicted to reduce the error in the pressure solution
by a factor of four. Table 4.1 lists the orders of convergence obtained in the
test.
Field Mesh Order of Convergence
Velocity A-B 3.004
B-C 2.991
C-D 2.995
theoretical: 3.000
Pressure A-B 2.180
B-C 2.232
C-D 2.137
theoretical: 2.000
Kinetic Energy A-B 3.251
B-C 3.055
C-D 2.990
theoretical: 3.000
Dissipation A-B 3.135
B-C 3.016
C-D 2.994
theoretical: 3.000
Eddy Viscosity A-B 2.870
B-C 2.925
C-D 2.961
theoretical: 3.000
Table 4.1: Order of convergence obtained in the k−ε MMS verification test. ‘A-B’
= order of convergence measured between mesh A and mesh B. ‘Theoretical’ =
anticipated order.
As shown in Table 4.1, the expected orders of convergence have been
achieved, which implies that the k − ε model equations have been correctly
implemented in Fluidity. An identical test was performed with CV-FE dis-
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cretisation and the same orders of convergence were predicted and achieved.
Now that the model is verified, it can be validated to find out how well it is
able to simulate turbulent flow.
4.6 Validation
Validation of the k − ε and VLES models has been carried out using a 2D
flow past a backward-facing step problem with the geometry shown in Fig-
ure 4.2 against experimental data of Kim (1978) and numerical simulations
of Ilinca and Pelletier (1997). This version of the backward-facing step is
characterised by the expansion ratio (ratio of step height h to inlet height) of
2:1 and Reynolds number of 132,000 based on step height and and maximum
inlet velocity. Flow enters on the left and a boundary layer develops over
the narrow inlet region before separating over the step, impinging on the
bottom of the downstream section and re-developing a turbulent boundary
layer towards the outlet. The length of the separation vortex behind the
step, known as the reattachment length (RL), is the defining characteristic
of the backward-facing step flow.
Figure 4.2: 2D backward-facing step geometry showing coarse mesh. Step height
h = 1, inlet height = 2h, inlet length = 5h, total length = 35h.
The backward-facing step is useful for investigating the behaviour of CFD
models in separating and reattaching flows, which are common in engineering
applications. Flow behaviour is quite different in two and three dimensions,
with significant 3D effects being present in the turbulent mixing layer and
reattachment region in the 3D case. In 2D these effects are not present, but
complex effects including vortex shedding and boundary layer development
make the reattachment length and velocity profiles sufficiently sensitive to
the CFD model to be used as a validation exercise.
Many researchers have used the 2D problem to validate a variety of nu-
merical schemes, for example Ercan and Erturk (2008) validated a method
in which the streamfunction and vorticity are solved for in place of velocity
and pressure. Lew et al. (2001) implemented a version of the k − ε model
in a finite-element code and validated it using the 2D backward-facing step.
They found that the reattachment length was in good agreement with ex-
perimental data and consistent with the RNG version of the k − ε model
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of Speziale and Thangam (1992). The flow is an example of those given in
§4.2.3.1 in which the k − ε model is expected to perform poorly, but if the
results obtained by other researchers with the model can be recreated then
the model can be considered validated. Model behaviour on fixed and adap-
tive meshes is investigated here. The CV-FE discretisation is used with a P1
-CG P1 -CG discretisation of velocity and pressure; the velocity mesh is used
as the parent mesh for the discrete k and ε equations.
Numerical results from Ilinca and Pelletier (1997) using a finite-element
CFD code with the k−ε model and adaptive meshing are selected for compar-
ison of mean velocity profiles. A least-squares error estimate in the strain rate
drove the mesh optimisation algorithm. In the algorithm a series of steady-
state RANS simulations were run to iterate towards an optimised mesh by
reducing the error estimate each time. It is not clear whether their method
could be applied to a transient simulation. They used the Crouzeix-Raviart
element (PNC2 – P1 DG), which consists of quadratic non-conforming (NC)
basis functions for velocity (non-conforming in the sense that velocity is dis-
continuous across element boundaries), piecewise linear functions for pressure
and a quadratic interpolant for k and ε. The quadratic non-conforming basis
function acts like a bubble function, a stabilisation technique that is anal-
ogous to an LES model (Candy, 2008). In addition to the stable element,
Ilinca and Pelletier (1997) used streamline upwinding (SU) which adds nu-
merical dissipation to stabilise the discretisation (cf. §3.5.6). It was not
stated whether this affects the dissipative contribution of the k − ε model.
4.6.1 Simulation Setup
The setup was identical for k−ε and VLES simulations. Three fixed unstruc-
tured meshes were generated in gmsh with edge lengths of approximately 0.2,
0.1 and 0.05, labelled ‘coarse’, ‘med’ and ‘fine’ with 2187, 11,144 and 44,235
nodes respectively. In addition, four adaptive meshes were generated, each
adapting to the curvature of different solution fields. Vector fields are treated
as two scalar fields and each component is equally weighted in the desired
error εu. Interpolation error bounds could be applied as absolute or relative
values. Absolute values were chosen to give a relative error bound of approx-
imately 0.5%. An upper limit of 20,000 nodes was applied as a constraint
on the optimisation, in order to limit the computational workload. Homo-
geneous anisotropic minimum and maximum edge lengths were specified to
reduce resolution in the main flow direction and increase it in the perpendic-
ular direction, preventing excessive resolution. The details are given in Table
4.2 including the actual number of nodes in the final meshes.
All simulations used an adaptive timestep with the stability condition
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mesh A1 A3 A4 A5
adapt to error in... u k, νT k, νT u, p, ε, k, νT
desired error εu 0.01, 0.5%, 0.001, 0.01, 0.001,
(absolute 0.01 0.5% 0.0005 0.001, 0.001,
or relative (%)) 0.0005
period (timesteps) 50 50 50 50
final no. of nodes 8600 19300 21700 21100
min. size (x, y) (0.03, 0.01) (0.03, 0.01) (0.03, 0.01) (0.03, 0.01)
max. size (x, y) (0.5, 0.2) (0.5, 0.2) (0.5, 0.2) (0.5, 0.2)
gradation parameter 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Table 4.2: Adaptivity parameters in 2D backward-facing step simulations. Er-
ror bounds are relative if given as a percentage and absolute if not. Gradation
parameter controls the ratio of sizes of adjacent elements.
CFL 6 1, i.e. the timestep is determined by the minimum mesh size and
velocity across it. In adaptive simulations a very small fixed timestep was set
at the first timestep after an adaptation to damp oscillations as explained
in §4.4.3. Simulations were run until either 300 seconds or steady state
was reached, measured by the convergence of the L2 norms of both velocity
magnitude and scalar eddy viscosity with a tolerance of 1× 10−7 (Ilinca and
Pelletier (1997) specified 1× 10−8). The inlet velocity profile was flat in the
middle with ramps up from zero to 2.3 between y=0 and y=0.1 and between
y=2 and y=1.9 (measured from the bottom of the inlet). An outlet condition
on velocity was necessary to stabilise the VLES simulations: an absorption or
‘sponge’ region was specified close to the end to prevent negative velocity on
the outflow plane. No such condition was required for the k− ε simulations.
4.6.2 Results
4.6.2.1 Reattachment Length
All k− ε simulations converged to steady-state solutions, therefore reattach-
ment length (RL) is calculated at the end of the simulation. VLES simula-
tions converged in a statistical sense: time-averaged velocity, where averaging
began after an initial 50 seconds of ‘spin-up’ time, attained a steady state. RL
was measured by searching along a line a distance of 0.01 above the bottom
boundary for the change of streamwise velocity direction from backwards to
forwards. Table 4.3 lists the RL predictions for all simulations against those
from Kim et al. (1987) and Ilinca and Pelletier (1997).
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Mesh Model Velocity BCs k − ε BCs RL/h
coarse k − ε no-slip k = 0, ε = 0 4.96
high-Re 4.74
weak log law k = 0, ε = 0 4.47
high-Re 5.67
med k − ε no-slip k = 0, ε = 0 5.52
high-Re 5.29
weak log law k = 0, ε = 0 5.62
high-Re 6.38
fine k − ε no-slip k = 0, ε = 0 5.91
high-Re 4.82
weak log law k = 0, ε = 0 5.94
high-Re 5.66
A1 k − ε weak log law high-Re 5.25
A3 5.36
A4 5.33
A5 5.27
coarse VLES weak log law high-Re 2.29*
med 2.21*
fine 2.30*
Experiment (Kim, 1987) 7.0± 1
Adaptive RANS (Ilinca and Pelletier, 1997) 6.21
Table 4.3: Reattachment length predictions in the 2D backward-facing step.
*Measured from time-averaged velocity contours.
In general, RL predictions improved with increasing mesh refinement.
The spread of predictions on each mesh indicates the sensitivity of RL to
simulation setup. All were under the experimental value of RL = 7 and
most were less than the value of 6.21 obtained by Ilinca and Pelletier (1997).
These findings are consistent with the known under-prediction of RL by the
k − ε model: the seven different k − ε model results quoted in Lacasse et al.
(2004) were between RL = 5.2 and RL = 6.2. On the coarse and medium
fixed meshes the standard combination of weak log law and high-Re wall
functions for k and ε (4.23) led to an improvement in RL compared to all
other permutations. Conversely, on the fine fixed mesh the best predictions
were obtained with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for k and ε
and either the weak log law or no-slip conditions on velocity.
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Using mesh adaptivity with the k − ε model, weak log law and high-
Re boundary conditions results in reasonable RL predictions while at least
halving the number of nodes (80% reduction in A1 case) compared to the
same model on the fine fixed mesh. Results on all four adaptive meshes
are very similar to each other. Minimum element sizes were reached in all
adaptive meshes (see Figure 4.6, page 121), so the reason for the shorter RL
cannot be that there was insufficient resolution. Rather, it is the fault of
the log-law wall function: near-wall resolution is very fine in these meshes
and consequently the near-wall node is within the viscous sublayer instead
of the log law region. This may have spoilt the fine fixed mesh results too.
Two remedies are apparent. Firstly, a correction to the wall function is
required such that it scales across a wider range of y+ values, for example
by incorporating the Reichardt law (Hachem, 2009) or scale-adaptive wall
functions such as those described in §4.3.2. Secondly or alternatively, it
would be advisable to calculate y+ as a diagnostic field, potentially to be
used as a constraint for adaptivity to ensure valid use of wall functions.
The VLES model under-predicts RL by a considerable margin, but RL is
fairly constant across the range of mesh resolution demonstrating that the
VLES model does indeed compensate for mesh resolution. No comparable
VLES results are available from the literature to say whether this is expected
behaviour. It is possible that the model does not correctly account for the
full range of scales in the flow, and that the dissipative effect of some scales
is missing, resulting in insufficient dissipation of the large scales and shorter
RL. Further tests on adaptive meshes might show how the compensating
effect manifests within a single simulation.
4.6.2.2 Velocity Profiles
Figure 4.3 compares velocity contours from the k − ε model on the coarse,
medium, fine and A5 meshes versus those from Ilinca and Pelletier (1997) and
Kim (1978) at several points downstream of the step. As the mesh is refined
from coarse to fine, the agreement with the reference data in the shear layer
(y ≈ 1) and in the top boundary layer (y > 2.5) improves. Resolution of the
large velocity gradients very close to the bottom boundary at x/h = 5.33
and x/h = 16 is poor in both the Fluidity and Ilinca results, which suggests
that the standard wall functions are inadequate in this type of separating
and reattaching flow, as has been found by other researchers (Wilcox, 1998).
The adaptive profiles are comparable to the coarse mesh profiles, being too
rounded in the shear and top boundary layers. Very close to the top wall the
A5 mesh has resolved the highest gradients of all the profiles shown. These
phenomena are probably linked to the invalid use of the log-law wall function
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which degraded the RL predictions.
Figure 4.3: Normalised velocity profiles at five positions downstream of the step
showing coarse/med/fine/A5 mesh results, Ilinca numerical results and experimen-
tal data.
4.6.2.3 VLES
Figure 4.4 shows instantaneous velocity and eddy viscosity predicted by the
VLES model on the coarse, medium and fine meshes. On the coarsest mesh,
the velocity (Figure 4.4a) exhibits a wavy pattern indicating some transience.
Eddy viscosity is patchy with a maximum in the shear layer near the step,
decaying downstream. On the medium and fine meshes, smaller coherent
structures are resolved by the model, particularly near the step, and the flow
exhibits periodic vortex shedding from the step. In between vortices the flow
is fairly uniform. The maximum value of eddy viscosity occurs near the step,
its value reducing as the mesh resolution increases owing to the action of
the VLES filter function. The period of vortex shedding is approximately
the same on medium and fine meshes, suggesting that the solution may be-
come mesh-independent at finer resolutions. Hachem (2009) observed similar
patterns in this problem using a VMS approach (cf. §3.5.6.6).
Figure 4.5 shows the VLES filter function (4.30) on the coarse, medium
and fine meshes. Red areas (F = 1) correspond to RANS solutions and the
uniform low velocity and eddy viscosity areas in Figure 4.4. Low values of F
correspond to larger values of eddy viscosity and transient behaviour such as
vortex shedding. This is perhaps counter-intuitive, since the filter function
multiplies the eddy viscosity in the model. The coupled nature of the model
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(a) Coarse mesh, u
(b) Coarse mesh, νT
(c) Medium mesh, u
(d) Medium mesh, νT
(e) Fine mesh, u
(f) Fine mesh, νT
Figure 4.4: Snapshot of velocity and eddy viscosity predicted by VLES model in
2D backward-facing step simulations.
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(a) Coarse mesh
(b) Medium mesh
(c) Fine mesh
Figure 4.5: Snapshot of VLES model filter in 2D backward-facing step simulations.
means that the velocity, kinetic energy, dissipation and lengthscale are all
modified by the filter via the eddy viscosity, which in turn changes the eddy
viscosity and leads to the observed behaviour. The demarcation between
RANS and LES is sharp. These results suggest that the VLES model is able
to resolve large coherent structures in 2D. Investigation of the model in 3D
is essential to determine whether it is a valid turbulence parameterisation,
since it is not possible to generate realistic turbulent flows in 2D.
4.6.2.4 k − ε Model with Adaptivity
Figure 4.6 shows a portion of the final meshes generated in the A1, A3, A4
and A5 simulations compared to the adaptive mesh of Ilinca and Pelletier
(1997). Their mesh adapted to every prognostic field, although using a dif-
ferent adaptivity technique to Fluidity, and resolution is clustered in the
separation and reattachment zones. There is little difference between the
Fluidity meshes or indeed the reattachment lengths predicted. Mesh A1 is
the coarsest overall but resolves the step lip and inlet boundary layer very
finely. Mesh A3, adapting to the curvature of k and νT with relative error
bounds, exhibits smeared resolution in the boundary layers and shear layers.
Mesh A4 adapts to the curvature of k and νT but with absolute error bounds;
it has more localised and finer resolution in the inlet boundary layers and
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(a) A1 adaptive mesh
(b) A3 adaptive mesh
(c) A4 adaptive mesh
(d) A5 adaptive mesh
5. APPLICATION: FLOW OVER A BACKWARD-FACING STEP
This problem has been the subject of a detailed experimental study by Kim25 and has served as a
benchmark for turbulent flow solvers. Typical meshes generated by the adaptive strategy are shown in
Figure 7. As can be seen, the mesh is highly refined near the corner of the step, in the shear layer and
in the boundary layer on the bottom wall. The solution obtained on the final mesh is shown in Figure
8. As can be seen, k and T present steep fronts in the shear layer and along the bottom wall, while
presents a peak next to the corner.
Figure 9 presents a comparison of predicted and measured streamwise velocity profiles at selected
stations. As can be seen, the agreement is good for all stations and improves with adaptivity. Table II
summarizes the results obtained for the length of the recirculation zone.
These results should be viewed as excellent in view of the large scatter of predicted values reported
by Nallasamy.26
Figure 10 presents a comparison of predicted and measured turbulence kinetic energy. It should be
noted that Kim25 provides values of u2 and 2 only. Hence it is impossible to assess the exact values
of k in the experiment. Consequently, at each station the TKE is scaled by its maximum value as
reported by most authors. The agreement is good. The adaptive strategy has captured the very thin
layer and peak in the TKE profile at x HT 1 0. The steep front at x HT 2 3 is also very nicely
resolved, although measurements indicate a lower slope of the TKE profile.
Figure 11 shows distribution of the main components of the Reynolds stress tensor at selected
stations. As observed by Nallasamy,26 the k model predicts higher values of u than measured in
the initial region of the shear layer and lower values than measured downstream of the reattachment
point. As can be seen, the predictions are qualitative in nature but are as accurate as the best published
results27,28 obtained on a mesh of more than 48,000 points. The present predictions required less than
7000 nodes.
Figure 7. Meshes generated by adaptive procedure
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(e) Adaptive mesh of Ilinca and Pelletier (1997) with 7000 nodes
Figure 4.6: Portion of final adaptive meshes in 2D backward-facing step simula-
tions showing the influence of the choice of target field.
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step lip, and has also resolved the walls downstream of the step. Mesh A5,
adapting to the curvature of every prognostic field, is similar to A1 and A4,
which is expected considering that it combines the adaptivity parameters of
those two meshes.
Figure 4.7 shows dissipation ε near the separation point on meshes A1,
A3, A4 and A5. The maximum value of ε occurs at the separation point
and varies considerably between the meshes; the maximum value is roughly
correlated with the resolution at the step lip. A likely reason is that the pro-
duction term in the equation for ε involves velocity gradients and is therefore
sensitive to spatial resolution. The highest value is on mesh A5, which adapts
to the error in ε and is therefore expected to yield the most accurate value.
Figure 4.8 compares contours of the solution fields obtained by Fluidity
with mesh A5 and the adaptive finite-element k − ε results of Ilinca and
Pelletier (1997). The contour plots are very similar suggesting that the k− ε
model as implemented in Fluidity is behaving correctly in this test case.
Slight differences are apparent at the top boundary: Fluidity has generated
higher viscosity, dissipation and kinetic energy there. The wall functions
may be responsible for this behaviour, suggesting that scale-adaptive wall
functions may be necessary to ensure that the log law is only applied when
the near-wall resolution is greater than y+ = 30.
Apart from differences in the maximum values of ε at the step (Figure
4.7), the converged solutions (u, p, ε, k, νT ) on all adaptive meshes were nearly
identical, suggesting that the use of adaptivity enabled the model equations
to home in on a unique solution. The fact that it is not the most accurate
solution (compared to the fixed fine mesh) is less important. Adapting to the
curvature of any one, or combination, of the prognostic fields in the coupled
system of equations led to the same solution.
The A4 mesh contained 21,700 nodes and the minimum edge lengths were
reached throughout the domain. Accuracy of the solution was therefore lim-
ited by either the error bound, minimum edge lengths or maximum number
of nodes. To test whether the adaptive solutions had truly converged, two
further simulations were run: one using a setup identical to mesh A4 but
with the maximum number of nodes also increased to 40,000, and the second
the same as the first but with the error bounds reduced by half to 0.0005 on
k and 0.00025 on νT . The first established whether total resolution was limit-
ing accuracy and the second whether the error bound was limiting accuracy.
Reattachment lengths of RL/h = 5.30 and 5.32 respectively were obtained,
while the meshes contained 27,500 and 41,500 nodes respectively. A further
test with only the minimum edge lengths reduced by half returned RL/h =
5.28 on 20,500 nodes. Therefore, the total number of nodes had limited the
mesh but not the accuracy in terms of calculating reattachment length.
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(a) A1 adaptive mesh
(b) A3 adaptive mesh
(c) A4 adaptive mesh
(d) A5 adaptive mesh
Figure 4.7: Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation ε in step region of 2D backward-
facing step.
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(h) νT , Ilinca
Figure 4.8: Contours of solution fields on A5 mesh comparing Fluidity to model
of Ilinca and Pelletier (1997). 124
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A similar experiment was conducted with mesh A1. In this case the error
bound was limiting the mesh generated but again, reattachment lengths were
comparable in all permutations. These results suggest that the solutions on
meshes A1-A5 had indeed converged to a mesh-independent result.
4.7 Discussion
The standard k−ε model has been implemented in Fluidity using the CV-FE
discretisation. Convergence of numerical errors in the model has been quanti-
fied by the method of manufactured solutions with both CG and CV-FE dis-
cretisations of the model equations. A variational law-of-the-wall boundary
condition for velocity enabled accurate predictions to be made with coarse
near-wall resolution in high-Re flows. Any turbulence model can be used
with this condition, but in this chapter it was used with the k − ε model
to simulate 2D flow over a backward-facing step with comparable results to
other k − ε simulations of this problem. Under-prediction of reattachment
length by the k − ε model, widely reported in the literature, was confirmed
by the results presented above, although predictions on coarse meshes were
improved by the action of the law-of-the-wall boundary condition.
A scale-adaptive modified k−ε model, the VLES model of Han and Kra-
jnovic` (2012), was implemented in Fluidity. Simulations of the 2D backward-
facing step showed that the model behaved rather like a detached-eddy sim-
ulation (DES). The model generated transient solutions which included co-
herent large-scale turbulent structures and showed a distinct transition from
a steady-state to a transient regime. More complexity and smaller-scale de-
tails were included with increasing mesh refinement. Reattachment length
predictions were very poor but consistent across the range of meshes tested,
showing that the model compensates for mesh resolution.
Since turbulence is a 3D phenomenon, 3D simulations should be per-
formed to validate the VLES model. The presence of large areas in which no
transient structures were visible suggests that the underlying k − ε model is
too dissipative. In future it would be worth testing the VLES modification
on other more accurate RANS models, such as the k − ω SST model tested
in Chapter 7, to find out whether accuracy can be improved by changing the
behaviour in the RANS regime. Research reported in Fro¨hlich and von Terzi
(2008) suggested that using the SST model in the DES method was bene-
ficial, but it has not yet been tested with the VLES modification. Testing
is also required to investigate the VLES model’s behaviour on non-uniform
and adaptive meshes.
Using mesh adaptivity with the k− ε model resulted in similar reattach-
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ment length predictions with up 50% to 80% fewer nodes compared to the
fine fixed mesh. Resolution in the final converged mesh was concentrated
in the boundary layers, near the step lip and in the shear layer. Velocity
profiles were not reproduced as accurately as on the fixed fine mesh, possibly
due to inappropriate use of the log law on very fine near-wall meshes. Finely
resolving the region around the step lip was important to capture peak values
of modelled quantities.
Apart from differences in peak values in a very few elements at the step
lip, the solutions obtained on different adaptive meshes were almost iden-
tical. The choice of field or fields from whose curvature to form an error
estimate did not make a significant difference to the mesh generated or the
results obtained; reattachment lengths varied between 5.25 and 5.36. Choos-
ing a combination of k and νT led to smeared resolution in these regions,
but prediction of reattachment length was marginally improved. Relative
versus absolute error bounds on k and νT made some difference to the mesh
generated (A3 vs. A4) but not to the solutions or reattachment lengths.
Further investigation of mesh adaptivity is required to establish whether the
poor results were due to the wall functions and whether the k−ε model with
improved wall functions is better on adaptive than fixed uniform meshes.
Combining turbulence modelling with mesh adaptivity is a fertile area
for exploration. The potential to reduce the number of mesh nodes and
automatically arrive at a mesh-independent solution is an attractive option
for industrial CFD. So far, a standard RANS model has been investigated,
which only resolves large scales of motion. More work is needed to refine the
technique of adaptive RANS simulation, including which fields to form the
error measure from, how small the error should be and how fine the finest
elements need to be in order to arrive at a mesh-independent solution. The
method should be used with a more sophisticated and accurate RANS model
and improved wall functions in order to show its true potential. In the next
chapter, the method is applied to large-eddy simulation, where very small,
rapidly evolving turbulence provides a more difficult challenge for the mesh
to follow.
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5 Development of An
Adaptive Dynamic Tensorial
Large Eddy Simulation Model
In this chapter, the challenge of performing large eddy simulation on unstruc-
tured inhomogeneous meshes is undertaken. A novel tensorial dynamic LES model
is developed to address some of the shortcomings of standard LES modelling tech-
niques. This robust model is designed specifically for use with unstructured mesh
adaptivity and particular attention is paid to commutation errors arising from vari-
able mesh resolution. A novel tensorial filter operator is developed in an attempt
to reduce these errors and its properties are verified in simple tests. A discussion
of strategies for combining LES with mesh adaptivity is presented.
This chapter expands upon the methods presented in Bull et al. (2012).
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes sub-filter-scale (SFS) models for the SFS stress tensor
τij based on the Leonard or triple decomposition of the filtered Navier-Stokes
equations (3.27) described in §3.3.3. We begin by looking at the uses of LES,
the difference between implicit and explicit filtering (respectively LES) and
the qualities of an ideal LES model, followed by the simplest and most popu-
lar LES model, the Smagorinsky model. After that several improvements are
explained before moving on to the development, implementation and testing
of a new tensorial dynamic LES model. Verification and validation (V & V)
have been performed using the finite element code Fluidity; more details on
the code and methods of V & V can be found in Farrell et al. (2010). In
Chapter 6 results for the 3D backward facing step are presented and com-
parisons are made to the DNS data of Le et al. (1997) and to the commercial
CFD code CFX.
Some terminology is clarified before continuing. An ‘LES model’ refers
to a model for the SFS stresses. The ‘dynamic method’ is not an LES model
but a generic method of calculating a flow-dependent quantity, into which
an LES model is inserted. Methods refer to general calculational procedures
rather than specific model forms. The ‘dynamic LES model’ is an LES model
using the dynamic method.
5.1.1 Uses of LES
Many types of flow have been investigated with LES, from the simplest canon-
ical flows including homogeneous isotropic turbulence (Fureby and Tabor,
1997) and channel flow (Moin and Kim, 1982), to flows with one direction of
homogeneity such as a square cylinder (Sohankar et al., 2000) and backward-
facing step (Toschi et al., 2006), to complex real-world flow problems from nu-
clear engineering such as flow over a fuel rod bundle (Takata et al., 2007) and
thermal mixing in a T-junction (Kuczaj et al., 2010). Methods for simulat-
ing this last category of flow, which are characterised by turbulent structures
that vary considerably from region to region, are the topic of this chapter.
LES generates much richer results, such as time series and energy spec-
tra, than can be obtained with RANS models. This kind of information is
required to solve key industrial problems, e.g. material fatigue due to tem-
perature fluctuations (Takata et al., 2007), fluid-structure coupling (Sampaio
et al., 2004) and aeroacoustics (Jarrin et al., 2009; Addad et al., 2003). How-
ever, automatically selecting LES for a problem in the hopes that it will be
“more accurate than RANS” may be ill-advised, but provided that appro-
priate meshes and numerical solution algorithms are used, it can be superior
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(Chabard and Laurence, 2009).
What is seldom reported in the literature is that significant trial and error
often goes into finding the optimum configuration (Chabard and Laurence,
2009). Furthermore, determining the accuracy of an LES solution a pos-
teriori is not easy. With LES usage broadening from validation test-cases
where reference data is available, to actually making predictions where (high
quality) reference data is not always available, there is greater focus on qual-
ity criteria and best practice guidelines so that we can have confidence in
the solutions obtained, e.g. Meyers (2008), Knopp et al. (2010), Davidson
(2011).
5.1.2 The Resolution Problem
According to Kolmogorov’s theory of the energy cascade (cf. §3.2.2), most
of the kinetic energy and anisotropy of the flow are contained in the inertial
range, and the smallest scales are isotropic and flow-independent. Many LES
models, including the Smagorinsky model, are based on the assumption of
local isotropy in the SFS, requiring that the filter width4 (which determines
the scale separation into resolved and sub-filter scales cf. §3.3.3) is sufficiently
far down in the inertial range (Pope, 2000). Filter width is bounded by the
mesh size, 4 > 4, therefore the assumption of isotropy makes demands on
mesh resolution.
As a rule of thumb, it can be shown by examination of the Kolmogorov
energy spectrum that if 4 is such that 80% of the turbulent kinetic energy is
in the resolved motions u, then the LES solution can be called ‘well-resolved’
(Pope, 2000). In that case, simulation results are fairly insensitive to the LES
model employed (Nieuwstadt and de Valk, 1987). Unfortunately, the mesh
resolution requirement can be impractical with today’s computers in high-Re
problems because the range of energy-containing (integral) scales increases
with Re. Moreover, estimates of the amount of energy in the sub-filter scales
depend on the LES model (Klein, 2005) (see §5.4.6 for a detailed discussion).
To compound the difficulties, in high-Reynolds-number boundary layer
flows, eddy size tends to zero at the wall and it becomes impossible to resolve
the entire energy-containing range (Mason, 1994). Then a large proportion
of the turbulent stress (hence turbulent kinetic energy) near the walls is car-
ried by the LES model, causing a strong dependence of near-wall dynamics
on the choice of LES model (Porte-Agel, 2004). The physics of wall-bounded
anisotropic turbulence is also more complicated than ‘free’ isotropic turbu-
lence and poorly understood; many empirical near-wall models have been
developed to parameterise the flow with varying levels of success.
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5.1.3 Implicit and Explicit LES
Two alternative strategies can be considered for choosing the filter width
(Geurts and Fro¨hlich, 2001). On the one hand, the filter width is tied to the
mesh size by a fixed ratio:
4 = α4, α > 1, (5.1)
where the actual action of filtering is implicit in the discretisation method on
a computational mesh, hence this method is known as implicit filtering (hence
implicit LES )1. Resolved flow information in LES is defined as those scales
which are equal to or larger than the filter size, not the mesh. Therefore,
implicit LES maximises the amount of resolved flow information on a given
mesh because the filter size can be as small as the mesh size. Refining the
mesh reduces the filter width, improving modelling accuracy.
In implicit LES, the role of α is simply to set the filter size in the LES
model. Pope (2000) and Ferziger et al. (1999) recommended α = 2 for the
following reason. Consider a 1D uniform mesh using either finite elements
with piecewise linear continuous shape functions or the control volume (CV)
discretisation. By the Nyquist sampling theorem, the shortest resolvable
wavelengths on that mesh require at least three degrees of freedom (i.e. two
elements or CVs) to be represented. Any wavelengths shorter than that
cannot be represented and are thus filtered out and relegated to the SFS.
Hence the filter width has to be twice the mesh size: if less, then the largest
SFS are missed and if more, then they are double-counted.
However, in 3D and on inhomogeneous unstructured meshes the filter
width definition is not so clear, negating such a simple treatment. It is
therefore a valid choice to set α = 1 in order to maximise usable information.
Results presented in Chapter 6 give weight to the idea that using α = 1
is acceptable. Nevertheless, doing so may incur significant discretisation or
‘aliasing’ errors in the smallest resolved scales, but this may be offset by gains
in modelling accuracy. Simulations by Klein (2005) and Meyers et al. (2003)
show that discretisation and modelling errors interact in complex ways.
If the filter width is held constant and the mesh is refined it can be shown
that the LES solution converges to some mesh-independent LES solution as
the discretisation error (determined by mesh size) becomes relatively small
compared to the modelling error (determined by the form of the SFS stress
model) (Geurts and Fro¨hlich, 2001). In this case the filter width is no longer
tied to the mesh size and explicit filtering must be performed using some
1N.B. This is distinct from the Implicit LES (ILES) methods in §3.5.6 which use the
truncation error in the discretised equations as an LES model, e.g. Hickel et al. (2007).
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filter operator acting on the discrete solution, hence the LES method is called
explicit LES 2.
Whilst it is useful from a numerical point of view to separate the modelling
and discretisation errors, the amount of information in the filtered solution
is much smaller than that which is representable on the mesh as the finest
scales resolvable on the mesh are excluded. Explicit LES has been used
successfully in a number of cases, e.g. Gullbrand (2003a) found that explicit
filtering improved the prediction of turbulence intensity versus implicit LES.
Implicit LES is more commonly used because it is deemed a more efficient use
of resources, although the errors become intertwined if α is small (Geurts and
Fro¨hlich, 2001). Some additional advantages and disadvantages of implicit
versus explicit filtering are raised by the dynamic method, as discussed in
§5.2.2.5.
5.1.4 Ideal LES Model Qualities
In practical or engineering terms, an ideal LES model is one that does not
need to be tuned to a particular flow type or geometry, optimises use of com-
putational resources, captures the inherent inhomogeneity and anisotropy of
turbulence and has a well-defined convergent error. In order to be used in
complex geometry, the model should be applicable to unstructured meshes.
This chapter describes the steps taken towards such a model and the chal-
lenges encountered along the way.
In addition to these practical qualities, there are some basic mathemat-
ical qualities that any LES model is required to have3. These ensure that
the model equations have the same properties as the exact Navier-Stokes
equations and therefore that the simulated turbulence is a physically valid
approximation to the real flow. For example, the fluid stress tensor τij is a
positive semi-definite matrix. The realisability condition requires that the
modelled SFS stress tensor is also positive semi-definite. It can be proved
that it is so, if and only if the LES filter kernel G(x) is non-negative (cf. §5.1)
(Geurts and Holm, 2004). However, if the LES filter is implicit, then G(x)
is not explicitly known so it is not clear whether the realisability condition
is satisfied (Berselli et al., 2006).
The consistency condition states that the solution to the filtered Navier-
Stokes equations, u, tends to the continuous solution u in the limit of zero
mesh size, 4 → 0. This ensures that a DNS is recovered as the mesh is
2Note that explicit filtering can be applied in the former case of filter width tied to
mesh size, but that it doesn’t have to be.
3For a complete list of properties that an LES model should obey, see Berselli et al.
(2006).
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refined. Furthermore, some level of accuracy is required such that ‖u−u‖ →
0 as 4 → 0 at some provable rate. Demonstrating this in practice is quite
involved because u changes considerably with reducing mesh size as more
and more turbulent scales are included in the LES solution. A discussion of
LES error estimation and control is presented in §5.4.
5.1.5 Smagorinsky LES Model
The most widely used LES model for τRij is that of Smagorinsky (1963). Like
many LES models it is based on the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity hypothesis
(cf. §3.30). The model is derived from the assumption of an instantaneous
balance between the production and dissipation of SFS turbulent kinetic
energy in isotropic turbulence (Germano et al., 1991). An eddy viscosity ντ
is introduced to account for the dissipative effect of the SFS motions:
νT = C
2
S4
2 ∣∣S∣∣ , (5.2)
where CS is the Smagorinsky coefficient, 4 is the filter width and
∣∣S∣∣ is the
rate of strain modulus:
Sij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
, (5.3)
∣∣S∣∣ = √2SijSij. (5.4)
Then the deviatoric SFS stress tensor is defined as:
τRij = τij −
1
3
τkkδij = −2νTSij. (5.5)
As outlined in §3.3.4, the isotropic or spherical stress tensor τii is included
implicitly in the pressure. This causes problems if we want to know the exact
pressure in an LES solution, which are described in §5.1.6.5.
The constant CS was originally tuned by Lilly (1967) to satisfy the −5/3
power law of the inertial range of the Kolmogorov energy spectrum in high-
Re flows, assuming that 4 is in the inertial range, resulting in the value
CS = 0.17. The generally used value is CS = 0.1 for free shear and channel
flows, though as will be seen in the next section, it should be a flow-dependent
variable.
5.1.6 Avenues of Improvement
The Smagorinsky LES model may be the most widely used but it has several
serious deficiencies. No allowance is made for flow inhomogeneity since the
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Smagorinsky coefficient CS does not vary spatially. The coefficient is in
fact flow-dependent and therefore usually not known in advance, except in
the simplest of flows (Sagaut and Me´neveau, 2006). The model can be too
dissipative at walls, resulting in under-prediction of the Reynolds stresses
at the wall, leading to over-predicted mean velocity further away from the
wall (Meneveau et al., 2005). For example, the Smagorinsky model applied
to the atmospheric boundary layer over-predicted mean shear in the surface
layer, preventing the growth of instabilities (Chen et al., 2008). Additional
near-wall models are often used to give the correct scaling of the coefficient
(Pope, 2000).
Nor is there any provision for anisotropy of the SFS since the eddy viscos-
ity is scalar (i.e. the same in all directions at each point). The model does not
behave well in turbulent flows where anisotropy is strong, which is the condi-
tion of most real flows (Pope, 2000). The different turbulent lengthscales in
different directions are smeared out by using a single ‘average’ value, effec-
tively isotropising the SFS and breaking the cascade of anisotropy (Gallerano
et al., 2005).
Criticisms are levelled at the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity hypothesis in gen-
eral. The specification of a scalar eddy viscosity implies that the eigenvectors
of the stress tensor τij are aligned with the rate-of-strain tensor Sij. It has
been shown that they are not always aligned (Tao et al., 2000; Meneveau
and Katz, 2000). In inhomogeneous flows the smallest scales contain two
components: a rapid part explicitly dependent on the mean velocity gradi-
ent, and an independent slow part. The rapid part cannot be modelled by
eddy-viscosity models (i.e. models based on the Boussinesq hypothesis), but
is important in non-equilibrium turbulence when production is greater than
dissipation, or with large filter size (Liu et al., 1999).
A further problem with the eddy-viscosity hypothesis is that it requires
the SFS kinetic energy production to be positive, i.e. energy is constrained
to transfer from resolved scales to SFS and not the other way. It has been
shown that there is in fact a flow of energy in the opposite direction, known
as backscatter, and eddy-viscosity-based models fail to account for this mech-
anism (Piomelli et al., 1991; Horiuti, 1989). In flows with a significant power
input (i.e. energy flow from large to small scales is dominant) and over mod-
erate time-scales, which are typical of industrial problems, this inability to
model backscatter is not detrimental (Berselli et al., 2006). For problems in
which the energy balance is more delicate, or in which we want to know the
velocity and pressure over a long time interval, eddy-viscosity models may
not be appropriate and one should look to alternatives which base the eddy
viscosity on the finest resolved scales such as variational multiscale simulation
(VMS) (Berselli et al., 2006).
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Five strategies for creating improved eddy-viscosity-based LES models,
which can be used together, are outlined below.
5.1.6.1 Dynamic Method
The ground-breaking dynamic method (Germano et al., 1991) addresses the
problem of flow-dependence of the Smagorinsky coefficient by relating it dy-
namically to the local flow conditions. It has rapidly become a widely-used
and trusted model for complex flows (Piomelli, 1999). Among others, Lilly
(1992), Ghosal et al. (1995), Meneveau and Lund (1996) and Gallerano et al.
(2005) have modified or extended the Germano dynamic method to resolve
some of its mathematical inconsistencies and improve its behaviour. The
method is described in full in §5.2.2.
5.1.6.2 Adaptive Meshing
Grid generation is one of the most difficult problems in simulating complex
geometry, particularly if conventional structured grids are used (Cant, 2002).
Unstructured meshes can be more simply designed to fit any arbitrary shape.
To reduce the number of nodes in a mesh and thus the computational effort
required to solve an LES, the mesh should be refined only where greater
accuracy is needed, e.g. in shear layers, and coarsened where the solution is
less sensitive to mesh size. Unstructured mesh adaptivity achieves this by
adjustment of the sizes and shapes of elements in an unstructured mesh to
meet a solution accuracy criterion. The method has been implemented in
the general-purpose CFD code Fluidity (Pain et al., 2001) and has been used
to reduce the effort required to solve complex problems such as bluff body
flow with LES (Bentham, 2003) and gravity currents (Hiester et al., 2011).
A full description of the method and its use with LES are given in §5.4.
Another method for generating flow-following meshes known as the Arbi-
trary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method has been used successfully in some
problems (Darlington et al., 2002) but may be difficult to use in complex ge-
ometry.
5.1.6.3 Anisotropic Filtering
Let us assume that the implicit LES strategy is followed. The filter width
4 is then a scalar multiple of element size 4. We wish to obtain an ac-
curate solution with the least amount of computational effort so we use an
inhomogeneous unstructured mesh containing widely varying element sizes
and aspect ratios. The question arises of what an appropriate measure of
element size, hence filter size, actually is in such a mesh. The conventional
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approach is to take the element size as the cube root of the volume (in 3D)
as proposed by Deardorff (1970), for Cartesian meshes:
4 = (414243)1/3, (5.6)
and for unstructured meshes:
4 = V 1/3, (5.7)
where 4i signifies the edge length in a Cartesian direction and V is the
element volume. In the finite element method the volume of an element can
be found from the sum of the quadrature weights, i.e. integrating unity over
the element:
V =
n∑
i=−n
Wi, (5.8)
where n and Wi are determined by the quadrature rule.
High-aspect-ratio elements pose a problem because the cube root of the
volume does not necessarily resemble the actual dimensions of the element
in any direction. Therefore, the resolution capabilities of the mesh are not
made best use of and furthermore, the implicit assumption is made that the
SFS motions are isotropic and that the element is a cube. Secondly, basic
geometry illustrates that the relationship between volume and characteristic
size (edge length, diameter etc.) differs between shapes.
A tensor filter width accounts for mesh anisotropy. In the conventional
case of anisotropic (stretched) Cartesian meshes, a tensorial ‘box’ filter was
used by Bardina et al. (1980), who proposed that the moment of inertia Iij
was a convenient tensorial definition of the size of a parallelepiped element:
Iij =
1
V
∫
V
4i4j dV. (5.9)
For a cuboid the tensor has only diagonal terms:
Iij =
2
3
421 0 00 422 0
0 0 423
 , (5.10)
where 4i is the element size in direction i. The tensorial filter width (5.9) is
decomposed into spherical (isotropic) and deviatoric (anisotropic) parts akin
to the SFS stress tensor:
Iij = Iδij + Iij, (5.11)
I =
1
3
Ikk =
1
3
(422 +4
2
2 +4
2
3), (5.12)
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Alternatively, Scotti et al. (1993) proposed a filter width correction factor
for anisotropic Cartesian meshes which, it was claimed, improved estimation
of the SFS dissipation rate, but neither of these proposals is applicable to
unstructured meshes. Oshima et al. (1997) found that on stretched Cartesian
meshes the Deardorff definition of scalar filter width (5.7) gave similar pre-
dictions of C2S4
2
to calculating independent filter widths in each Cartesian
direction. From this result they rationalised the use of Deardorff’s definition
on unstructured meshes, but the validity of extending it to such a different
mesh topology is questionable.
A tensorial filter width definition for tetrahedral elements based on a met-
ric tensor was proposed in Bentham (2003) to form the basis of a tensorial
Smagorinsky model (cf. §5.2.1). The metric tensor M, used in the unstruc-
tured mesh adaptivity method in Fluidity (see §3.6.1), encodes mesh sizing
and orientation:
M = VTΛV = VT
λζ 0 00 λη 0
0 0 λξ
V, (5.13)
where λi are the eigenvalues of M, V is a rotation matrix consisting of the
normalised eigenvectors of M, Λ is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of
M and the transformation VT ...V is the rotation from local (element) to
global (Cartesian) coordinates. The eigenvalues λi correspond to h
−2
i where
hi are the edge lengths of a tetrahedral element. Inverting this metric defines
a tensor, the squared size of a generic tetrahedral element (42)ij:
(42)ij =M−1 = V−1Λ−1(VT )−1 = VTΛ−1V = VT
h2ζ 0 00 h2η 0
0 0 h2ξ
V.
(5.14)
Then the tensorial filter size is given by
(42)ij = α2(42)ij. (5.15)
5.1.6.4 Anisotropic, Nonlinear and Mixed Models
Even if an LES is well-resolved according to the definition of Pope (2000)
given above, there is some evidence that the small scales of turbulence are not
as isotropic as predicted by the Kolmogorov hypotheses (Fureby and Grin-
stein, 2002). In the case of an under-resolved LES it is to be expected that
the SFS are anisotropic because the anisotropy of the largest scales cascades
down to intermediate scales (Sagaut, 2006). Some way of accounting for this
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in the model, i.e. for a departure from local isotropy, is desirable to improve
model accuracy and practicality. While the dynamic method of Germano
et al. (1991) captures the spatial variations (inhomogeneity) of the SFS by
means of a spatially-varying coefficient, there is no commonly accepted way
to properly account for anisotropy in an LES model. A discussion of how
SFS anisotropy can be represented in the eddy viscosity is given by Carati
and Cabot (1996).
The scale-similarity LES model of Bardina et al. (1980) is based on the
scale-similarity assumption that the important interactions between the re-
solved scales and SFS involve the largest unresolved and smallest resolved
scales, and that these scales are self-similar in shape. The model simply
ignores the effects of the cross and Reynolds tensors Cij and Rij in (3.26),
specifying that
τRij = Lij −
1
3
Lkkδij. (5.16)
However, it has been found that the scale-similarity model is insufficiently
dissipative, i.e. it may not provide an adequate energy drain from the re-
solved scales to SFS (Gallerano et al., 2005).
Bardina et al. (1980) also proposed a nonlinear Smagorinsky eddy-
viscosity model based on the inertia-tensor filter given in (5.11):
τRij = C1I
∣∣S∣∣Sij
+C2
∣∣S∣∣ (IikSkj + IjkSki − 1
3
IlkSklδik)
+C3
∣∣S∣∣ /I(IikIklSkl − 1
3
ImkImlSklδij), (5.17)
where C1, C2, C3 are constants (Sagaut and Me´neveau, 2006). The first term
is simply the Smagorinsky model with a scalar filter width given by 4 =
1
3
(422 +4
2
2 +4
2
3), while additional terms account for anisotropy. The model
was found to be superior to the conventional Smagorinsky model, resulting
in less variation of best-fit Smagorinsky coefficients for different shapes of
mesh. It has been combined with the Bardina scale-similarity model, (5.16),
to form a mixed model which is reported by Zang et al. (1993) to combine
the advantages of both models and provide a sufficient energy drain.
A simple anisotropic model, extending the original Smagorinsky model
to three directions, was developed by Zahrai et al. (1995):
(νT )k = CS(414243)2/9(4k)4/3
〈
2SijSij
〉3/2
. (5.18)
This model was tested successfully in turbulent channel flow but is only
applicable to Cartesian meshes.
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Bentham (2003) proposed a tensorial Smagorinsky-type model (cf. §5.2.1)
for inhomogeneous unstructured tetrahedral meshes based on the anisotropic
filter width given by (5.15). This tensorial LES model with unstructured
mesh adaptivity produced slightly superior results to the isotropic Smagorin-
sky model in simulations of a cube in cross-flow. Good agreement with DNS
and experimental data was obtained using the tensorial LES model with un-
structured mesh adaptivity in simulations of plane channel flow and bluff
body flow by Pavlidis et al. (2009). In the more complex case of flow at a
street junction, accuracy was compromised by insufficient resolution and the
use of no-slip boundary conditions (Aristodemou et al., 2009).
The problem of incorrect alignment of the stress and strain tensors can
also be addressed by using a tensorial eddy viscosity. Multiplication of the
strain tensor by an anisotropic viscosity tensor results in a stress tensor
with wholly different eigenvectors, not necessarily aligned with the strain
tensor. The required degree of rotation is not known from physical principles;
experimental results (Tao et al., 2000) and DNS (Horiuti, 2003) have only
provided empirical relationships although the latter found that the rotation
was primarily due to a term proportional to (SikΩkl + SjkΩkl), where Sij is
the strain rate tensor and Ωij =
(
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂uj
∂xi
)
is the rotation rate tensor.
An alternative method for obtaining the correct alignment of stress and
strain is via a nonlinear eddy-viscosity model (Pope, 2000). A general rela-
tionship between stress, strain rate and rotation rate was derived by Lund
and Novikov (1992) in terms of 11 independent combinations of strain and
rotation rates, of which the above term is one, although no more than six
are retained to avoid excessive computational cost and bad numerical be-
haviour (Wang and Bergstrom, 2005). The scale-similarity model of Bardina
et al. (1980) also included several of the 11 terms. For a full analysis of the
angles between eigenvectors of the stress tensor and various components of
a dynamic nonlinear model (DNM) incorporating four of the 11 terms, see
Wang and Bergstrom (2005). DNM and standard dynamic LES model re-
sults in Couette flow were comparable. However, the DNM was more robust,
did not require the stabilisation measures that the standard dynamic LES
model does, and provided more information on the flow of energy to and
from the SFS. Furthermore, the angles between the stress and strain tensors
were measured and showed significant differences between the free-stream
and near-wall regions, providing justification for an approach which allows
the angles to be controlled.
It is more common to simply include terms up to fourth-order in u from
the scale-similarity model (5.17), e.g. Dantinne et al. (1997), Clark et al.
(1979). Fourth-order dissipation has a localised effect in wavenumber space,
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concentrating on the highest resolved wavelengths near the cut-off frequency
(Cerutti et al., 2000). At Imperial College, Candy (2008) extended the
work of Bentham (2003) to use the anisotropic inhomogeneous filter with
a fourth-order hyperviscosity model defined by taking the difference between
two second-order discretisations. Tests of the method in the backward-facing
step and an ocean gravity current showed that it was more scale-selective in
its dissipative properties than a second-order scheme: mesh-scale structures
were dissipated more strongly and large-scale structures less so.
5.1.6.5 Subfilter-Scale Kinetic Energy Estimation
When an LES model is based on the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity hypothesis (cf.
§3.3.4) and the flow is incompressible, the spherical or isotropic SFS stress
is not modelled. The reason for this is that ∇u + (∇u)T has zero trace.
It has been mentioned in §3.3.4 that the spherical stress is added implicitly
to the pressure which begs the question “How do we know its value?” The
expression below is often cited (Pope, 2000):
1
3
τijδij =
2
3
k, (5.19)
where k is the sub-filter kinetic energy – but in an LES we do not know k
unless we have an additional model for it such as the one-equation model (cf.
§4.2).
In actual fact it is not necessary to know τii but the reason why is seldom
explicitly stated. When the Poisson equation for pressure is solved, subject
to the constraint that the filtered velocity has zero-divergence, the pressure
solution must implicitly include the spherical stress in order to satisfy the
zero-divergence constraint (Vreman et al., 1994). In other words, if the de-
viatoric stress is added to the momentum equation then the pressure must
be the modified pressure (3.14) in order to satisfy the filtered continuity
equation (3.20b). The same applies to RANS eddy-viscosity models.
Therefore, in cases where we want to know the exact pressure, LES models
based on the eddy-viscosity hypothesis are deficient (Vreman et al., 1994).
It has been shown in channel flow simulations that the magnitude of the
modification can be non-negligible when the ratio α is very large or when
very close to the wall (Kaneda and Leslie, 1983). A method of estimating
k might then be desirable. Vreman et al. (1994) derived a lower bound on
k for the SFS stress τij to be positive semi-definite and therefore realisable
(cf. §5.1.4) if the Smagorinsky model and a non-negative filter (cf. §5.1) are
used:
k > 1
2
√
3C2S4
2|S|. (5.20)
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The Yoshizawa model for k arises from this lower bound:
k = Ck42|S|, Ck > 1
2
√
3C2S, (5.21)
where Yoshizawa (1986) proposed the value Ck = 0.0886. Other models for
the SFS turbulent kinetic energy are available; see, e.g. Berselli et al. (2006).
Further advantages can be gained by modelling k, including the ability to
determine the global energy balance and the local flux of energy to and from
the SFS (i.e. backscatter) (Gallerano et al., 2005). The Smagorinsky model
by itself is unable to account for this process, as it assumes that energy only
flows to the SFS from the resolved scales. The reverse direction is known
as backscatter and is accounted for in methods such as EDQNM modelling
which accounts for the quantity and spectrum of the kinetic energy fluxes
(Sagaut and Me´neveau, 2006). The localised dynamic LES model of Ghosal
et al. (1995) also accounts for energy balance and fluxes.
5.1.6.6 Boundary Conditions
LES models generally incur errors near the wall in turbulent boundary layers
because the integral scale of the flow becomes very small (Georgiadis et al.,
2009). Provision of adequate mesh resolution becomes impractical beyond
moderate Reynolds numbers. The Smagorinsky model is usually supple-
mented with wall functions similar to those used with RANS models (see
§4.3.1) to damp the eddy viscosity near walls. The design of wall functions is
a vast subject; Piomelli and Balaras (2002) provide a comprehensive review
of the various options.
More sophisticated LES models can avoid the need for empirical near-wall
adjustments. The dynamic method with the Smagorinsky model has been
shown to give approximately the correct near-wall behaviour without wall
functions (Germano et al., 1991). A more recent solution to the problem
of insufficient near-wall resolution is hybrid LES-RANS modelling; see the
review by Fro¨hlich and von Terzi (2008). LES is used in the free stream while
the boundary layer flow is modelled with RANS, allowing grids to be coarser
near the wall without loss of detail in the main flow. The main difficulty
is matching the flow at the interface between the RANS and LES regions
(Piomelli et al., 2003). Hybrid models have begun to be tested in nuclear
engineering applications. Rolfo et al. (2010) simulated flow through a heated
tube bundle with a hybrid RANS-LES model using the v2 − f RANS model
of Laurence et al. (2005), finding that it over-predicted wall shear stress and
was sensitive to the choice of blending function.
A different hybrid method, the hybrid zonal (two-layer) model of Balaras
et al. (1996), uses simplified equations on a separate mesh near the wall with
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weak interaction at the interface. The velocity term in the wall region comes
from the outer flow and the resulting wall shear stress is fed back to the outer
region. Results were good for a square duct and a rotating channel compared
to the log law. Diurno et al. (2001) applied the model to a backward-facing
step with good results.
In order to obtain correct flow statistics in a problem where turbulent flow
enters the domain, some realistic turbulent behaviour should be prescribed
as an inlet condition or enough of the upstream geometry should be included
in the domain to allow the flow to develop turbulence. Various methods
are available of differing complexity and sophistication as outlined in §3.4.2.
The synthetic eddy method (SEM) of Jarrin et al. (2006) is adopted here for
this purpose. SEM is a statistical reconstruction of a turbulent flow based
on prescribed mean, Reynolds stress and lengthscale profiles obtained from
DNS or experimental data. It has been implemented in Fluidity as described
in Pavlidis et al. (2009).
5.2 A New Tensorial Dynamic LES Model
Several of the above improvements – the dynamic method, mesh adaptivity,
anisotropic filtering and tensorial eddy viscosity – are here combined into
one new model, the tensorial dynamic LES model. A tensorial filter width,
related to the mesh size, is used in a tensorial eddy-viscosity model for the
SFS tensor as proposed by Bentham (2003). It is also incorporated into the
inverse Helmholtz filter operator as suggested in Germano (1986a) to be used
as an explicit filter operator in the dynamic method. The result is a tensorial
dynamic LES model which is designed for use with unstructured mesh adap-
tivity since it can represent the anisotropy of the elements. It is proposed
that this method is ideal for high-Reynolds number flow in complex geome-
tries owing to its ability to represent the anisotropy and inhomogeneity of
the flow. By constructing anisotropic SFS stresses, the model is not bound
by Kolmogorov’s isotropy hypothesis, and may therefore relax the resolution
requirements of standard LES models which do assume isotropic SFS. An-
other consequence of the model is that the anisotropy cascade from resolved
scales to SFS is maintained.
5.2.1 Tensor Eddy Viscosity
The tensor eddy viscosity LES model developed by Bentham (2003) is a
variation of the standard Smagorinsky model (5.2) that can be applied con-
sistently to unstructured triangular or tetrahedral meshes with finite element
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discretisations. The filter width 4 is redefined as a tensor 4ij so that the
model diffusion is scaled independently in each spatial direction and at each
point in the domain. This is particularly useful in combination with unstruc-
tured mesh adaptivity where the mesh is refined or coarsened and stretched
according to the local flow conditions. The model is written
νT,ij = C
2
S(4
2
)ij|S|, (5.22)
where νT,ij is a tensor eddy viscosity, CS is the Smagorinsky coefficient and
(42)ij is the squared tensor filter width in an unstructured mesh given by
(5.15). Brackets have been used to clarify that (42)ij is different from
(4ij)2 = 4ij4ij.
In order to include this tensor eddy viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions the stress-strain relationship given by (5.5) has to be modified. Instead
of writing the deviatoric SFS stress tensor directly, the divergence of the SFS
stress, or subfilter force, which is the term actually included in the filtered
momentum equation (3.27), is given by (Bentham, 2003):
∂τRij
∂xj
=
∂
∂xi
[
νT,jk ◦ ∂uj
∂xk
]
, (5.23)
where ◦ indicates a pointwise (Hadamard) product. This is equivalent to
treating each component of the mesh size tensor as a separate scalar. Unlike
the eddy-viscosity hypothesis, it does not constrain the stress and strain
tensors to be aligned.
Unfortunately, the Hadamard product is not invariant. Given two tensors
A and B and a transformation matrix R (e.g. a rotation or reflection), it can
be shown by finding simple counter-examples that, in general,
R(A ◦B)RT 6= (RART ) ◦ (RBRT ). (5.24)
That is, the transformed Hadamard product of A and B is not the same as
the Hadamard product of two transformed tensors. This means that the LES
model thus derived is not invariant under rotations, reflections and Galilean
transformations, while the original Navier-Stokes equations are. In contrast,
an LES model based on a scalar eddy viscosity and scalar filter width is
invariant, since no Hadamard product is required. Whether this has bearing
on the model accuracy has not been ascertained and remains a matter for
further research.
5.2.2 Dynamic Method
The concept of the dynamic method is to derive an SFS stress term from the
finest resolved scales, which are elucidated by twice filtering the velocity field
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and comparing the first- and second-filtered fields (Germano et al., 1991). A
spatially varying coefficient is calculated from this extra information, ad-
dressing the problem of the Smagorinsky model’s constant coefficient. The
idea actually predates the dynamic method: Bardina et al. (1980) described
the difference between two filtered fields as a natural way to estimate the SFS
by invoking the scale-similarity assumption (cf. §5.1.6.4) and also introduced
the idea of a tensorial eddy viscosity.
The first or ‘mesh’ filtering G(u)→ u, with filter width given by (5.1), is
either an unknown filtering operation implicit in the choice of discretisation
and mesh, i.e. implicit LES, or an explicit operation on the discrete field
as explained in §5.1.3. The second or ‘test’ filtering is an explicit operation
(described in §5.1) on the first filtered field u resulting in a twice-filtered
velocity field u˜: G˜(u)→ u˜, with filter width 4˜ given by
4˜ = β4, β > 1. (5.25)
The overbar notation is used for first-filtered quantites, the tilde for test-
filtered quantities and the combination of overbar and tilde for twice-filtered
quantities. Sequential application of filters, written as the convolution G˜ =
G˜G, can be treated as a single filter operation with a combined width of
4˜
2
≈ 4˜2 +42 = (1 + β2)42. (5.26)
5.2.2.1 Modelled Terms
For each filter level an LES model is written. The mesh- and twice-filtered
deviatoric SFS stresses are, respectively:
τRij = τij −
1
3
τkkδij = uiuj − uiuj, (5.27)
TRij = Tij −
1
3
Tkkδij = u˜iuj − u˜iu˜j. (5.28)
Any eddy-viscosity model may be used to model the stress tensors, but in
the original form the Smagorinsky model (5.2) is used:
τRij = −2C2S4
2|S|Sij, (5.29)
TRij = −2C2S4˜
2
|S˜|S˜ij. (5.30)
Intermediate turbulent stresses (i.e. between the two filter levels), known as
the Leonard tensor4, are defined by the Germano identity (Pope, 2000):
Lij = Tij − τ˜ij = u˜iuj − u˜iu˜j. (5.31)
4A different but related form to the Leonard tensor in the triple decomposition, (3.26).
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The deviatoric part of the Leonard tensor is written
LRij = Lij −
1
3
Lkkδij = T
R
ij − τ˜Rij . (5.32)
The benefit of this identity is that the terms are known, whereas not all the
terms of (5.27) and (5.28) are known. Substitution of (5.29) and (5.30) into
(5.32) and contraction of both sides with the rate of strain Sij as proposed
by Germano et al. (1991) gives
LRijSij = LijSij = −2cS
(
4˜
2
|S˜|S˜ijSij −42|˜S|SklSkl
)
, (5.33)
where cS and 4 have been written outside of the filtering operation .˜ . .
in the second term by assuming that they do not vary rapidly in space,
and furthermore the coefficient has been redefined as cS = C
2
S to reflect
the possibility of it being negative. Note that the isotropic part of Lij has
disappeared because Skk = 0 in an incompressible flow.
The coefficient cS is then found from the following expression:
cS(x, t) = −1
2
LijSij
4˜
2
|S˜|S˜klSkl −42 ˜|S|SmnSmn
, (5.34)
and finally the eddy viscosity is given by the standard Smagorinsky formula:
νT (x, t) = cS(x, t)42
∣∣S∣∣ . (5.35)
5.2.2.2 Inconsistencies
There are some difficulties with the dynamic method as written above. (5.34)
is actually five independent equations for one unknown: the first inconsis-
tency of the dynamic method as originally conceived. The second inconsis-
tency is the assumption in (5.33) that cS does not fluctuate strongly in space,
which is mathematically inconsistent and not always true (Meneveau et al.,
2005). However, Lilly’s method for determining cS (see below) renders this
assumption consistent (Ghosal et al., 1995). The assumption that 4 does
not vary rapidly is valid on inhomogeneous meshes only if the filter width can
be controlled by careful mesh design (the implications for mesh adaptivity
are considered later).
A third inconsistency is that the denominator of (5.34) can become very
small which causes numerical instability. To stabilise the calculation Ger-
mano et al. (1991) locally averaged the quantities along homogeneous planes
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in the fluid (e.g. parallel to the wall in fully-developed channel flow), so that
the dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient is calculated from
cS(x, t) = −1
2
〈LijSij〉
4˜
2
〈|S˜|S˜klSkl〉 − 42〈˜|S|SmnSmn〉
, (5.36)
where 〈. . .〉 denotes local averaging. However, homogeneous directions may
not be known a priori. To address this last point, Meneveau and Lund
(1996) came up with a Lagrangian path averaging technique which made
the Germano dynamic method applicable to arbitrary geometry in which no
homogeneous directions exist. Neither of these ad hoc methods is trivial or
cheap to compute and it is advantageous to avoid averaging procedures if
possible.
Germano et al. (1991) used (5.35) and (5.36) in a turbulent channel flow
simulation with filtering performed only over the wall-parallel directions with
good results. Balaras et al. (1995) found that the dynamic method was
able to recreate the asymptotic behaviour of SFS stress near walls, observed
in experiments and DNS, without resolving into the viscous sublayer and
without additional damping functions.
5.2.2.3 Lilly’s Modified Dynamic Method
An alternative to averaging for removal of the numerical instability was in-
troduced by Lilly (1992). The Leonard tensor is written
Lij = 2cSMij, (5.37)
Mij = 4˜
2
|S˜|S˜ij −42|˜S|Sij. (5.38)
The coefficient is found by a least-squares error minimisation. Defining the
error as
Q = (Lij − 2cSMij)2, (5.39)
and setting ∂Q/∂cS = 0, a modified expression for cS is obtained:
cS(x, t) =
1
2
LijMij
MklMkl
. (5.40)
Even with this improved estimation method, cS has been shown to vary
rapidly in space and to become locally negative representing backscattering
of turbulent kinetic energy from the SFS to the resolved scales (Lund and
Novikov, 1992). However, negative values of cS (hence eddy viscosity) re-
mained negative for long periods of time which caused exponential growth
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of the local velocity field. Whilst some mechanism to account for energy
backscatter is desirable, this long-lasting negativity simply causes simula-
tions to blow up (Metais and Lesieur, 1996).
To fix this problem, Lilly (1992) ‘clipped’ the coefficient so that cS > 0
and cS 6 cS,max, stating that locally unbounded values could be truncated
without losing the conceptual advantage of the formulation. Enforcing cS > 0
prevents backscatter and the associated problems. A maximum value of
cS,max = C
2
S = 0.17
2 ≈ 0.03 is obtained theoretically from the Kolmogorov
energy spectrum (Lilly, 1967), and has been confirmed by experiments (Clark
et al., 1979; Kwak et al., 1975), although Deardorff (1970) and Schumann
(1975) found cS,max = 0.01.
Neither clipping nor averaging are ideal solutions since they are ad-hoc
operations which weaken the robustness and physical validity of the dy-
namic method. Clipping has the side effect of making the model irreversible,
whereas the SFS stresses in the exact Navier-Stokes equations are reversible,
meaning that the evolution of the velocity is reversed if its sign is changed
in the absence of molecular viscosity (Carati et al., 2001). In this work, the
clipping approach is taken for its simplicity in comparison to averaging. A
value of cS,max = 0.04 is selected to allow for some local deviation from the
theoretical maximum value, and backscatter is prevented by clipping cS > 0.
5.2.2.4 Backscatter Modelling
Backscatter is a potentially desirable property of the model as long as the
model still satisfies the ideal model properties given in §5.1.4, i.e. it is
bounded and realisable. Germano et al. (1991) reported that the stresses
were closer to DNS as a result of including backscatter. The Smagorinsky
model by itself has no knowledge of the amount of SFS energy so it is unable
to halt the reverse flow of energy once the SFS energy reserves are depleted,
therefore an alternative LES model is needed if backscatter is to be incorpo-
rated properly.
Ghosal et al. (1995) proposed modifications to the dynamic method to
account for energy fluxes, among other improvements which addressed the
inconsistencies in the dynamic method, but at the expense of model pro-
grammability (Sagaut, 2006). An equation was solved for the SFS kinetic
energy kSFS which allowed cS to become negative. With an eddy-viscosity
LES model dependent on kSFS, their method allowed stable energy flow in
both directions while the total energy monotonically decreased due to viscous
effects. However, the exact nature of backscatter is difficult to model and
sensitive to the filter employed (Ghosal et al., 1995).
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5.2.2.5 Self-Similarity and Scale Invariance
The dynamic method assumes self-similarity in the scales of motion in which
the first and second filter widths lie, i.e. both scales lie within the inertial
range of the turbulent cascade, where the Kolmogorov -5/3 gradient (3.5)
is expected to apply (Carati and van den Eijnden, 1997). This allows the
same cS to be used in both LES models. A consequence of the assumption of
self-similarity is that the dynamic method is restricted to fine meshes in high
Reynolds number flows because of the requirement to have both filter widths
sufficiently far down in the inertial range. Another resolution constraint is
placed by the Smagorinsky models, (5.29), which assume isotropy of the
SFS. Obviously these constraints are somewhat limiting when simulating
complex high-Reynolds number flows. Avoiding having to make either the
scale-similarity or local isotropy assumptions may allow coarser meshes to be
used. In this case it is sensible to use a technique such as mesh adaptivity in
order to control the solution error. A full discussion of error estimation for
LES is given in §5.4.
Various methods have been developed to avoid the assumption of scale-
similarity in the dynamic method, usually by making cS scale-dependent.
One way of addressing this is to assume a power-law variation: cS,4 =
cS,α4(4/α4)n, with an additional equation for the power n (Porte-Agel
et al., 2000). Meneveau et al. (2005) found that this scale-dependent dynamic
method was superior to the conventional scale-invariant dynamic Smagorin-
sky model, and to the non-dynamic Smagorinsky LES model with wall damp-
ing functions, in reproducing the log-law region in high-Reynolds number
boundary layers.
Assumption of self-similarity of the turbulent scales requires the filters to
be self-similar too. In turn this requires knowledge of the shape of the filters
but if the mesh filter is implicit then its shape is generally hard to define.
Carati and van den Eijnden (1997) proposed a way to avoid this conundrum
by formulating a dynamic method that was independent of the filter type
using special sets of self-similar filters.
Either implicit filtering on the grid and test filtering with another filter,
or explicit filtering using two (known) similar filter kernels is possible and the
choice has bearing on the self-similarity assumption. In the first approach
the shape of the first filter is implicit in the discretisation and the mesh
construction. In the special case of a Cartesian grid with central differencing,
the implicit numerical filter is identical to the box filter of width 24 where
4 is the grid size, and applying the top hat filter as a test filter satisfies filter
self-similarity (Tejada-Martinez and Jansen, 2004).
In the second approach, both filters are explicit operations which can be
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chosen to satisfy self-similarity (Tejada-Martinez and Jansen, 2004). This
latter method was used by Germano et al. (1991) in turbulent channel flow
with the sharp spectral cut-off filter at both levels. Two different definitions
of filter width were tested and the dynamic model constant cS was reported to
be slightly sensitive to the choice in channel flow tests. Tejada-Martinez and
Jansen (2003) tested the model on regularly connected (structured) meshes
and computed filter widths from the average radial wavenumber associated
with an isosurface of the filter’s transfer function (cf. §5.3.1.2). They found
that the exact choice of filter shape did not significantly affect the value of
cS and that the ratios α and β were more significant. Tejada-Martinez and
Jansen (2006) used the top-hat filter in the dynamic method on hexahedral,
tetrahedral and wedge-shaped finite elements, finding again that cS was not
sensitive to the filter shape, as long as its width was calculated consistently
by this method. The effects of implicit vs. explicit first filter, filter shape
and filter width ratios on the results of LES of a 3D backward-facing step
are investigated in Chapter 6.
5.2.2.6 Filter Width Ratio
The ratios of filter widths α and β may significantly affect results and the
optimal values may differ for a particular simulation and/or discretisation.
Tejada-Martinez and Jansen (2003) found, by trial and error, that α = 1.5
gave the best fit to experimental data of decaying isotropic turbulence when
using regularly-connected hexahedral elements, piecewise trilinear basis func-
tions, one-point quadrature and the top hat filter. Germano et al. (1991)
found that α = 2 gave the best prediction of SFS shear stress and dissipa-
tion in turbulent channel flow at Re=3300. However, in LES of higher-Re
channel flow, the mean and rms velocities were insensitive to changes in α
in contrast to their expectations. Tejada-Martinez and Jansen (2004) tested
different values of α, finding that values of three or four led to over-prediction
of energy in the inertial range. Oshima et al. (1997) used Deardorff’s defi-
nition of scalar filter width (5.7) in finite-difference simulations of decay of
homogeneous turbulence and showed that the optimum values of the filter
width ratios were5 α =
√
2 and β =
√
3. It is desirable to find a less ad hoc
method of establishing the optimal value of α and β, the only input variables
to the dynamic method. For example, Tejada-Martinez and Jansen (2004)
developed a method for dynamically estimating the filter width ratio when
using an implicit first filter.
An alternative view of the dynamic method is that it tunes the dimen-
5(4˜/4)2 = 4 and (4˜/4)2 = 6 in the notation used in Oshima et al. (1997).
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sionless product cSα
2, implying that a decrease in α leads to an increase in
cS and the LES solution is only sensitive to the product (Laurence, 2013).
Therefore, there should be no reason to not select α = 2 to satisfy the Nyquist
theorem, and let the model choose a corresponding value of cS. However, the
results presented in Chapter 6 contradict this conclusion, finding that α = 1
is better than α = 2 with both implicit and explicit first filters. This suggests
that the reciprocal relationship of α and cS may not be strictly true, if only
for the model developed here. The reasons for this are as yet unknown and
the matter requires further investigation.
5.2.2.7 Interaction with Numerical Dissipation
Najjar and Tafti (1996) found that the dynamic method had greater influ-
ence when used with a non-dissipative numerical method (central difference
scheme) versus a stabilised method (upwinding), though the authors think
that this phenomenon is a “numerical shortcoming [rather] than a reflection
on the model itself”. Tejada-Martinez and Jansen (2005) found that the dy-
namic method was sensitive to numerical dissipation introduced by the SUPG
scheme (cf. §3.5.6) simply because numerical dissipation lowered the strain
rate magnitude, though the adjustment was not perfect. They redefined the
dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient based on the difference between the SUPG
and LES model dissipation rates. Garmann et al. (2012) performed high-
resolution simulations of aerofoils with and without a dynamic LES model,
finding that numerical dissipation inherent in the high-order discretisation
scheme provided sufficient stability in this case.
5.2.3 Tensorial Dynamic Method
It is logical to combine the benefits of the dynamic method with an LES
model capable of representing SFS anisotropy. One way this has been
achieved is through a dynamic mixed model, e.g. using the dynamic method
with the sum of Bardina scale-similarity and Smagorinsky models (Zang
et al., 1993; Liu et al., 1994). Alternatively, Vreman et al. (1996) applied the
dynamic method to the Clark model (another tensorial model), and Winck-
elmans et al. (1998) applied it to the nonlinear model of Leonard (1974)
(similar to the Bardina scale-similarity model).
In the standard dynamic method with the Smagorinsky model a scalar
42 is used, resulting in a scalar eddy viscosity (5.35). Here the dynamic
method is implemented with the tensor eddy viscosity Smagorinsky model
of Bentham (2003) related to a tensorial definition of filter width (42)ij
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suitable for unstructured tetrahedral meshes (cf. §5.2.1). Certain changes to
the dynamic method are necessary to accommodate a tensor filter width.
The SFS stress tensors at both filter levels are redefined using (5.23):
∂τRij
∂xj
=
∂
∂xi
[
cS|S|(42)jk ◦ ∂uj
∂xk
]
, (5.41a)
∂TRij
∂xj
=
∂
∂xi
[
cS|S˜|(4˜
2
)jk ◦ ∂u˜j
∂xk
]
. (5.41b)
The deviatoric Leonard tensor (5.37) is redefined as
Lij − 1
3
Lkkδij = −2cS(|S˜|S˜ij ◦ (4˜
2
)ij − |˜S|Skl ◦ (42)kl). (5.42)
The dynamic model coefficient in the least-squares form of Lilly (1992) is
then given by
cS =
1
2
LijMij
MklMkl
, (5.43a)
Mij = |S˜|S˜ij ◦ (4˜
2
)ij − |˜S|Skl ◦ (42)kl. (5.43b)
With (5.22) for the tensorial eddy viscosity and (5.23) for the SFS stress
gradient we have an LES model capable of representing anisotropic inhomo-
geneous sub-filter scales on an unstructured mesh.
5.2.4 Improved Filter Width Definitions
The tensor definition of filter width described in §5.2.1 has been implemented
and tested with the tensorial dynamic LES model in the code Fluidity. For
comparison purposes a scalar definition has also been implemented. It is
defined as the cube root of the element volume (5.7), though this has no
physical basis in unstructured mesh. Validation of the model in the 3D
backward-facing step (cf. Chapter 6) found that the tensor filter width led
to larger values of Smagorinsky coefficient than the scalar width, causing
excessive damping of turbulence, possibly because the scalar filter width is
smaller than the tensor magnitude.
As a result, it was decided to scale the tensor filter width so that it
had equal magnitude to the scalar width by some appropriate definition of
magnitude. The definition chosen was the Frobenius norm, which for an
m× n matrix A with components aij is
||A||F =
√√√√ m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
|aij|2. (5.44)
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Then the new scaled-down tensor width is given by
(42)ij = α2
(
V 2/3
||VTM−1V||F
)
VTM−1V. (5.45)
Results obtained with the normalised tensor filter width were improved and
compared well with the scalar filter, as seen in Chapter 6. Normalisation
may also isolate the effect of tensorial filter anisotropy. However, different
scalar and tensor definitions could be considered; in Chapter 8 this topic is
considered for future research. It is also possible that different definitions
will be superior in different flow conditions.
5.3 A Tensorial Differential Filter For LES
Filtering for LES has already been introduced in §3.3.3 where the idea of
an integration operation on the solution field to remove small scales beyond
a threshold was outlined. In §5.2 the filter width was used extensively in
the formation of LES models and was related directly to the mesh size.
Distinctions were made between an implicit filter operation (equivalent to
discretisation of a continuous field on a computational mesh) and an explicit
filtering operation (actually performing a weighted averaging or equivalent
operation).
In this section filtering is described in detail, including commutation er-
rors induced by filtering with spatially varying filter width. Then the conven-
tional inverse Helmholtz filter is introduced, modified to accept the tensorial
filter width definition defined above, and implemented in finite-element form
before verifying its properties in a series of tests.
5.3.1 Introduction to Filtering
5.3.1.1 Types of Filter
Three types of filter operator denoted are in use in LES codes: integral filters
defined by (3.17), differential filters which solve a differential equation for
the filtered variable, and discrete or implicit filters which project the solution
field onto a finite set of basis functions. All are associated with a filter kernel
G in terms of filter width 4 and distance from the origin x−ξ. It is possible
to describe both integral and differential forms in terms of discrete projection;
see for example Manica (2006).
Integral filter operators G(u)→ u are defined such that:
u(x, t) = G(u(x, t)) =
∫ ∞
−∞
G(x− ξ)u(ξ, t)dξ, (5.46)
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in which the filter kernel G is normalised, that is, Gc = c for any constant
solution u = c. The kernel is assumed to be localised as a function of x− ξ,
and it is associated with a filter width 4. The simplest integral filter kernel
is the top-hat or box:
G(x) =
{ 4 if |xi| < 4i/2
0 otherwise
, (5.47)
where 4i is the filter width in direction xi and 4 is the average filter width.
On structured Cartesian meshes it is easy to implement with the average
filter width given by, for example, the Deardorff definition (5.7), i.e. 4 =
(414243)1/3. Other integral kernels include the Gaussian, used by e.g. John
(2006):
G(x) =
(
6
pi42
)1/2
exp
(
−6r
2
42
)
, r = |x|, (5.48)
and the sharp spectral (a top-hat in wavenumber space), used by e.g. Ger-
mano et al. (1991).
5.3.1.2 Effect in Wavenumber Space
Fourier transformation of the filter function clearly demonstrates its effect on
the wavenumber space, or energy spectrum, of the solution. If the solution
u has the discrete Fourier transform
uˆ(κ) = F(u(x)) =
N−1∑
n=0
u(xn)e
−2pinκi/N , (5.49)
where κ is the wavenumber, n is the sampling point, i =
√−1, N is the
number of sampling points and u(xn) are the sampled values of u at equally
spaced positions xn, then the transfer function H(κ) of u is
H(κ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
G(x)e−iκxdx = 2piF(G(x)), (5.50)
and the filtered solution u(x, t) has the Fourier transform
uˆ(x, t) = F(u(x, t)) = H(κ)uˆ(κ). (5.51)
Transfer functions are also functions of filter width 4. In general, a filter
transfer function has the value one where κ = 0 and diminishes to zero as κ
increases. Thus small scales (those with large wavenumber) are filtered out
whereas large scales are preserved. Mid-range scales are damped to varying
degrees depending on the shape of the transfer function.
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5.3.1.3 Moments
Kernels are analogous to probability density functions (PDFs) and the meth-
ods used to analyse filters are the same as for statistical distributions.
Only symmetric filter kernels are considered for LES, i.e. those for which
G(−x) = G(x) (zero first moment M1, analogous to the mean of a PDF),
because these are purely dissipative and non-dispersive, i.e. the spectrum am-
plitude is modified, not its frequency. Furthermore, only filters with strictly
positive transfer functions are considered in this thesis because these prevent
spurious energy backscatter (as opposed to intentional backscatter by letting
cS 6 0) from the SFS to resolved scales (cf. §5.1.6); Figure 5.2 demonstrates
that the top-hat does not belong to this class.
The second moment M2 of a filter kernel is the first nonzero moment
of the filters, analogous to the variance (square of standard deviation) of a
PDF:
M2 = −
(
∂2H(κ)
∂κ2
)
κ=0
. (5.52)
The top-hat, Gaussian and inverse Helmholtz filters have M2 = O(42). This
result is important because it partially determines the convergence rate of
the commutation error with respect to mesh size, as will be seen shortly.
5.3.1.4 Taylor Expansion
The Taylor series expansion of a filtered field about the centroid of the filter
kernel x0 is given by (in 1D):
u(x) = u(x) +
∞∑
n=1
Mn
n!
∂nu(x)
∂ξn
, (5.53)
where Mn are the filter moments and ξ = x − x0 is a local coordinate. By
this method Love (1980) showed that the top-hat and Gaussian filters have
equivalent form up to second order in filter width. The Taylor expansion of
a field filtered by the top hat filter is written (Sagaut, 1999) (up to fourth
order terms in 4):
u(x) = u(x) +
42
24
∂2u(x)
∂ξ2
+
44
1920
∂4u(x)
∂ξ4
+O(46), (5.54)
and by the Gaussian filter (Sagaut, 1999):
u(x) = u(x) +
42
24
∂2u(x)
∂ξ2
+
44
1152
∂4u(x)
∂ξ4
+O(46). (5.55)
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5.3.1.5 Differential Filters
While the top-hat and Gaussian filters have been introduced starting from
the kernel shape, the expansion (5.53) is a general form of filter in its own
right, known as a differential filter. Differential filters were introduced in
the context of LES in Germano (1986a). They solve an elliptic PDE for the
filtered field u supplemented with boundary conditions and are an extension
of the Gaussian filter to bounded domains (Manica, 2006). The generic
second-order differential filter equation for a vector is
u(x) = u(x) + εi(x)∇u(x)− εij(x)∇2u(x), (5.56)
where εi, εij are coefficients. Useful properties of differential filters include
ease of implementation in integral form in a finite element code (see §5.3.5.2).
5.3.2 The Inverse Helmholtz Filter
The inverse Helmholtz filter is a differential operator introduced by Germano
(1986a), and since used by many others with a variety of LES models, e.g.
Geurts and Holm (2004), Vreman et al. (1996). The operator is defined via
the Helmholtz equation
u = u− ε∇2u, (5.57)
where the choice of ε = 42/24 gives the inverse Helmholtz filter the same
second moment as the Gaussian and top-hat filters (Geurts and Holm, 2004)
(cf. Table 5.1). It is in fact an approximation of the Gaussian on bounded do-
mains (Dunca and John, 2003) and was recommended by Mullen and Fischer
(1999) for use in complex 3D domains.
The filtered field u is found by inverting (5.57) and applying Dirichlet
boundary conditions uD:
u =
(
I− 4
2
24
∇2
)−1
u in Ω, (5.58a)
u = uD on Γ, (5.58b)
where I is the identity matrix, Ω is the solution domain, Γ is the domain
boundary and 4 is the scalar filter width given by the cube root of element
volume (5.7). A tensor filter width 4 = 4ij can be incorporated in the
coefficient ε as suggested by Germano (1986a), thus arriving at a tensorial
inverse Helmholtz operator :
u =
(
I− 1
24
42 · ∇2
)−1
u. (5.59)
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Note that inclusion of the tensorial filter width in the inverse Helmholtz
filter does not violate frame invariance, unlike the tensorial eddy viscosity
LES model, (5.23).
A scalar filter width is used in the analysis that follows for simplicity.
The inverse Helmholtz-filtered field has the Taylor series expansion
u(x) = u(x) +
42
24
∂2u(x)
∂ξ2
+
44
576
∂4u(x)
∂ξ4
+O(46), (5.60)
which is equivalent to the top-hat and Gaussian kernels up to second order.
This supports the finding of Tejada-Martinez and Jansen (2003) that the type
of test filter used in the dynamic method did not significantly influence results
because generally numerical discretisations are only second-order accurate.
Despite its similarity to other filters in discrete form, the inverse Helmholtz
filter has the distinct advantage that boundary conditions can be applied
and that it is easily solved by the finite element method, as will be shown in
§5.3.5.2. Only if fourth order terms are included does the difference between
the filters appear; the inverse Helmholtz filter has the largest fourth-order
contribution which may explain why it has the widest support in Figure 5.1.
5.3.3 Filter Comparisons
Table 5.1 lists filters and their kernels G(r) in terms of radius r and transfer
functions H(κ), and we can see that the Gaussian and inverse Helmholtz are
similar. The top-hat is written in terms of the Heaviside step function H(r)
(distinct from the transfer function H(κ)), an alternative form to (5.47).
Name Filter kernel Transfer function 2nd moment
General G(r)
∫∞
−∞ e
−iκrG(r)dr −
(
∂2H(κ)
∂κ2
)
κ=0
Top-hat 14H(
1
2
4− |r|) ∏3i=1 sin( 12κi4i)1
2
κi4i
42
12
Gaussian ( 6
pi42 )
1/2 exp(−6r242 ) exp(−κ
242/24) 42
12
Inverse Helmholtz ( 1
4pi42 )
1
|r| exp(− |r|4 )∗ 1/(1 + κ24
2
/24) 4
2
12
Table 5.1: Top-hat, Gaussian and inverse Helmholtz filter kernels, transfer func-
tions and second moments. H in the top-hat kernel is the Heaviside step function.
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Figure 5.1: Top-hat, Gaussian and inverse Helmholtz filter kernels G(r) in terms
of radius r, for width 4 = 0.5. The inverse Helmholtz kernel has a value of ∞
at r = 0. The shape of the kernel determines the degree to which information is
filtered in relation to its distance r from the origin.
Figure 5.2: Plot of filter transfer functions with width 4 = 0.1. The top-hat is
distinctly non-local in spectral space, with an oscillatory tail which causes spurious
damping (H(κ) > 0) or enhancement (H(κ) < 0) of high wavenumbers. The Gaus-
sian and Helmholtz are quasi-local, smooth and non-negative, completely damping
out high wavenumbers. Dotted lines show average wavenumbers κ∗ where H(κ) =
0.5, sometimes used to calculate filter width, showing that different definitions of
width give differing widths.
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Figure 5.1 shows the top-hat, Gaussian and inverse Helmholtz filter ker-
nels with width 4 = 0.5 in 1D in terms of radius r = x− x0, demonstrating
that the top-hat is local in physical space while the Gaussian and Helmholtz
are quasi-local in physical space (i.e. they have long tails). Figure 5.2 shows
the three transfer functions against wavenumber κ in 1D. The plot shows
that the top-hat is distinctly non-local in spectral space while the Gaussian
and Helmholtz are quasi-local, and that different filters of the same width
can have quite different effects on the energy spectrum. The top-hat is poor
at damping high-wavenumber modes and is shifted to the right of the oth-
ers, indicating that it is dissipative at higher wavenumbers, i.e. smaller scales
than the others shown, while the Gaussian is the least dissipative of the three
at high wavenumbers.
The dotted lines in Figure 5.2 represent the average wavenumber κ∗,
which is the value of κ at which H(κ) = 0.5. An alternative definition
of filter width, representing the effect of filtering on the spectrum, is given
by 4∗ = pi/κ∗. In 3D this is 4∗ = pi/κ∗r, where κr = |κ| is the average
radial wavenumber (Tejada-Martinez and Jansen, 2004). As explained in
§5.2.2.5, the results of the dynamic method were found to be invariant to
filter shape if the width was computed by this method (Tejada-Martinez and
Jansen, 2003). However, in physical space 4∗ is not a trivial quantity to
compute, particularly on unstructured meshes where calculating a discrete
Fourier transform of the solution is not possible; it is better suited to spectral
discretisation and solution methods, e.g. Winckelmans et al. (1998). For our
purposes, a more practical definition is 4 based on element size 4.
5.3.4 Commutation Errors
A crucial but oft-neglected consequence of filtering the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions is the appearance of an error. Adopting the notation ∂ju = ∂u/∂xj
for clarity, the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (3.1) in the absence
of body forces are written
∂tui + ∂j(uiuj) + ∂ip− ν∂jjui = 0, (5.61a)
∂juj = 0. (5.61b)
On applying a generic explicit filtering operator G with non-uniform fil-
ter width 4(x, t) to (5.61), we obtain the filtered Navier-Stokes equations
(van der Bos and Geurts, 2005):
∂tui + ∂j(uiuj) + ∂ip− ν∂jjui =
−∂jτij − Ct(ui)− Cj(uiuj)− Ci(p) + νCjj(ui), (5.62a)
∂juj = −Cj(uj). (5.62b)
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Extra terms, the commutation errors C, have appeared compared to (3.27);
in the earlier expression they were left out for simplicity. If the filter width
is uniform, then these errors disappear. If so, the first term on the r.h.s. of
(5.62a), the SFS force ∂j(uiuj − uiuj), is the only term remaining (van der
Bos and Geurts, 2005). The commutation errors contribute to the transfer
of energy between the SFS and resolved scales in a particular way which
depends on the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the filter width (Geurts
and Leonard, 2000).
Commutation errors arise because the non-uniform filter operator G ap-
plied to the gradient of a function ∇f does not give the same answer as the
reverse operation, the gradient of a filtered field, i.e. the operations do not
commute:
G(∇f) 6= ∇(G(f)). (5.63)
The commutation error in the gradient of a filtered function f is then
C(f) = G(∇f)−∇(G(f)). (5.64)
A commutation error also appears in the continuity equation if explicitly
filtering, (5.62b), hence zero divergence is not guaranteed in this case (Fureby
and Tabor, 1997). This error is included in the modified pressure (3.14)
when using an eddy-viscosity model and is therefore impossible to quantify.
Manica (2006) suggested using the Stokes equation – (5.58) with an added
pressure gradient term – as the basis for a differential filter to preserve the
incompressibility condition but it had a larger commutation error. Langford
and Moser (2001) described strategies for optimising the continuity equation
to minimise the error, but in general it is ignored.
In a bounded domain the commutation error has two components: an
interior term and a boundary term (van der Bos and Geurts, 2005). The
boundary error, which arises because the support of the filter cannot extend
beyond the domain boundary, is zero, if and only if the boundaries exert
zero force on the fluid – in other words, in almost no problems of practical
interest (Dunca and John, 2003). Otherwise it is non-zero within a distance
δD from solid boundaries determined by the support of the filter (the region
of integration in (3.17)). It may be possible to apply different boundary
conditions to the filtered and unfiltered fields to cancel out the error (Fureby
and Tabor, 1997).
For any symmetric filter with a well-defined nonzero second moment in
physical space, including the top hat, Gaussian and inverse Helmholtz, the
interior error term can be expressed as a Taylor series (in 1D for simplicity)
in terms of the moments Mn of the filter kernel, the gradient of the filter size
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d4
dx
and the derivatives of the filtered function f(x):
Cx(f(x)) = −d4
dx
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!4
n−1
Mn
dnf
dxn
, (5.65)
Mn =
∫ ∞
−∞
snG(s)ds, (5.66)
where s = (y − x)/4(x) is a local coordinate (van der Bos and Geurts,
2005). Kollmann et al. (2002) confirmed this result in an analysis of the
commutation error for the top-hat filter in a finite element discretisation.
The dominant commutation error term in 1D is proportional to 4d4
dx
or
4 · ∇4 in higher dimensions, which is why the error disappears when filter
width is constant (Germano, 1986b). Note that the second moment in terms
of x is proportional to 42 but the coordinate transformation cancels it out.
One method of controlling the error is to increase the order of accuracy of
the filter kernel by controlling the moments Mn. A class of filters with zero
moments up to order n − 1 was developed by Vasilyev et al. (1998) which
commute up to order n for varying filter width, although they should be used
with higher-order numerical methods to take advantage of the increased ac-
curacy (van der Bos and Geurts, 2005). For example, Gullbrand (2003b) used
a fourth-order numerical scheme with a fourth-order commuting filter. The
extension of Vasilyev’s class of filters to unstructured meshes was considered
by Vasilyev et al. (2002).
It is also possible to model the commutation errors in (5.62a) directly and
include the models in the filtered equations. For example, the last term on
the r.h.s. of (5.62a), the second-derivative commutation error, is equivalent
to the Germano identity (5.31), suggesting a possible modelling strategy
(van der Bos and Geurts, 2005). Guermond et al. (2004) proposed an LES
model whose accuracy does not rely on the commutation error of the filter.
It was also noted in Germano (1986b) that the commutation error could be
expressed in terms of u, opening up error modelling possibilities, and Ioveno
et al. (2004) found that explicit modelling of commutation errors made a
noticeable improvement to accuracy in channel flow simulations.
The error expression (5.65) demonstrates the clear need for some control
over the gradient of 4 in an unstructured mesh (van der Bos and Geurts,
2005). Careful mesh design, particularly when using mesh adaptivity, is
crucial in this regard. Provided that ∇4 = O(4), which is true if the filter
width varies smoothly enough, the error convergence rate is (Kollmann et al.,
2002)
Cx(f(x)) = O(42). (5.67)
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For rapidly varying filter width, ∇4 = O(4γ), γ < 1, the order of conver-
gence is reduced to
Cx(f(x)) = O(4n+γ−1), (5.68)
where n is the order of the first nonzero moment (Vasilyev et al., 2002).
A generic anisotropic unstructured mesh has independently varying length-
scales in all directions. For second-order symmetric filters the commutation
error (5.65) in direction x on an anisotropic 3D mesh is (Vasilyev et al., 2002):
Cx(f(x)) = O
[
∂
∂x
(
4ix(x)4
j
y(x)4
k
z(x)
)
4ix(x)4
j
y(x)4
k
z(x)
]
, i+j+k = 1.
(5.69)
5.3.5 Implementation of the Tensorial Inverse
Helmholtz Filter
5.3.5.1 Usage in the Tensorial Dynamic Method
In the tensorial dynamic method the inverse Helmholtz filter is used as an
explicit test filter to calculate u˜:
u˜ =
(
I− 4˜
2
24
· ∇2
)−1
u, (5.70a)
4˜ = 4˜ij = β4ij. (5.70b)
Note that setting β = 0 implies u˜ = u, while β = 1 causes some filtering.
The first filtered velocity can also be obtained from the discrete velocity u
by an explicit filtering operation with tensor width 4.
In the expressions for the dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient (5.43b) and
Leonard tensor (5.42) a combined filter width 4˜ appears. This width (scalar
or tensor) is the convolution of mesh and test filter widths 4˜, given by the
triangular relationship (5.26), which is derived from the Fourier transform of
the inverse Helmholtz filter:
H(k, 4˜) = H(k,4)H(k, 4˜)
=
1
1 + k2/244˜2
× 1
1 + k2/2442
=
1
1 + k2/24(4˜2 +42) + (k2/24)2(4˜242)
⇒ 4˜
2
= 4˜2 +42 + (k2/24)4˜242. (5.71)
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The fourth-order term, third on the r.h.s., is neglected in the triangular
expansion but it may be non-negligible for large wavenumbers k. Since a
second-order-accurate discretisation scheme is employed here it is neglected.
5.3.5.2 Discretisation
Filtering has thus far been limited to continuous functions. In the CFD
setting a discrete filter is applied to a discrete field which limits the extent of
the filter’s support. For example, in the finite volume method the integration
region is limited to a patch of control volumes surrounding a node, and in the
finite element method support may be limited to a single element. Higher-
order discretisations with wider stencils might widen the support but they
are not considered here.
In this thesis, the inverse Helmholtz filter operator is discretised by the
finite element method, i.e. as an integration over each element followed by
a global solve of the discretised equation. Employing the Galerkin finite
element method, the inverse Helmholtz equation (5.58) applied to a field
uh ∈ Uh, weighted with a function wh ∈ Wh and integrated over a bounded
domain Ω is written
Given uh ∈ Uh, find a filtered field uh ∈ Uh such that∫
Ω
uhwhdΩ =
∫
Ω
uhwhdΩ−
∫
Ω
42
24
∇2uhwhdΩ, ∀wh ∈ Wh.
(5.72)
Integrating the second term on the right by parts:∫
Ω
uhwhdΩ =
∫
Ω
uhwhdΩ +
∫
Ω
∇uh ·4
2
24
· ∇whdΩ−
∫
Γ
42
24
·n · ∇uhwhdΓ,
(5.73)
where an integral over the domain boundary Γ has appeared allowing the
imposition of a weak Neumann boundary condition. Note that the minus
sign in front of the second derivative term has become a plus after integrating
by parts. In inner product notation (5.72) is written
(uh,wh) = (uh,wh) +
42
24
(∇uh,∇wh), (5.74)
where a homogeneous Neumann condition is imposed implicitly by not in-
cluding the boundary term in the CFD code. The equation is supplemented
with strong Dirichlet boundary conditions u = uD following the method
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in §3.5.2.5. Appropriate choices of Dirichlet conditions are discussed below.
Choosing identical test and trial spaces Uh andWh and linear shape functions
Ni we write the matrix equation over an element Ω
e:
ue = (MeHelm)
−1 ue,
MeHelm =
∫
Ωe
NiNjdΩ +
∫
Ωe
∇Ni ·
42ij
24
· ∇NjdΩ. (5.75)
Bearing in mind the above results for convergence of the commutation
error due to non-uniform filtering, we must show that the results still hold
for the tensor filter operator. A necessary condition for symmetry of the
filter operator (M1 = 0) is that M
e
Helm is symmetric. Noting that the tensor
filter width 4ij is equated to the inverse metric tensorM−1 (see §5.2.1), and
that the metric tensor is symmetric positive definite for any size and shape
of element (Farrell, 2009), then its inverse is symmetric and so is MeHelm
and its inverse. Pre- and post-multiplying by the shape function gradients
preserves the symmetry since the shape functions Ni and Nj are identical.
The first term in (5.75) is the mass matrix which is symmetric. Setting the
Neumann boundary term to zero preserves the symmetry of MeHelm. The
sum of symmetric terms is also symmetric, so MeHelm is symmetric. The
same result can be derived for the scalar filter width.
In the finite element setting the inverse Helmholtz-filtered field has been
proven by Dunca and John (2004) to converge to the source field at second
order in the L2 norm, provided that appropriate boundary conditions are
applied:
For every u ∈ H10(Ω) ∩H2(Ω) and 4 > 0 holds
||u− u||L2 6 42||∇2u||L2 . (5.76)
This result will be tested for the tensorial inverse Helmholtz filter in §5.3.7.
The determination of appropriate boundary conditions follows.
Discretising the equation in variational form, such as by finite elements,
improves the convergence rate of the commutation error on non-uniform
meshes. Dunca and John (2003) proved that the commutation error in-
duced by inverse Helmholtz filtering in a bounded domain in strong form,
with constant 4, converges at
Cx = O(41/2), (5.77)
but in variational form it converges at higher order:
Cx = O(41−γ), (5.78)
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for arbitrarily small γ, i.e. close to order one. This result, and the effect of
boundary conditions on the convergence rate, will also be tested in §5.3.7.
5.3.5.3 Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions present both an opportunity and a problem with this
filter. As seen above, the commutation error converges at second order,
provided that appropriate boundary conditions are applied. However, no
such conditions are known and therefore imposition of Dirichlet conditions
will most likely incur an error on the domain boundaries (Dunca and John,
2004). Different conditions for source field and filtered field were suggested
by Ioveno and Tordella (2003) on the basis that we expect the fields to differ
on the boundary.
Bounded domains incur an extra commutation error because the filter
width changes abruptly over the boundary. A method of reducing this error
is to gradually reduce the filter width towards the boundary, but then extra
resolution is required and the interior error term due to non-uniform filter
width is emphasised. In this case we are solving a wall-resolving LES, and
homogeneous Dirichlet conditions u = 0 are an appropriate choice (Dunca
and John, 2003).
In the case of abruptly changing filter width at the boundary (little or
no gradation), it is unclear what the best choice of Dirichlet conditions on
u is. There may exist appropriate conditions which do not incur an extra
error, but they are not known (Dunca and John, 2003). If weakly enforced
Dirichlet boundary conditions could be imposed, these might increase the
order of convergence, but a method of doing so is unclear6. In this work
the strong Dirichlet condition u = u and a weak homogeneous Neumann
condition are applied on all boundaries. The expected minimum order of
convergence of the commutation error is given by (5.77) and will be verified
numerically (see §5.3.7).
5.3.6 Discrete Filters
Returning to the introduction to filtering, §5.1, a third way of deriving fil-
ters is from the discretisation method itself. Jansen (1999) described several
ways to do so using basis functions in the finite element method. Pope (2001)
developed similar methods using orthogonal projections as filters. Tejada-
Martinez and Jansen (2003) developed several different discrete filters on
6Weak Dirichlet conditions can be enforced on the advection-diffusion and momentum
equations by integrating the advection term by parts and subtracting from the r.h.s., but
elliptic equations do not have any such term.
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tetrahedral and hexahedral element topologies and analysed the effect on
the optimal value of filter width ratio α in the dynamic model. Test filter-
ing in the dynamic method was achieved by Petry and Awruch (2006) by
construction of a ‘super-element’ around each node in a hexahedral finite
element mesh. Then the test-filtered quantities were evaluated element-wise
by interpolating from the super-element, equivalent to constructing a coarser
mesh from the connectivity of the parent mesh and projecting discrete fields
on the coarse mesh back to the original.
A simple finite-element-based filter can be obtained from a Galerkin pro-
jection incorporating the lumped mass matrix:
u = M−1L Mu, (5.79)
where M is the mass matrix (3.60a) and ML is the lumped mass matrix:
ML,ii =
∑
j Mij,ML,i 6=k = 0. Lumping the mass matrix is an averaging
operation over a local patch which behaves like a filter in that it reduces the
amount of information in u compared to u, analogous to the top-hat filter.
Jansen (1999) implemented the dynamic method in a parallelised FE code
using a discrete FE filter based on the inverse lumped mass matrix. The ad-
ditional cost of the dynamic method was less than one-fifth of a nonlinear
iteration, in part because of the triviality of inverting the mass matrix. How-
ever, it has the disadvantage when used in the dynamic method of not being
able to choose the filter width. Moreover, an expression for the filter width
is not readily obtained. The lumped-mass filter is compared to the inverse
Helmholtz filter in the verification tests which follow.
5.3.7 Verification of Filters
The inverse Helmholtz filter in scalar and tensor form and the lumped-mass
filter have been implemented in the CFD code Fluidity. Numerical prop-
erties are verified here by obtaining convergence of the difference between
the filtered and unfiltered fields and convergence of the commutation error
using the method of manufactured solutions (MMS) of Roache (2002). Some
simple 1D tests of the effect in spectral space of implicit and explicit filtering
with different filter widths on a sinusoidal signal are also presented.
5.3.7.1 Test 1: Signal Smoothing in Spectral Space
Some basic properties of the inverse Helmholtz filter are established by look-
ing at its effect in spectral space on a 1D signal comprising a superposition
of sine waves. The signal was chosen for its distinct spectral characteristics
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Figure 5.3: Effect of inverse Helmholtz filter on a signal in physical space. The
filtered signals become smoother with increasing filter width. Coarse-mesh rep-
resentations differ from filtered signals. From top to bottom: black: signal on
256-element mesh, green: filtered signal with α = 1, red: filtered signal with
α = 2, blue: filtered signal with α = 4, purple: signal on 128-element mesh,
brown: signal on 64-element mesh. Origins have been shifted for each signal.
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Figure 5.4: Effect of inverse Helmholtz filter on a signal in spectral space. Filtered
signals display damping of wavemodes across the spectrum, while coarse-mesh
representations show entirely different modes. From top to bottom: black: signal
on 256-element mesh, green: filtered signal with α = 1, red: filtered signal with
α = 2, blue: filtered signal with α = 4, purple: signal on 128-element mesh, brown:
signal on 64-element mesh. Origins have been shifted vertically for each signal.
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and its visual similarity to a signal from a turbulent point probe:
u(x) = sin(pix) +
10∑
n=1
(−1)n+1
n
sin(2npix), x = [0, 2]. (5.80)
A minimum of 4096 uniform elements would be required to represent the
smallest scales of this signal. The signal was prescribed on uniform 1D meshes
with 256, 128 and 64 elements and piecewise linear continuous shape func-
tions (P1 CG). The 256-element mesh can represent up to n = 6; all scales
smaller than this are in the subgrid scales. The coarser meshes were intended
to represent the effect of projection of the signal of 256 elements onto meshes
with two and four times larger elements, as if implicitly filtering the signal.
Because the test was in one dimension, it made no difference whether the
filter was scalar or tensor. The filter width ratio α was set to one, two and
four and the filtered signals compared to the unfiltered signal on meshes with
128 and 64 elements to see if explicit filtering differs from implicit filtering
(discretisation on a coarser mesh). Figure 5.3 shows the effect of the inverse
Helmholtz filter on the signal in physical space on the mesh of 256 elements.
As α is increased, more fine scales are filtered out of the signal as expected.
Compared to the coarser meshes, it appears that more fine scale information
is retained in the explicitly filtered signal.
Figure 5.4 plots the fast Fourier transform of the filtered signals against
frequency to demonstrate the effect of filtering in spectral space. Now it
becomes apparent that the inverse Helmholtz filter has a broad-spectrum
effect: all the peaks are reduced, with the degree of reduction depending on
α, meaning that all scales of motion are damped. The frequencies are not
shifted, so the filter is non-dispersive. The spectra of the unfiltered signals on
coarser meshes are quite different: they have completely different dominant
frequencies. Therefore, inverse Helmholtz filtering with a certain filter size
is not the same as projection to coarse meshes with equivalent element size.
Consequently, we would expect to see differences in the finest resolved scales
between explicit and implicit LES.
The implication of the broad-band filtering observed in this test is that
energy is drained from all resolved scales to the SFS in the dynamic LES
model. This is not what was expected by looking at the filter’s transfer
function, Figure 5.2: in that plot the higher wavenumbers were damped
much more than the lower. However, it is likely that the choice of P1 CG
has some influence over filter’s performance, both in terms of the energy
dissipation and spectral shape. Tests with different basis functions, e.g. P2
CG or P0 DG, would be revealing, since these discretisations would represent
the finest scales more or less accurately.
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5.3.7.2 Test 2: Pure Diffusion of a Scalar
A Gaussian bump scalar field ϕ(x, y) shown in Figure 5.5a was prescribed on
a [0, 2]2 square with zero advection. The scalar and tensor inverse Helmholtz
filters and lumped-mass filter were used to filter the field. The scalar field
and its filtered counterpart were discretised with the continuous Galerkin
finite element discretisation with linear basis functions. In this simplest of
MMS tests there was no advection.
Results on five structured and five unstructured tetrahedral meshes were
compared. Mesh resolution varied from 8 to 128 edges per side (approximate
in the unstructured meshes) with edge lengths halved between successive
meshes. Unstructured meshes were generated using the command
gmsh -2 -algo frontal -o MMS A.msh src/MMS A.geo.
The frontal (advancing front) algorithm generated a smoother mesh than
others such as Delaunay triangulation (the default for gmsh); it was found
that Delaunay produced a ‘knot’ of elements which were smaller than the
surrounding elements, causing a sudden jump in filter width and contami-
nating the commutation error on the finest meshes. These still appear in
the unstructured meshes below but are less severe. Table 5.2 summarises the
meshes.
Mesh edges/side elements nodes
A structured 8 128 81
B structured 16 512 289
C structured 32 2048 1089
D structured 64 8192 4225
E structured 128 32768 16641
A unstructured 8 146 88
B unstructured 16 612 337
C unstructured 32 2446 1286
D unstructured 64 9686 4970
E unstructured 128 38660 19585
Table 5.2: MMS test two mesh characteristics.
The L2 norm of the difference between the filtered and original fields,
||ϕ − ϕ||L2 was calculated and is henceforth referred to as the filter error
norm. Second-order convergence of the filter error norm is expected on either
mesh topology according to (5.76). A commutation error (a vector) inherent
in the filtering operation was calculated by the difference between the filtered
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(a) Gaussian bump field ϕ on structured ‘C’ mesh (b) Commutation error norm
(c) Filter error convergence rate (d) Commutation error convergence rate
Figure 5.5: Tracer error convergence test results comparing different filters.
Source field, commutation error magnitude, filter error convergence rate and com-
mutation error convergence rate are shown. ‘iso’ = isotropic/scalar filter, ‘aniso’
= anisotropic/tensor filter, ‘ml’ = lumped-mass filter.
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gradient of ϕ and the gradient of filtered ϕ:
C = ∇ϕ−∇ϕ. (5.81)
The commutation error magnitude was measured in the L2 norm over the
domain. According to (5.69) the commutation error norm should be zero on a
uniform mesh but convergence is limited by boundary errors. The gradient of
element size also limits convergence of the commutation error norm. Element
size in the structured meshes is exactly constant across the domain (except
at the boundaries) so commutation error norms are expected to converge at
second order as the mesh is refined. Element size is approximately constant
(except at the boundaries) in the unstructured meshes so commutation error
norm convergence is expected to be slightly lower than second order.
Figure 5.5 shows the commutation error norm ||∇(ϕ)−∇(ϕ)||L2 (5.5b),
the convergence rate of the filter error norm ||ϕ−ϕ||L2 (5.5c) and the conver-
gence rate of the commutation error norm (5.5d) for both inverse Helmholtz
filters and the lumped-mass filter on structured and unstructured tetrahe-
dral meshes. On structured meshes the convergence rate of the filter error
norm for both inverse Helmholtz filters tends to the expected second order.
The commutation error norm convergence rate is slightly below second or-
der, trending towards O(1.5), owing to the increasing influence of boundary
errors on the finer meshes. Figure 5.5b shows that the scalar Helmholtz filter
commutation error norm is smaller than its tensor counterpart on structured
meshes. On unstructured meshes the convergence rate of the filter error norm
for both inverse Helmholtz filters is lower but still tends towards second order,
and the commutation error norm convergence rate for both inverse Helmholtz
filters is much lower but still positive (≈ O(0.4 − 1.0)). These results are
at least partly down to differences in unstructured mesh generation at each
level A – E as well as boundary errors. The commutation error convergence
rate is approximately consistent with the bounds set by (5.77) and (5.78),
i.e. less than one and greater than a half. The lumped-mass filter has a lower
convergence rate in both errors and is far less sensitive to mesh topology (i.e.
whether the mesh is structured or unstructured). The commutation error
magnitude is also much larger than either inverse Helmholtz filter. These
results may be due to the large error on the boundary (see Figures 5.7e and
5.7f).
Figure 5.6 displays the distribution of the filter error over the domain on
structured and unstructured ‘B’ meshes. On the structured mesh there is
some anisotropy in the error (dark blue patches framing the centre peak to
left and right, circled) visible in the tensor-filtered field 5.6c aligned with the
mesh anisotropy (directions of greatest and least element size), but not in the
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(a) Scalar, structured, max=0.010 (b) Scalar, unstructured, max=0.009
(c) Tensor, structured, max=0.010 (d) Tensor, unstructured, max=0.009
(e) Lumped, structured, max=0.032 (f) Lumped, unstructured, max=0.024
Figure 5.6: Difference between filtered and source tracer fields (ϕ − ϕ) on
structured and unstructured ‘B’ meshes comparing three filters. Maximum
values are listed. Anisotropic effects circled in 5.6c.
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(a) Scalar, structured, max=0.006 (b) Scalar, unstructured, max=0.049
(c) Tensor, structured, max=0.007 (d) Tensor, unstructured, max=0.044
(e) Lumped, structured, max=0.124 (f) Lumped, unstructured, max=0.149
Figure 5.7: Tracer commutation error magnitude |∇(ϕ)−∇(ϕ)| on structured
and unstructured ‘B’ meshes comparing three filters. Maximum values are
listed. Mesh ‘knot’ circled in 5.7b. 173
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scalar-filtered field 5.6a because it is not sensitive to mesh anisotropy. There
is little difference between the filter error distributions returned by the scalar
and tensor filters on the unstructured mesh (Figures 5.6b and 5.6d). Both
have a central maximum where the field ϕ is changing most rapidly, with
the error reducing roughly to zero towards the edges, though less smoothly
than on the structured mesh. Both inverse Helmholtz filters return zero error
on the boundary because of the application of Dirichlet conditions (ϕ = ϕ).
Absence of boundary conditions is visible in large error on the boundaries of
the lumped-mass filtered field, 5.6e and 5.6f. So too is the larger filter error
at the centre, which may be a result of the filter width being larger than the
inverse Helmholtz filters (though this has not been confirmed by deriving the
width of the lumped-mass filter since its kernel function is not known). Some
anisotropy aligned with the structured mesh anisotropy is also evident.
Figure 5.7 displays the commutation error over the domain on structured
and unstructured ‘B’ meshes. On the structured mesh the Helmholtz commu-
tation errors are relatively small and solely due to boundary effects (Figures
5.7a and 5.7c): this is because the error is sensitive both to the inhomogene-
ity of the mesh, which is nonzero near the discontinuity at the edges, and to
the field gradients. As expected, the commutation error is zero in the centre
where the mesh is uniform. The unstructured Helmholtz commutation errors
are dominated by values at points of greatest mesh inhomogeneity (Figures
5.7b and 5.7d), for example where connectivity is larger in one element than
all of its neighbours. These ‘knots’ (circled in 5.7b) polluted the error as
described above, but to a lesser degree than when the Delaunay mesh gener-
ation algorithm was used. The boundary error is still present but is roughly
the same magnitude as the majority of the interior. Mass-lumped filtering
incurs the largest commutation errors of all but again it is fairly insensitive
to the topology of the mesh (Figures 5.7e and 5.7f).
These observations confirm that the commutation error is proportional
to the gradient of filter width as explained in §5.3.4. Furthermore, on un-
structured meshes and with the inverse Helmholtz filters, the error is largest
in the interior, not the boundary. Whether this finding translates to other
meshes and other functions will be investigated in the next verification test.
Few differences were seen between the scalar and tensor inverse Helmholtz
filters on the unstructured mesh because it did not contain high-aspect-ratio
elements.
On structured meshes the boundary commutation error dominates while
the interior error is zero. The boundary error limits the convergence rate to
1.5 – 1.8, possibly because the relative area covered by boundary elements
halves with increasing mesh refinement. It might be worth experimenting
with different boundary conditions to reduce the error. Anisotropy was ob-
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served in the tensor inverse Helmholtz filter error on the structured mesh,
showing that the filter width definition reflects the underlying mesh shape.
5.3.7.3 Test 3: Filtered Velocity
In the second MMS test, a zero-divergence velocity field given by u =
sin(x) cos(y), v = − cos(x) sin(y) is prescribed on a [0, pi]2 mesh (Figure 5.8a).
The structured and unstructured meshes both had 6, 12, 24, 48 and 96 nodes
per side. The purpose of this test is to establish whether a field with large
values on the boundary compared to the previous test affects the resulting
commutation error norms inherent in the filtering operations, and whether
treatment of a vector is any different to a scalar field. The filter error norm
||u − u||L2 (a vector) and commutation error norm ||∇(u) − ∇(u)||L2 (a
tensor) are calculated.
Figure 5.8b shows that the scalar and tensor inverse Helmholtz filters
cause identical commutation error magnitudes and that they are roughly in-
dependent of mesh type on coarse meshes (A and B). On finer meshes the
difference between meshes becomes much more apparent, possibly because
of the increasing influence of boundary errors. Lumped-mass commutation
error results are not shown because of coding limitations preventing the im-
plementation of a lumped-mass filter subroutine for tensor quantities such as
∇u which are needed to compute the commutation error.
Figure 5.8c shows that convergence of the filter error norm ||u − u||L2
tends to second order for the Helmholtz filters as the meshes are refined, and
close to 1.5 for the lumped-mass filter at all resolutions, on structured and
unstructured meshes.
The inverse Helmholtz commutation error norm convergence rate, Figure
5.8d, displays roughly the same trends as the scalar test, Figure 5.5d: as the
mesh is refined the rate dips to less than one on unstructured meshes but
begins to increase on the finest meshes. The rate is within the bounds set
by (5.78): i.e. less than one and greater than zero. The rates on structured
meshes are again around 1.5 and dip at the finest resolutions. This seems to
be consistent with the prediction of (5.68) with a reduction caused by the
boundary error (visible in Figures 5.10a, 5.10c).
Figure 5.9 shows the filter error over the domain on structured and un-
structured ‘B’ meshes. The same patterns that were seen in the scalar test are
also seen here: both definitions of filter width used in the inverse Helmholtz
filter have approximately the same filtering behaviour, with zero filter errors
on the boundary on both structured (Figures 5.9a, 5.9c) and unstructured
(Figures 5.9b, 5.9d) meshes due to the imposition of the Dirichlet bound-
ary condition u = u. However, the imposition of strong Dirichlet boundary
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(a) Divergence-free field u on structured ‘A’
mesh
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(b) Commutation error norm
(c) Filter error norm convergence rate (d) Commutation error convergence rate
Figure 5.8: Vector MMS test results comparing different filters. Source field,
commutation error magnitude, filter error convergence rate and commutation
error convergence rate are shown. ‘iso’ = scalar filter, ‘aniso’ = tensor filter,
‘ml’ = lumped-mass filter.
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(a) Scalar, structured, max=0.026 (b) Scalar, unstructured, max=0.026
(c) Tensor, structured, max=0.027 (d) Tensor, unstructured, max=0.027
(e) Lumped, structured, max=0.134 (f) Lumped, unstructured, max=0.116
Figure 5.9: Difference between filtered and source vector fields |u − u| on
structured and unstructured ‘B’ meshes comparing three filters.
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(a) Scalar, structured, max=0.087 (b) Scalar, unstructured, max=0.083
(c) Tensor, structured, max=0.081 (d) Tensor, unstructured, max=0.074
Figure 5.10: Vector commutation error magnitude |∇(u) −∇(u)| on struc-
tured and unstructured ‘B’ meshes comparing three filters.
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conditions has caused the largest errors to appear in the elements just in-
side the domain. Weak imposition of boundary conditions might improve
this situation. Unlike the scalar test, no anisotropy is visible in the tensor
filter error on the structured mesh. Lumped-mass filtering is again let down
by lack of boundary conditions with comparatively large filter errors on the
boundaries and in the corners, Figures 5.9e and 5.9f. Anisotropy is visible in
5.9e suggesting that the lumped-mass filter is sensitive to element shape.
Figure 5.10 shows the commutation error over the domain on structured
and unstructured ‘B’ meshes for the Helmholtz filters. The boundary com-
mutation errors are now dominant on the unstructured mesh (5.10b, 5.10d)
and are of comparable magnitude to the maximum errors on the structured
mesh (5.10a, 5.10c), whereas the difference between the meshes was around
an order of magnitude in the scalar test. Interior errors are not significant
in this test, perhaps due to differences in mesh generation: the unstructured
meshes in this test are more uniform. Now anisotropy is visible in the tensor
commutation error on the structured mesh (5.10c, darker blue patches to top
left and bottom right of centre).
5.3.7.4 Summary
These tests have verified that the predicted convergence rates of the filter
error and commutation error were broadly correct and that commutation
errors do converge. On structured meshes the commutation error is zero in
the interior and nonzero on boundaries, but these errors converge at O(41.5).
It is not yet known whether different boundary conditions might reduce these
errors. On unstructured meshes the commutation error converges at O(40.4)
– O(41.2) depending on mesh uniformity, and significant errors arise both in
the interior and on the boundary. The scalar and tensor inverse Helmholtz
filters behave similarly though tensor filter errors can display anisotropic
effects aligned with the direction of mesh anisotropy. The lumped-mass filter
results in larger errors and lower convergence rates but is less sensitive to
mesh topology. Further work is needed to compare explicit filtering to higher-
order discretisations and to improve boundary treatments with the inverse
Helmholtz filter.
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5.4 Adaptive LES Modelling
5.4.1 Errors in LES Solutions
Error analysis is a vital aspect of CFD as discussed in Chapter 2. In LES,
the modelling, discretisation and convergence errors are combined as shown
in Figure 5.11. It has been found by analysing a database of LES simula-
tions that discretisation and modelling errors may partially cancel each other
out, leading to the paradox that coarsening the mesh may improve accuracy
(Meyers et al., 2003). Some researchers, e.g. Geurts and Fro¨hlich (2001),
have sought to disentangle the errors in order to quantify their effect on
the solution. The modelling error is examined by holding the filter width
constant while reducing the mesh size to make discretisation errors compar-
atively small as described in §5.1.3. This necessitates a large filter-width
to mesh-size ratio α and in high Reynolds number flow it quickly becomes
impractical to maintain if the filter width is to be kept small enough for the
LES model to be valid. Consequently, though interesting, this method is
only applicable to simulations for academic research.
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Figure 4.2: Steps and levels of approximation involved in LES (after Breuer, 1998)
mance of SFS models is often tested by comparing the modelled SFS stress
with actual stresses calculated using DNS. This is known as a priori testing.
The comparison is necessarily made at low Re, and under these conditions the
more complex SFS models perform better. However, at the high Reynolds
numbers typical of engineering and atmospheric flows, simple models may
perform at least as well as complex ones in predicting the large-scale flow
(Vreman et al., 1997). This is because the assumptions upon which simple
models are based, for example eddy viscosity, become more accurate as Re
increases. Particularly in bluﬀ-body flows, elaborate refinements of the SFS
model are not very eﬀective because the main flow features and mechanisms
of turbulence generation are coarse (Nakayama and Noda, 2000).
As described in Section 4.1.3, discretisation errors can be reduced by
ensuring that the filter width ∆ is larger than the element size h. Addi-
tionally, in order to minimise the eﬀect of discretisation, it is often recom-
mended (see for instance Ghosal, 1996) that high-order numerical schemes
and very fine mesh resolution be used for LES. As Camarri et al. (2002) point
Figure 5.11: Contributions to modelling, discretisation and convergence er-
rors in large eddy simulations (Bentham, 2003). Discretisation and modelling
errors may partially cancel out, resulting in unpredictable accuracy improve-
ments as the mesh is refined.
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Conversely, fixing the filter-width to mesh-size ratio and refining the mesh
shows how the combined errors behave. It is then difficult to determine what
is causing the solution to differ from reference data. However, in practice this
latter approach is the most commonly used as it is the most efficient use of
resources, and the filter width ratio is generally small in order to preserve very
fine scales in the filtered solution u as described in §5.1.3. The optimal value
of the ratio to minimise the combined error and maximise computational
efficiency depends on the discretisation and model, and finding it is usually
a matter of trial and error (see §5.2.2.6).
Computational resources are a strict limitation in commercial CFD activ-
ities, so the latter approach is the only practical one. In this case the mod-
elling and discretisation errors are inseparable and the best way of controlling
them may be to use one of the complete modelling strategies described here
(and to follow best-practice in CFD, e.g. in the selection of discretisation
schemes). The starting point for these strategies is to select a useful measure
of the accuracy of the solution, discussed in the next section.
5.4.2 Convergence of LES Solutions
Unlike RANS solutions, LES solutions do not generally converge to a grid-
independent instantaneous solution as the mesh is refined owing to the in-
clusion of ever finer scales of motion (Sagaut, 2006). For example, ||u−uh||
is not necessarily convergent, but ||〈u− uh〉|| might be, where 〈. . .〉 denotes
a time or space average. The reason is that one cannot know the initial and
boundary conditions with perfect accuracy and that turbulence responds in
a highly unpredictable manner to a small change in these conditions. It has
been shown that a small initial uncertainty in the small scales of an LES will
grow to gradually contaminate the results in a process known as the ‘inverse
error cascade’ (Metais and Lesieur, 1986). Hence, the instantaneous solution
will probably not match reference data, and convergence should be measured
in some solution-sensitive statistical functional.
If such a functional depends on both the energy-containing (inertial) and
the energy-draining (dissipative) ranges of turbulent motion, it is expected
to reach an asymptote in the inertial range as shown in Figure 5.12 (Pope,
2004). Any contributory physical processes that fall below the filter width
are not resolved and account for a modelling error in the measurement. If the
functional depends only on the inertial ranges then in an LES it is expected to
converge to the ‘true’ value that would be observed in an experiment or DNS
(Pope, 2004). A typical example is the reattachment point in a separated
flow, which is affected by the mean flow as well as turbulent fluctuations
and near-wall effects which cause the point to fluctuate. Coarse near-wall
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resolution leads to a discretisation error in the reattachment point as seen in
Chapter 6.12 DEUTSCHE PHYSIKALISCHE GESELLSCHAFT
Figure 2. Variation of the model Qm for that statistic Q as a function of the
turbulence resolution length scale ! (on a log scale): Qm0 is the DNS limit as
! tends to zero; QmI is the intermediate asymptote in the inertial subrange.
all of the dissipation-range contribution is modelled. As ! is further reduced, eventually the
DNS asymptote Qm0 is reached in which Qm(!) tends to Q as all of the scales are resolved.
The achievement of this asymptote depends on the LES model appropriately reverting to the
Navier–Stokes equations as ! tends to zero—which we assume to be the case for all models
considered here.
It is emphasized that the existence of this intermediate asymptote is a hypothesis, in
need of testing for different statistics, and its existence certainly depends upon the LES model
being consistent with inertial-range scaling. If other processes are involved (e.g. combustion
or mixing at large or small Schmidt number), then transitions may occur around the values of
! corresponding to the resolution of those processes.
To expand on this picture, figure 3 shows the two contributions to Qm, i.e. the contribution
Qw solely from W and the model Qr for the residual contribution (which depends on W , R
and !; see equation (9)). The behaviour of Qw is simple: as ! decreases from ! ≈ L, the
resolved contribution Qw increases until it approaches the asymptote QwI (around ! ≈ "EI),
corresponding to the contribution to Q from the energy-containing motions, which are well
resolved for ! ! "EI . As ! decreases through the inertial sub-range from "EI to "DI , Qw
changes little, since it contains essentially all of the contributions from the energy-containing
motions, but none from the dissipative motions. However as ! decreases beyond "DI towards
η and towards zero, more and more of the dissipative contribution is directly resolved by Qw,
which tends to Qm0 .
The behaviour of Qr is a little more complicated. For ! ≈ L, Qr models both the
contribution to Q from the dissipative scales, and also the contribution from the unresolved
large-scale motions. As ! decreases towards "EI , this latter contribution decreases towards
zero. In the inertial subrange, Qr models the contribution from the dissipation scales, and its
value is essentially constant. In this range, W and R vary with !, and hence the constancy
of Qr depends on the model satisfying the correct inertial-range scaling. As ! decreases from
"DI to zero, all of the dissipative motions become resolved, and hence any reasonable model
ensures that Qr tends to zero.
New Journal of Physics 6 (2004) 35 (http://www.njp.org/)
Figure 5.12: Sp culative depend nce of a functional Qm(4) on mesh reso-
lution with an asymptote QmI i e in rtial range lDI < 4 < lEI , where l0
and η are the integral and Kolmogorov lengthscales respectively (cf. §3.2.2),
lEI and lDI are the upper/lower bounds of the integral range resp. (Pope,
2001). The figure illustrates the possibility that a functional depending on
integral- and dissipative-scale processes is convergent in the inertial range of
scales where the LES filter width is placed, but contains a modelling error
which can only be minimised by resolving down to the dissipative range in a
DNS.
In some applications we may wish to know the instantaneous flow accu-
rately such as predictions of precise vortex location in aeroacoustics or me-
teorology. These applications present a problem for LES at present because
there is n clear way to demonstra e that the solution is correct other than
comparison to experimental data. A strong pre-requisit for cor ect predic-
tion of instantaneous quantities is correct prediction of statistical quantities
so this discussion remains relevant.
Whether a given functional is computable, i.e. whether it has a sensible
answer (such as a spacetime average), can be rigorously quantified. The
adjoint is a technique allowing us to phrase the question stated in §3.6.2: ‘if
this is the answer, what was the question?’ The functional is the answer to, or
goal of, our physical problem or question, and he adjoint is the quantification
of computability of that functional (Becker and Rannacher, 2001). In other
words, the adjoint is a quantification of the influence that the solution has
on the functional in question. It quantifies how much a particular spacetime
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point matters for a given question (Farrell, 2012). Application of this concept
to LES of turbulent flow is discussed in §5.4.5.
5.4.3 Complete LES Modelling Strategies
Up to this point in the thesis the LES models that have been discussed have
been incomplete in the sense that they contain user-defined coefficients or ad
hoc modifications such as the filter width ratio in the dynamic method. The
choice of mesh size 4 is also user-defined and greatly affects the solution. It
is generally specified as a spatially varying field which may not bear much
resemblance to the scales of motion in the solution. Furthermore, if mesh
size is specified a priori (as it is for fixed meshes) one has no knowledge of
the flow to determine whether the mesh will be fine enough as discussed in
§5.2.2.5. Determining the proportions of resolved and modelled turbulence a
posteriori in response to a specified mesh and then rerunning the simulation
with a new mesh in the hopes of improved accuracy is an unreliable and
inefficient approach (Davidson, 2011).
One such a posteriori technique is to calculate frequency spectra and
check whether the -5/3 gradient is recreated, though it may not be reliable
(Davidson, 2011). A more reliable technique may be to measure the correla-
tion of a turbulent quantity (e.g. Reynolds stress component) between two
points which can be used to estimate the size of the largest scales. If the
correlation falls to zero over a distance of eight to ten mesh cells then the
LES can be deemed well-resolved because the large scales are well-resolved
(Davidson, 2011); however this is not a universal rule of thumb because the
ratio of largest to smallest scales increases with Reynolds number and can
be extremely large in, for example, geophysical flows (Candy, 2008).
LES can be made complete by allowing the mesh size to adapt dynam-
ically to the LES solution or a statistical quantity derived from it (Pope,
2004). The principle is to locally determine the mesh resolution in response
to a measurement of the turbulence resolution. One definition of turbulence
resolution in the context of LES is the proportion of energy contained in
the SFS to energy contained in the resolved scales, i.e. how much of the
Kolmogorov spectrum is resolved. With a complete method it is possible
to measure dependence of the solution on a physically meaningful quantity
rather than on some arbitrary measure such as total number of nodes in the
mesh.
Interpolation error-based mesh adaptivity (cf. §3.6.1) is a complete LES
strategy in principle because the mesh resolution 4(x, t) adapts to minimise
the interpolation error of the solution, albeit within practical constraints.
In practice certain user-specified parameters are necessary to fine-tune the
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method, rendering it incomplete, though it is still a powerful technique. This
option is discussed in the next section and is used in simulations of the
backward-facing step in Chapter 6.
A more targeted strategy is goal-based adaptivity. If the dependent vari-
able is known a priori, e.g. from reference data, it can be used to define
a goal. Otherwise the criterion might be to maximise lift, heat transfer or
some other relevant quantity. This second strategy is outlined conceptually
in §5.4.5.
5.4.4 Interpolation Error-Based Adaptivity with LES
Interpolation error-based adaptivity is a useful technique for simulations of
turbulent flows if the interpolation error measure is strongly related to tur-
bulence resolution or minimising the error in a flow-dependent functional as
described above. The reader is referred back to §3.6.1 for an explanation of
the mechanics of mesh adaptivity. Here particular strategies for adapting
the mesh are discussed in more detail. In Chapter 6 some of these ideas
are tested in the 3D turbulent flow over a backward-facing step using the
dynamic LES model.
The choice of target field, or fields, from whose errors to form a metric for
interpolation error-based adaptivity is an important consideration. Mitran
(2001) used the enstrophy |∇ × u| and helicity |(∇ × u) · u| on account of
their correspondence to ‘interesting’ SFS dynamics such as elongated tubular
structures in real turbulence. Leonard et al. (2006) detected the slope of
the energy spectrum in the highest resolved wavenumbers using a wavelet
representation of turbulence and modified resolution to aim for the ideal
-5/3 slope of the Kolmogorov energy spectrum.
For LES some decomposition of the velocity may be suitable since the
LES model is also a function of decomposed velocity. Either the mesh may
be adapted to the interpolation error of time-averaged velocity at infrequent
intervals, in which case the representation of fluctuations may be compro-
mised, or of an instantaneous field such as the SFS velocity. A seemingly
obvious candidate if using the dynamic method is the difference between
mesh- and test-filtered fields, u− u˜ (Sagaut, 2006). Adaptivity seeks to min-
imise the error in the SFS which drives resolution towards the DNS limit.
It is not clear how to constrict this process in a physically and numerically
meaningful way, i.e. to say when the mesh is ‘fine enough’ (Sagaut, 2006).
If an instantaneous field is chosen then the mesh should be adapted fre-
quently – every few timesteps, assuming a moderate Courant number – to
follow the flow in detail. While this offers the best accuracy it also engenders
a larger computational overhead because of the effort involved in the large
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number of adaptivity iterations (Hiester et al., 2011). It also leads to a build-
up of interpolation errors because each time the mesh is adapted an error is
introduced which is compounded at the next adapt (Farrell, 2012). In highly
mesh-sensitive simulations such as interface tracking the technique of metric
advection may be useful, advancing the metric forward in time to provide
resolution where it will be needed at the next timestep (Hiester et al., 2011).
In combination with a suitable LES model the time-averaged velocity
might be suitable in equilibrium flows because the LES model makes up for
insufficient resolution of the fluctuations by ‘filling in’ the missing small-scale
interactions. Erratic short-lived fluctuations may escape the highly-resolved
region, becoming smeared and dissipated in coarser regions. These erratics
may be an important part of the flow such as high-temperature excursions in
a nuclear reactor. The gradation of edge lengths can be controlled in order to
coarsen the mesh gradually away from regions of high solution curvature; this
gives some leeway if the region of interest fluctuates between mesh adapts,
because the nearby mesh is almost as fine. Certain inherently unsteady flows
such as buoyancy-driven flows may result in a relatively uniform mesh being
generated because there is no obvious ‘region of interest’ in the mean flow:
turbulence is evenly distributed over the domain. In this case a suitable
strategy could be to adapt to the velocity fluctuations and increase the fre-
quency of mesh adaptations, or else to simply accept a more uniform mesh
as the optimal representation of the solution.
In non-equilibrium flows such as those ‘spinning up’ from rest or from
non-turbulent initial and boundary conditions there is the additional issue of
the average field being initially unsteady and evolving. Questions of numer-
ical stability and flow history effects are raised if insufficient or inappropri-
ately distributed resolution is used during initial flow evolution. Particularly
in periodic simulations there is a clear need for correct resolution from the
very start because the flow is recycled, enhancing initial interpolation er-
rors. However, once at statistical steady state the mesh no longer has to be
regenerated.
A related point emerges when one considers flow history in terms of ad-
vection of errors. A numerical error generated upstream may be magnified
as it is advected. Consider, for example, a planar mixing layer in which ed-
dies grow outward from the layer interface or the wake behind a cylinder in
crossflow. If the error is observed at some distance away from the source,
the mesh will be refined there but the error is not reduced significantly. It
is more efficient to refine at the source which may be a small region such as
the flow separation point on a cylinder and then use a coarser mesh in the
areas into which the flow is advected (Sagaut, 2006). This can be achieved by
weighting the desired interpolation error preferentially towards the source.
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5.4.5 Goal-Based Adaptivity with LES
Whilst the above strategy is powerful and broadly applicable, in many appli-
cations the interpolation error or energy norm does not necessarily provide
useful bounds for errors in quantities of real physical interest (Becker and
Rannacher, 2001). Then a goal-based approach in combination with mesh
adaptivity is more suitable as shown for example by Belme et al. (2012) and
Hartmann et al. (2011). Furthermore, by the given definition of complete-
ness, in practice interpolation error-based adaptivity (e.g. as implemented
in Fluidity) is not complete while goal-based adaptivity is. An overview of
goal-based adaptivity was given in §3.6.2. The technique involves forming
the adjoint of the model equations and requires running the model backwards
and forwards in time to generate an optimal mesh. Neither of these opera-
tions are easy; indeed, one of the main barriers to the use of adjoints is the
difficulty of coding a method.
In the complete approach proposed here, a local or global functional of
the turbulence resolution, F (4), is formulated in terms of scalar mesh size
4. One possible measure, derived from the proportions of resolved and
SFS turbulent kinetic energy, is developed in §5.4.6. Others are analysed by
Davidson (2011). This method is closely related to goal-based adaptivity but
with an important difference: conventionally the mesh resolution is chosen
to minimise the error in the computation of a functional while here it is to
minimise the functional itself.
The ‘ideal’ turbulence resolution 4goal is that at which the LES can be
considered well-resolved, i.e. all the dynamically important scales (those
that determine the accuracy of the dependent variable or variables) are re-
solved and any assumptions made in deriving the LES model are satisfied.
Estimating 4goal generally involves applying a ‘rule of thumb’.
A functional F is formed which attains an extremum at the desired res-
olution level 4goal. The Newton-Raphson method (Raphson, 1690) or a
quasi-Newton optimisation method such as BFGS (Papadimitriou and Gian-
nakoglou, 2008) is applied to the functional to find this extremum and the
corresponding optimal mesh size 4goal. Therefore, F should be a smoothly
varying, bounded, differentiable function of 4.
The most general goal-based method would be to optimise F in order to
find a tensor field 4ij,goal(x) which represents the mesh as in Belme et al.
(2012), but optimising the mesh in terms of both scaling and anisotropy
based on a goal functional is not trivial because it involves derivatives with
respect to a tensor 4ij. A simpler starting point is to combine interpolation
error-based and goal-based adaptivity schemes. This idea was first published
by Venditti and Darmofal (2003) and a similar approach was taken by Power
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et al. (2006). The anisotropy of the mesh can be derived from the Hessian
of a solution field, or fields, via interpolation error-based adaptivity, while
the scalings – a scalar field 4 defining the magnitude of 4ij,goal(x) – can
be found by the functional optimisation procedure. Even more simply the
inhomogeneity of the mesh, or variation of mesh size, can also be determined
by the interpolation error and the functional optimisation simply returns one
number: an absolute scaling determining the absolute size of each element
and therefore the number of nodes in the mesh.
A putative implementation of this simple combination of adaptive meth-
ods is outlined here. An initial metric M1 is generated by interpolation
error-based adaptivity from the curvature of a field such as velocity. The
metric is then rescaled to give a new metric:
M2 =
(4goal
4
)
M1 = SM1. (5.82)
Element anisotropy is determined by M1 but element sizes are modified
(coarsened or refined) by S = 4goal/4 to satisfy the global measure of tur-
bulence resolution, where S may be a single scalar or a scalar field.
A complication arises from the fact that F is generally time-dependent:
for example, the global amount of turbulent kinetic energy fluctuates in time.
Therefore, the following iterative approach may be required to ensure ade-
quate resolution is provided for all times between mesh adapts:
1. Begin time interval n.
2. Make an initial guess of the required resolution 4 (homogeneous or
inhomogeneous) and generate the initial mesh.
3. Run forwards in time over interval n calculating the moving average
〈F 〉 over the interval.
4. Compute extremum of 〈F 〉 by Newton’s method or a quasi-Newton
variant involving multiple forward and adjoint solutions.
(a) If 〈F 〉 is sufficiently close to extremum, return to 1 and begin
interval n+ 1.
(b) If 〈F 〉 is not sufficiently close to extremum, generate a ‘checkpoint’
(write solution fields to file) and go to 5.
5. Regenerate mesh from 4goal computed at extremum of F using (5.82).
6. Return to 3.
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5.4.6 Sub-Filter Kinetic Energy Estimation
A potentially suitable measure of turbulence resolution is the local proportion
of resolved to total turbulent kinetic energy (TKE):
F (4,x, t) =
∫
Ωe
[
kRES(4,x, t)
kRES(4,x, t) + kSFS(4,x, t)
− 0.8
]2
dΩ, (5.83)
where kRES and kSFS are the amounts of resolved and sub-filter TKE respec-
tively, 4 = α4 is the filter width and Ωe is an element in the mesh. Knopp
et al. (2010) used a similar resolution sensor based on SFS kinetic energy
in statistically steady separated turbulent flow (the backward-facing step)
on fixed meshes and found that it was a useful measure. A global metric is
defined conceptually in terms of the Kolmogorov energy spectrum (3.5):
F =
∫
Ω
 ∫ 4l0 Ek(l)∫ 4
l0
Ek(l) +
∫ η
4Ek(l)
− 0.8
2 dΩ, (5.84)
where Ek is the total turbulent kinetic energy in the domain as a function of
turbulence lengthscale (inverse wavenumber), l is the turbulent lengthscale,
l0 is the integral (largest) scale of motion, η is the Kolmogorov (smallest)
scale of motion. In practice this would not be calculated in spectral space
but by summing (5.83) over the domain Ω.
It is commonly agreed that at least 80% of the TKE (over the domain,
though a stricter local condition might be considered) should be in the re-
solved scales for an LES to be considered well resolved – i.e. modelling
assumptions are satisfied and all dynamically important scales of motion are
captured – based on arguments derived theoretically from the Kolmogorov
spectrum in homogeneous isotropic turbulence with isotropic filter width in
the inertial range of the spectrum (Pope, 2000). Although real flows are gen-
erally inhomogeneous and anisotropic, the assumed shape of the Kolmogorov
spectrum is approximately correct in these flows at high Reynolds numbers
(Mydlarski and Warhaft, 1998). However, Davidson (2009) found that it
was not a reliable measure of turbulence resolution because more than 80%
of energy was resolved in channel flow simulations on five different mesh
resolutions: the measure was not sensitive enough to tell them apart.
The assumption of 80% of the TKE being resolved is the reason for sub-
tracting 0.8 and squaring in (5.83) and (5.84): the functionals then attain
minima when 80% of the TKE is resolved. Note that without subtracting
0.8 the functionals have minima where 100% of the TKE is resolved, i.e. the
DNS limit: this is not a practical option for industrial simulations.
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It is possible for a posteriori measurements of resolved energy in an LES
to be greater than in a DNS, which is “theoretically absurd” (Klein, 2005).
Different LES models result in widely varying estimates of SFS TKE accord-
ing to a priori tests by Klein (2005) so it is likely that the optimal proportion
of resolved to total TKE differs depending on the choice of model.
The selection of an appropriate measure of SFS kinetic energy is not
straightforward. Because the sub-filter scales are modelled it is impossible
to know exactly how much energy should be contained in them; all we can
do is estimate the amount from the LES model. Different estimates with
varying complexity are given in the literature. For this method a measure
that varies smoothly in time and has a linear dependence on filter size 4 is
advantageous because we must take derivatives of the with respect to 4.
Knopp et al. (2010) proposed the following simple estimate of SFS TKE
in terms of the resolved scales for statistically steady-state flow (total TKE
approximately constant in time):
kSFS =
1
2
(u− u˜)2, (5.85)
where u is the filtered velocity and u˜ is the twice-filtered velocity (cf. §5.2.2).
Resolved TKE in their resolution sensor was given by
kRES =
1
2
(u− 〈u〉)2, (5.86)
where 〈. . .〉 denotes a spatial average. Vreman et al. (1994) suggested another
simple model for SFS TKE, given by (5.21) (cf. §5.1.6.5), suitable when using
an eddy viscosity model and a positive filter kernel.
Such simple measures may not guarantee conservation of energy. For
statistically unsteady or evolving flow it is important to keep track of energy
transfers to and from the SFS; in these cases solving an equation is more
appropriate. The standard equation for SFS TKE (different to (4.11a) in
RANS) is
DkSFS
Dt
= νt
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
∂ui
∂xj
− Cε4 k
3/2
SFS +
∂
∂xi
[(
ν +
CS
σk
k
1/2
SFS
)
∂kSFS
∂xi
]
,
(5.87)
where Cε ≈ 0.7 for homogeneous isotropic turbulence (Schmidt and Schu-
mann, 1989), CS is the computed/prescribed Smagorinsky coefficient from
the LES model, σk ≈ 1 is the turbulent Prandtl number and 4 is the LES
filter size. Solving this equation as part of an LES model has been recom-
mended by e.g. Gallerano et al. (2005), Ghosal et al. (1995) to correctly
account for energy fluxes to and from the SFS.
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5.4.7 Discussion
Several points are clear from this speculative discussion on adjoint- or goal-
based adaptive LES modelling. Firstly, we need an appropriate measurement
of the resolution of turbulence. There is some disagreement in the LES
community over what is a suitable measure; it is the subject of a small
but crucial area of research. The proportion of sub-filter-scale turbulent
kinetic energy has been proposed as a suitable functional and it would be
enlightening to compare different functionals with different LES models and
in different flow problems.
Secondly, we have to choose a target ‘acceptable resolution’ value.
Throughout this thesis the limits of industrial computing resources are kept in
mind as a constraint on CFD. It is generally difficult to determine whether an
LES simulation is well-resolved, either a priori such as comparing to filtered
DNS, or a posteriori such as measuring the proportion of resolved energy.
Adjoint techniques combined with mesh adaptivity could be a sophisticated
method of determining the minimum acceptable resolution to achieve a de-
sired accuracy in a quantity of direct interest to engineers. As such, they
hold great promise for industrial CFD.
Thirdly, we require a method of adapting the mesh to achieve the target.
Interpolation error-based mesh adaptivity is a useful tool in its own right
but in combination with the adjoint method it becomes more powerful. The
exact combination of these methods can vary and it remains to be seen what
the best combination for a given problem may be.
None of these questions is straightforward to answer but a possible
method has been presented. An important open problem is to determine
the effect of the choice of LES model and discretisation on the definition of
acceptable resolution, as discussed by Davidson (2011). If these questions
can be answered, it is conceivable that an adjoint-based adaptive LES model
could be trusted without a priori knowledge of the flow or comparative data
from experiments.
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6 Validation of the Dynamic
Tensorial LES Model in the 3D
Backward-Facing Step
In this chapter, the tensorial dynamic LES model developed in the previous
chapter is validated in the 3D flow over a backward-facing step using fixed and
adaptive meshes. One-point statistics and the reattachment length are reproduced
accurately on relatively coarse adaptive meshes thanks to their ability to represent
the important flow features while the turbulence model adjusts dynamically to the
local resolution. Significant improvements are made by changing the adaptivity
parameters. The VLES model is also validated on a fixed mesh.
This chapter expands upon the results presented in Bull et al. (2012).
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6.1 Introduction
6.1 Introduction
The 3D flow past a backward facing step has been intensively studied using
CFD and experiments. It is a simple problem that can be used to study com-
plex turbulent phenomena such as boundary layer development, vortex shed-
ding and flow separation that are relevant to many industrial problems e.g.
flow past an aerofoil, vehicles or gas turbine blades (Sagaut and Me´neveau,
2006). The problem is twofold: the developing boundary layer in the inflow
and downstream of the step and the free shear layer that separates from the
step lip. Turbulence is generated by the instability at the step lip and the
eddies grow and dissipate as they are advected downstream. The flow regime
is illustrated schematically in Figure 6.1.
 
 1 
1. Background 
1.1 Introduction 
A numerical analysis is performed using FLUENT to investigate backward-facing step 
flow for Reynolds numbers in the laminar and turbulent region . Separation and 
reattachment lengths are determined for each Reynolds number and the results are 
compared to experimental data and numerical analyses found in literature.  
Flow over a backward-facing step produces recirculation zones where the fluid 
separates and forms vortices. For turbulent flow, the fluid separates at the step and 
reattaches downstream, as show b low in Figure 1. Only a single recirculation zone 
develops for turbulent flow and the reattachment point is believed to be independent of 
the Reynolds number and depend only on the ratio of inlet height to outlet height. 
 
Figure 1 – Schematic of backward-facing step turbulent-flow.
1
 
For laminar flow, various recirculation zones occur downstream from the step, as 
shown below in Figure 2. Separation occurs when adverse pressure gradients act on the 
fluid. As the Reynolds number increases from zero, the first region of separation occurs 
at the step to x1 on the bottom wall. Next, the second region of separation occurs 
between x4 and x5 on the top wall. As the Reynolds number increases into the transition 
zone, a third separation region occurs between x2 and x3 on the bottom wall. 
                                                
1
 Figure from R.L. Simpson. 
Figure 6.1: Sketch of flow over a backward-facing step with step height H show-
ing the clockwise primary recirculation zone bounded by dividing streamline, an-
ticlockwise secondary recirculation eddy in the corner, turbulence generation in
the s ear layer, reattachment zone and turbulent boundary layer inlet profile with
max. velocity UREF . Image from Simpson (1996).
The backward facing step is a valuable proving-ground for turbulence
models for several reasons. Most importantly, there is high-quality bench-
mark data from DNS studies including Le et al. (1997), from which all manner
of statistics – particularly the Reynolds stresses – can be computed. Another
reason is that the principal dependent variable, the length of the primary
separated eddy behind the step, is a sensitive model performance indicator
(Sagaut and Me´neveau, 2006).
The turbulence generated by the step is inhomogeneous and anisotropic:
the size of eddies varies according to location in the flow and to spatial di-
rection. Therefore, to accurately represent it, a turbulence model is required
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that can emulate these properties. However, whilst qualitative agreement
with reference data is relatively easy to achieve in terms of the coherent flow
structures, quantitative agreement is notoriously difficult. The reattachment
length can change by as much as 100% according to the choice of turbulence
model and inflow boundary condition (Sagaut and Me´neveau, 2006).
6.1.1 Modelling Strategies
The near-wall region poses problems for accurate simulation of the backward-
facing step. Kim et al. (2005) stated that the backward facing step flow, re-
gardless of Reynolds number, is strongly affected by several near-wall effects
such as the no-slip condition, viscous damping of tangential velocity, and
large mean velocity gradients. As a result, the choice of wall model is impor-
tant. The log law of the wall (cf. §3.4.1.1) proposed by Spalding (1961) does
not hold in the presence of adverse pressure gradients, for example in the
separation region behind the backward facing step (Speziale and Thangam,
1992). Several attempts have been made to correct it, for example Johnstone
and Spalart (2010) modified the log law to depend on wall-normalised pres-
sure p+. An alternative near-wall modelling approach is to solve a separate
set of reduced equations near the wall e.g. the two-layer model which solves
an algebraic (zero-equation) RANS turbulence model (cf. §4.2) on a separate
mesh very close to the wall (Diurno et al., 2001). Satisfactory results were
reported by Diurno et al. (2001) in the backward facing step case.
Knopp et al. (2010) simulated the backward-facing step at various reso-
lutions using the standard Smagorinsky LES model with wall functions and
found that mesh resolution strongly influenced the accuracy of velocity pro-
files and Reynolds stresses. They argued that under-resolution was the major
hurdle to be overcome in industrial LES of complex geometry, and that best-
practice guidelines (e.g. AIAA (1998)) on mesh design should be followed,
rather than simply increasing the complexity of the LES model. Using wall
functions Wang and Moin (2002) demonstrated that reductions of over 90%
in simulation time could be achieved without loss of accuracy compared to
wall-resolved LES of an aerofoil.
It has been shown (Germano et al., 1991) that the dynamic method
negates the need for wall functions because it gives the correct scaling of
turbulent stresses near the wall, whereas the standard Smagorinsky model
does not. Both the standard and dynamic Smagorinsky models are used
without wall functions in this chapter.
The state of the flow entering the backward-facing step domain has a ma-
jor part to play in determining the qualities of the turbulence downstream,
and therefore predictions of reattachment length and Reynolds stresses. The
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influence of inflow boundary conditions (cf. §3.4.2) on downstream turbu-
lence in the backward facing step was studied by Aider and Danet (2006).
They compared a mean inflow profile perturbed by white-noise with a tran-
sient inflow generated from a precursor simulation, and found that the latter
caused the destabilisation of the shear layer behind the step and resulted in a
reduction in the reattachment length, as well as an increase in the frequency
of vortex shedding.
Jarrin et al. (2006) proposed a statistical method of generating syn-
thetic turbulence for inflow conditions, the synthetic eddy method (SEM)
(cf. §3.4.2). Tests in turbulent channel flow were able to reproduce first-
and second-order one-point statistics (friction coefficient and Reynolds stress
profiles) found from a precursor simulation. A fully-developed turbulent
boundary layer was able to be generated in a relatively short distance, re-
ducing domain size and thus computational cost. The method is applicable
to complex geometries and removes the need for precursors to generate real-
istic inflow conditions. The original method has been coded in Fluidity and
validated by Pavlidis et al. (2009).
Here the use of the tensorial dynamic LES model developed in §5.2 with
SEM as an inflow condition is investigated to see if the combination is able
to reproduce various quantities in reference DNS data (see below): the reat-
tachment length, mean velocity profiles, Reynolds stress profiles and near-
wall profiles. The impact of mesh adaptivity on the accuracy of results is
investigated. For comparison, simulations were also performed in the com-
mercial code CFX (ANSYS, 2011) with the dynamic Smagorinsky model on
a fixed mesh.
6.1.2 Benchmark Data
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) at a Reynolds number of 5100 of a 3D
backward facing step with the dimensions specified in Figure 6.2 was per-
formed by Le et al. (1997). Even though the Reynolds number is lower than
is typical in an industrial CFD problem, the DNS data is of such high quality
that it has been used by many authors to validate turbulence models. Ex-
periments in the same geometry were performed by Jovic and Driver (1994),
obtaining a reattachment length of 6.0-6.1. The mean reattachment length of
6.28 from the DNS was within 3% of the experimental value. Panjwani et al.
(2009) simulated the backward-facing step using the dynamic LES model in
a finite-volume code on relatively coarse structured meshes. Their data has
been selected for comparison to the current results as the mesh resolution is
similar.
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6.2 Simulation Setup
6.2.1 Geometry
A schematic of the domain is shown in Figure 6.2. A logarithmic velocity
profile is imposed at the left hand boundary (inflow). The region directly
downstream of the step is of interest in this problem.
U(z)
h
Lx
Ly
Lz
Lz-h
Li
Figure 6.2: Domain for the backward-facing step simulations showing cut plane
A (red) and B (blue). Dimensions are Lx = 30, Li = 10, Ly = 4, h = 1, Lz = 6.
Following Le et al. (1997) the dimensions are: Lx = 30, Li = 10, Ly = 4,
h = 1, Lz = 6, so that Lz−h = 5 and the expansion ratio is Lz/(Lz−h) = 1.2.
The base of the domain is located at z = 0, the inflow plane is given by
x = −10 with the step at x = 0, and the back of the domain in the spanwise
direction is given by y = 0.
6.2.2 Dynamic LES Parameters
The tensorial dynamic LES model developed in §5.2 is applied to the
backward-facing step. The effects of five independent LES model parameters,
listed in Table 6.1, are investigated. With two values for each parameter, a
maximum of 25 = 32 separate experiments would be required to fully investi-
gate the entire LES model parameter space. However, only the combinations
marked by an ‘x’ in Table 6.1 were tested, a total of 14 experiments, since
certain combinations (α = 2 with β = 1, explicit first filter with no upper
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limit on cS) were deemed unlikely to yield improved results based on the
results of other combinations.
upper limit on cS 0.04 0.04 ∞
first filter type implicit explicit implicit
filter shape ratio α ratio β
isotropic 1 1 x
isotropic 1 2 x x x
isotropic 2 2 x x x
anisotropic 1 1 x
anisotropic 1 2 x x x
anisotropic 2 2 x x x
Table 6.1: Dynamic LES parameter space and experiments performed marked
with an ‘x’.
6.2.3 Meshing and Discretisation
The effects of periodic vs. non-periodic spanwise boundary conditions and
varying mesh resolution were tested. Several unstructured fixed non-periodic
(F-series), semi-structured fixed periodic (P-series) and unstructured adap-
tive (A-series) meshes were used; details are in Table 6.2 and 6.3. Only results
using fine fixed (F3, P3) and adaptive meshes are presented here because it
was found that meshes F1, F2, P1 and P2 were too coarse to obtain mean-
ingful results: either no stable recirculation eddy was generated or model
terms were unstable. The adaptive meshes (A1, A4 and A5) varied from one
simulation to another. A complete list of adaptivity settings for meshes A1,
A4 and A5 is given in Table 6.3.
The adaptivity algorithm in Fluidity adjusts the mesh resolution locally to
meet an interpolation error criterion εu on a target field or fields (cf. §3.6.1).
A discussion of appropriate choices of target field or fields from whose errors
to form a metric for interpolation error-based adaptivity has been presented
in §5.4.4 and is expanded upon here. As a simple and sensible first guess
at the best target, the filtered velocity u was chosen as the target field for
adaptive mesh A1.
The other adaptivity parameters chosen for mesh A1 are now explained.
The small value of desired error (in each velocity component) εu = 0.001,
which should be compared to the maximum inlet velocity of 1.5 to gauge
the relative size of the error, was chosen in an attempt to get as high an
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Mesh Structure Movement Periodicity Resolution Nodes
F1 unstructured fixed non-periodic 0.5 7197
F2 unstructured fixed non-periodic 0.25 45752
F3 unstructured fixed non-periodic 0.125 244378
P1 semi-structured* fixed periodic 0.5 10521
P2 semi-structured* fixed periodic 0.25 77044
P3 semi-structured* fixed periodic 0.125 596706
A1 unstructured adaptive non-periodic see Table 6.3 6250000
A4 unstructured adaptive non-periodic see Table 6.3 6250000
A5 unstructured adaptive non-periodic see Table 6.3 6500000
Table 6.2: Fixed mesh parameters in 3D backward-facing step simulations. *Pe-
riodic meshes are structured in the spanwise direction so that surface nodes match
up.
Parameter A1 A4 A5
target field(s) u u− 〈u〉, 〈u〉 u− 〈u〉, 〈u〉
desired error εu in components 0.001 0.1, 0.02 0.05, 0.01
max. no. of nodes 250000 250000 500000
approx. no. of nodes in final meshes 233000 239000 360000
frequency of adapts (timesteps) 100 200 200
max. node increase between meshes 1.3 1.3 1.3
gradation parameter 3.0 1.25 1.25
absolute interpolation error bound(s) 0.001 0.02, 0.1 0.01, 0.05
min. edge lengths 0.05(x) 0.03 (x) 0.01 (x)
0.05(y) 0.01 (y) 0.005 (y)
0.05(z) 0.01 (z) 0.005 (z)
max. edge lengths 1.0 (x) 1.0 (x) 0.5 (x)
1.0 (y) 0.2 (y) 0.2 (y)
1.0 (z) 0.2 (z) 0.2 (z)
Table 6.3: Adaptivity parameters for meshes A1, A4 and A5 in 3D backward-
facing step simulations.
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accuracy as possible. Minimum and maximum edge lengths were isotropic;
the minimum length was five times smaller than the elements of fixed mesh
P3 and the maximum length was one to allow for extreme coarsening in
the top of the domain. A gradation parameter, controlling the maximum
ratio of edge lengths in adjacent elements, was set to three to allow rapid
variation of element size e.g. from the wall to the free stream, although this
would generate a significant commutation error. Maximum node increase
from one mesh to the next was set to 1.3 in order to reduce fluctuations in
gradient values caused by a sudden change of resolution (see discussion in
§4.6). Mesh adapts were set to happen every 100 timesteps as a compromise
between fidelity to the flow and computational effort-saving (one adapt costs
approximately the same as one timestep), as well as to prevent the accrual
of excessive interpolation errors (cf. §5.4.4).
It became clear that mesh A1 was not ideally set up for the backward-
facing step problem. Firstly, simulating this problem accurately involves
faithfully representing both mean and transient phenomena, for example the
reattachment length is a function of the mean flow while the Reynolds stresses
are a function of the fluctuating velocity1. Therefore, in an attempt to fol-
low the important flow details more faithfully and economically, a weighted
combination of the fluctuating velocity, u′ = 〈u〉 − u, and time-averaged
velocity, 〈u〉, was selected as the target fields for meshes A4 and A5. By
adjusting the desired error εu on each field the error in the average velocity
was weighted more heavily (see Table 6.3). Larger values of εu were set for
A4 and A5 compared to A1 as it was realised that achieving an error of 0.001
might be impossible within the constraints of maximum node numbers and
edge lengths.
Since the average velocity varies slowly in statistically steady-state flow,
the mesh does not have to be changed very often; hence the adapt period was
increased to 200 timesteps. Adapting to the fluctuation as well was intended
to supplement the resolution in regions where the greatest errors in fluctu-
ating and average velocities do not overlap. Clearly, there is a compromise
in the frequency of adapts because the fluctuation changes far more rapidly
than the average velocity (on the order of 10 timesteps).
Special consideration had to be paid to the start of the simulation because
initial flow evolution affects conditions later i.e. errors propagate in time.
It is important to provide adequate resolution during this phase and the
combination of targets is designed to provide it. Time averaging was set to
start from 200 seconds into the simulation because that was found to be the
1Adapting to the mean flow may not be optimal in other flows, for example the wake
behind a cylinder, in which the dominant dynamics are bimodal
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upper bound on the length of time for the flow to reach statistical steady state
(equivalent to 7.5 advective periods), judged by the L2 norm of the velocity.
Less than 100 seconds were needed on meshes A4 and A5, so time averaging
began at 100 seconds on these meshes. Prior to that point, the average
velocity was equal to the velocity u and the fluctuation was zero and the mesh
initially followed u. Once averaging started, the fluctuation was nonzero and
the mesh adapted to the combination of averaged and fluctuating velocities.
This had an effect on the overall number of nodes: prior to 200 seconds, the
total number in the A4 mesh gradually grew from ∼ 100, 000 to ∼ 150, 000 as
the flow evolved to a statistical steady state and the turbulent downstream
region grew. At 200 seconds there was an immediate jump to ∼ 240, 000
nodes, which was maintained constant for the rest of the simulation. This
observation can be explained by the additional resolution added to resolve
the fluctuating velocity.
Other adaptivity parameters were also changed in meshes A4 and A5.
The gradation parameter was reduced to 1.25 to improve mesh smoothness
and reduce commutation errors (cf. §5.3.4). Minimum and maximum edge
lengths were made anisotropic with larger lengths in the streamwise direction
to reflect the direction of the smallest curvature of the velocity field (spanwise
and vertical gradients are larger than streamwise).
Discretisation was by the continuous Galerkin method with piecewise
linear function spaces for velocity and pressure (P1 CG – P1 CG) and fourth-
order pressure stabilisation cf. §3.5.6. No advective stabilisation was added.
6.2.4 Boundary conditions
Turbulent inflow conditions were provided by the synthetic eddy method
(SEM) which linearly interpolated the DNS data of Le and Moin (1992)
(available from ERCOFTAC (2012)) onto the computational mesh. The
mean velocity profile is shown in Figure 6.3. One simulation was performed
with no SEM applied for comparison (cf. §6.3.7). On all meshes, strong no-
normal flow boundary conditions were applied at the top boundary, strong
no-slip boundary conditions at the bottom of the domain and at the step
down and a zero-pressure boundary condition on the outflow. A region of
absorption was created near the outflow to reduce the chance of turbulent
flow re-entering the domain and causing the solver to diverge. It was defined
by a linear increase of a velocity absorption term with vector components a
ranging from zero to 0.1 towards the outflow:
a(x) =
{
0.0 if x 6 25
0.1(x− 25)/5 if x > 25. (6.1)
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On F- and A-series meshes no-normal-flow (free-slip) conditions were
specified on the sides while the P-series meshes had periodic boundary condi-
tions. By plotting pressure contours it was found that there is some effect of
non-periodicity on the flow despite the no-normal flow boundary conditions.
Two remedies are possible: either run in serial (Fluidity does not yet support
3D parallel periodic adaptivity), or increase the domain width in the hopes of
reducing spanwise effects. Neither of these options were attempted because
of the associated increase in computational time.
Figure 6.3: Mean velocity profile from data of Le and Moin (1992) used in 3D
backward-facing step simulations. Max velocity = 1.5ms−1.
6.2.5 Diagnostics
6.2.5.1 Reattachment Length Calculation
The reattachment length refers to the distance from the step to the boundary
between flow going towards and away from the step at the bottom boundary
i.e. the length of the primary recirculating eddy. It is referred to as the
primary eddy because it is common to observe a smaller secondary eddy
near the step where flow reverses direction again.
Several approaches to the calculation of reattachment length (RL) are
possible (Le et al., 1997). Here RL was calculated by finding the point at
which the instantaneous velocity changed direction along a line running in
the x-direction at a height of 0.01h above the bottom of the domain. The
value of RL was fairly insensitive to small changes in the sampling height:
since piecewise linear shape functions were used, the sampled values within an
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element varied linearly with height. Choosing 0.01 ensured that the samples
were taken from the first layer of elements in the finest adaptive meshes.
In Fluidity, simulated prognostic and diagnostic fields are output in .vtk
format which allows user-defined Python routines to extract data via the
VTK library (VTK, 2012), in this case using the ProbeData function on the
velocity field u, which finds the velocity at each point on a line by linear
interpolation from the closest mesh nodes using the linear shape functions.
Each line was represented as an array which the Python routine searched
along, looking for the first point x[i] where u[i]/u[i+ 1] < 0 and u[i+ 1] > 0.
RL was found by linearly interpolating between x[i] and x[i+ 1].
In 3D significant spanwise variations inRL were detected (around± 50%),
so 41 evenly spaced parallel lines of closely spaced points were created and
RL,av was taken as the average of the reattachment points RL on each line.
It was found that 41 sampling lines were adequate to calculate an accurate
average value; using 81 led to a change of no more than ≈ 0.1 in RL,av. After
spanwise averaging, the instantaneous reattachment point fluctuated in time
because of periodic vortex shedding. Therefore, an additional step was taken
of time-averaging the instantaneous value of RL,av to provide the results in
Table 6.4.
6.2.5.2 Reynolds Stress Calculation
Several diagnostic fields were calculated ‘online’ i.e. during a simulation.
Time-averaged velocity 〈u〉 and pressure 〈p〉 were calculated, beginning after
the initial 200 seconds of ‘spin-up’ time as with the reattachment length.
Fluctuating velocity was then found from u′ = u− 〈u〉 and equivalently for
fluctuating pressure. The three principal Reynolds stresses are simply |u′i|,
|u′j| and −(u′iu′j). A further step was taken of time-averaging the Reynolds
stresses to obtain meaningful profiles.
6.2.5.3 Near-Wall Profile Calculation
Near-wall velocity profiles in wall units (u+, y+) were calculated post-
simulation by extracting the time-averaged velocity at the final time along
vertical lines through the domain mid-plane (plane B in Figure 6.2). It was
found that the average velocity at the final time was sufficiently spanwise-
invariant that multiple sampling lines were unnecessary. The wall shear stress
was calculated locally by extracting the value of the velocity gradient tensor
field (a diagnostic field in Fluidity) at the wall.
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6.2.5.4 LES Model Diagnostics
Several diagnostic fields were output for the purposes of debugging the dy-
namic LES model:
• dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient cS;
• eddy viscosity νT ;
• filter widths 4 and 4˜ in scalar (5.7) and tensor form (5.45);
• filtered velocity fields u and u˜ and their difference (called the resolved
fine scales).
6.2.6 Computing Resources
Simulations were run on the CX1 cluster at Imperial College London, each
using 16 processors and up to 150 hours of run-time (≈ 400− 600 seconds of
simulated time).
6.2.7 CFX Simulations
For reference purposes, dynamic LES simulations were also run in CFX.
These used a fixed unstructured tetrahedral mesh of approximate edge length
0.125, similar to the P3 mesh in Fluidity. Discretisation was by a control
volume-based finite volume method similar to the CV-FE method in Fluid-
ity (cf. §3.5.5). Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the spanwise
direction. A laminar inlet profile was prescribed. The effect of adding turbu-
lent fluctuations by imposing an initial condition with an added RMS veloc-
ity fluctuation was found to be negligible, in contrast to Fluidity, where the
synthetic eddy method (SEM) for inlet turbulence generation significantly
enhanced the results. This is thought to be because the RMS fluctuation
does not represent realistic turbulent fluctuations, whereas SEM does. More
advanced synthetic turbulence methods are available in FLUENT but these
have not been tested here.
The version of dynamic LES available in CFX is the Germano-Lilly
method with clipping of the dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient to 0 6 cS 6
0.04 and relaxation in time to maintain stability by the following formula:
cnS = θc
n
S + (1− θ)cn−1S , (6.2)
where θ = 0.01 and n is the current timestep. The first filter width ratio α
(mesh to first filter) is one and the second ratio β (first to second filter) is
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fixed at two. First filtering is implicit, while second filtering is by volume-
weighted averaging of the velocity in elements surrounding a node, and filter
width is given by Deardorff’s method (5.7) (ANSYS, 2011).
Reattachment length RL was found by a different method to that used for
Fluidity results, namely, the average of location at which the zero streamwise
velocity contour touched the bottom. Mean velocity and Reynolds stress
profiles were not plotted at positions normalised by RL because it was too
big and the position 5
3
RL would have been outside the domain. Instead, the
positions used by Le et al. (1997) were used: x/h = [4, 6, 10, 19].
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Mesh Type and Resolution of Turbulent Struc-
tures
6.3.1.1 Adaptivity Parameters
Figure 6.4 shows the velocity field magnitude on plane B (see Figure 6.2)
through the A1 adaptive mesh behind the step. The mesh is refined in the
shear layer and extremely coarse near the top of the domain. Elements are
fairly uniform in size and shape in the shear layer. Whilst this mesh may be
better suited to resolving the flow than a fixed mesh with the same number of
nodes, it is not particularly well calibrated. Resolution could do with being
finer at the wall and step lip and grade more smoothly to large elements
towards the top (the gradation parameter is three in this mesh).
Figure 6.5 shows the fluctuating and average velocity fields on plane B
through the A4 adaptive mesh, using the improved parameters in Table 6.3,
demonstrating more effectively the ability of mesh adaptivity to place reso-
lution in the regions of interest, in this case the shear layer behind the step
and the bottom boundary layer. The mesh aligns reasonably well with the
regions where the two fields are varying most rapidly. Resolution is not as
coarse at the top and is more gradually varied throughout the domain.
Figure 6.6 shows the same set of results, but now the time-averaged
Reynolds stresses at a later time on plane B and a closer view of the reat-
tachment region. The mesh follows the Reynolds stresses quite well, which
is not surprising given that they are functions of the fluctuating velocity. In
the close-up it is possible to see fine stretched elements at the wall which
capture the large gradient of the stresses there. Regions where the stresses
are varying less rapidly (blue) have enlarged elements.
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Figure 6.4: Mesh A1 adapting to velocity field, showing velocity magnitude.
(a) Fluctuating velocity magnitude |u′|
(b) Average velocity magnitude |〈u〉|
Figure 6.5: Mesh A4 adapting to combination of average and fluctuating velocity
fields, coloured by field magnitude.
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(a) Time-averaged Reynolds stress magnitude in reattachment region
(b) Close-up of inset in (a) showing near-wall resolution
Figure 6.6: Mesh A4 coloured by time-averaged Reynolds stress magnitude.
6.3.1.2 Variation of Filter Width and Commutation Error
Figure 6.7 shows the dynamic LES first (mesh) filter width and its gradient
on a horizontal plane (plane A in Figure 6.2) in the A4 adaptive mesh,
demonstrating the variations of mesh size which arise when adapting to a
turbulent velocity field. The gradient of filter width is significant because
the commutation error in the inverse Helmholtz filter is proportional to the
gradient (as shown in §5.3.4, and verified in §5.3.7). A maximum value of
0.4 near the step means that the most significant pollution of the result by
the commutation error is in this region.
Since turbulence is generated here, it would be advisable to reduce the
minimum element size in order to reduce the error. The gradation parameter
is already close to one and cannot be reduced much further. The commu-
tation error manifests itself in the test-filtered field u˜, hence the Leonard
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(a) filter width
Filterwidthgrad magnitude
(b) width gradient
Figure 6.7: First filter width 42 and its gradient on plane A for dynamic LES on
adaptive mesh A4. Step lip is at the top.
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tensor and dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient. If an explicit first filter is used
then calculating u incurs a commutation error as well, having a direct effect
on the computed eddy viscosity.
6.3.1.3 LES Model Comparison
Figure 6.8 shows velocity magnitude |u| on plane A through fine periodic
mesh P3 and adaptive mesh A1. Results with no LES model (6.8a, 6.8b)
and with the tensor Smagorinsky LES model with CS = 0.1 (6.8d, 6.8c) are
shown.
The Smagorinsky model appears to be too dissipative as the structures in
the velocity field are larger and their evolution is slower: no fluctuations are
visible close to the step. The no-model results are much more complex with
small structures evolving close to the step and growing downstream in the
shear layer. There is little difference between the periodic and adaptive mesh
results. This is encouraging for the use of mesh adaptivity, where periodic
boundaries cannot yet be used in parallel simulations in Fluidity.
Figure 6.9 shows |u| on plane A through periodic P3 (6.9a), fixed F3
(6.9b) and adaptive A1, A4 and A5 (6.9c-6.9e) meshes with the tensor dy-
namic LES model, isotropic filter, limited cS, and α = β = 2. Spatial
evolution of turbulent structures is slowest on the fixed mesh F3 while pe-
riodic boundaries (P3 mesh) appear to induce turbulence sooner. The size
and distribution of structures on P3 and A1 meshes are comparable. Mesh
A4 with its modified adaptivity parameters causes a slight reduction in the
length at which turbulence is induced, while mesh A5, with its larger number
of nodes and smaller minimum edge lengths (other parameters the same as
A4), resolves smaller structures closer to the step than any other mesh.
The choice of adaptivity parameters, and not just the number of nodes
or minimum edge lengths, clearly has a significant role to play in resolving
turbulent structures. Far superior resolution of the important structures
can be achieved with comparable or fewer nodes than a fixed mesh, despite
lacking periodic boundary conditions. For its ability to resolve turbulence,
mesh A5 is the best in this test.
6.3.2 LES Model Diagnostics
Figure 6.10 shows the computed dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient cS, eddy
viscosity νT and resolved fine-scale velocity |u − u˜| on plane A through A4
mesh with the dynamic LES model with cS 6 0.04. Very fine structures
visible in Figure 6.10c demonstrate the effectiveness of the inverse Helmholtz
filter on an inhomogeneous unstructured mesh. νT (Figure 6.10b) corre-
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(a) no model, P3 (b) no model, A1 (c) Smag, P3 (d) Smag, A1
Figure 6.8: Velocity magnitude |u| on plane A for no-model and tensor Smagorin-
sky LES results on P3 and A1 meshes.
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(a) P3 (b) F3 (c) A1 (d) A4 (e) A5
Figure 6.9: |u| on plane A for tensor dynamic LES with isotropic filter on fixed
(P3, F3) and adaptive (A1, A4, A5) meshes.
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(a) cS (b) νT (c) |u− u˜|
Figure 6.10: Dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient cS , eddy viscosity νT and resolved
fine scales |u− u˜| on plane A through mesh A4.
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lates quite closely to |u − u˜|, confirming that the dynamic model bases the
SFS on the highest resolved wavenumbers, as they should be according to
Kolmogorov’s hypothesis (cf. §3.2.2). The dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient
(Figure 6.10a) displays a mottled pattern with rapidly alternating high and
low values. This suggests that the standard Smagorinsky model, with its
single value of CS, is an inadequate description of the locally varying rate of
energy flux from the resolved scales to SFS. Furthermore, larger values are
very localised which is indicative of stable model behaviour.
6.3.3 Reattachment Length
Table 6.4 lists the time-averaged reattachment length (RL,av) predictions
from several meshes, LES models and LES settings. The best results were
obtained with the dynamic LES model, adaptive meshing and α = 1. The dy-
namic LES model on mesh P3 with no SEM applied at the inflow predicted
slightly longer RL,av than with SEM. Using no LES model led to under-
prediction of RL,av on P3 and A1 meshes, suggesting that the CG discreti-
sation with fourth-order pressure stabilisation is acting like an LES model
in its own right. Further research is needed to understand this behaviour.
The VLES model with SEM on mesh P3 led to slight under-prediction of
RL,av. The tensor Smagorinsky model (5.22) of Bentham (2003) performed
poorly on mesh A1 but matched dynamic LES on mesh P3, perhaps because
it cannot compensate for the varying resolution like the dynamic method.
Explicit first filtering made no difference to reattachment length despite
its improvements to mean velocity profiles. Removing the upper limit on
cS was variable in its impact: it made no difference to the isotropic results,
while the anisotropic results were considerably worsened, suggesting that the
coefficient was generally larger in the latter case.
Changing the adaptivity parameters in mesh A4 made little difference,
while increasing the maximum number of nodes in mesh A5 improved the
isotropic result but did not dramatically improve the anisotropic result. This
may be because these simulations did not run for as long as the A1 runs
(110 seconds compared to > 300 seconds for runs on mesh A1, owing to the
increased number of nodes) and therefore the time-averaged quantities had
not reached steady state.
The CFX dynamic LES RL result is extremely large compared to the
closest comparable Fluidity result (dynamic LES model on mesh P3 with no
SEM), suggesting that not enough dissipation was generated. Indeed, run-
ning an LES without inlet fluctuations to seed turbulence is akin to a laminar
flow, in which a very long RL is expected. It highlights the need for SEM or
a similar method of inflow turbulence generation in CFX. Nevertheless, the
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Model Mesh RL,av
Experiment (Jovic et al., 1994) - 6.0-6.1
DNS (Le et al., 1997) structured, 9.4M nodes 6.28
Dynamic LES (Panjwani et al., 2009) structured, 213k nodes 7.3
CFX dynamic LES similar to P3 19.65
isotropic no SEM P3 8.46
VLES P3 5.47
no model P3 5.81
Smagorinsky P3 7.94
isotropic P3 7.94
anisotropic P3 7.77
no model A1 6.02
Smagorinsky A1 13.11
isotropic A1 7.74
anisotropic A1 7.90
isotropic A4 7.39
anisotropic A4 7.87
isotropic A5 6.04
anisotropic A5 7.53
isotropic α = 1, β = 2 A1 6.65
anisotropic α = 1, β = 2 A1 6.68
isotropic α = 1, β = 1 A1 6.51
anisotropic α = 1, β = 1 A1 7.04
isotropic explicit f.f. A1 7.52
anisotropic explicit f.f. A1 8.20
isotropic α = 1, explicit f.f. A1 6.58
anisotropic α = 1, explicit f.f. A1 6.75
isotropic unlimited cS A1 7.27
anisotropic unlimited cS A1 12.93
isotropic α = 1, unlimited cS A1 6.55
anisotropic α = 1, unlimited cS A1 9.05
Table 6.4: Time-averaged reattachment length RL,av/h in the 3D backward-facing
step. ‘No model’ = simulations without an LES model. ‘Smagorinsky’ = tensor
eddy viscosity Smagorinsky model (5.22). All other entries are dynamic LES.
‘explicit f.f.’ = explicit first filter. α = 2, β = 2, cS 6 0.04, implicit first filter and
SEM inflow unless otherwise stated.
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Fluidity RL result with no SEM is surprisingly good; deficiencies are only
obvious when the mean velocity profiles are observed (Figure 6.19, page 225).
6.3.4 Mean Velocity Profiles
6.3.4.1 Method
In accordance with Le et al. (1997) and Panjwani et al. (2009), the mean
velocity profiles are plotted at locations downstream of the step which are
normalised with respect to the average reattachment length for each sim-
ulation. The locations are RL,av ×
[
2
3
, 1, 5
3
, 5
2
]
. This procedure is intended
to provide a fairer comparison of the shapes of the velocity profiles through
the separation and recovery regions. RL was calculated by the spanwise
averaging procedure described above and profiles were extracted from the
simulation results using the same ‘point probe and interpolation’ method as
the reattachment length calculation described above.
The results of dynamic LES simulations are compared against no-LES-
model results and the dynamic LES results of Panjwani et al. (2009)
and DNS of Le et al. (1997). The effect of changing the filter type
(isotropic/anisotropic), filter width ratios α and β, and limiting cS are inves-
tigated. CFX results and Fluidity results with no SEM applied are presented
in §6.3.7. All results presented used the values cS 6 0.04 and β = 2 with an
implicit first filter unless otherwise stated.
6.3.4.2 Filter Type and Width Ratios
Figure 6.11 shows the mean velocity profiles obtained with adaptive meshing
and the isotropic filter, and Figure 6.12 with the anisotropic filter. All results
used an implicit first filter. The anisotropic model with α = 2 is more
dissipative than the isotropic model with α = 2, indicated by the more
rounded profile and significant lag behind the DNS in Figure 6.12. The
stepped line in Figure 6.12 is due to coarse elements in the mesh; that these
elements were generated close to the wall indicates that mesh A1 is not
optimal for this flow.
Setting α = 1 greatly improves the predictions of both the isotropic and
anisotropic models, giving approximately identical results to each other, sug-
gesting that the filter width is more important than the filter shape in deter-
mining model dissipation. Changing β made comparatively little difference.
One reason for the observed insensitivity to the filter shape could be that
although the mesh is adaptive, the elements in it are still fairly isotropic.
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Figure 6.11: Mean velocity profiles in 3D backward-facing step using isotropic
filter on mesh A1. ‘DNS’ = DNS of Le et al. (1997); ‘Panjwani’ = dynamic LES
of Panjwani et al. (2009); ‘iso’ = isotropic dynamic model; ‘C’ = no upper limit
on cS . cS 6 0.04, β = 2 unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 6.12: Mean velocity profiles in 3D backward-facing step using anisotropic
filter on mesh A1. ‘aniso’ = anisotropic dynamic model. Stepped line in (d) is due
to coarse elements in adaptive mesh. cS 6 0.04, β = 2, implicit first filter unless
otherwise stated.
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6.3.4.3 Limiting cS
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 also show results in which the upper limit on cS has
been removed. In the isotropic case this makes no difference compared to
the equivalent limited result, but in the anisotropic case the profiles are
worsened: the unlimited run with α = 1 is comparable to the limited run
with α = 2, offsetting the gain achieved by changing α. These results imply
that the isotropic model is more robust as it does not require limiting of the
coefficient to make it stable.
Plots of cS show that the anisotropic model is inclined to make the co-
efficient, and therefore the eddy viscosity, take on large values over more of
the domain than the isotropic model, and limiting is required over a greater
portion of the domain. The likely reason is that the isotropic filter width
is smaller than the anisotropic one for a particular element. Although the
anisotropic width has already been reduced by the normalisation procedure
(5.45), this may not have been the correct way to do so, and it may need to
be further revised (cf. §8.3.1).
6.3.4.4 Fixed vs. Adaptive Mesh
Figure 6.13 shows results from periodic mesh P3 and adaptive meshes A1, A4
and A5 with α = β = 2. The P3 profiles are comparable to the A1 profiles,
indicating that the poorerRL predictions (cf. Table 6.4) on the fixed mesh are
probably due to insufficient wall resolution, and that adaptive meshing with
far fewer elements can capture the flow profile. Mesh A4 captures the profiles
most accurately, while mesh A5 is the poorest, but the simulation in this
case was shorter and the averaging period consequently too short to obtain
meaningful profiles. This problem does not affect the reattachment length
because it was computed from instantaneous velocity and it was verified that
statistical steady state had been reached by the end of the run.
6.3.4.5 Implicit vs. Explicit First Filter
Figures 6.14 and 6.15 compare results from simulations using an implicit
first filter i.e. the ‘filtered’ velocity u is simply the discrete velocity on the
computational mesh, and an explicit first filter i.e. u is obtained from the
discrete velocity on the computational mesh by an explicit application of the
inverse Helmholtz filter. The first filter width is the same in both cases.
Details of these procedures are in §5.2.2.5.
Adaptive mesh A1 was used and both isotropic and anisotropic filters were
tested with both α = 1 and α = 2. Explicit first filtering greatly improves
the mean profiles; the effect is most pronounced with the anisotropic filter.
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Figure 6.13: Mean velocity profiles in 3D backward-facing step using isotropic
filter on adaptive meshes A1, A4 and A5 and periodic mesh P3. cS 6 0.04, β = 2,
implicit first filter.
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Figure 6.14: Mean velocity profiles in 3D backward-facing step using isotropic
implicit/explicit first filter on mesh A1. ‘E’ = explicit first filter. cS 6 0.04,
β = 2, implicit first filter unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 6.15: Mean velocity profiles in 3D backward-facing step using anisotropic
implicit/explicit first filter on mesh A1. ‘E’ = explicit first filter. cS 6 0.04, β = 2,
implicit first filter unless otherwise stated.
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Changing α has less effect on the explicit filter results than the implicit.
These results suggest that maintaining similarity between the first and second
(test) filters (here by using the inverse Helmholtz filter to define both u and
u˜) is important, perhaps for the reasons given in §5.2.2.5.
6.3.5 Reynolds Stresses
Time-averaged Reynolds stresses were plotted on a vertical line on plane B
at a distance of x = 2
3
RL,av downstream of the step. Figures 6.16a and 6.16b
show the Reynolds stresses from the adaptive mesh A1 for the same cases
shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. The plots show some lack of smoothness
which is due to the relatively short time averaging period of around 7 − 10
flow-through periods. The gradient of |u′|/u0 is poorly captured by LES near
the wall and would benefit from reduced element size at the wall.
As with the mean velocity, setting α = 1 improves Reynolds stress pro-
files. The best fit to DNS data is obtained with α = β = 1 with either
the isotropic or anisotropic filter; both these results are comparable to the
dynamic LES of Panjwani et al. (2009). The worst result is obtained with
α = β = 2 and the anisotropic filter, consistent with the mean velocity re-
sults. Reduction of α and β corresponds to reducing the modelled dissipation,
perhaps compensating for numerical dissipation.
Figure 6.17 compares the Reynolds stresses captured on three meshes: A1,
A4 and P3, with the isotropic filter. The plots suffer from the same short
averaging period problem as the previous figures, resulting in a noticeable
deficit region between z = 0.1 and z = 1. The best results are those from
mesh A4, demonstrating the superiority of the adaptivity settings for that
mesh. A4 allows for smaller element size and as a result representation of
the near-wall (up to z = 0.1) variation of Reynolds stresses is superior.
CFX results and Fluidity results with no SEM applied are presented in
§6.3.7.
6.3.6 Near-Wall Profiles
Le et al. (1997) found that the velocity profile downstream of the step did
not recover completely to the universal log law within 20 step heights down-
stream. The near-wall velocity profiles in wall units (y+, u+) are plotted
against DNS and experimental data and the log law of the wall in Figure
6.18 at a distance of x/h = 19 downstream of the step, where the boundary
layer profile is almost fully redeveloped after the disturbance of separation
and reattachment of the shear layer. Dynamic LES on periodic mesh P3
and adaptive mesh A1 come reasonably close to the reference data, while on
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(a) Isotropic filter
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Figure 6.16: Reynolds stress profiles in 3D backward-facing step using isotropic
and anisotropic filters on mesh A1. Red lines shifted by 0.1. cS 6 0.04, β = 2
unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 6.17: Reynolds stress profiles in 3D backward-facing step using isotropic
filter on meshes P3, A1 and A4. Red lines shifted by 0.1. cS 6 0.04, β = 2.
Figure 6.18: Velocity profiles in wall units at x/h = 19 in 3D backward-facing
step. ‘expt.’ = experimental data of Jovic and Driver (1994); ‘log law’ = linear-log
law of the wall (cf. Table 3.1). cS 6 0.04, α = β = 2.
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the fixed mesh F3 the profile is not as close. A region in which the log law
is approximately satisfied (straight line) is visible in the A1 results between
20 6 y+ 6 100 which is roughly the range of the log-law region in the DNS
and experimental data. The fluctuations in the P3 profile are due to a shorter
averaging period for that run.
6.3.7 CFX Results
The closest setup in Fluidity to CFX was the isotropic dynamic LES model
on mesh P3 with implicit first filtering and no SEM at the inlet. A spanwise-
averaged reattachment length of 19.65 was found for the CFX dynamic
LES simulation. Figure 6.19 shows the mean velocity profiles from CFX
and the reference Fluidity results at four locations downstream of the step:
x/h = [4, 6, 10, 19]. The CFX profiles are very poor compared to DNS indi-
cating that the LES model has generated insufficient dissipation; the solution
is more like laminar flow than turbulent as a result of the lack of inlet tur-
bulence. The Fluidity profiles are comparable; the lack of inlet turbulence is
clear compared to Figure 6.13. CFX does not contain a sophisticated turbu-
lent inflow generation method like SEM, and so it is not possible to improve
upon these results.
Figure 6.20 shows the Reynolds stresses at the same positions in CFX
and the reference Fluidity results. In the CFX profiles, in the range 4 6
x/h 6 10 there is a large deficit in u′ (blue) at around y/h = 0.7 and the
other components are not well predicted at any height. However, Reynolds
stresses are in very good agreement with DNS at the final position (close
to RL), suggesting that the flow has finally developed a significant amount
of turbulence. A similar trend is observed in the reference Fluidity profiles,
strongly suggesting again that SEM contributes largely to the accuracy of the
backward-facing step results by inducing earlier development of turbulence
in the step wake.
6.3.8 VLES Results
The scale-adaptive VLES model described in Chapter 4 has also been vali-
dated in the 3D backward-facing step. Any turbulence model that resolves
transient multiscale dynamics can only truly be validated in 3D, since turbu-
lence is an inherently three-dimensional phenomenon. The simulation pre-
sented was on the P3 mesh with SEM at the inflow. High-Re boundary
conditions were specified on the bottom for k and ε and the weak log law for
velocity.
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Figure 6.19: Mean velocity profiles in CFX simulation of 3D backward-facing step
vs. Fluidity dynamic LES with no SEM on P3 mesh, DNS and experimental data.
Figure 6.20: Normalised Reynolds stress profiles in CFX simulation of 3D
backward-facing step vs. Fluidity dynamic LES with no SEM on P3 mesh and
DNS data. ‘Flu’ = Fluidity.
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Figure 6.21 shows the velocity, eddy viscosity and VLES damping func-
tion on plane B. A fully turbulent velocity field is visible in Figure 6.21a,
enhanced by the turbulent inflow conditions. A turbulent separation eddy
and reattachment zone can be seen. The maximum eddy viscosity (Figure
6.21b) is far smaller than typical values observed in dynamic LES results. Its
outline demarcates the spreading turbulent shear layer formed downstream
of the separation point. This is even more starkly visible in the filter distribu-
tion (Figure 6.21c): a sharp division separates the turbulent region with very
small values of the function from an outer layer where the value is one. The
outer layer represents a RANS solution and the turbulent region an LES-like
solution. A similar division can be seen very close to the bottom although
the RANS region is intermittent. The reasons for this intermittency are as
yet unknown.
Figure 6.22 shows the velocity on plane A. The velocity distribution is
comparable to the dynamic LES and no-model velocity distributions in Fig-
ures 6.9a and 6.8a respectively. The VLES model appears to be functioning
like an LES model, resolving the formation of fine scales near the step which
grow downstream.
Comparisons of the mean velocity and Reynolds stress profiles to the DNS
and experimental data are shown in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. Mean velocity
is very well captured everywhere except the near-wall region, possibly be-
cause there is a thin, intermittent RANS layer in which the dynamics are
not resolved. Reynolds stresses follow a similar pattern, being very close to
the benchmark data above y/h = 0.3 but unrealistic nearer the bottom. A
reattachment length of 5.47 was calculated, lower than the benchmark data
and dynamic LES results. The low reattachment length is probably a result
of the inaccurate representation of velocity profiles seen in Figure 6.23. Sim-
ulations where flow must be accurately represented near walls may present
a problem for VLES modelling approaches.
6.4 Discussion
A novel tensor dynamic LES model was implemented and tested in the 3D
backward facing step. Predicted reattachment length came within 4% of
benchmark DNS data using the isotropic filter with α = β = 1, an implicit
first filter, adaptive meshing and the synthetic eddy method (SEM). Using
the anisotropic filter with α = 1, β = 2, an implicit first filter and adaptive
meshing, the reattachment length came within 7%. A comparable dynamic
LES simulation was carried out by Panjwani et al. (2009), finding a reattach-
ment length within 14% of DNS using a 213000-node structured mesh. Mean
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(a) Velocity magnitude |u|
(b) Eddy viscosity νT
(c) Damping (filter) function
Figure 6.21: VLES model velocity, eddy viscosity and damping (filter) function
on plane B of 3D backward-facing step.
Figure 6.22: VLES model velocity magnitude |u| on plane A. Step lip is on the
left, outlet on the right.
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Figure 6.23: Mean velocity profiles in VLES simulation of 3D backward-facing
step with SEM on P3 mesh vs. DNS and experimental data. Solid: VLES, dashed:
DNS, dots: experiment.
Figure 6.24: Normalised Reynolds stress profiles in VLES simulation of 3D
backward-facing step with SEM on P3 mesh vs. DNS data. Solid : VLES, dashed:
DNS.
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velocity and Reynolds stress profiles were captured accurately in comparison
to benchmark data and Panjwani et al. (2009). An almost identical setup in
CFX returned an almost laminar solution, and subsequently very large RL,
as a result of the lack of a suitable turbulent inflow generation method. It
was shown that the use of SEM for this purpose in Fluidity leads to vastly
improved accuracy. The particular choice of LES model then affects how
that inlet turbulence evolves and dissipates.
6.4.1 LES and Adaptivity
The adaptive results were better than those from the fixed periodic mesh
indicating that a fine near-wall mesh was important to resolve the dynamics
there. The combination of dynamic LES with unstructured mesh adaptivity
improved upon the fixed-mesh results while using 60% fewer nodes (com-
paring meshes A1 and P3), although this was partly because of superior
near-wall resolution in the adaptive case. Adaptivity, properly calibrated,
automatically refined the mesh in the near-wall region to provide the res-
olution required. The computational overhead of adapting the mesh was
negligible in comparison, since it was performed only once every 100-200
timesteps at a cost of about one timestep per adapt.
The effect of different choices of adaptivity target has not been isolated.
Velocity u was used as the target for the A1 mesh, while a combination of
the velocity fluctuation (or Reynolds stress) u− 〈u〉 and the time-averaged
velocity 〈u〉 was used for the A4 and A5 meshes. Results on these latter
meshes vary depending on which diagnostic we look at, with no improvement
in RL predictions over A1 except for A5 with the isotropic filter.
Mean velocity profiles and Reynolds stresses, however, were improved by
using A4 instead of A1. Resolution of turbulent structures by A4 is excellent
compared to A1, so the disappointing results may be down to not adapting
frequently enough to follow the flow at all times. Results files were only
written at the same timestep as the mesh was adapted, so the images (e.g.
Figure 6.5) do not show whether the mesh gets ‘left behind’ by the flow at
intermediate times. It is plausible that the frequency of mesh adapts needs
to be increased significantly from every 200 timesteps in order to faithfully
follow the flow details throughout the simulation. Mesh A5 did not provide
conclusive results owing to the shorter simulation times.
6.4.2 Tensor Dynamic LES
The main positive effect on model accuracy was from setting the filter width
parameter α = 1, whereas the shape i.e. scalar vs. tensor, made less differ-
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ence. In general, the anisotropic filter led to over-predictions of the reattach-
ment length and under-predictions of mean velocity and Reynolds stresses,
indicating that it is overly dissipative. The reason for this may be that the
normalisation of anisotropic filter width by (5.45) is inappropriate. Viola-
tion of frame invariance by the tensor model, explained in §5.2.1, may also
be responsible for the lack of improvement over the scalar model.
Using an explicit first filter to satisfy the first condition of scale-similarity,
that is, the first and second filters having similar shapes, improved the mean
profile and reattachment length. This may contradict the finding of Tejada-
Martinez and Jansen (2003), namely that using similar mesh and test filters
is unnecessary.
With α = 1 or 2, removal of the upper limit on the dynamic Smagorinsky
coefficient did not significantly change the isotropic model results, indicating
that the isotropic dynamic LES model developed in this work is more stable
than the method as Lilly (1992) conceived it, which required either local
averaging or clipping the lower and upper values of cS to maintain stability
(see §5.2.2): in the current method only the lower limit cS > 0 has to be
imposed. However, removing the upper limit made the anisotropic model
results slightly worse with either α = 1 or 2.
It has not been verified whether Kolmogorov’s local isotropy hypothesis
was confirmed by these simulations, that is, whether the scales at cut-off
were isotropic. The Smagorinsky model assumes that they are, but the use
of a tensorial anisotropic eddy viscosity avoids this assumption. Use of mesh
adaptivity with the tensor dynamic LES model may have satisfied scale sim-
ilarity because anisotropy of the smallest resolved scales was prescribed by
the anisotropy of the mesh. This anisotropy was transferred to the SFS via
the tensor filter width definition.
However, whether the mesh anisotropy was a true reflection of the
anisotropy of the real flow is difficult to answer. More work is needed to test
different adaptivity settings and target fields to find the optimal setup for
this and other LES problems. Furthermore, to truly represent the anisotropy
of the small scales in the mesh, the mesh would have to be adapted every
timestep, which is not only impractical from a computational effort point of
view but is unwise due to the interpolation errors that would accrue.
6.4.3 VLES
The VLES model behaved like an LES model in its ability to resolve turbu-
lence. Unlike LES, however, the domain was split into a turbulence-resolving
region and a smoother RANS region like a DES model or other forms of hy-
brid RANS/LES model. By adapting to the local flow conditions the model
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appeared to be able to represent the important scales of motion while sup-
pressing model dissipation in other areas.
The near-wall region was not well captured by the model, probably be-
cause there was an intermittent RANS region along the bottom. However,
the excellent agreement of mean velocity and Reynolds stresses was encour-
aging for the use of the model in flows in which the wall region is not the
subject of interest. Slight under-prediction of reattachment length in both
the 3D validation test suggests that the model is slightly too dissipative.
The model requires further validation efforts to see if it can make quantita-
tive predictions in other test cases. Many hybrid models are reported to have
unrealistic behaviour in the ‘switch-over’ region between RANS and LES-like
behaviour. By resolving the larger dynamics and modelling the smaller scales
with RANS, it is not clear whether the full range of scales is accounted for.
6.4.4 Boundary Conditions
No-normal-flow side boundary conditions (used on adaptive meshes) have
been found to exert a slight drag compared to periodic conditions. The
effect on the results presented has not been fully quantified. Further work
is required to implement periodic boundary conditions with parallel mesh
adaptivity in Fluidity and should improve modelling accuracy.
6.4.5 Further Work
Future research will attempt to develop a truly robust parameter-free LES
model which has great potential for reducing computational effort in solving
complex industrial problems. For example, it may be possible to remove the
ad hoc stability constraint cS > 0. The anisotropic filter definition may need
to be revised in order to improve its behaviour on highly stretched meshes.
Alternatively, theoretical reasons might be found to show why the anisotropic
filter width does not improve accuracy over an isotropic filter width.
Another problem is to find the optimum set of parameters for mesh adap-
tivity for resolving the dynamics affecting quantities of interest: reattachment
length, mean velocity and Reynolds stresses. It has been shown for this
problem that adapting to the curvature of the average velocity was a good
strategy (certainly if one wishes to reduce the frequency of mesh adapts)
because the flow evolves to a statistically steady state in which the average
does not move; therefore instantaneous velocity is well captured by such a
mesh. Careful consideration of the characteristics of a particular flow is nec-
essary in order to choose a suitable target. A simple precursor simulation
might identify the flow behaviour, for example showing whether it reaches
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equilibrium or not, before embarking on a full adaptive study. Choice of min-
imum edge lengths is a critical parameter, as is the rate of change of edge
lengths across the domain. The former determines how close the resolved
scales are to the Kolmogorov lengthscale, while the latter acts to reduce the
commutation error which inevitably results from varying filter width.
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7 Comparison of Fluidity and
CFX in Simulations of a Vortex
Diode
A challenging flow problem from Rolls-Royce Submarines, the vortex
diode, was chosen to further investigate CFD model behaviour and provide
modelling recommendations to the company. CFX simulations with various
turbulence models were conducted on placement at Rolls-Royce Submarines
and Fluidity simulations with the k − ε, VLES and Smagorinsky LES mod-
els were carried out at Imperial College London. The strongly swirling flow
makes this a difficult test case for CFD. Accurate prediction of pressure drop
in the vortex is found to be sensitive to the choice of turbulence model, dis-
cretisation and solution algorithm. Models based on the Boussinesq hypothe-
sis are unable to match experimental data.
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7.1 Introduction
Vortex diodes (VDs) are passive devices used in various industries as ‘leaky
no-return valves’, allowing flow preferentially in one direction over the other.
The VD studied here, shown in Figure 7.1, is used to control the bypass flow
in a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) under normal and accident conditions (see
Figure 2.2). At present, Rolls-Royce have experimental results for the VD
at a limited range of mass flow rates. It is important to be able to simulate
its behaviour at a wider range of flow rates occurring in various operating
conditions, which is the motivation for this research.
In this study, simulations of the VD were conducted using the commercial
code CFX (ANSYS, 2011) and the open-source code Fluidity (AMCG, 2012).
Actual dimensions of the device and experimental conditions are not given
here to protect commercially and nationally sensitive information. Pressure
drop predictions are made at a range of mass flow rates and compared to
experimental data. The aim of this study is to investigate the behaviour of
various CFD models in a challenging flow, rather than to make quantitative
predictions for use in design and safety calculations.
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Figure 7.1: Vortex diode geometry.
The diode effect is achieved by designing the geometry so that a vortex
is induced in one flow direction (the forward direction). Angular momentum
is conserved in the vortex (away from the wall) causing a large pressure drop
which resists flow. In the opposite (reverse) direction no vortex is induced
and the pressure drop is consequently smaller. A factor of interest in the
analysis of VDs is its ‘diodicity’, the ratio of forward and reverse pressure
drops.
In forward mode, the flow enters the tapered tangential duct at the top of
Figure 7.1, swirls inside the circular chamber, and leaves via the axial duct.
The expansion sections in the axial duct reduce turbulence at the outflow.
In reverse mode, flow enters the circular duct and spreads out evenly into the
chamber, forming a toroidal vortex which is much weaker than the forward
vortex. Figure 7.2 shows streamlines in the forward and reverse flow coloured
by velocity in simulations using the VLES model in Fluidity at mass flow
rates of 0.29 kg s−1 and 0.25 kg s−1 respectively.
Despite their geometric simplicity, flow through VDs can be complex.
For example, in the vortex chamber, which is not perfectly circular due to
the presence of the tangential inlet, the vortex may ‘wobble’ and the vor-
tex core precesses periodically around the outlet pipe axis (Kulkarni et al.,
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IN
OUT
(a) Forward, mass flow rate = 0.29 kg s−1
IN
OUT
(b) Reverse, mass flow rate = 0.25 kg s−1
Figure 7.2: Streamlines in forward and reverse flow coloured by velocity (m s−1)
in simulations using the VLES model in Fluidity.
2008). This results in pressure fluctuations. A test of any CFD model will
be whether it can reproduce this behaviour. Another effect is that at high
Reynolds numbers the vortex relaminarises the forward flow by stretching
it tangentially, suppressing turbulence (Ragab and Sreedhar, 1995; Kulkarni
et al., 2008). The effect may be difficult to simulate with a turbulence model.
Flow in the inlet and outlet ducts and in the reverse direction is turbulent,
so a potential model has to be able to reproduce both laminar and turbulent
regimes.
The critical factor in obtaining correct pressure drop and diodicity predic-
tions with CFD is the formation of a suitably strong vortex in the forward
direction. Without this the pressure drop would be solely determined by
the sharpness of bends around which the fluid must travel and thus similar
in each direction. It is important to understand how vortex formation and
strength are affected by the computational mesh, boundary conditions, nu-
merical method and turbulence model. The VD is a challenging test for CFD
modelling because of the sensitivity of the pressure drop to all these factors.
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There is a limited amount of research into simulating the flow through
VDs, mostly using commercial CFD codes. The most thorough study is
that of Kulkarni et al. (2008), who investigated the effect of various design
and numerical parameters on the pressure drop using the commercial code
FLUENT, obtaining good agreement with experiments over a wide range of
Reynolds number (5,000 – 40,000). Poor predictions were given by the k− ε
model in the laminar vortex flow. The best results were obtained with no
turbulence model, despite the presence of turbulent flow in the tangential
inlet. In forward mode the vortex centre did not align with the chamber
centre and oscillated around the axis resulting in a fluctuating pressure drop.
The average pressure drop over a large number of iterations was found and the
Euler number (ratio of the pressure drop from frictional loss to the pressure
drop from inertial effects) was calculated by Eu = 2∆p/ρu2I , where uI is the
inlet velocity, ∆p is the pressure drop and ρ is the fluid density. Diodicity
was calculated by Eufwd/Eurev. They found that diodicity increased with
flow rate and above a critical flow rate, diodicity was constant.
Kulkarni et al. (2008) set the outlet boundary conditions to “outlet vent”
in FLUENT which specified a pressure loss coefficient across the outlet and
an ambient pressure. Dimensionless pressure loss coefficients parameterise
the hydraulic resistance of a component and may be constant or Reynolds
number-dependent (C¸engel and Turner, 2001). A large value of the loss
coefficient functioned like a velocity absorption term, preventing turbulent
flow re-entering the domain and destabilising the simulation (Kulkarni et al.,
2008). Neither pressure drop nor velocity profiles in the chamber were signif-
icantly affected by the inlet velocity profile. It is for this reason that constant
inlet profiles have been used in the current study.
The discretisation scheme for pressure is significant in strongly swirling
flows (Kulkarni et al., 2008). Muntean et al. (2005) and Susan-Resiga et al.
(2005) found that the PRESTO (Pressure Staggered Option) on structured
meshes performed well in swirling pipe flow because it could capture large
pressure gradients. PRESTO gave a higher pressure drop in forward mode
and a similar pressure drop in reverse mode to the standard second-order
pressure scheme but took far more iterations to converge (Kulkarni et al.,
2008).
The transient flow during spin-up was studied using the Smagorinsky
LES model by Yin et al. (2010). Their results were accurate compared to
experimental data, although meshes up to 6,100,000 nodes were required.
However, as recognised by the authors themselves, their findings are merely
a good starting point in attempting to simulate transient flows in vortex
diodes.
Yang and Priestman (1991) used the standard k−ε model and a Reynolds
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stress model (RSM) (cf. §4.2.5) to simulate forward flow in a VD. They found
that the RSM was much more accurate, predicting pressure drops close to
experimental results. The k−ε model over-predicted turbulent kinetic energy
in the vortex chamber, sapping energy from the mean flow and thus reducing
vortex strength. Additionally, their study found that the flow was insensitive
to inlet turbulence intensity and sensitive to inlet flow swirling strength.
The realisable k−ε model, a variant of the standard k−ε model, was used
by Yoder Jnr. et al. (2011) to simulate forward flow. Their results indicated
that diodicity depended on mesh resolution, and mesh independence was not
yet obtained with a 1.5 million node mesh. Experimental diodicity results
were significantly larger than simulated results.
Because of the spread of differing results in the literature, it has been
decided to test a range of commonly-used models in the current study: the
standard k− ε and k−ω SST models in CFX and the standard k− ε, VLES
and Smagorinsky LES models in Fluidity. Following the advice of Kulkarni
et al. (2008), simulations without a turbulence model were also performed
in both codes. Some RSMs are available in CFX but were not tested; their
ability to predict the vortex flow are a subject for further research.
7.2 Experimental Data
Experimental data for the current VD is available for a range of flow rates in
forward and reverse flow modes (0.22 – 0.67 kg s−1 forward and 0.27 – 1.44
kg s−1 reverse) from Burgess and Tough (1971) and Burgess (1972). Two
experiments were performed at high pressure and at ambient temperature
using different pressure measurement techniques and one was conducted at
100◦C. It was found that the temperature did not affect the results which
validates the use of fluid properties at ambient temperature in simulations.
An uncertainty of ±15% was calculated by Burgess (1972) for the pressure
drop measurements which sets the bar for the accuracy of CFD predictions.
Correlations were fitted to the mass flow-pressure drop curves:
Qfwd = 12.8(dp/ρ)
1/2.14, (7.1a)
Qrev = 97.2(dp/ρ)
1/1.92, (7.1b)
where Q is the mass flow rate, dp is the pressure drop, ρ is the fluid density
and all quantities are in Imperial units. These correlations are plotted with
15% error bounds in Figures 7.12 (page 255) and 7.14 (page 259) respectively.
They have been extrapolated to cover the range of mass flow rates used in
simulations.
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1.2.3 Figure 1a: Experimental setup showing VBR and enclosing pressure vessel 
(vertical slice). The pressure tappings near the top of the axial pipe are shown. 
Figure 7.3: Side view of vortex diode experimental setup showing inlet and outlet
plena and pressure tapping Burgess and Tough (1971). Pressure tappings shown
near top of VD pipe.
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V
B
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Figure 7.4: Top view of vortex diode experimental setup showing inlet plenum,
vortex chamber and pressure tapping Burgess and Tough (1971).
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The experimental setup is shown from the side and top in Figures 7.3 and
7.4. In forward mode water was pumped into a chamber and through a baﬄe
plate before entering the vortex diode tangential nozzle. Water exited the
VD axial nozzle into a large outlet plenum before exiting in a slanting pipe.
Inlet pressure measurements were taken at an unspecified location upstream
and outlet pressure measurements in the outlet plenum close to the VD axial
nozzle. Because the experimental pressure measurements were not taken at
the exact inlet/outlet of the VD, but at points in the inlet/outlet plena, the
values of pressure drop do not represent the exact pressure drop across the
VD. An additional uncertainty is thus introduced on top of the ±15%.
Unfortunately it was impossible to recreate the setup in CFD because
of the lack of detailed drawings. Although exact drawings are available for
the diode itself, the best available drawings of the experimental apparatus
are Figures 7.3 and 7.4. The exact locations of the pressure measurements
cannot be replicated. However, comparing diodicity values may remove the
influence of the location of pressure measurements. Diodicity is dimensionless
so the absolute values of pressure drop are not being compared.
7.3 Simulation Setup
7.3.1 Geometry and Meshing
The VD geometry, Figure 7.1, was provided in Parasolid (.igs) format and
imported into ICEMCFD and GiD mesh generation software. The former
produces meshes compatible with CFX, the latter with Fluidity. Although
best practice with ICEMCFD and CFX is to use prismatic (stretched hex-
ahedral) boundary layers to enhance boundary layer resolution, Fluidity is
unable to accept mixed-element meshes such as a prism/tetrahedron mix. In
order to be able to compare the results of the two codes, meshes without
prismatic layers were used i.e. only containing tetrahedral elements. Tests
showed that addition of a prismatic boundary layer did not significantly af-
fect pressure drop predictions. Four times finer elements were specified on
the walls than in the volume. The total number of nodes was approximately
105,000. A mesh with the same specifications was generated for Fluidity.
A second mesh was generated for Fluidity by running an adaptive simula-
tion to steady state in an attempt to optimise the mesh. A final ‘checkpoint’
was generated containing the adapted mesh which could be used for other
simulations. The adapted mesh had an approximately uniform resolution
and simulations using this mesh resulted in better pressure drop predictions
in forward mode. The likely reason for this is that the solution interpolation
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error had been reduced on the adapted mesh. Uniformity of the mesh is
probably due to the laminar nature of the vortex flow. Although the Fluid-
ity and CFX meshes were now different, Fluidity pressure drop predictions
were still lower than CFX and it was decided to use the checkpoint mesh
thereafter for all simulations and results presented here.
As the purpose of this study is to understand model behaviour rather
than conduct model validation, resolution has been kept deliberately low
in order to permit a large number of simulations with the limited available
computing power at Rolls-Royce Submarines.
7.3.2 CFX Model Setup
Temperature was set to ambient, density to the actual experimental value
and molecular viscosity to the corresponding value for water from thermody-
namic tables. It was found that true steady-state solutions were impossible
to obtain in CFX. The equation residuals oscillated suggesting that the true
solution was a transient quasi-periodic one. A transient run confirmed this
supposition: the vortex was observed to ‘wobble’ or precess around the cham-
ber as observed by Kulkarni et al. (2008). Pseudo-steady-state solutions were
then used as initial conditions for transient runs. Table 7.1 summarises the
transient simulation setup.
Spatial discretisation CV-FE (cf. §3.5.5)
Time discretisation (steady-state) implicit (first-order)
Time discretisation (transient) second-order backward Euler
Pressure-velocity coupling Rhie-Chow
Momentum equation advection scheme high resolution
(U-)RANS model equation scheme first-order
Max. nonlinear iterations per timestep 20
Timestep (secs) 4.5× 10−5
Steady state convergence criterion judged by eye
Solver tolerance (relative) 1× 10−5
Mass flow rates (kg s−1) 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2,
0.43, 0.86, 1.7, 4.0, 8.0
Reynolds number range* 160 – 126,000
Table 7.1: CFX transient simulation solution parameters. High resolution scheme
blends first order and second order (ANSYS, 2011). *Reynolds number at smallest
flow cross-section (tangential chamber port).
The implicit second-order backward Euler scheme used for time discreti-
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sation in CFX is second-order accurate in time but not bounded (ANSYS,
2011). This scheme treats the diffusion term implicitly and the advec-
tion term explicitly and is diffusive (Heinrichs, 1993). The high resolu-
tion scheme is a blend of first- and second-order-accurate discretisations re-
sulting in a bounded second-order-accurate upwind-biased scheme (ANSYS,
2011). When using a RANS or U-RANS two-equation turbulence model, the
high resolution scheme was applied to the momentum and model advection-
diffusion-reaction equations.
7.3.2.1 Turbulence Models
CFX simulations with no model, the k − ε model and the k − ω SST model
(cf. Chapter 4) were performed. All transient simulations started from an
initial condition provided by a steady-state solution calculated with the same
model including no-model runs.
7.3.2.2 Boundary Conditions
Inlet boundary conditions for RANS runs in CFX were prescribed as mass
flow rate conditions with 5% inlet turbulence superimposed. An inlet con-
dition with no added turbulence was also tested in RANS runs and found
to cause the simulations to diverge because the flow in the inlet duct was
insufficiently stabilised. In no-model runs laminar inflow conditions were
prescribed. CFX prescribed a velocity profile which satisfied the specified
mass flow rate.
CFX zero-pressure ‘outlet/opening’ type boundary conditions were pre-
scribed at the outlet (not the same as the ‘outlet vent’ condition used by
Kulkarni et al. (2008)). These do not allow flow to come back into the
outflow: if a turbulent eddy is advected out of the domain, detection of
inward-pointing vectors causes the program to build artificial ‘walls’ in order
to prevent numerical instability (ANSYS, 2011).
Solid walls were prescribed with no-slip conditions on velocity with the
no-model runs. The standard high-Re k − ε wall functions were used in
scalable form (cf. §4.3.2) with the k − ε model, and CFX ‘automatic wall
treatment’ were used with the k − ω model (ANSYS, 2011).
7.3.2.3 Convergence Control
A maximum of ten nonlinear iterations per timestep was recommended in
order to obtain convergence to the solver tolerance (ANSYS, 2011). In prac-
tice it was found that twenty were necessary to obtain convergence during
the first few hundred timesteps; during the latter stages as few as three
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were necessary. The large number of iterations is required for the implicit
time-stepping scheme to converge (Jameson, 1991). CFX runs were contin-
ued until either the pressure measured at points at the inflow and outflow
planes had converged (judged by eye from plot in CFX-Solve), or when 20,000
timesteps (0.9 s) had elapsed, whichever came sooner. If pressure had not
converged by 20,000 timesteps, then the results were still used as long as
they displayed ‘spin-up behaviour: i.e. the vortex was gaining strength in
the expected manner and the pressure drop was showing signs of converging.
Running out of time was only a problem in the forward direction because
of the time taken for the vortex to gain strength which increased with mass
flow rate. The final value of the pressure drop across the VD was found from
the difference of the average pressures at the inflow and outflow. Although
the value fluctuated slightly, the value at the final timestep was used (rather
than a time-average) since the fluctuations were relatively small and well
within experimental uncertainty.
7.3.3 Fluidity Model Setup
All Fluidity simulations were transient and started from zero initial condi-
tions. Table 7.2 summarises the Fluidity simulation solution parameters.
Spatial discretisation P1 CG – P1 CG
Time discretisation Crank-Nicolson
Advection scheme central difference (Galerkin)
RANS model equation scheme high-order flux-limited (CV-FE)
Nonlinear iterations per timestep 2
Timestep (secs) adaptive: CFL 6 4
Steady-state convergence criterion judged by eye
Solver tolerance (relative) 1× 10−5
Mass flow rates (kg s−1) 0.006, 0.013, 0.028, 0.07, 0.14,
0.285, 0.57, 1.15, 2.8, 5.5
Reynolds number range* 100 – 93700
Table 7.2: Fluidity simulation solution parameters. *Reynolds number at smallest
flow cross-section (tangential chamber port).
7.3.3.1 Turbulence Models
In Fluidity several turbulence models were tested: no model, the tensor
Smagorinsky LES model (cf. §5.2.1), the k − ε U-RANS model (cf. §4.2.3)
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and the VLES model (cf. §4.4.4). In practice, not using a model led to solver
divergence because there was insufficient numerical dissipation to stabilise the
simulations. No results from these simulations are presented. Suggestions
for further research into numerically stabilised simulations of a VD are given
in the discussion (§7.5).
7.3.3.2 Boundary Conditions
In line with the findings of Kulkarni et al. (2008), flat profile inlet boundary
conditions were used for velocity. The profile was ramped to zero at the
edge of the relevant inlet within 10% of the edge (forward or reverse) to aid
development of a boundary layer and improve turbulence model stability.
In the absence of good quality experimental data on the inlet flow this was
judged to be the best option. Fluidity does not have an option for prescribing
bulk quantities such as mass flow rate as boundary conditions. The maximum
velocity was adjusted so that the integral over the inlet gave roughly the same
values of mass flow rate as those used in CFX.
In Fluidity, inlet turbulence can be applied directly to the velocity field
by the synthetic eddy method (SEM) (cf. §3.4.2). SEM was calibrated to
generate 5% turbulent intensity, similar to the CFX inlet condition, but the
addition of SEM made no difference to the Fluidity pressure drop results and
unless otherwise stated all Fluidity results presented here used a laminar inlet
condition. The reasons for these observations are discussed in §7.4.3.
k and ε were set to values which generated the same magnitude of eddy
viscosity as observed in CFX at the inlet plane. However, setting k and ε to
zero made no difference to the pressure drop and simulations did not diverge
in contrast to CFX. A possible reason is that the realisations of the k − ε
model in CFX and Fluidity differ in their treatment of inlet conditions.
Wall boundary conditions were provided by the standard high-Re wall
functions for k and ε and the weak log law on velocity in k − ε and VLES
simulations. LES simulations used strong no-slip boundary conditions.
7.3.3.3 Solution
A linear momentum equation of state was used in Fluidity which assumes
density is a variable and thus requires the inclusion of density in the CFD
model equations. This allowed the actual value of density from the experi-
mental data to be used but it was found that Fluidity’s solvers did not cope
well with large values of density. Therefore, the viscosity was normalised by
the actual density and the simulation density was set to one. The resultant
equations were unchanged since they were simply divided through by the
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density. Then the resultant pressure drops and mass flow rates were scaled
up by the actual density.
7.3.3.4 Convergence Control
The Fluidity simulations were allowed to run until the L2 norms of velocity
and pressure had been judged by eye to have reached pseudo-steady-state
(allowing for periodic oscillations due to vortex precession around the cham-
ber) in the same manner as CFX: see for example the pressure drop plot in
Figure 7.13b. The solver convergence criterion was met at every timestep
by carrying out two nonlinear iterations for velocity and pressure and three
for k and ε. Fewer iterations per timestep than CFX were needed, perhaps
because CFX is a coupled solver whereas Fluidity solves fields separately in
a Picard iteration (cf. §3.5.3). Pressure measurements and mass flow rates
were taken as integrals over the inlet and outlet planes.
7.4 Results
A note of caution is given here on the interpretation of pressure drop calcula-
tions. When using a turbulence model based on the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity
hypothesis (cf. §3.30), the pressure that is returned by the CFD solver is the
modified pressure, p′ = p + 2
3
k. Therefore, any quantitative comparison of
pressure values between different turbulence models, or to experimental data,
is questionable. Subtracting 2
3
k from the modified pressure is unreliable as a
calculation of p because the inlet and outlet boundary values for k can differ
between the RANS models tested. Additionally there is no available infor-
mation on k in the LES simulations. The only true pressure values in these
results are generated by the no-model model in CFX and Fluidity. However,
as noted in §7.2, it is acceptable to match the diodicity values, since the
modifications in forward and reverse flow will partially cancel out. Never-
theless, an unknown modelling uncertainty has to be included to account for
the pressure modification.
7.4.1 Flow Dynamics: Forward
The qualitative results presented in this and the next section are intended to
highlight some differences between the turbulence models used in each of the
codes. Pressure values quoted in the captions and in the text of this section
are not the total drop across the VD inlet and exit but only across the vortex
itself and are given as indicators of model performance.
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(a) Pressure, max = 79,800 Pa, min = -31,200
Pa
(b) eddy viscosity µT , max = 0.537 Pa.s
Figure 7.5: Flow dynamics in the forward direction, CFX, k−ω SST model, mass
flow rate 0.43 kg s−1.
(a) Pressure, max = 51,500 Pa, min = -27,700
Pa
(b) eddy viscosity µT , max = 0.01 Pa.s
Figure 7.6: Flow dynamics in the forward direction, CFX, k− ε model, mass flow
rate 0.43 kg s−1.
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7.4.1.1 CFX
Figures 7.5a and 7.5b show pressure and eddy viscosity on the centre plane
through the vortex chamber in forward flow simulated by CFX with the k−ω
SST model at a mass flow rate of 0.43 kg s−1. Figures 7.6a and 7.6b show
pressure and eddy viscosity on the same plane at the same mass flow rate
but with the k − ε model. Whilst the pressure distribution is similar to the
k − ω SST model (Figure 7.5a), the pressure drop across the vortex (from
inlet to centre) is lower – approximately 79,000 Pa for k − ε versus 111,000
Pa for k−ω SST – indicating that the vortex is not as strong when using the
k − ε model. Results were found to be independent of the cut plane height
in the chamber.
Eddy viscosity is more strikingly different: with the k−ε model the max-
imum values are at the inlet (0.01 Pa.s), in the wake or separation region
behind the curved wall at the chamber inlet and on the chamber wall (ap-
proximately 0.005 Pa.s) with very low values in the vortex. In Figure 7.5b
the maximum eddy viscosity is at the vortex centre (0.537 Pa.s). A potential
reason for this is that the SST model allows for a stronger vortex, which
results in a larger eddy viscosity. Further research is required to investigate
this possibility. Small variations in νT at the inlet and in the wake region are
not observed because they fit within the first contour band.
7.4.1.2 Fluidity
Figures 7.7a and 7.7b show pressure and eddy viscosity on the same plane as
the above CFX results for Fluidity with the k−ε model at a mass flow rate of
0.29 kg s−1 in the forward flow direction. The mass flow rate is different to the
CFX results above for the reason explained in §7.3.3.2. As explained in the
model setup description, pressure and eddy viscosity have been multiplied by
density to recover their correct values. Taking into account the different mass
flow rates, the pressure drop of 9200 Pa is still much lower than the CFX
k − ε result and the maximum eddy viscosity of 0.366 Pa.s is much greater.
The eddy viscosity distribution is more comparable to the CFX k− ω result
(Figure 7.5b) apart from a streak in the wake region behind the chamber
entrance which is similar to the CFX k − ε result. Here the strong eddy
viscosity may be preventing vortex formation whereas in the CFX k−ω SST
results the large eddy viscosity may be because of strong vortex formation.
Further examination of the evolution of the vortex is required to determine
whether this is the case.
Figures 7.8a and 7.8b show pressure and eddy viscosity with the VLES
model, and Figures 7.8c and 7.8d with the Smagorinsky LES model, at a
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mass flow rate of 0.29 kg s−1 in the forward flow direction. VLES has made a
significant improvement on the k− ε model: pressure drop across the vortex
here is approximately 17,300 Pa. Eddy viscosity shows a threefold decrease
compared to k− ε which may be the reason for the higher pressure drop. As
described in §4.4.4, the VLES model is designed to scale down dissipation to
an appropriate level for the mesh.
The LES results are the poorest of the three models tested in Fluidity:
pressure drop is approximately 8230 Pa and tensor eddy viscosity magnitude
is far greater with a maximum of 7.74 Pa.s occurring at the chamber inlet.
Large amounts of dissipation may have inhibited the development of a strong
vortex. The likely reason for this is that the Smagorinsky model does not
scale the dissipation correctly at the wall: wall functions should have been
used as explained in §5.1.6. Fairly high values of eddy viscosity are seen
in the interior of the chamber; further research is required to determine the
cause.
(a) Pressure, max = 10,200 Pa, min = 1000 Pa (b) Eddy viscosity µT , max = 0.366 Pa.s
Figure 7.7: Flow dynamics in the forward direction, Fluidity, k − ε model, mass
flow rate 0.29 kg s−1. Pressure and eddy viscosity have been multiplied by density
to recover their true values.
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(a) VLES, pressure, max = 15,330 Pa, min =
-1970 Pa
(b) VLES, eddy viscosity µT , max = 0.132
Pa.s
(c) LES, pressure, max = 9520 Pa, min =
1290 Pa
(d) LES, tensor eddy viscosity magnitude
|µT,ij |, max = 7.741 Pa.s
Figure 7.8: Flow dynamics in the forward direction, Fluidity, VLES and LES
models, mass flow rate 0.29 kg s−1. Pressure and eddy viscosity have been multi-
plied by density to recover their true values. 250
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7.4.2 Flow Dynamics: Reverse
Unlike forward flow, reverse flow is not necessarily laminar. As observed in
Figure 7.2b, reverse flow is characterised by a weak toroidal vortex in the
chamber which becomes complex as the streamlines gather near the tangen-
tial chamber exit. The pressure drop in reverse flow is mostly caused by
losses as the flow exits the vortex chamber where the flow path is narrowest.
7.4.2.1 CFX
Figures 7.9a, 7.9b and 7.9c show velocity, pressure and eddy viscosity on a
horizontal cut plane through the vortex chamber in reverse flow simulated
by CFX with the k − ω SST model at a mass flow rate of 0.43 kg s−1.
The lack of strong vorticity compared to the forward flow is evident from
the relatively uniform low pressure of approximately 2200 Pa. The lowest
pressure (-8500 Pa) and highest velocity occur at the chamber exit as it is
the point of smallest flow cross-sectional area. The maximum eddy viscosity
of 0.07 Pa.s, located in the toroidal vortex, is much smaller than in forward
flow.
Figures 7.10a and 7.10b show velocity and eddy viscosity on the same
plane at the same mass flow rate. However, with the k − ε model pressure
is not shown because it was no different to the k − ω SST pressure. Whilst
the velocity pattern is similar to the k − ω SST model (Figure 7.9a), eddy
viscosity is much larger at the chamber exit (0.503 Pa.s) where the peak
velocity occurs. This is the opposite case to forward flow in which the k− ω
SST model generated higher viscosity than the k − ε model. Eddy viscosity
is generally larger throughout the chamber than in the k − ω SST model.
7.4.2.2 Fluidity
Velocity and eddy viscosity at a mass flow rate of 0.25 kg s−1 are shown
on the horizontal plane for the Fluidity k − ε results in Figures 7.11a and
7.11b and the VLES results in Figures 7.11c and 7.11d. The distributions
and maximum values of velocity and eddy viscosity in the k − ε results are
similar to the CFX k−ε results if the differing mass flow rates are taken into
account. The structure of the toroidal vortex can be made out in the higher
values of velocity and eddy viscosity forming a ring around the chamber.
The main differences are that the toroidal structure is more uniform and
that eddy viscosity remains large in the exit duct whereas in the CFX results
it decreases.
VLES flow patterns are markedly different to k−ε results: a toroid or ring
is no longer evident but instead a mass of smaller chaotic turbulent scales.
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(a) Velocity magnitude, max = 4.94 m s−1 (b) Pressure, max = 2200 Pa, min = -8500 Pa
(c) Eddy viscosity µT , max = 0.070 Pa.s
Figure 7.9: Flow dynamics in the reverse direction, CFX, k−ω SST model, mass
flow rate 0.43 kg s−1.
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(a) Velocity magnitude, max = 4.98 m s−1 (b) Eddy viscosity µT , max = 0.503 Pa.s
Figure 7.10: Flow dynamics in the reverse direction, CFX, k−ε model, mass flow
rate 0.43 kg s−1.
As with the forward results, maximum eddy viscosity is almost three times
smaller than that of the k − ε results. The reduced dissipation has allowed
smaller and more complex turbulent motions to be resolved. However, the
result is a slightly higher reverse pressure drop than k − ε (see Figure 7.12).
More work is needed to determine whether a turbulence-resolving model is
suitable for reverse mode, since the aim is to obtain a low pressure drop.
7.4.3 Pressure Drop vs. Mass Flow Rate: Forward
Figure 7.12 shows a log-log plot of pressure drop across the VD inlet and
exit against mass flow rate in the forward direction for all CFX and Fluidity
simulations. Data from the three experiments are marked in black and the
forward flow correlation (7.1a) is plotted as a solid black line with ±15%
uncertainty bounds shown as dash-dotted lines.
7.4.3.1 Steady State vs. Transient: CFX
Steady-state CFX results are marked with hollow green symbols and tran-
sient CFX results by filled green symbols. Running a steady-state simulation
in CFX clearly resulted in a much lower vortex pressure drop compared to
transient for all turbulence models tested. A fully implicit first-order time
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(a) k − ε, velocity magnitude, max = 3.70 m s−1 (b) k − ε, eddy viscosity µT , max = 0.286 Pa.s
(c) VLES, velocity magnitude, max = 3.85 m s−1 (d) VLES, eddy viscosity µT , max = 0.120 Pa.s
Figure 7.11: Flow dynamics in the reverse direction, Fluidity, k − ε and VLES
models, mass flow rate 0.25 kg s−1. Pressure and eddy viscosity have been multi-
plies by density to recover true values. Contours are shown in black for clarity.
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Figure 7.12: Forward pressure drop vs. mass flow rate compared to experimental
data. ‘lam’ = no model; ‘ke’ = k − ε; ‘kwsst’ = k − ω SST; ‘tran’ = transient;
‘expt 1, 2, 3’ = data from three experiments; ‘expt fit’ = best-fit power law to
experimental data with ±15% uncertainty bounds on pressure drop values.
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discretisation is used in steady-state mode which (although unconditionally
stable) is numerically dissipative (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1997), counteract-
ing vortex development. The second-order scheme used in transient mode is
also dissipative but its higher level of accuracy may improve vortex develop-
ment.
7.4.3.2 Effect of Turbulence Model: CFX
It is clear from Figure 7.12 that the strongest vortex is generated by the
transient CFX run with no model but at higher flow rates (Q > 1 kg s−1) the
pressure drop is significantly over-predicted, suggesting that some stabilising
dissipation is needed. All the other CFX turbulence models tested appear
to stabilise the flow at higher Re. Only one result (at 0.43 kg s−1) has been
obtained with the transient k − ε model and more results are needed before
its behaviour can be assessed properly.
The transient CFX run with the k−ω SST model is consistently closest to
the data, even at high flow rates. This result helps to confirm the statement
in §4.2.4 that k− ω models are superior to k− ε models on coarse near-wall
meshes and in strongly swirling flows. However, the quantitative comparison
of pressure drop values is unreliable for the reasons given above relating
to the eddy-viscosity hypothesis and the location of experimental pressure
tappings. We must compare the reverse flow results and diodicity results
before drawing conclusions.
At low flow rates (Q < 0.1 kg s−1) the k − ω SST and no-model plots
display a change of behaviour, with pressure drops significantly under the
experimental trend-line. This corresponds to Re ≈ 5000 at the inlet or
Re ≈ 1600 at the narrowest flow cross-section (the tangential entrance to
the vortex chamber) based on the width of the duct. It is possible that the
change in behaviour corresponds to the laminar-turbulent transition point
in the inlet duct. Unfortunately, no experimental data is available at such
low flow rates so it is impossible to confirm whether the model is behaving
correctly or if the low flow rates are simply outside of the model’s range of
applicability.
7.4.3.3 Effect of Turbulence Model: Fluidity
The k − ε model (red triangles) and tensor Smagorinsky LES model (red
x) in Fluidity predicted low pressure drops, corresponding to weak vortex
formation, and closer to the steady-state CFX results than the transient
CFX results. The low pressure drops predicted by the LES model may be
a consequence of the forward flow being non-turbulent: the vortex motion
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suppresses or ‘laminarises’ any turbulent motion entering the chamber. The
VLES model results (red +) are much better than Fluidity k− ε results and
compare well with transient CFX k− ε results, potentially because VLES is
less dissipative than k − ε.
Figures 7.13a and 7.13b show the time series of pressure drop from sim-
ulations with VLES and k − ε models respectively. A much higher pressure
drop is generated by VLES with more complex pressure fluctuations. Both
time series display oscillation indicating the presence of vortex precession.
Oscillations become smaller as time passes, suggesting that during the initial
‘spin-up’ period the vortex centre is more mobile, settling into a smaller orbit
as the flow nears a pseudo-steady state.
7.4.3.4 Effect of Inlet Turbulence: CFX
The effect of reducing turbulent intensity in CFX from 5% to 0% by changing
the values of k and ε was to cause the forward simulations to diverge (reverse
simulations with this condition were not carried out). It was apparent that
some inlet turbulence was necessary to generate eddy viscosity in order to
stabilise the flow at high flow rates where the flow separates off the curved
surface of the chamber inlet.
7.4.3.5 Effect of Inlet Turbulence: Fluidity
The effect on the pressure drop of adding synthetic inlet turbulence (SEM)
to the k − ε model is shown in Figure 7.13c. The addition of SEM does
not change the pressure drop across the VD compared to Figure 7.13b, but
merely adds high-frequency low-amplitude pressure fluctuations. It is likely
that these pressure fluctuations are damped out by the vortex. Changing
the inlet turbulent intensity in the same manner as for CFX (see previous
section) did not affect the pressure drop either (results not shown).
7.4.4 Pressure Drop vs. Mass Flow Rate: Reverse
Figure 7.14 shows a log-log plot of pressure drop across the VD against
mass flow rate in the reverse direction for all CFX and Fluidity simulations.
Data from the three experiments are marked in black and the reverse flow
correlation (7.1b) is also plotted as a solid black line with uncertainty bounds
plotted as dash-dotted lines.
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(a) VLES model pressure drop
(b) k − ε model pressure drop
(c) k − ε model + SEM pressure drop
Figure 7.13: Effect of turbulence model on forward pressure drop, Fluidity, mass
flow rate 0.29 kg s−1. 258
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Figure 7.14: Reverse pressure drop vs. mass flow rate compared to experimental
data. ‘lam’ = no model; ‘ke’ = k − ε; ‘kwsst’ = k − ω SST; ‘tran’ = transient;
‘expt 1, 2, 3’ = data from three experiments; ‘expt fit’ = best-fit power law to
experimental data with ±15% uncertainty bounds on pressure drop values. 259
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7.4.4.1 Steady State vs. Transient: CFX
Both steady-state and transient CFX runs collapsed approximately onto the
experimental trend line indicating that transient effects may not be as strong
or affect the pressure drop to the same degree as in forward flow. Quantitative
agreement with the experimental data was not anticipated for the reasons
already given and further steps are needed to check whether these results
are by pure coincidence. If diodicity measurements (presented in the next
section) for the CFX results also agree with the data, then it is likely that
the results are indeed accurate.
7.4.4.2 Effect of Turbulence Model: CFX
Compared to the forward flow the choice of turbulence model does not affect
pressure drop to the same degree. The strong forward vortex appears to be
a more challenging test of the models. Further tests are required to obtain
transient k − ε results in reverse flow.
7.4.4.3 Effect of Turbulence Model: Fluidity
Fluidity has predicted quite different reverse pressure drops to CFX. The
k − ε model is closest while LES and VLES models give identical pressure
drop predictions.
7.4.5 Diodicity
Figure 7.15 plots the diodicity, or ratio of forward to reverse pressure drops,
for the CFX and Fluidity results against the experimental data with ± 15%
error bars included. The experimental data covered a narrow range of flow
rates with a large uncertainty so it was decided not to include a trend-line.
Diodicity must be equal to one below a critical value of flow rate at which
no vortices are formed and the flow in both directions is completely laminar.
This baseline is marked by a dashed line in Figure 7.15.
It is notable that all the simulated diodicity results tend towards one at
low mass flow rates. Steady-state CFX models predicted low values of diod-
icity which levelled off at high flow rates. Transient CFX models predicted
ever-increasing diodicity at higher flow rates, suggesting that transient effects
become more influential on pressure drop as flow rate increases.
The transient CFX simulation with the k−ω SST model has come close to
the actual diodicity while the transient CFX simulation with no model over-
predicts diodicity because the vortex strength was over-predicted in forward
flow mode. Neither of these results was within experimental uncertainty
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bounds, however. No other model, either in CFX or Fluidity, has come close
to the actual diodicity. Fluidity LES results are close to one, meaning that
the forward and reverse pressure drops are almost identical. No correction
was made for the fact that mass flow rates in forward and reverse Fluidity
simulations were not quite the same, but it is unlikely to make a big positive
difference to these results.
7.5 Discussion
7.5.1 Summary of Findings
The purpose of this research was to provide information to Rolls-Royce Sub-
marines on the behaviour of the vortex diode flow and on the abilities of
two codes, using various turbulence models, to simulate it. Simulations have
been performed using the open-source code Fluidity, developed by AMCG at
Imperial College, and the commercial code CFX. Pressure drops were calcu-
lated across the diode in both forward and reverse flow modes and compared
to experimental data. Uniform meshes with relatively coarse wall resolution
were used to reduce simulation times.
In the forward direction, transient simulations in CFX gave better pre-
dictions than steady-state, possibly on account of their ability to capture
vortex precession. The best fit to the experimental data was obtained with
the k−ω SST model in a transient simulation in CFX. The k− ε model was
not a good choice for such strongly swirling flow, its over-dissipative nature
sapping energy from the vortex, causing low pressure drops. CFX runs with
no turbulence model were more unstable and over-predicted pressure drop.
Fluidity runs with no turbulence model were also unstable, but more so than
in CFX so no results have been presented.
In the reverse direction, several turbulence models in CFX came very
close to the experimental data: k − ω SST (steady-state and transient), no
model (steady-state and transient), and k − ε (steady-state). The reverse
flow resembled an impinging jet and vortices were much weaker than in the
forward direction, presenting less of a modelling problem.
In Fluidity, the highest forward pressure drops were predicted by the
scale-adaptive VLES model. This model curbed the excessive dissipation of
the k − ε model upon which it is based and consequently allowed a stronger
vortex to form. The k − ε model behaved similarly to the same model in
CFX, being generally over-dissipative and preventing the vortex from forming
properly. The VLES model demonstrated the ability to scale the turbulent
contribution to dissipation in response to mesh size. In this way it compen-
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sated for the failure of the k − ε model rather than modelling the correct
flow dynamics. The Smagorinsky LES model behaviour in this flow requires
further investigation, being far too dissipative near the wall and preventing
a strong vortex from forming.
Fluidity made poor quantitative predictions of reverse pressure drop com-
pared to CFX. The best agreement with data was with the k−ε model. The
VLES model generated complex flow dynamics which increased reverse pres-
sure drop. LES predicted similarly low pressure drops to VLES.
7.5.2 Conclusions and Recommendations
The simulations presented here did not faithfully follow ‘best-practice’ guide-
lines regarding mesh resolution owing to tight constraints on CFX licences
and time on the company computing cluster. Near-wall regions were not
highly resolved and mesh-refinement studies were not attempted. The vortex
diode is a particularly challenging test case for a number of reasons. Measure-
ment uncertainties in the experimental data and the pressure modification
inherent in eddy-viscosity turbulence models made quantitative pressure drop
predictions impossible. The true behaviour at low flow rates is unknown and
if the flow regime does indeed change at lower Reynolds numbers, as sug-
gested by the k − ω SST forward results, more data is needed to validate
these results. A second source of data, particularly DNS, would be very
helpful in future CFD studies of this flow.
Lower pressure drop predictions by Fluidity compared to CFX may be
down to differences in solution procedure. CFX uses different spatial and
temporal discretisations, a different timestepping algorithm and a coupled
rather than segregated solver. These confounding variables are impossible
to isolate, but further research into the properties of the schemes employed
would be worthwhile. In particular, the dissipative properties of the second-
order backward Euler scheme used in CFX may have stabilised the vortex flow
in the absence of turbulence models. Other dissipative schemes, such as the
stabilised finite element methods described in §3.5.6, are worth considering
in future studies.
Differences in mesh generation may have favoured CFX too; it is very
difficult to generate identical meshes in different software packages. The GiD
package used for Fluidity meshes is quite a basic tool compared to ICEM-
CFD, making high-quality mesh generation in complex geometry very diffi-
cult. Unfortunately neither of the meshing packages was compatible with the
alternate CFD code. The use of an adapted mesh to generate the Fluidity re-
sults presented did not make a significant improvement on the GiD-generated
initial mesh and further work is required to find the optimal adaptivity set-
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tings for the flow.
Fixed meshes could be improved and refined in future studies, particularly
the near-wall resolution which may play a part in the generation of a strong
vortex. Techniques for generating prismatic boundary layers in a tetrahedra-
only mesh suitable for Fluidity should be investigated. A translator could be
written to allow meshes generated in ICEMCFD or a similarly sophisticated
geometry and mesh generation package to be used in Fluidity.
Eddy viscosity models are known to encounter problems in strongly
swirling flows or those with strong streamline curvature (Wilcox, 1998). This
fact may well explain the failure of the tested turbulence models to correctly
predict the forward pressure drop. Further research into VD simulations
without a turbulence model would be worthwhile, in view of the fact that
the forward vortex laminarises the flow. Such an approach would have to be
dissipative enough to stabilise the vortex without damping it excessively. In
the case of CFX, the second-order backward Euler time scheme may have sta-
bilised the no-model simulations at moderate flow rates, but simulations at
high flow rates (Q > 1 kg s−1) over-predicted pressure drop due to instability.
The numerical stabilisation techniques outlined in Chapter 3, such as the
Discontinuous Galerkin method or SUPG, may add just enough stabilisation
in Fluidity without suppressing vortex formation. Alternatively, a more com-
plex model not based on the Boussinesq hypothesis, such as a Reynolds stress
model (RSM), might be appropriate (Yang and Priestman, 1991; Chabard
and Laurence, 2009). For example, Leschziner and Hogg (1989) found an
RSM to be superior to the k − ε model in highly swirling confined flows be-
cause it accounted for suppression of turbulence while the k − ε generated
too much dissipation, as observed here. It may also be worth implementing
the k − ω SST model in Fluidity in order to take advantage of its improved
behaviour in swirling flows over the k − ε model.
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8.1 Summary
In Chapter 2, the use of CFD in the nuclear energy industry was discussed
in order to give context to this research. The distinction between ‘conserva-
tive’ and ‘best-estimate’ models was made in the context of nuclear safety
analysis and best-practice in performing industrial CFD studies was outlined.
Costs and constraints associated with running a high-performance computing
(HPC) facility were discussed.
Chapter 3 covered the fundamentals of turbulence, turbulence modelling,
discretisation and adaptive mesh techniques. Numerically-derived stabili-
sation methods were compared to turbulence models derived from physical
arguments.
In Chapter 4 the implementation of the standard k − ε model by the
control volume-based finite element (CV-FE) method was described. A law-
of-the-wall turbulent boundary condition in variational form was developed
for use in high-Reynolds-number flows. Numerical properties of the k − ε
model were verified. Its performance with various boundary conditions on
fixed and adaptive meshes was validated using the 2D backward-facing step
against experimental data.
Convergence was demonstrated on fixed meshes up to 44,000 nodes and
on various adaptive meshes with 50-80% fewer nodes, suggesting that mesh
adaptivity is an efficient alternative to conventional demonstrations of solu-
tion convergence by uniform grid-refinement. From five different interpola-
tion error measures, the k− ε model converged to a single mesh-independent
solution. However, reattachment length and mean velocity profiles were not
as accurately predicted as on a uniform fine mesh, possibly due to the log-law
wall function being applied on too fine a mesh.
A scale-adaptive modified k− ε model, the VLES model, was also imple-
mented and validated using 2D backward-facing step. While the reattach-
ment length predictions were not accurate, the flow dynamics displayed a
split between large resolved scales and uniform RANS regions as expected of
such a model. This ability is potentially useful but only in a ‘true’ i.e. 3D
turbulent flow, evidenced by highly accurate preliminary 3D VLES results
presented at the end of Chapter 6.
In Chapter 5 a tensorial dynamic LES model was developed in response
to the deficiencies of the standard Smagorinsky LES model. The new model
was designed specifically for use with unstructured mesh adaptivity and ad-
dressed the problems associated with LES on unstructured inhomogeneous
meshes. Particular attention was given to filtering and the resulting commu-
tation errors. Properties of the inverse Helmholtz filter, modified to accept a
tensorial filter width and implemented in finite element form, were verified in
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simple tests in order to justify its use in the dynamic LES model. The chap-
ter concluded with a discussion of strategies for marrying LES to adaptive
mesh techniques.
The tensorial dynamic LES model was validated on fixed and adaptive
meshes using the 3D backward-facing step in Chapter 6. Results show that
dynamic LES with mesh adaptivity was a highly effective combination, able
to resolve the important flow details with minimal resolution and provide
sufficient sub-filter-scale dissipation in response to the level of resolution.
Comparable results were obtained on a fixed mesh with 600,000 nodes and
adaptive meshes with 60% fewer nodes while only adapting every 100 to 200
timesteps, with each adapt costing approximately the same as one timestep.
This demonstrated both the efficiency of mesh adaptivity and the reduc-
tion of required a priori knowledge of flow dynamics in order to design the
mesh. Some of the interpolation error-based adaptivity strategies discussed
in Chapter 5 were investigated and improvements in the results were obtained
by changing the interpolation error measures used.
The original form of the tensorial filter width was found to be too dissi-
pative (cf. §5.2.4) compared to a standard scalar definition, the cube root of
element volume (5.7), so its width was reduced by a normalisation procedure
(5.45). It was found that the normalised tensorial definition gave compara-
ble, but not superior, results to the scalar filter on various meshes, perhaps
because the definition of magnitude was inappropriate. To see if the tensor
filter was superior on meshes with greater anisotropy, adaptive meshes with
higher aspect ratios (A4 and A5) were tested but no significant differences
were observed. The scalar filter is suitable for use on these meshes, giving
support to the finding of Oshima et al. (1997) on Cartesian meshes.
Significant improvements were obtained by applying the Synthetic Eddy
Method (SEM) at the inflow to seed turbulence. Dynamic LES results ob-
tained with CFX were inferior to Fluidity because CFX lacked a comparable
method to SEM, resulting in a quasi-laminar flow. Fluidity results without
SEM were still better than CFX; in particular the reattachment length was
predicted with far greater accuracy, though this may be due to cancellation
of errors meaning that one cannot draw firm conclusions.
Chapter 7 compared Fluidity and CFX in a challenging industrial test
case, the vortex diode. It was found that the prediction of pressure drop in
a strong vortex was highly sensitive to the choice of turbulence model, dis-
cretisation and solution algorithm. Eddy-viscosity-based models were unable
to make quantitative predictions of pressure drop because the exact pressure
is unavailable in these models, although the k − ω SST model in CFX gave
reasonable predictions. The potential of simulating the vortex diode forward
flow without a turbulence model was demonstrated in CFX.
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8.2 Conclusions
Three research challenges were presented in the introduction which face CFD
for nuclear reactor safety analysis. These were to maximise computational
efficiency, improve the range of validity or robustness of turbulence models
and develop ways to demonstrate accuracy and convergence of LES solu-
tions. Three research objectives were also stated: to use mesh adaptivity to
efficiently simulate turbulent flows, to develop a range of robust turbulence
models, and to validate the models in academic and industrial test cases.
Research achievements are related to the three research challenges and three
objectives here.
8.2.1 Towards a Range of Robust Turbulence Models
This thesis presents the development, verification and validation of several
models for modelling turbulence with unstructured mesh adaptivity. These
methods are the k − ε U-RANS and VLES models discretised by the CV-
FE method, a near-wall model in variational form and a tensorial dynamic
LES model with a differential tensor filter. Robustness is defined here as
the ability to be applied accurately in diverse situations without tuning of
parameters. In other words, the model has to self-tune or self-adapt to the
particular flow.
8.2.1.1 RANS model with adaptivity
The k − ε model with unstructured mesh adaptivity was found to generate
mesh-independent solutions when five different error measures were used to
generate the mesh. The five converged meshes were quite similar, suggesting
that the error measures were equivalent. Setting an error target in one (or
a few) fields is equivalent to setting error targets in all of them because all
the prognostic fields are coupled in this model. Solving the model equations
followed by regenerating the mesh can be viewed as an iterative solution
algorithm towards a converged solution with mesh regeneration as part of
the model.
Although the k − ε model is not a very accurate RANS model by itself,
its accuracy is improved in combination with adaptive meshing, being able
to supply optimal resolution for the flow tested. Separating and reattaching
flow (i.e. the 2D backward-facing step) is a well-known case where the k− ε
model is inaccurate, making it difficult to assess the full potential of this
combination. In future, either a more accurate RANS model such as the
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k − ω SST model should be used with mesh adaptivity, or a test case in
which the k−ε model is accurate such as a 2D shear layer should be studied.
Reattachment length predictions on a fine fixed mesh were slightly closer
to the benchmark data than on adaptive meshes, primarily due to the log-law
wall function being applied too close to the wall in the latter, resulting in
incorrect near-wall velocity profiles. Adaptive wall functions are needed to
improve accuracy on meshes where near-wall resolution is variable.
8.2.1.2 Scale-adaptive VLES model
The VLES model was obtained by scaling the eddy viscosity in the k − ε
model by the relative size of the mesh 4 to the smallest flow scale, the Kol-
mogorov lengthscale η and the largest scale, the integral (model) lengthscale
l0. The result was to produce a scale-sensitive model similar to detached
eddy simulation (DES) in which a sharp transition was created between a
full RANS region where viscosity was not scaled, and an LES-like region
where it was.
In 2D validation tests the RANS region the flow was very uniform and
steady-state, while the flow in the LES-like region contained large coherent
– but non-turbulent – scales. With increasingly fine uniform fixed meshes,
the large scales became more complex and finer scales were manifested. As
expected for a scale-resolving model in 2D, reattachment length predictions
were very poor, albeit consistent across different mesh resolutions.
In the 3D backward-facing step on a uniform fixed mesh of 600,000 nodes
the flow was very accurately simulated in the shear layer and reattachment
region behind the step. Reattachment length was slightly under-predicted,
suggesting that too much dissipation is generated. By resolving only the
large scales, the dissipative effect of the smaller scales on the large may be
incorrectly accounted for by the model. Further research is needed to find
out if the division of the turbulent spectrum by the VLES model is a valid
representation of turbulence in terms of the coupling between resolved and
modelled scales.
The flow was under-resolved near the bottom wall owing to the presence
of a RANS region along the wall, which offers an alternative explanation of
the low reattachment length: the large near-wall velocity gradients typical of
the reattachment region were not accurately captured in the RANS region.
A RANS region was also generated in the inlet and above the shear layer, in
which the flow was accurately represented, although the much lower velocity
gradients here made the job much easier than near the wall.
To save computational effort the VLES model could be used with mesh
adaptivity. However, it may be that an adaptive model and an adaptive
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mesh would try to perform the same task of concentrating on the signifi-
cant dynamics, with neither achieving ideal results. On the other hand, it
can be argued that the VLES model does not know which areas of the flow
are dynamically significant, and needs a well-designed mesh in order to gen-
erate accurate results. Further demonstrations of the model’s quantitative
predictive capabilities on fixed homogeneous and inhomogeneous meshes are
needed before attempting adaptive simulations.
The VLES model (or a similar scale-resolving method) may have consid-
erable value in complex simulations if it can be demonstrated that it gives
more detailed and accurate flow representations than RANS without going
to the expense on LES. Its range of applicability is limited by the type of
quantities that can be predicted accurately in the RANS and LES regions.
8.2.1.3 Tensorial Dynamic LES Model with Adaptivity
The novel combination of a tensorial eddy-viscosity LES model, based on a
tensorial filter width designed for unstructured elements, with the dynamic
method and unstructured mesh adaptivity has been introduced. It is a robust
model for several reasons:
• SFS stress is tuned to local mesh resolution by means of the dynamic
Smagorinsky coefficient,
• SFS stress is tuned in each direction independently by means of the
tensorial filter width,
• the dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient does not need an ad hoc upper
limit to stabilise the model (only cS > 0 is imposed),
• averaging in the expression for cS is not needed for stability, removing
another ad hoc operation from the original dynamic model,
• mesh resolution is automatically adapted to resolve the flow within a
specified discretisation error bound,
• no wall functions are necessary thanks to the dynamic method.
The only user-defined parameters in the model are the filter width ratios α
and β and the mesh adaptivity settings. Although the aim was to develop
a parameter-free model which would be truly robust, the filter width ratios
may not need to be changed from the optimum values of α = 1 and β = 1
found in the validation exercise. Additionally, the user expertise required to
generate a good adaptive mesh is less than that required to generate a good
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fixed mesh. Therefore, this model is an improvement on current methods for
dynamic LES on fixed meshes. Robustness of the new model needs to be
confirmed by simulating other flows.
In the validation tests it became apparent that the tensor filter was not
superior to a simple scalar width definition. This finding is consistent with
Oshima et al. (1997), who found that scalar and tensor filter widths gave
comparable results on anisotropic structured (Cartesian) meshes. The ex-
tension of this finding to unstructured meshes is not illogical.
Furthermore, simple analysis (cf. §5.2.1) has shown that the tensor LES
model is not invariant under simple transformations, rendering it inconsistent
with the Navier-Stokes equations. A subject for further research could be the
construction of a frame-invariant model incorporating the tensor filter width.
If one cannot be found, it is probably not worth pursuing this line of enquiry,
making a scalar filter width the preferred option.
One question regarding the tensorial filter width remains: can the defini-
tion be revised such that the normalisation procedure (5.45) is unnecessary,
while maintaining or improving its performance in the dynamic LES model?
The tensor width was scaled down to give it the same magnitude as the scalar
filter, reducing the magnitude of the resultant SFS stress term. The mea-
sure of tensor magnitude used was the Frobenius norm, which may not be
the most appropriate geometrical measure of the magnitude of an ellipsoid
tensor. Alternative filter width definitions are discussed in §8.3.1.
8.2.2 Efficient Use of Computational Power
In the 2D and 3D simulations presented, savings of 50-80% in terms of re-
duced node numbers were achieved by employing mesh adaptivity, while
producing comparable or better results. Whilst the overhead of mesh gen-
eration has not been rigorously quantified, it is certainly outweighed by the
savings in computational time achieved by reduced mesh size. Hiester et al.
(2011) found that one mesh adapt cost approximately one timestep in terms
of computing time.
The exact overhead depends on the frequency of mesh adaptations. In
the 3D validation tests, the best results were obtained by adapting the mesh
every 200 timesteps to the errors in the time-averaged velocity and fluctuat-
ing velocity. By adapting to time-averaged velocity, meshes captured most
of the turbulence in the separation region behind the step. Although the
timescales on which the fluctuating velocity evolved was on the order of ten
timesteps, adapting to the Reynolds stress every 200 timesteps did impact
on overall accuracy: the mesh was considerably finer as a result. However,
the exact distribution of mesh resolution was non-optimal for representing
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the fluctuations from about ten timesteps after each adapt. Here the use of a
robust LES model may have been important: where resolution was not fine
enough to represent fine-scale velocity fluctuations, the model could provide
an appropriate level of dissipation in their place.
The backward-facing step flow converges to a statistical steady state,
making it amenable to the mixed average/fluctuating velocity adaptivity
strategy. In other cases the flow evolution may be quite different and a new
strategy might have to be found. The flow in a complex case such as a nu-
clear accident scenario may continually evolve from an initial event to a final
accident. Here, an alternative adaptivity strategy may be needed, such as
adapting to the instantaneous velocity field at frequent intervals. The adap-
tivity overhead will certainly be higher in this case. Different strategies for
adapting the mesh may have to be developed for different classes of problem.
Whether this requires less effort than designing fixed meshes is a matter for
further investigation.
8.2.3 Estimating and Providing Appropriate Resolu-
tion in LES
Achieving sufficient resolution of the turbulence in the 3D backward-facing
step necessitated trial-and-error tuning of the error-based adaptivity algo-
rithm to the specific qualities of the flow. Without mesh adaptivity the
difficulties are even greater. Repetition of simulations is the only way to
iterate towards an ideal mesh, which is inefficient. Clearly, a more advanced
technique is needed for estimating the required resolution.
A putative method, developed from a suggestion by Pope (2004), was de-
scribed in Chapter 5 for determining whether resolution was fine enough to
satisfy the rule of thumb that 80% of the total kinetic energy is resolved glob-
ally. A relatively simple technique incorporating interpolation error based
and goal-based adaptivity was proposed. Although the method has not yet
been implemented, it has the potential to address a major challenge fac-
ing LES, namely, how do we know how fine to make the mesh? The pro-
posed method is an attractive first step towards more advanced methods
for determining appropriate resolution. Future work will also look into pure
goal-based adaptivity, where the goal is not a generic measure of turbulence
resolution like the proportion of energy, but a quantity directly related to
the purpose of the simulation. These ideas are explored in §8.3.2 below.
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8.2.4 Model Validation in the Vortex Diode
The turbulence models used to simulate the vortex diode forward flow were
inadequate as they did not account for the laminar nature of the vortex and
were generally too dissipative. Simulations at low flow rates deserve further
attention to establish if there is a change of flow regime from turbulent to
laminar in the inlet and outlet ducts, and which models are valid at these
flow rates. However, there is no experimental data against which to validate
their behaviour; other VD geometries could be simulated instead.
Simulations without a model were moderately successful, as found by
Kulkarni et al. (2008). Further research on the use of numerical stabilisa-
tion methods in this flow is needed, particularly if Fluidity is to be used
for this problem without a model. For example, the Discontinuous Galerkin
method or SUPG may be appropriate for this flow, adding sufficient sta-
bilisation without overly damping vortex formation. A deeper analysis of
vortex formation in CFD may provide clues as to what the best method is.
Reynolds stress models (RSM) should be tested, given their superior abilities
to eddy-viscosity models in strongly swirling flow.
Corrections to eddy-viscosity models to recover the true pressure are
needed to achieve quantitative predictive capability. Greater resolution is
also advisable for the vortex diode if quantitative predictions are to be made.
Better mesh generation methods for complex internal geometry may required
in Fluidity if other industrial CFD problems are to be studied. Prismatic
boundary layers may be useful to provide small near-wall resolution per-
pendicular to the wall while maintaining coarser spacing parallel to the wall.
Further work on the use of adaptive meshing in this problem is recommended;
a suitable choice of error measure might be the pressure in this case.
8.3 Future Work
8.3.1 Revised Filter Width Definitions
Despite its positive effect (a reduction of model dissipation), the tensor nor-
malisation (5.45) is an undesirable ad hoc procedure. Instead, a more consis-
tent scalar definition can be obtained from the tensor definition itself which
has the same magnitude as the tensor. While this does not address the prob-
lem of the magnitude of the tensor filter width, it at least places the scalar
and tensor definitions on an equal footing.
The metric M is an ellipsoid with principal dimensions given by the
eigenvalues λi of the metric and oriented according to the eigenvectors V .
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Its volume is given by
VM =
4
3
piλζληλξ. (8.1)
Anisotropy is measured by the ratios of the eigenvalues. A regular or isotropic
tetrahedron has equal eigenvalues, and its metric is a sphere, with volume
given by the formula V = 4
3
pir3. A spherical metric results in isotropic viscos-
ity. Therefore, isotropy in the viscosity tensor can be created by distorting
the metric to a space where it is a sphere in a similar process to the merg-
ing of two metrics as described in §3.6.1. The spherical metric Miso has
equal eigenvalues Λiso and its eigenvectors V iso are the identity matrix. The
eigenvalues are scaled so that the sphere’s volume is equal to the original
metric:
Λiso =
λiso 0 00 λiso 0
0 0 λiso
 , (8.2)
λiso = (λζληλξ)
1/3. (8.3)
The scaled spherical metric Miso is constructed from its eigenvalues and
eigenvectors:
Miso = V isoΛisoV iso. (8.4)
Initial tests of this revised definition show that it generates too much dissipa-
tion. The optimal values of α and β with these new definitions are lower as a
result; values of less than one are permissible with the differential filtering op-
eration. Future research will examine this question in greater depth and look
for other mathematically and physically valid scalar and tensor definitions.
8.3.2 Towards Complete LES Modelling
The positive results obtained with the dynamic LES model and mesh adap-
tivity have given confidence that this is a robust and efficient CFD model
for diverse industrial fluid flow problems. The method is good at resolv-
ing turbulence in complex geometry, but in future a more complete strategy
could be investigated, stemming from the discussion of LES with adaptivity
in §5.4. There a putative improvement to the method was outlined based on
measuring the proportions of SFS and resolved kinetic energy. This could
indicate whether the solution is well-resolved.
However, it is not necessarily the case that sufficiently resolving all of the
turbulent dynamics is a pre-requisite to obtaining a trustworthy solution.
Only some areas of the flow are influential over the quantity which we actu-
ally want to predict. Goal-based adaptivity can be focussed on the pertinent
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details of the problem, namely, what is it we are measuring and what are the
parameters to which the measurement is sensitive? Future research could
be directed to developing goal-based methods for complex high-Re turbu-
lent flow. These methods have enormous potential in industrial CFD. The
problems faced in their development may include:
1. What are the types of questions which industry want to answer?
2. What functionals are reliable indicators of solution accuracy in a par-
ticular problem?
3. On which scales of motion do particular functionals depend?
4. How do functionals vary in time in a turbulent flow? To optimise
resolution to accurately predict a time-varying functional, how long
should the interval between mesh adapts be?
5. How do the functionals depend on the choice of discretisation, turbu-
lence model etc? i.e. are the measurements we are interested in robust
to variations in the numerical method?
6. Which turbulence models are appropriate for computing functionals?
(As opposed to ‘conventional’ turbulence modelling where common
questions pertain to physical considerations such as correctly modelling
energy flux, wall scaling etc.) For example, any turbulence model which
can be expressed as a variational principle can be differentiated, and
can therefore be incorporated in an adjoint model (Farrell, 2012).
7. What role could/should mesh anisotropy play in improving the accu-
racy of functional computations?
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